As a result of Sunshine Coast Council's
endorsement on 27 August 2020 of the
Community Engagement Framework for the
Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Project, this
document was neither reviewed nor
considered by Council.
This document therefore does not
represent Council policy and is made
available for information purposes only.
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Information contained in this document is based on information available at the time of
writing. All figures and diagrams are indicative only and should be referred to as such. While
the Sunshine Coast Council has exercised reasonable care in preparing this document it
does not warrant or represent that it is accurate or complete. Council or its officers accept no
responsibility for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from acting in
reliance upon any material contained in this document.
Note: The Preliminary Business Case and Options Analysis was largely completed prior to
the events occurring as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The possible legacy effects
COVID-19 may have on travel demand, public transport, mass transit and jobs and
connectivity in the Sunshine Coast region were unclear at the time of developing the PBC
and as a consequence have not yet been considered. It is acknowledged that such legacy
impacts will need to be addressed in the next phase of investigation.
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Executive Summary
The Sunshine Coast is one of Australia’s most desirable places to live and work. The region
continues to grow at a rapid rate, exceeding the national and state average population
growth rates.
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South East Queensland (SEQ) is expected to experience population growth of approximately
1.74 million people between 2019 and 2041. Around 190,000 people, or 11 per cent of this
total growth, is forecast to occur in the Sunshine Coast region, increasing the population by
over 70 per cent to approximately
518,000 by 20411. By 2050, it is
forecast there could be nearly
600,000 people in the region.
Over the past 20 years, the
population of the Sunshine Coast
has grown strongly by 125,500
people at an average of 2.8 per
cent per year. By comparison, Queensland’s population grew at an average of 2 per cent per
year in the same period.
The region is heavily dependent on car transport and continues to rapidly expand its urban
boundaries. It faces major challenges in managing growth over the next three decades.
Population growth and increasing congestion will continue to put pressure on housing,
transport, lifestyle, employment, social infrastructure and the environment. Therefore, there is
a real risk of a vicious circle
developing, as shown opposite,
degrading the very qualities of the
region that make it an attractive place
to live and visit.

Risk of a
vicious circle
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Infrastructure Australia (IA) has
identified the Sunshine Coast as one
of five city regions that will help drive
the future productivity of the national
economy2. The SEQ Regional Plan
2017 (ShapingSEQ) sets a 50-year
vision for the region to be globally
positioned as a unique sub-tropical
living environment. Specifically, its
plan for the next 25 years aims to
develop the strength of the Sunshine
Coast region by:


Focusing 62 per cent of new housing development in the existing urban area



Prioritising public transport (PT) and active transport (i.e. transport the relies mostly on
human power)



Providing region-shaping infrastructure to increase accessibility and productivity.

1

2

Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (2018). Population projections. Accessed at:
https://www.qgso.qld.gov.au/statistics/theme/population/population-projections
Australian Infrastructure Plan, Infrastructure Australia (2016)
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Sunshine Coast Council (Council) has a vision for the Sunshine Coast to be Australia’s most
sustainable region. Healthy. Smart. Creative. To achieve this vision and respond to the
significant population growth that is expected, a step change in public transport is required to
set the region on a path to sustainable transport and urban development.
To support the development of an integrated urban public transport solution for the Sunshine
Coast, the Sunshine Coast Mass Transit (SCMT) Preliminary Business Case and Options
Analysis (PBC) assesses the region’s land use, transport, liveability and environmental
sustainability challenges, considers options to address the challenges and defines the priority
for more detailed investigations. It builds on work already completed in the Strategic
Business Case in July 20193.
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Mass transit is a system of public transport that concentrates on moving large numbers of
people over a fixed route or network. It is the most efficient way to move people in a
congested environment and a city-shaping investment that allows for new urban
development to be consolidated in its catchment, so people can easily access transport
services.

The challenge of sustainable population growth

To accommodate the forecast population growth in the Sunshine Coast region, ShapingSEQ
identifies a need for at least 87,000 new residential dwellings between 2016 and 2041.
Owing to the existing urban settlement pattern and geographic constraints, the Sunshine
Coast is facing a major challenge to accommodate the forecast growth in population and
additional dwellings.
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If the Sunshine Coast responds to population growth primarily through urban expansion, this
will likely result in urban encroachment on the region’s natural resources including
environmentally significant land, highly constrained land, rural and agricultural areas. The
expanded urban environment would also require significant investment in the provision of
infrastructure and services over a larger geographic area. New communities located outside
existing urban areas are also difficult to service with effective public transport and often do
not meet residents’ needs for employment, recreation, shopping and education. Residents of
new communities tend to rely mostly on car transport for trips outside the immediate local
area. This will generate higher levels of vehicle travel with commensurate high needs for
new roads and car parking to enable residents to access the established major activity
centres and coastal attractions.
To reduce these undesirable effects, both Sunshine Coast Council and the Queensland
Government have recognised there must be a strong focus on accommodating a majority of
future population growth through urban consolidation within the existing urban area.
According to the SEQ Regional Plan ShapingSEQ, to accommodate the forecast growth for
the Sunshine Coast, 62 per cent of new dwellings should be delivered through urban
consolidation4. This translates to an estimated 53,700 new dwellings to be located within the
existing urban area of the region over the 25 years between 2016 and 20415.

3
4
5

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case
Queensland Government (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120
Queensland Government (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120
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Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
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Consistent with ShapingSEQ, Council’s policy objective is to progress a comprehensive
agenda to accommodate the majority of forecast population growth through urban
consolidation within the existing urban area. The greatest opportunity to achieve sustainable
urban consolidation occurs within the 24-kilometre urban coastal corridor between
Maroochydore and Caloundra, known as the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. Consistent
with relevant Queensland Government and Council policies and plans, the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor can enable more sustainable and affordable housing choices, closer to major
employment and recreational centres. This consolidation of travel demands can in turn
support more effective public transport and active transport services, creating a selfreinforcing circle whereby public transport services can be further improved to attract more
patrons.
Consolidating a greater proportion of housing and employment growth within the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor will:


Ensure a more cost-effective and sustainable solution to transport infrastructure provision



Catalyse the opportunity to support substantial and appropriate economic growth



Enable greater and more affordable access to the lifestyle advantages offered by the
beachside areas of the Sunshine Coast.

The need for action

OR

Confirming and articulating the
problems or opportunities faced
by the Sunshine Coast region is
critical to understanding the
need for action. Developing a
sound understanding of the
extent, scale, cause and effect
of the service needs provides a
strong basis for developing
intervention options, and
ultimately investing in a
preferred project solution.

W

The service needs to be
addressed by the Sunshine
Coast Mass Transit Project
are outlined in Figure 1.

These have been updated from
the Strategic Business Case as
per Building Queensland’s
recommended approach to
business case development.
Figure 1: Service needs of the Project
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Responding to these service needs can deliver a range of regional benefits that may only be
achieved through an integrated approach to land use planning and economic and community
development, undertaken in conjunction with the delivery of an efficient transport network.

Problem 1 – An accelerating trend towards urban expansion
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The Sunshine Coast has experienced significant increases in urban expansion which is
impacting the region’s ability to sustainably accommodate and facilitate population growth.
With a projected population of 518,000 by 2041, it is anticipated the region will require over
212,877 dwellings to accommodate the growth. As illustrated in Figure 2, this will require an
increase of at least 87,000 dwellings from 2016 to 20416.

Figure 2: Population growth and urban consolidation benchmarks

At least an additional 53,700 consolidation/infill dwellings are required by 2041within the
region to achieve the overall ShapingSEQ consolidated housing benchmark of 62 per cent.
This equates to approximately 2,240 additional infill dwellings in the existing urban area each
year from 2017 to 2041.
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Projecting current trends forward, it is estimated only about 40 per cent of the required
53,700 dwellings will be taken up without intervention to provide infrastructure and review the
land use planning arrangements for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor to encourage and
support infill development. Without this intervention, the ShapingSEQ benchmarks will not be
achieved and the increased demand for housing will need to be met by further greenfield
developments (urban expansion), thereby failing to support a sustainable approach to
transport and land use development.
Without the unlocking and servicing of areas suited to providing a range of housing choices
within the existing urban areas, including the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, the process of
urban expansion will continue to accelerate. This accelerating expansion will result in the
following undesirable outcomes:
 Non-urban land consumption – with increasing development pressures leading to less
non-urban land being available for productive uses such as agriculture, recreational,
environmental and aesthetic uses.
 Infrastructure connection costs – particularly with respect to transport and utilities
infrastructure, but also in terms of social infrastructure service provision. The Property
Council of Australia suggests greenfield development increases infrastructure costs by

6

Queensland Government (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120
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$95,000 per dwelling over urban consolidation dwellings. This equates to an extra cost to
the community of almost $95 million for every 1,000 additional greenfield houses built7.
 Transport congestion and environmental costs – as urban expansion residents are
typically remote from jobs and services, lengthy commuting times and distances result,
causing significant economic, social and environmental costs.
 Labour force productivity costs – as agglomeration economies and human capital benefits
are thwarted by spatial dislocation and congestion.
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 Reduced housing choice – as constrained urban consolidation housing options fail to
match the market requirement for quality owner-occupied housing, prospective residents
are forced to choose housing in new expansion areas remote from the coastal
employment and attractions.

Problem 2 – High dependency on private motor vehicle transport
The region’s transport system is heavily dependent on private vehicle use.
In the 2016 census, 68 per cent of working residents in the region drove
themselves to work and a further 25 per cent were passengers in a car,
while less than 4 per cent of journeys to work were taken on public
transport8. The remaining trips (mode share of approximately 3 per cent)
were taken using active transport (i.e. walking, cycling etc.)9.
The region’s current public transport network is mostly focussed providing
a safety net for those who are unable to access car transport. There is
only one bus route – the 600 route – between Caloundra and
Maroochydore that meets TransLink’s “turn-up-and-go” patronage
attracting frequency (with headways of 15 minutes in peak periods). The
network includes several services with headways exceeding one hour and
some not operating on weekends. TransLink also faces the challenge of
providing timely public transport services to emerging communities in
urban expansion areas, where demand is typically very low10.
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Without intervention to support more sustainable transport modes and
reduce car dependency, an additional 830,000 daily vehicle trips are
forecast on the Sunshine Coast transport network by 2041, which
represents a 70 per cent increase from 201611.

Lack of effective public transport will continue to exacerbate car
dependency. Dispersed urban settlements and inadequate public transport
service levels within the region will be also reinforce our region’s car
dependency, which of course can lead to increased congestion and
demands for new roads.

7

Property Council of Australia (2016). Infill Projects could save Perth billions. Accessed at:
https://www.propertycouncil.com.au/Web/News/Articles/News_listing/Web/Content/News/National/2016/Infill_could_save_Perth_billions.aspx
Integrated Transport Strategy, 2018, Sunshine Coast Council, p24
9
Integrated Transport Strategy, 2018, Sunshine Coast Council, p22
10
Integrated Transport Strategy, 2018, Sunshine Coast Council, p22
11
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p35.
8
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Problem 3 – Growing levels of road congestion
The Sunshine Coast’s strong population and economic growth will inevitably translate to
increasing travel demand. Currently the region’s population is significantly reliant on cars and
leaving this situation unchecked will only exacerbate road congestion.
Congestion in the region’s coastal precincts has the potential to constrain employment
growth, hamper productivity improvements, adversely impact lifestyle and amenity and
constrain the process of urban consolidation.
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Traffic congestion in key tourism locations on the Sunshine Coast is already exacerbated by
day trippers and overnight visitors during peak holiday seasons. As an iconic tourist
destination, the region needs to cater for significant volumes of visitor travel. In 2018/19,
visitors to the Sunshine Coast region comprised:


1.7 million international visitor nights



7.7 million domestic visitor nights



4.3 million day visits12.

Congestion is forecast to increase significantly by 2041 as increased numbers of residents
and tourists compete for road space particularly in Caloundra, Kawana, Mooloolaba and
Maroochydore. The expansion of the Sunshine Coast Airport, along with development of the
region’s major tourist attractions add to the accessibility and visitor appeal of the region.
While major gateways to the Sunshine Coast like the Sunshine Coast Airport and the Bruce
Highway will facilitate access for visitors to the region, once they arrive visitors need reliable
access to key local destinations and services. A region heavily congested with vehicle traffic
would detract from its popularity as a tourism destination, resulting in adverse economic
impacts on the region.
As the region grows, demand on the road network will continue to rise and, without
intervention, there is a risk congestion will progressively become unmanageable and impact
the qualities of the region that attract people as residents and visitors.

Problem 4 – Liveability and environmental sustainability challenges
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Increased levels of urban expansion and reduced levels of employment self-containment
lead to an increase in long distance commuting and its associated economic, social and
environmental impacts. Council’s vision is to be ‘Australia’s most sustainable region: Healthy.
Smart. Creative’ which includes protecting liveability and the natural environment.
The region’s industry base is expanding and becoming more diverse, with approximately
31,000 local businesses providing over 149,000 jobs, and more than 23,000 jobs created in
the past five years in high-value industries. The need to pursue the development and growth
of high-value industries to support continued high levels of employment self-containment is
critical.
The Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor already has high levels of employment self-containment.
Over 50 per cent of Maroochydore residents work within the Maroochydore region, with a
further 17 per cent travelling to Kawana for work, and 21 per cent travelling to other areas
within the Sunshine Coast region. However, connectivity between key employment, tourism
and health centres via PT is limited. Transport connectivity is important to attracting new

12

Economy.id (2019). Sunshine Coast Council economic profile. Accessed at: https://economy.id.com.au/sunshine-coast/tourism-visitor-summary
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employers and employees as easy access to employment via efficient transport options will
improve the attractiveness of the Sunshine Coast as a place to live and work.
The trend towards urban expansion is impacting the natural environment as additional land is
required to support dwelling growth. It is also resulting in an overall increase in the number of
vehicle kilometres travelled on the transport network.
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If Council is to achieve its objective to be Australia’s most sustainable region there is a need
to reverse the current trend towards urban expansion. Growth orientated towards urban
consolidation is likely to result in lower use of private vehicles and a shift to PT and active
transport. This would reduce the associated air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions
associated with significant increases in private vehicle use. Additionally, increased urban
consolidation reduces the pressure on the natural environment as there is a reduction in rural
land converted to urban land for new development.

Cost and risks of not responding to the problems

The urgency for a mass transit system within the Sunshine Coast region, in particular the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, is driven by the current and forecast transport and land use
problems within the region.
During the Strategic Business Case (SBC) phase of the SCMT Project, transport and
economic modelling was undertaken to monetise and quantify the problems identified. It was
estimated congestion along key arterial routes within the region currently costs over $500
million per annum. This is forecast to continue to grow and cost the regional economy $3
billion per annum (nominal cost) by 2041.
Without intervention, the annual cost of congestion in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
could almost treble by 2041. The cost of congestion is:
$350 million per annum for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor from Maroochydore to
Caloundra, rising to $2.2 billion in 2041 (nominal cost)



$160 million per annum for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor from Maroochydore to the
Sunshine Coast University Hospital (SCUH) precinct, rising to $1 billion in 2041 (nominal
cost).

OR



Each year that passes without intervention to support higher levels of urban containment will
see an increase in economic, social and environmental impacts.

W

Mass transit as a catalyst for urban transformation

Two mass transit options have been prioritised as having the highest potential to influence
land use change and respond to the identified problems and opportunities – Light Rail Transit
(LRT) and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). To test their effects, two theoretical Intervention land
use scenarios have been developed, one each for LRT and BRT. The approach adopted for
the theoretical scenarios relied on a comprehensive evidence-based assessment of the land
value uplift and consequent increased take up rates for housing and employment within the
mass transit catchment. However these theoretical scenarios are not town planning
proposals and will require further development and community engagement in the future if
the project proceeds.
These Intervention scenarios were compared to a No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario
based on a likely settlement pattern without providing mass transit to catalyse land value
uplift and consequent urban consolidation. The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario
falls significantly short of the urban consolidation benchmarks outlined in ShapingSEQ and
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highlights the need for intervention to achieve both Council and Queensland Government
planning objectives.
The Strategic Business Case proposed that the development of the first stage of mass transit
should occur in the section of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor from Maroochydore to
SCUH13. If an LRT scheme was developed in this corridor commencing operations in about
2026, by 2041 the LRT Intervention land use scenario would result in:
9,575 additional dwellings in the mass transit catchment beyond the forecast NoIntervention (trend) land use scenario growth



An additional population of 19,597 in the corridor beyond the forecast No-Intervention
(trend) land use scenario growth



6,336 new jobs in the corridor beyond the forecast No-Intervention (trend) land use
scenario growth.
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With LRT there would be significant additional dwellings along the mass transit route and
significant additional employment activation in Maroochydore and Birtinya.
Urban consolidation is difficult to achieve, and this land use analysis has taken a
conservative view to reflect historical residential and commercial market demand along the
corridor. With the right level of policy, legislation and infrastructure investment to encourage
strong market support, the LRT Intervention could potentially unlock higher dwelling,
population and employment growth beyond these conservative forecasts. However this will
need to be tempered by the need to ensure the low key urban form of the region is
maintained.
The BRT Intervention in this same corridor is not forecast to have as strong an influence on
land use as LRT. However, around the world LRT or heavy rail has been the technology
chosen to support urban transformation. There is a significantly smaller evidence base
concerning the effect of BRT on land value uplift, and this could bear further consideration in
the Detailed Business Case (DBC)14.
By 2041, the BRT Intervention land use scenario is estimated to result in:
883 additional dwellings in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention



A population of 1,873 additional people in the corridor beyond forecast growth without
intervention



474 additional jobs in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention.

W
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Achieving urban transformation
The land use analysis in the PBC confirms that mass transit, combined with a proactive land
use response, has the potential to facilitate a fundamental shift towards new urban
transformation through improved take-up rates of infill developing in the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor. However, the process of achieving urban transformation in the face of
accelerating trends for urban expansion requires more than just infrastructure and services.
There is also a need to provide a range of regulatory measures and other incentives to
ensure the timely activation of the desired types of new residential and commercial urban

13

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case, p119
This could also be influenced by the choice of vehicle, as the fully electric buses proposed under the BRT reference case for the PBC may have
far less impacts on surrounding amenity and value uplift potential than conventional diesel-powered buses found on existing BRT schemes.
14
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consolidation development and to maximise the amenity and liveability of the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor.
An ‘Urban Transformation Facilitation Toolkit’ can provide a set of intervention levers, policy
directions and incentives to be implemented in conjunction with mass transit and land use
changes. The toolkit can assist the achievement of residential take-up rates and the
‘consolidation’ growth benchmarks under ShapingSEQ, while retaining the Sunshine Coast’s
character and identity. The implementation of these toolkit measures alongside the mass
transit investment can ensure the overall success of the urban transformation agenda in the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor and delivery of the ShapingSEQ growth benchmarks.

Options assessment
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Based on the service need and problems identified, an options assessment process founded
primarily on quantitative multi criteria assessment (MCA) was undertaken for the PBC. This
leveraged the work undertaken during the SBC phase which considered a long list of 17
options, and previous transport planning undertaken for Council by expert technical advisors.
Non-capital initiative options

An assessment of potential non-capital initiatives confirmed:


An initiative based solely on land use reform will not adequately address challenges nor
fully realise desired benefits. However, to achieve urban transformation policy goals, a
land use strategy must accompany any preferred mass transit solution as the integration
of land use and transport planning is critical to achieving optimal economic and social
policy outcomes for the region.



Implementation of significant road travel demand management and restraint of car
parking supply would be insufficient to respond to the major growth in travel expected.
PBC options identification

W
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The SBC recommended that a first stage of mass transit delivered in the Priority Area 1 from
Maroochydore to the SCUH precinct was the best option for the future development of PT on
the Sunshine Coast, as depicted in Figure 315. This analysis was repeated at a more detailed
level for the PBC and confirmed the rankings of the Priority Areas for mass transit
intervention, with Priority Area 1 remaining the preferred Stage 1 of the SCMT project.

15

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case (2019).
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Figure 3: Geographic breakdown and focus areas for a SCMT solution

The development of options for the PBC was undertaken by the project team, considering
the technologies and initiatives that could feasibly be delivered to realise the benefits
expected from the Project, within the identified Stage 1 project corridor.
The options considered in the PBC options assessment for Stage 1 were:
1

Region-wide bus service enhancements, with no infrastructure improvements

2

Region-wide bus network upgrades, with supporting bus priority infrastructure

3

Road network upgrades in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

4

Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) in Priority Area 1

5

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Priority Area 1

6

Light Rail Transit (LRT) in Priority Area 1.
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These options reflect a range of PT solutions, technology options and levels of capital
investment to understand the incremental benefit that could be realised from an increasing
level of investment and intervention in the corridor.
Options assessment results
A quantitative Multi-criteria Analysis (MCA) based on weighted criteria was performed using
outputs from the transport model and other estimations by expert advisers.
Table 1 presents the outcomes of the core MCA assessment.
Table 1: MCA outcomes

Core
result
rank

Bus service
enhancements
Score
Rank

Bus
network

Road
network

QBC
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Criteria

BRT

LRT

5.2

5.0

4.1

5.8

7.5

8.7

4

5

6

3

2

1

The quantitative MCA results presented in Table 1 demonstrate that an LRT solution from
Maroochydore to the SCUH precinct is the highest performing option when assessed against
a range of weighted criteria. LRT performed the strongest in the core scenario as well as for
sensitivities to changes in the criteria weightings. BRT ranks second, and this result is also
consistent across all sensitives.
A non-infrastructure solution relying on an upgraded bus network (Option 1) was restricted
due to congestion on the road network, and the reduced ability of buses operating in mixed
traffic to attract passengers out of cars. There was simply no reason for passengers to switch
to public transport when the buses would also be stuck in traffic.
Based on the results of the MCA, the following options were recommended for progression in
the PBC to undergo economic analysis and more detailed assessment:
Option 6 – Light Rail Transit (LRT).



Option 5 – Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).



Option 4 – Quality Bus Corridor (QBC).

OR
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The options assessment process concluded that only the LRT option and potentially the BRT
option adequately respond to the important land use criterion and deliver significant benefits.
The QBC option performs well in terms of transport and cost, however, lacks the
permanence it would need to catalyse the full range of urban transformation benefits
required.

Reference projects
The route for the SCMT Stage 1 Project is from Maroochydore CBD to SCUH. Both the BRT
and the LRT Reference Projects adopted a separate right-of-way for the mass transit and are
closely aligned in terms of route, alignment and service type. The QBC Reference Project
generally adopted the same route but a lower level of infrastructure investment based
primarily on kerbside bus lanes.
Reference project – LRT
The LRT Reference Project has been designed with reference to the successful Gold Coast,
Newcastle and Canberra light rail systems with high quality vehicles and stations, with light
rail trackage provided through an embedded railway track. There is a dedicated right-of-way
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based on a minimum corridor width of eight metres, mostly in the centre of existing roads.
The system includes 16 stations, 11 of which have a single island platform and the remaining
five having two side platforms. As with most other LRT systems, the LRT Reference Project
is assumed to utilise electric traction power delivered through overhead line equipment.
Some LRT systems, including Newcastle in New South Wales, utilise battery powered trams
with flash-charging at stations, and this may prove to be an economic proposition for the
Sunshine Coast in the future. The LRT and its technical assumptions will be reviewed and
refined in subsequent phases of the Project.
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From an operational perspective, the LRT service frequency was assumed as eight services
per hour at 7.5-minute headways and a 30-minute journey time for Stage 1. All LRT vehicles
will be given a level of priority at traffic signals to enable quicker journey times16. The LRT
expected capacity is 80 seated and 220 standing for a total capacity of 300.
The LRT spine in Stage 1 is also assumed to be supported by a region-wide upgrade bus
network as per Option 1 evaluated under the Options Assessment. There is a park space
Park n Ride with up 1,000 spaces and a bus transfer facility located adjacent to the Bundilla
Station, intersecting with the Sunshine Motorway. It is assumed parking charges would be
applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba and based on current charges applied in
Caloundra and Birtinya, escalated for inflation.
Standard route buses would not use the LRT right-of-way. However bus passengers would
easily be able to transfer to the LRT vehicles at key locations through a direct, cross platform
arrangement. There would be no fare penalty for transferring, and with low headways the
wait time would be minimal.
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Figure 4 depicts an impression of the LRT Reference Project on the Nicklin Way

Figure 4: LRT impression – Nicklin Way

16
Based on precedent project experience with the Gold Coast Light Rail which operates in a similar right-of-way, with signals also managed by
TMR’s STREAMS signal management system.
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Reference project – BRT
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The Reference Project – BRT has been designed to create a permanent dedicated highquality PT spine in the corridor. The solution includes high-quality rubber-tyred vehicles and
formal stations. It resembles an LRT system in terms of priority, legibility and accessibility.
The BRT option is made up mostly of a dedicated right of way centre-running corridor with a
width varying from 8.2 metres to 11.2 metres. The solution includes high-quality vehicles and
stations with features to qualify as a ‘Bronze BRT’ as described by the international Bus
Rapid Transit Standard. The ‘Bronze BRT’ provides a broadly equivalent service level
standard as LRT, with dedicated running and signal priority. Higher standards, (i.e. Gold and
Silver) generally aim to allow BRT to compete with very high capacity passenger transport
modes like metro rail. Adopting a Gold or Silver standard BRT would add significant costs
which were judged by technical experts to unfairly penalise the BRT option when compared
to LRT.
The BRT right of way would be made up of multi-layered pavement running way, concrete
stations and approaches. The 16 BRT station locations and functions are similar to the LRT
option, with paid space for stations with tap-on at platform facilities. Unlike the LRT, all
stations for the BRT are side platforms due to the available BRT vehicles only having doors
on one side of the vehicle. The BRT vehicle itself would be an electric vehicle similar to the
proposed Brisbane Metro bi-articulated vehicles which measure 24.5 metres long and can
carry 130 - 150 passengers in normal revenue service.

W
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Figure 5 depicts an impression of the BRT Reference Project vehicle and station.

Figure 5: BRT impression

From an operational perspective, the BRT service frequency has been assumed to be
identical to LRT at eight services per hour during the day. The BRT spine in Stage 1 is also
supported by a region-wide upgrade of the bus network. As with the LRT option, a feature of
the BRT option is a Park n Ride facility located adjacent to the Bundilla Station. It is assumed
by 2041, parking charges would be applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba and based on
current charges applied in Caloundra and Birtinya, escalated for inflation.
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Standard route buses would not use the mass transit busway. The system would use its own
special modern, extra-long, electrically powered vehicles running at headways a low as 7.5
minutes. However bus passengers would easily be able to transfer to the BRT vehicles at
key locations through a direct, cross platform arrangement. There would be no fare penalty
for transferring, and with low headways the wait time would be minimal.

Reference project – QBC
This option involves the development of a high-quality bus corridor and service, including a
significant level of capital investment and corridor level treatments focused on increasing PT
priority and attracting passengers out of cars. The key features of this option include:
Branded buses – approximately 20 higher specification branded vehicles, articulated or
double decker buses 12 to 18 metres long



Kerbside bus lanes are assumed to be as determined by Department of Transport and
Main Roads through its CoastConnect project finalised in 2011. As per CoastConnect,
the QBC bus lanes would be limited mostly to the Nicklin Way, Main Drive and Lake
Kawana Boulevard. Buses would operate mostly in mixed traffic for the remainder of the
route.



High frequency bus services with frequency of eight services per hour and headways of
7.5 minutes



Quality bus stops along corridor all with shelters



Park n Ride at and bus transfer at Bundilla



Increase in bus kilometres and enhanced network connectivity



It is assumed that by 2041 parking charges would be applied in Maroochydore and
Mooloolaba, based on current charges applied in Caloundra and Birtinya, escalated for
inflation.
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As with the LRT and BRT options, the QBC option is supported by a region-wide upgrade of
the bus network, consistent with Option 1. However, the bus network supporting the QBC
has been amended to allow for route buses emanating from outside of the local mass transit
catchment to operate in the bus lanes and carry passengers to the major centres, thereby
reducing the need for transfers from the local route buses to the QBC spine services.

Transport outcomes

The strategic transport assessment built on the Project’s service needs to develop five
strategic transport drivers to assess the transport outcomes of the three shortlisted mass
transit options – LRT, BRT and QBC. The strategic transport drivers were:
1. Improved passenger transport options that increase PT patronage
2. Increased accessibility to key destinations by PT
3. A transport system that increases access to employment by PT and facilitates journey to
work self-containment
4. A mass transit system that reduces reliance on private vehicle and reduces transport
costs for users
5. Increased residential and employment densities within centres, and along high-frequency
PT corridors.

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Preliminary Business Case and Options Analysis
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The transport outcomes of the Project, summarised in Figure 6 and Figure 7, area as follows:


LRT delivers the highest number of PT trips



Both LRT and BRT lead to significantly increased PT mode share



BRT carries fewer trips than LRT due to lower densities in the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor



QBC results in significantly fewer PT trips overall than LRT or BRT.
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Daily Boardings

70,000

2041 Do Min

2041 QBC

2041 BRT

2041 LRT

Project scenario

Heavy Rail

LRT/BRT

Bus

Total

30,000

10.1%

9.3%

10.0%

6.0%
4.0%
2.0%

OR

8.0%

3.5%

4.7%

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
‐

0.0%
Do Minimum

QBC

BRT

LRT

total number of outbound journey to work
trips by mechanised modes

12.0%

W

Percentage of mechanised trips made by PT

Figure 6: Daily boardings by option (from within Sunshine Coast LGA)

Project scenario
PT Share

Total Trips

Figure 7: Mechanised mode share - trips made from within the priority area

While all project cases observe a reduction in vehicle kilometres travelled across the region
(VKT), LRT has the most significant impact on reducing VKT and is the only project case that
delivers an overall reduction in hours delay. From a PT user perspective, 70 per cent of
users access the LRT (north bound) service by active transport modes (walking and cycling),
22 per cent drive and either Park n Ride or get dropped off at LRT stations and 8 per cent of
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boardings transfer from a bus. The highest number of transfers from bus occur from the
SCUH and Bundilla in the morning peak. While LRT and BRT show similar passenger load
profiles, the patronage gap widens most significantly in the southern extent of the alignment
due to the urban transformation benefits unlocked by LRT.

Economic benefits and costs
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The economic analysis uses a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) framework that applies a
discounted cashflow technique to the benefits and costs of the Project. The economic
appraisal framework for the SCMT Project assessed a broad range of benefits SCMT will
generate through influencing land use change, employment outcomes and travel behaviour
in the Sunshine Coast region. To quantify these impacts, the appraisal assessed three broad
categories of benefits to cover the range of potential benefits summarised in Figure 8.

OR

Figure 8: Benefits appraised in the SCMT PBC

W

To maintain the lifestyle and amenity attraction of the Sunshine Coast and support the
realisation of forecast population growth, investing in mass transit is required to encourage
and facilitate urban consolidation development. The economic appraisal considered a broad
range of economic costs and benefits expected as result of the Project’s delivery.
The results of the economic appraisal are set out in terms of a Net Present Value (NPV) as
well as a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR). Given the region-shaping nature of the Project, when
considering land use impacts, the LRT option delivers the highest benefits in relation to
costs, with a BCR of 1.2 and an NPV of $292 million (real FY20, discounted). The economic
appraisal results are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Results of economic appraisal ($million, 2019/20, real, discounted at 7 per cent over a 30-year appraisal
period)
LRT option
PV
(without
land
use
change)

Appraisal outcomes

NPV (including wider
economic benefits)

BRT option

B
C
R

(992)

PV (with
land use
change)

B
C
R

292

BCR (including wider
economic benefits)

B
C
R

(837)

1.2

PV (with
land
use
change)

B
C
R

(463)

0.4

PV
(without
land use
change)

B
C
R

(163)

0.7

0.7
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0.4

PV
(without
land
use
change)

QBC option

The economic assessment demonstrates LRT, with a BCR of 1.2, provides an economically
efficient option to support Council to achieve its strategic objectives and ShapingSEQ’s goals
of encouraging and supporting sustainable growth in the region. This is due to LRTs ability to
realise urban transformation and development outcomes, and wider economic benefits, that
the BRT and QBC options do not achieve, based on the evidence available.
It is possible the BRT option could have a higher influence on urban transformation and land
use which may improve BRTs economic results. The PBC’s assessment of BRT influence
was evidence-based, however only limited candidate BRT schemes were identified, and
none of these were specifically intended to influence land use. Further work could be done
on the ability of BRT to influence land use and support urban transformation in the Detailed
Business Case. Accordingly, BRT should be retained as a possible option at this stage.
The QBC option, while lower in cost, is uncompetitive against the other two options due to its
inability to influence and realise urban transformation, resulting in lower patronage and
significantly less benefits

Conclusions

W
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Council endorsed the Sunshine Coast Mass Transit SBC in July 2019. The SBC
recommended the mass transit project be delivered in stages, with Stage 1 to extend 13.6
kilometres from Maroochydore to the SCUH precinct. The PBC supports the findings of the
SBC in terms of ranking a number of priority areas for mass transit intervention. The PBC
establishes a viable solution to the major challenges facing the region through a threepronged strategy based on:
1. A major improvement to mass transit to provide an integrated network connecting the
major activity centres and housing areas and linking the region to Brisbane
2. A coordinated program to reduce urban sprawl and accelerate urban transformation,
establishing high quality and affordable housing choices on lands in existing centres and
close to the mass transit alignment that is occupied by ageing and underperforming
development
3. An ongoing program to boost and connect local employment opportunities by supporting
commercial and mixed use development in existing centres and other suitable areas
close to the mass transit.
At the heart of this coordinated strategy is a major new investment in an integrated mass
transit system extending across the major passenger movement corridors of the region. This
mass transit system will be supported by an improved bus network and a connected active
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transport network. The priority first stage for the SCMT Project should extend through the
major urban corridor from Maroochydore to the SCUH.

Recommendations
The Preliminary Business Case and Options Analysis recommends:
Sunshine Coast Council (Council) supports the Queensland Government in the
development of a staged integrated mass transit system for the Sunshine Coast region.



Stage 1 of the mass transit system should be developed in the northern sector of the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, extending 13.6 kilometres from Maroochydore to the
Sunshine Coast University Hospital (SCUH). Based on the PBC findings, the mass transit
technology options considered in this sector should be Light Rail Transit (LRT) and Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT).



Due to the urgent need to reduce the accelerating trend towards urban expansion, the
new mass transit system should be delivered as soon as possible, with operations of
Stage 1 accordingly targeted to commence in 2027. Stage 1 should be followed as soon
as possible by:
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o Stage 2 - Connection from the Sunshine Coast University Hospital/ Birtinya Town
Centre to Beerwah (and the existing North Coast Line) as either regional rail or light rail
o Stage 3 - Extension south from Sunshine Coast University Hospital along the urban
corridor to Caloundra as either Light Rail Transit or Bus Rapid Transit (consistent with
the technology chosen for Stage 1).


The Detailed Business Case (DBC) phase should give further consideration to both LRT
and BRT as the most viable options to deliver mass transit in the coastal sector of the
region (Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor). LRT and BRT would best support the strategic
objectives of both Council and the Queensland Government. The DBC should have a
specific focus on investigating:
o Land use outcomes, specifically confirming the scale of the land use outcomes for No
intervention (trend) and BRT intervention

OR

o Integration with the Mooloolah River Interchange project

o Development of a funding strategy and identification of funding opportunities.

W

Supporting Council actions should include:


Continuing the strong focus on achieving the outcomes envisaged in the Regional
Economic Development Strategy, focussed on supporting the Maroochydore city centre
project, and including boosting and connecting local employment opportunities in areas
close to the mass transit route to allow a greater number of residents to benefit from
more convenient access to their places of employment



Continuing consideration of the potential urban transformation outcomes for the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor (i.e. Corridor Urban Transformation and Economic Strategy) to
enable those potential outcomes to be subject to consultation when developed to a
suitable level of detail and fully assessed during the Detailed Business Case process



Continuing to progress the implementation of the Parking Management Plan to help
reduce local traffic congestion, increase the attractiveness of urban areas and promote
behavioural change through improved travel choices and encouraging greater use of
public transport and more walking and cycling.
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Figure 9: Impression of the LRT Reference Project on Nicklin Way
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Purpose and overview

The Sunshine Coast Mass Transit (SCMT) Preliminary Business Case and Options Analysis
Report (PBC) is the second SCMT Project document developed under the Building
Queensland (BQ) Business Case Development Framework. The PBC:
Identifies the major transport and urban development challenges facing the Sunshine
Coast region



Identifies the constraints and limitations of the current public transport (PT) system and
road network in the Sunshine Coast region



Updates the strategic service needs for the Project as identified in the Strategic Business
Case (SBC)



Undertakes a comparative options analysis of options that could address the service
need including non-infrastructure options and infrastructure options



Assesses the technical and economic feasibility of the Project by assessing a shortlist of
options



Provides preferred options supported by robust analysis.
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The SBC was developed in 2019 and approved by Sunshine Coast Council (Council) at its
meeting of 25 July 2019. Council also approved the progression to the PBC phase. The SBC
was transmitted to Infrastructure Australia (IA) and BQ for consideration and their feedback
has been incorporated into the PBC.

OR

The PBC has been developed in accordance with the BQ Business Case Development
Framework Release 2, the Queensland Government Project Assessment Framework (PAF),
the IA Assessment Framework and the National Public Private Partnership (PPP) Policy and
Supporting Guidelines. Supplementary BQ guidance material including an Investment Logic
Mapping (ILM) Guide, Social Impact Evaluation (SIE) guide and Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Guide have also been used to guide development of the PBC.
New guidelines were issued by Building Queensland in April 2020. The Preliminary
Business Case phase was retitled “Options Analysis” under this guidelines.

W

Building on the optioneering conducted in the SBC, the PBC considers six mass transit
investment options for the region’s future, before conducting a comprehensive preliminary
analysis of three shortlisted mass transit options17 (or Reference Projects) – Light Rail Transit
(LRT), Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and Quality Bus Corridor (QBC). The analysis is supported
by:


Strategic transport and land use modelling



Whole-of-life risk adjusted cost estimates



Quantified Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA)



Financial and economic modelling including CBA.

17
A form of Public Transport that concentrates on moving large numbers of people over a fixed route or network. It can imply a
high capacity version of ‘high-frequency public transport'
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A preferred delivery model is identified and a project plan for the Detailed Business Case
(DBC) is outlined. The DBC is the next phase of business case development under the BQ
framework.

1.2.

SCMT Project objectives

The SCMT Project objectives were established during the SBC phase and reconfirmed and
endorsed as part of the PBC process by the Project Steering Committee (PSC) and Business
Case Reference Group (BCRG).
The principal objective of the Project is to identify a mass transit solution to improve transport
outcomes and deliver city-building outcomes such as urban consolidation and consolidation
of jobs and economic growth.
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Planning investigations undertaken during development of the PBC indicate the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor18, extending along the coast between Maroochydore and Caloundra,
represents the region’s best opportunity to accommodate future population growth through
urban consolidation (refer to Chapter 8: Land Use Analysis).
The SCMT project objectives confirmed for the PBC are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: SCMT Project objectives and sub-objectives confirmed for the PBC

Project objective

Sub-objectives



Support the development amenity of key existing economic centres
including Maroochydore, Birtinya, Sippy Downs and Caloundra



Support the delivery of region shaping projects including the
Maroochydore Central Business District (CBD), expanding the
University of the Sunshine Coast, Sunshine Coast Public Hospital,
Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion and the International Broadband
Network Cable



Support the development of key industries including health and wellbeing, education and research, tourism, sport and leisure,
knowledge industries and professional services, agribusiness,
aviation and aerospace and clean technologies

W

OR

Support the Sunshine
Coast’s productivity,
employment growth and
self-containment
aspirations by
supporting existing and
emerging strategic
centres

Maintain and, where
possible, improve
amenity and liveability,
and provide a catalyst
for positive change by
unlocking urban
transformation
opportunities

18
19



Support jobs growth target of 100,000 over the next 25 years



Support employment self-containment



Support transition to the New Economy19 for the Sunshine Coast
region



Support the development of diverse housing to meet future housing
needs and provide affordable living options for everyone



Support the achievement of brownfield urban consolidation targets
including dwelling and population growth within existing areas



Support the redevelopment of planned urban transformation areas
within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, including Maroochydore,
Kawana and Caloundra

Refer to the Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case, p8.
New Economy as defined in the Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy 2013-2033 – a prosperous, high-value economy of
choice for business, investment and employment, while offering an enviable lifestyle and environment.
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Project objective

Sub-objectives



Support the ShapingSEQ target of 53,700 consolidation dwellings
(approximately 62 per cent) between 2016 and 2041



Provide a highly visible, legible, frequent ‘turn up and go’ mass
transit service, that is easy-to-use for commuters and non-regular
users, such as tourists and other visitors



Make a significant contribution towards improving PT mode share
across the Sunshine Coast region to 10 per cent by 2041 through
providing an attractive alternative for intra-regional trips



Provide sufficient right of way to guarantee mass transit travel times
and reliability as a real alternative to car travel



Offer an excellent customer transport experience through improved
convenience, frequency, reliability and legibility of system



Improve the resilience of the transport network



Ensure full network integration between local buses, intra-regional
and inter-regional mass transit services with maximum opportunity,
but minimal need, to interchange between services



Deliverability and opportunities for optimisation with staging and
avoiding redundant infrastructure



Suitability of construction and delivery methodology, timeframes to
develop



Minimise level of community, property, heritage and environmental
impacts during construction and operation



Maximise environmental, social and sustainability outcomes



Provision of a value for money and affordable solution



Facilitates opportunities for private investment

W

OR

Provide a deliverable
and value for money
solution

Support the enhancement of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor’s
amenity and liveability to reinforce the lifestyle attributes of the
region
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Improve accessibility,
convenience and
resilience of the
integrated transport
network





Create value and potential opportunities to share value to defray the
cost of the Project



Defer investment in other infrastructure



Maximise integration with complementary infrastructure, such as
active transport and open space links



Consider efficient redeployment of flexible transport assets and/or
services
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2.

Governance

2.1.

PBC governance structure

W
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The PBC governance structure needed to be sufficiently robust to allow for efficient
management of the Project while providing for input from a range of internal (Council) and
external stakeholders. Figure 10 provides an overview of the governance structure for the
SCMT PBC.

Figure 10: PBC governance structure

2.2.

Stakeholder engagement

A range of internal and external stakeholders were engaged throughout the development of
the PBC. These stakeholders and their roles are discussed below.

2.2.1

Internal Council stakeholders

Various stakeholders for the Council were involved in the development of the PBC and were
integral to the implementation of various parts of the SCMT Project, including:


Mayor M Jamieson



Deputy Mayor and Community (Transport) Portfolio Councillor R Baberowski



Environment and Liveability (Place making) Portfolio Councillor P Cox



Service Excellence Portfolio Councillor C Dickson.
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Chief Executive Officer



Group Executive Liveability and Natural Assets



Chief Strategy Officer



Group Executive Built Infrastructure



Group Executive Customer Engagement & Planning Services.

The Project Team consulted with key Council stakeholders throughout the development of
the PBC to identify key issues and stakeholder requirements to inform the Project’s
development.

Queensland Government stakeholders
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2.2.2

A number of key Queensland Government stakeholder groups were consulted with through
the development of the PBC, including:


TMR – various areas including the North Coast Region and Project Evaluation



DSDMIP (now part of Queensland Treasury)



BQ



Queensland Treasury



DPC.

Each of these government agencies was represented, to varying levels as described in the
sections above, on the Project Control Group (PCG) and/or Business Case Reference Group
(BCRG).

2.2.3

Australian Government stakeholders

The Project team engaged with the Australian Government throughout the PBC phase at
appropriate times. Key Australian Government agencies and their focus areas are shown in
Table 4.

OR

Table 4: Australian Government stakeholders

Government agency

Focus area

Infrastructure Priority List and
Assessment Framework – Stage 2, 3 and 4.

Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Communications
(DITRDC)

Transport Infrastructure programs and
ATA Guidelines Step 1, 2, 3 and 4.

W

Infrastructure Australia (IA)

Representation on the BCRG provided an opportunity for Australian Government
stakeholders to provide input into the development of the PBC.

2.3.

PBC approvals framework

The approvals process for the PBC is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: PBC approvals process
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Following Council approval, the PBC will be provided to the Queensland Government for
consideration and assurance review, noting that subject to that, the State and Council have
agreed to jointly fund the DBC phase. Further information regarding DBC requirements is
provided in Chapter 19: Implementation Plan.
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3.

Methodology

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the assessment and evaluation methodologies used
for the options analysis, risk assessment and management and stakeholder engagement
during development of the PBC. Further information on the methodology and approaches
used in the development of the business case are included in relevant chapters to
contextualise the process and outcomes. As part of its assurance process, the Project Team
undertook a detailed review of each element of the SBC prior to development of the PBC.

3.1.

Options analysis approach

3.1.1
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This section summarises the approach to generating and shortlisting options, and the
identification of the preferred option. It summarises the findings of the SBC, which guided the
geographical scope of the PBC assessment, as well as the methodology applied for the PBC
to identify the preferred option for progression to a DBC.

SBC options analysis

The SBC was completed for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (i.e. Maroochydore to
Caloundra) and endorsed by the Council on 25 July 2019. It identified a range of strategic
initiatives that respond to the service needs and achieve the benefits sought, which were
defined through an Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) process. Refer to Chapter 6: Service
Need for outcomes of the mapping process.
After assessment of potential infrastructure and non-infrastructure options for urban
transformation, economic development and transport in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor,
it was identified that investment in a new infrastructure solution is necessary to manage the
Sunshine Coast region’s projected population growth in line with stated policy objectives of
the three spheres of government. This supported a conclusion by the SBC that the scale of
population growth envisaged for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor would not be effectively
managed without an integrated urban plan, framed around a mass transit spine extending
from Maroochydore to Caloundra.

PBC options analysis

W

3.1.2
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Through a strategic merit test, the SBC identified the priority first stage for the delivery of a
mass transit system was from Maroochydore to the SCUH precinct, to provide a focus for
the PBC. The SBC recommended progression of this solution to more detailed analysis in
the PBC to confirm the service need and identify and assess potential project options.

The PBC is the key options assessment stage of the business case life cycle. As part of the
SCMT PBC a detailed options assessment process was undertaken to generate, filter and
shortlist the preferred option/s to deliver mass transit in the corridor from Maroochydore to
the SCUH precinct, building on the findings from the SBC.
The development of the PBC included a confirmation of the findings from the SBC and a
detailed consideration of the initiatives available to meet the service needs and objectives of
the Project. The methodology to define the project case in the business case was developed
using the BQ Business Case Development Framework Release 2, 2016, the Queensland
PAF and the Infrastructure Australia Assessment Framework, with reference to the
Queensland State Infrastructure Plan (SIP).
Overall, the options generation and shortlisting delivered in the PBC is outlined in Figure 12.

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Preliminary Business Case

Commercial-in-confidence

169

Confirm cost of the
problem and update
the service need

•

Review the cost of the problem identified in the SBC and
confirm cost is still ongoing and there is still a strategic need
for the Project.

•

Review of the approach and findings of the SBC in relation to
both initiatives longlist, the strategic merit test and
determination of priority first stage.

•

Define the base case, reflecting the current state of the world
without intervention of the Project.

Confirm SBC findings
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Document the Base
Case

•

Development of options
longlist

Longlist of project options to deliver mass transit solutions
in the priority first stage identified in the SBC
Scoping of options to enable assessment of longlist.

•

•

Quantitative Multi
Criteria Assessment
(MCA)

Shortlist development

•

Detailed development of shortlisted (3) options including
reference design, cost estimates and transport modelling.

•

Cost benefit analysis of the shortlisted options to determine
the preferred option to deliver mass transit in the priority
stage 1 and for progression to the DBC

OR

Economic Cost
Benefit Analysis

•

Quantitative MCA used to assess the performance of the
options against a set of criteria, directly linked to the service
requirements
Includes assessment of quantitative data including

Figure 12: PBC options assessment process

Reference Project options assessment

W

3.1.2.1

AECOM assessed various options within the reference designs including route, alignment
(verge running or centre running), and station locations for the Reference Project – LRT
option and the Reference Project – BRT option. This is documented in Chapter 11:
Reference Projects. Council, PwC and SNC Lavalin provided the design and specifications
for the QBC option. This included information regarding CoastConnect, a bus priority project
developed by Transport and Main Roads in the Maroochydore to Caloundra coastal corridor
(refer to Chapter 11).
This options assessment also built on the Sunshine Coast Light Rail route options
consultation process in October and November of 201420 which assessed alternative routes
in the coastal urban corridor and which informed Councils decision on 23 April 2015 to

20

Sunshine Coast Council. 2014. Sunshine Coast Light Rail Route Options and Consultation Report.
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confirm the recommended light rail route corridor with which to proceed to more detailed
feasibility and business case studies.

3.2.

Risk management approach

Risk management has been embedded in every aspect of the development of the PBC
through formal and informal processes. The formal approach includes establishing a risk
management process that complies with ISO31000:2009 (Risk management – guidelines)
and the TMR Risk Management Framework 2016, including risk identification workshops, a
risk register and regular review of process and project risks.
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The risk assessment and management processes applied during development of the
Reference Projects and PBC include:


Active management and reporting of all risks associated with the Project during the preprocurement phase (strategic and process risks) in consultation with the Project team
and other stakeholders



Development of a comprehensive risk register for both delivery and operating costs
drawing on experience and lessons learnt through the delivery, and now operation, of
other similar mass transit projects


This included an assessment of technical risks for each Reference Project by the
technical advisors.



Monte Carlo simulation for capital expenditure risk and opportunities to produce a risk
adjusted capital cost estimate to P50 levels of confidence



Benchmarking of risk outputs against other similar projects to determine whether the
proposed risk allowance is broadly consistent with expectations for this stage of
development



Facilitation of a series of risk workshops to ensure the Project team and all project
advisors interrogate and challenge the individual risk valuations.

OR

Additional information on the quantification and management of project risks is provided in
Chapter 14: Cost and Risk Assessment.

3.3.

Stakeholder engagement

W

This section summarises the approach to stakeholder engagement during the development
of the PBC.

3.3.1

Government stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement with government is described in Chapter 2: Governance. More
broadly, stakeholder consultation was undertaken with:


Council through the Steering Committee and briefings at Strategic Planning workshops


The Mayor and other Councillors are representatives on the Steering Committee



Queensland Government through the technical working group, the BCRG and the
Steering Committee



Australian Government through the BCRG (IA and DITRDC).
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3.3.2

Community engagement

The PBC integrates the results of significant previous community consultation undertaken by
Council in relation to transport policy, and in particular mass transit proposals in 2012, 2014
and 2018, as outlined below.

3.3.2.1

A Line in the Sand report (2012)

3.3.2.2
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A Line in the Sand report process included a broadly representative community taskforce,
supported by expert advisors from Council. It canvassed six technology options for a mass
transit system as a game changer for the Sunshine Coast. An online consultation hub,
launched in January 2012, attracted more than 2,900 visits and 228 people took part in the
poll on the hub. The recommended proposal for light rail on the Sunshine Coast was
supported by 82 per cent of those who completed the poll.
Sunshine Coast Light Rail – route options (2014)

In November 2014, more than 700 people provided feedback on light rail route options
proposed for Maroochydore, Mooloolaba, Kawana and Caloundra. The consultation process
was underpinned by a comprehensive Route Options and Impact Assessment Report21. The
vast majority (87 per cent) supported Council's investigations into light rail and their
feedback contributed to the selection of route options for further study.

3.3.2.3

Draft Integrated Transport Strategy (2018)

Council undertook market research and community consultation between November 2017
and July 2018 to help shape the Integrated Transport Strategy which was adopted by
Council in late 2018. Key findings from the market research and community consultation
relevant to the SCMT Project SBC have been integrated into the business case development
process.

W

OR

Further comprehensive community consultation is expected to be part of the DBC phase,
which will be led by the Queensland Government in partnership with Council, likely to occur
in 2021.

21

Arup Hassel Aurecon. 2014. Sunshine Coast Light Rail – Route Options and Impact Assessment.
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4.

Project Background

Council has been investigating the development of an integrated mass transit system to
service the Sunshine Coast region’s growing population and support sustainable growth
since 2012. The primary vehicle for these investigations is the Sunshine Coast Mass Transit
Project. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the Project’s background
and to identify previous work related to the region’s mass transit needs.

4.1.

Sunshine Coast at a glance

The Sunshine Coast LGA is located approximately 100 km north of the state’s capital,
Brisbane, and covers an area of 2,280 km2. The area is governed by Council as duly
constituted in the Queensland Local Government Act 2009.
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With a population of over 328,00022, the Sunshine Coast LGA is one of the largest
population centres in Queensland and the tenth largest in Australia. The region has
experienced significant population growth, higher than SEQ and Queensland overall
population growth, which has driven dwelling growth. The Sunshine Coast region is also an
iconic tourist destination, especially popular with domestic visitors. However, despite strong
population and visitor growth, the use of public transport (PT) in the region remains low.
For the region’s population and economy to continue growing, key challenges must be
identified and addressed. The Sunshine Coast region is experiencing growing road
congestion which will greatly affect the future economic productivity of the region if the
issues are not addressed now. Congestion would be further exacerbated if there was an
increase in urban expansion (rather than consolidation) to meet the demand of population
growth, combined with the population’s very high dependency on cars.
Currently some 77.6 per cent of working residents have a job located in the region23.
Increased employment opportunities in high-value industries are required in the region to
ensure the current level of employment self-containment can be maintained or increased.
These key challenges will need to be addressed for the region to continue growing and meet
the State’s regional plan, ShapingSEQ’s projections and benchmarks for the Sunshine Coast
region.

A fast-growing region

4.1.1.1

The regional economy

OR

4.1.1

W

As well as being Queensland’s third largest population centre, the Sunshine Coast region is
an emerging economic hub. Its economy is now worth approximately $15.7 billion24 and has
a number of regional economic centres including Maroochydore, Kawana and Caloundra. A
comparison with net economic worth of other city centres that have recently implemented a
LRT system, such as Canberra, Gold Coast, Newcastle and Parramatta is shown in Figure
1325.

22

Economy.is (2020). Sunshine Coast population estimate. Accessed at https://profile.id.com.au/sunshine-coast/population-estimate
Australian Bureau of Statistics. 2016. Census of Population and Housing.
Economy.id (2019). Sunshine Coast Council. Accessed at: https://economy.id.com.au/sunshine-coast
25
Economy.id (2020). Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast, Parramatta, Newcastle and Canberra. Accessed at: https://economy.id.com.au
23
24
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Figure 13: Gross regional product of similar regions

4.1.1.2

Population growth

W

OR

The Sunshine Coast economy has been driven by 10 years of consistent and significant
population growth, averaging 2.6 per cent annually, 1.1 per cent high than the annual
population growth of Queensland26. The comparison between growth in the Sunshine Coast
to Australia, Queensland and the South East Queensland (SEQ) region is shown in Figure
14.
SEQ is expected to continue to experience strong population growth through to 2041 and
beyond, creating pressures on housing, transport, lifestyle, employment, social infrastructure
and the environment. Both the Australian and Queensland Governments have recognised
the challenges of managing strong forecast growth in population in a manner which is timely,
sustainable and promotes high-quality lifestyles. This includes recognising and responding to
a trend towards increased urbanisation, and the social and environmental challenges that
this can create.

26

Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (2019). Queensland Regional Profiles. Accessed at: https://statistics.qgso.qld.gov.au/qld-regionalprofiles
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2008

Figure 14: Population growth rates and 10-year averages for Australia, Queensland, SEQ and Sunshine Coast27

The defining strategy which provides a framework for managing and accommodating
forecast growth in the rapidly growing south east Queensland region is the SEQ Regional
Plan - ShapingSEQ. This Queensland Government plan identifies the challenge of delivering
sustainable growth in population for the SEQ region from 3,600,000 in 2019 to an estimated
5,349,000 people by 2041. Of the suite of strategic objectives outlined in ShapingSEQ, those
with particular relevance to this analysis include:


Focusing 60 per cent of new housing development in SEQ in existing urban areas



Prioritising public and active transport



Region-shaping infrastructure to increase accessibility and productivity.

The growth in population estimated for SEQ is approximately 1,749,000 between 2019 and
2041. Approximately 190,000 people or 11 per cent of this total growth is estimated to occur
in the Sunshine Coast region, increasing the 2016 population of 303,400 by over 70 per cent
to approximately 518,00028.

OR

The Sunshine Coast region’s population is forecast to continue to grow strongly, exceeding
the national and state average population growth rates, as shown in Table 5. By 2050, it is
forecast there could be over 600,000 people in the LGA.

Geography

W

Table 5: Comparison of forecast future population growth in Australia29

Current population

Population growth rate p.a. 2019
- 2041

Australia

25.5 million

1.6 per cent

Queensland

5.14 million

1.7 per cent

SEQ

3.6 million

2.2 per cent

Sunshine Coast LGA

328,000

2.1 per cent

27

Profile.id (2019). Sunshine Coast Estimated Regional Population. Accessed at: https://profile.id.com.au/sunshine-coast/population-estimate
Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (2018). Population projections. Accessed at:
https://www.qgso.qld.gov.au/statistics/theme/population/population-projections
29
Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (2018). Population projections. Accessed at:
https://www.qgso.qld.gov.au/statistics/theme/population/population-projections
28
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4.1.1.3

Dwelling growth
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To accommodate the forecast population growth in the Sunshine Coast region, ShapingSEQ
forecasts at least an additional 87,000 dwellings are required for the Sunshine Coast region
by 2041. ShapingSEQ sets the benchmark of 62 per cent of future housing development in
the Sunshine Coast region to be infill (consolidation) development within the existing urban
area, as demonstrated in Figure 15. This benchmark calls for 53,940 additional dwellings to
be consolidated within the existing urban areas over the 25-year period between 2016 and
204130.

Figure 15: Population growth and urban consolidation targets

Owing to the existing urban settlement pattern and geographic constraints, the Sunshine
Coast region is facing a major challenge in how it accommodates the forecast growth in
population and additional dwellings. Dwelling prices in the region are significantly higher than
the Queensland average, with houses 29.8 per cent higher and units 11.6 per cent higher31,
further demonstrating the strong housing demand in the region.

OR

To meet the demand for housing driven by the region’s strong population growth, the
Sunshine Coast region has observed the trend towards urban expansion including the major
expansion areas at Palmview and Caloundra South. Due to these commitments, the need to
cater for population and housing demand via urban expansion is well catered for up until at
least 2031. A further major expansion area is identified by at Beerwah East, which is
projected to open developing in 2027 and have at least 5,000 lots developed by 2041.

W

If the Sunshine Coast were to continue to accommodate forecast population growth primarily
through urban expansion, this would result in urban encroachment on the region’s natural
resources including environmentally significantly land, highly constrained land, rural and
agricultural areas. The expanded urban footprint would also require significant investment in
the provision of infrastructure and services over a larger geographic area.
In line with the recommendations of ShapingSEQ, a strong focus is also needed on catering
to the region’s urban consolidation housing development. Planning by both the Council and
Queensland Government focuses on accommodating future population growth through
urban consolidation within the existing urban area. This policy objective is reflected in both
ShapingSEQ, the Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy and the Sunshine Coast
Planning Scheme 2014.

30

31

Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120. Accessed at
https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/shapingseq.pdf
Profile.id (2019). Sunshine Coast. Accessed at: https://profile.id.com.au/sunshine-coast
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4.1.2

An iconic tourist destination

As well as being a highly desirable place to
live and work, the Sunshine Coast region is
one of Australia’s leading tourism
destinations, offering a tourism experience
centred around beaches, scenic views and
hinterland, all underpinned by a warm and
comfortable climate. As an iconic tourist
destination, the region also has to cater for
very significant volumes of visitor travel. In
2018/19 tourism visitation to the Sunshine
Coast region comprised:
1.7 million international visitor nights



7.7 million domestic visitor nights



4.3 million day visits32.

56%
31%
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13%

Domestic visitor nights

Day visits

International visitor nights

The tourism expenditure in the Sunshine
Coast region was $1.8 billion in 2018, predominantly from domestic overnight visitors, as
seen in Figure 16 which was an increase of $76 million from 201733.
The total visitor nights grew 3.1 per cent from 2016/17. The consistent population growth in
Australia, and SEQ in particular, indicates that domestic visitations are expected to continue
and potentially increase in line with population. International visitors are subject to a range of
factors however, international visitor nights grew 13.2 per cent from 2016/17 to 2018/19,
significantly higher than Queensland as a whole which only grew by 2 per cent. With
expansion of the Sunshine Coast Airport to enable direct flights to more destinations across
Australia, Asia and the Western Pacific, visitor numbers are expected to increase. The
Sunshine Coast Airport upgrade is completed and will assist the growth of the region’s
tourism industry once the COVID-19 emergency is past.

4.1.3

An emerging city with low PT use

OR

The Sunshine Coast Community Strategy 2019-2041 notes the region is experiencing a
transformation from a regional centre to a regional city. Sunshine Coast Council has a vision
for the Sunshine Coast to be Australia’s most sustainable region. Healthy. Smart. Creative.

W

However sustained population growth represents a major risk to a sustainable future. More
people will lead to more transport demand, and the number of daily trips that start or finish in
the region will increase from 1.5 million to 2.4 million trips each day over the 25 years from
2016 to 2041. Currently, the region’s population is highly dependent on cars with:


85 per cent34 of all trips by Sunshine Coast residents being made by private vehicle: and



growth in car ownership35 amongst the highest in Australia.

32

Economy.id (2019). Sunshine Coast Council economic profile. Accessed at: https://economy.id.com.au/sunshine-coast/tourism-visitor-summary
Tourism Research Australia (2018). Local Government Area Profiles – Sunshine Coast. Accessed at: https://www.tra.gov.au/regional/localgovernment-area-profiles/local-government-area-profiles
34
Sunshine Coast Council (2020). Integrated Transport Strategy. Accessed at: https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy
35
Sunshine Coast Council (2020). Integrated Transport Strategy. Accessed at: https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy
33
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This situation, if unchecked, would mean the growth in transport demand would translate to
spiraling traffic congestion and ever-increasing demands for more roads and car parking.
The Australian Government’s Smart Cities Plan identifies that most world-class cities have
invested in fast, efficient PT systems to provide viable alternatives to private passenger
vehicles. Sunshine Coast commuters travel an average of 16.9 km for work-related trips,
generally twice the distance of discretionary travel such as shopping. Nearly 90 per cent of
these trips to or from work are made in a car and this value remained constant between
2004 and 2011. This is considerably higher than the Queensland average that reports only
72 per cent of all commutes are travelled in private vehicles36.
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Despite its projected growth and a vision to be a sustainable region, the Sunshine Coast has
a public transport system more suited to a regional town, as seen through the high
dependence on private vehicles. To achieve the vision and respond to the significant
population growth that is expected, a step change upgrade to public transport is required to
set the region on a path to sustainable transport and urban development.
Improving mass transit37 in the major movement corridors of the Sunshine Coast region
needs to be the centrepiece of that step change PT upgrade. The scope of the mass transit
investigations by the Council entails the planning, corridor protection and project delivery of
a high frequency mass transit network, which extends from the Sunshine Coast Airport
through Maroochydore, Kawana and Caloundra to the existing North Coast Railway at
Beerwah. This network requires support from a network of local buses all connected through
an integrated network planning and fare structure.
To maximise customer transport options the future PT network should in the future also
incorporate other flexible travel choices aggregated into a single user booking and payment
interface.

4.2.

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case

W

OR

The Strategic Business Case drew upon previous work undertaken in Council’s 2012 ‘A line
in the sand’ report and comprised the first stage of the formal business case assessment of
the SCMT Project. The SBC identified that as a region experiencing strong population
growth, the Sunshine Coast is at a critical juncture in its evolution as emerging issues
challenge the region’s economic growth, productivity and lifestyle, liveability and
sustainability aspirations. Given the very high levels of car dependence, promoting PT as a
viable alternative for accessing key activity centres within the region and as a trigger for
greater urban consolidation, will be essential to addressing these issues.
In relation to growth management, the key challenges for the Sunshine Coast region include:


Growing levels of road congestion on key arterial roads within the Sunshine Coast
region, resulting in increasing costs of congestion, lost productivity and less time spent
with families and other lifestyle pursuits



An accelerating trend towards urban expansion on the Sunshine Coast in response to
housing demand, leading to a greatly expanded urban area, with additional costs to
government and undermining the ability of the PT system to operate efficiently

36

Department of Transport and Main Roads (2017). Enhance QTUCS Report.

37

Mass transit is a form of public transport that concentrates on moving large numbers of people over a fixed route or network.
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A high level of dependency on private motor vehicle transport, resulting in low levels of
PT use and demand for more roads and car parking which will undermine urban amenity
and lifestyles



The need for continuing activity to broaden the local industry base to support continued
high levels of employment self-containment. Without these efforts, there is a heightened
risk of decline in the local economy and increased long distance commuting with its
resultant social and environmental impacts.

4.2.1

Initiative assessment

The SBC identified and assessed 17 current and potential initiatives that are and could be
progressed by the Council or the Queensland Government. The initiatives included:
10 non-capital initiatives covering reform and better use



One capital investment to improve roads



Six capital investment initiatives to improve mass transit.

4.2.1.1
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Non-capital initiative options

An assessment of the non-capital initiatives showed that:

Eight current initiatives are not sufficient in their own right to address the challenges of
growth management on the Sunshine Coast. They should continue to be developed as
part of current planning and project development processes. They will form the basis of
the ‘base case’ or ‘without project case’ against which any future investment could be
measured.



An initiative based solely on land use reform will not adequately address challenges nor
fully realise desired benefits. However, in order to achieve the stated urban
transformation policy goals, a land use strategy must accompany any preferred mass
transit solution as the integration of land use and transport planning is critical to
achieving optimal economic and social policy outcomes for the region.



Implementation of significant road travel demand management and restraint of car
parking supply would be insufficient to respond to the major growth in travel expected,
even if this were acceptable to community stakeholders.
Capital initiative options

W

4.2.1.2

OR



Continual major upgrades to the road network would not meet key land use objectives, in
particular urban transformation outcomes in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor and would
potentially undermine the liveability of the region. While a program of major road investment
will be needed in a growing region, it should not be the sole response, given the long-term
impacts of congestion and car dependency.
Investment in a major new mass transit system will be expensive and needs to be staged in
accordance with a master plan. To better understand the effectiveness of options for capital
investment in mass transit, consideration was given to work progressed by the Council in
developing a concept strategic plan for a future mass transit system in the region as shown
in Figure 1738.

38

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case (2019).
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Figure 17: Proposed mass transit network strategic plan for the Sunshine Coast

A strategic merit test was then applied to the options in the proposed mass transit strategic
plan for the Sunshine Coast to determine the best performing options to progress to the
PBC. The strategic merit test outcomes and subsequent staging considerations were used to
develop a geographic breakdown of the transport network and to identify focus areas for
short, medium, and long-term investigations and subsequent investment. This is shown in
Figure 1839.

39

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case (2019).
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Figure 18: Geographic breakdown and focus areas for a SCMT solution

4.2.2

Strategic Business Case recommendations

The SBC recommended the Council proceed with the development of a Preliminary
Business Case for the SCMT Project noting the sequencing of the priority areas identified in
Figure 18. The SBC also recommended the concept for the mass transit system must be
based on a technology that offers a high quality service capable of attracting a significant
proportion of passengers out of cars. The mass transit technology must also have a
demonstrated capability to catalyse urban transformation in the mass transit catchment. The
SBC noted that modern light rail operating in a segregated right of way is a technology with
proven capabilities in this regard, however other more cost-effective options will need to be
analysed in the next phase of the business case process.
The PBC has been developed in accordance with the recommendations of the SBC and
progresses the analyses to a more detailed level.
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5.

Strategic Context

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the strategic context to the Project including
alignment with strategic planning and policies, as well as drivers of transport and housing
demands that will impact current and future service needs for the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor.

5.1.

Alignment with Council vision and priorities

5.2.

Corporate vision
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Council has embraced the long-term aspirational vision to be
‘Australia’s most sustainable region – healthy, smart, creative’. The
corporate goals of Council have guided the development of a long-term
land use and transport-focused vision for the region including:


Planning for both the urban transformation of the coastal corridor
to enable more residents to live in a more compact urban
environment and the new community in Beerwah East.



Connecting our growing community to where people work and live



Supporting new investment and encouraging local business to create more jobs for our
residents and our growing region

5.2.1

Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme 2014

The Council’s vision for a sustainable region is underpinned by a
growth management strategy established in the Sunshine Coast
Planning Scheme 2014. This sets out Council’s intention for future
development in the planning scheme area until 2031. Major elements
that underpin the growth management strategy include:

Concentration of population growth and economic activity in the
corridor from Beerwah to the Sunshine Coast Airport which will
contain at least 80 per cent of future population growth and over 75 per cent of future
employment growth within the Sunshine Coast region



Ongoing self-containment of employment, whereby the majority of people continue to live
and work within the Sunshine Coast region



A high quality integrated and efficient PT network including the North Coast Rail Line, the
dedicated PT corridor (CAMCOS), a high-quality mass transit system in the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor between Maroochydore and Caloundra. This will be supported by
other shared road and PT corridors which link communities to major business, tourism,
education, health centres to create high levels of local and regional accessibility.

5.2.2

W

OR



Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy 2013-2033

The Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy 2013-2033 provides a 20year vision and blueprint for sustainable economic growth. The strategy has been developed
by regional business, industry and local government leaders and informed through
contributions from Sunshine Coast residents and community organisations. The strategy
seeks to ensure the Sunshine Coast region realises its full potential, with a confident future
and as an active participant in the global economy, which in turn will deliver the lifestyle and
opportunities for residents and businesses alike.
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An important element of the strategy is the Sunshine Coast Enterprise Corridor (defined as
the coastal corridor from the Sunshine Coast Airport to Caloundra South), as the key area
for commercial and residential growth. Providing a major improvement of the mass transit
system in the region can support the implementation of the strategy under the second
pathway, by providing reliable connectivity between the population and employment centres
in the Sunshine Coast Enterprise Corridor.

5.2.3

Sunshine Coast Environment and Liveability Strategy
2017

5.2.4
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The Sunshine Coast Environment and Liveability Strategy 2017 provides
long-term strategic direction to shape the region by guiding growth and
delivering the transformational change required to maintain a healthy
environment and liveable Sunshine Coast in 2041 for future generations.
The strategy notes the majority of Sunshine Coast residents live in large
detached low-density housing with a reliance on private car travel and
limited access to frequent PT, which is placing significant pressure on
finite resources and existing infrastructure. The strategy explains that an emphasis on urban
consolidation development on the coastal areas of the region, supported by appropriate
infrastructure can create a new way of living and minimise impacts on the natural
environment.

Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy

5.2.5

W

OR

The Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy presents a vision to
achieve a connected, smart, safe and efficient transport system that
contributes to the region’s economic viability, sustainability and lifestyle. It
will guide the development of the transport system to meet growing
demand for services and infrastructure while encouraging a shift to more
sustainable modes, creation of new travel choices and readiness for
smart mobility. The strategy also establishes a policy that integrated
transport and land use outcomes must be achieved on the Sunshine Coast. This includes
how a more compact urban form focused around high-frequency passenger transport
corridoes will reduce car dependency, manage congestion and reduce impacts of
development and transport on the natural environment. A mass transit investment features
heavily in the strategy, including as a potential solution to providing high-frequency PT
connections between key centres to ensure adequate capacity to accommodate growth and
deliver travel time competitiveness.

Sunshine Coast Community Strategy 2019 – 2041

The Community Strategy provides a long-term framework for how council and our
community will work together to advance our shared goal of a strong community through to
2041. The Community Strategy aims to achieve five outcomes:


Empower our community to live healthy and active lifestyles



Focus on ensuring community places and spaces are vibrant, inclusive, accessible,
adaptable and meet the needs of people of all ages, abilities and backgrounds



Strengthen connection, inclusion and opportunity for all people in our community



Build capacity in our communities to be connected, resilient and to respond to local
issues



Nurture creative and innovative approaches to building a strong community.
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The Sunshine Coast Community Strategy Action Plan outlines the key priorities in order to
achieve our five desired outcomes. It also provides a clear approach to regular measuring
and reporting our progress towards achieving these outcomes.

5.2.6

SCC’s Urban Transformation Directions Paper 2017

5.2.7
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As part of its input to ShapingSEQ, the Council developed the Urban
Transformation Directions Paper which identifies key issues to be
addressed including economic and financial sustainability, transport and
congestion, community needs and affordability and natural and
landscape values. The paper identifies gaps in employment, education
and entertainment opportunities, and the impacts of doing nothing
including increased congestion, reduced urban quality, reduced travel
options and air quality impacts.

Sunshine Coast Council Parking Management Plan 2017

Car parking plays an important role in managing access to major activity centres. On 12
October 2017, Council adopted the Sunshine Coast Council Parking Management Plan and
associated 37 Local Area Parking Plans. The Parking Management Plan is an important part
of the overall Sunshine Coast transport system and Council's commitment to long-term
planning for the Sunshine Coast.

5.3.

Alignment with Queensland Government plans and policies

5.3.1

South East Queensland Regional Plan - Shaping SEQ
2017

5.3.2
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Recognising the need to sustainably manage the region’s growth, the
Queensland Government set clear directions for the future development
of the Sunshine Coast through the South East Queensland Regional
Plan – ShapingSEQ 2017. The plan identifies the need for balanced and
managed growth including setting targets for consolidated (infill) and
expansion (greenfield) development of 62 per cent and 38 per cent
respectively for the Sunshine Coast. To cater for increased urban
consolidation, ShapingSEQ identifies an urban corridor from Maroochydore to Caloundra,
supported by a high frequency passenger transport service. This would result in the urban
corridor between Maroochydore and Caloundra becoming a cohesive corridor of distinctive,
high quality urban environments that are typically ‘Sunshine Coast’ in character and optimise
access to future passenger services.

State Infrastructure Plan

The State Infrastructure Plan (SIP) sets out the Queensland Government’s strategic
direction for infrastructure by identifying what is required from infrastructure (objectives) and
how these objectives can be best achieved (directions). These objectives and directions
seek to address the high-level challenges Queensland will face over coming decades.

5.3.3

Draft South East Queensland Regional Transport Plans 2018

The draft North Coast Regional Transport Plan identifies key challenges for the north coast
region including high reliance on private vehicles, congestion, dispersed settlement pattern
and mobility and accessibility for an ageing population.
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5.3.4

Maroochydore City Centre PDA

Maroochydore has an important function for the region in accommodating major retail
centres, government services and residential areas for permanent residents and holiday
makers alike. To support the growth of Maroochydore into a regional CBD, Council, in
partnership with the Queensland Government, has progressed the Maroochydore City
Centre Project. A 62-hectare greenfield site in the heart of Maroochydore is being
transformed into a CBD for the 21st Century, offering major investment and development
opportunities in Queensland’s emerging third city. Given the economic and community
importance of the Maroochydore CBD, accessibility and connectivity to and around the city
centre will be essential. A complementary PT solution such as the SCMT Project is an
essential element of the success of the Maroochydore City Centre in boosting the economic
productivity of the region.

Other initiatives related to the mass transit on the Sunshine Coast
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5.3.5

To support the objectives of ShapingSEQ and Urban Transformations Directions Paper, the
following land use and regional development projects and initiatives are being progressed by
the Queensland Government and the Council including:


Caloundra South PDA, led by Queensland Government



Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion Project, led by Council



Sunshine Coast International Broadband Submarine Cable network, led by Council



SEQ City Deal, led by Queensland Government.

Supporting transport projects and initiatives are currently under consideration to support
sustainable management of growth including:
Southern Sunshine Coast PT Strategy – the project’s aim is to develop an integrated PT
strategy for the southern Sunshine Coast which covers the area from Maroochydore to
Beerwah. It will have a specific focus on identifying a preferred trunk PT network whilst
considering the support network of services, land-use and infrastructure. The intent is to
provide an alternative transport solution to the private vehicle to reduce traffic
congestion. Stage 1 was completed in November 2017 and Stage 2 is currently
underway.



Business Case for North Coast Connect – a three stage rail project proposed by a
consortium in response to the Australian Government’s fast rail prospectus which intends
to provide better connections between the Brisbane, Moreton Bay and Sunshine Coast
regions. The project would consist of three key stages of work including:

W

OR







Stage 1A: upgrade of existing section of North Coast Line from Brisbane to
Beerburrum



Stage 1B: Beerburrum to Nambour Rail Upgrade Project



Stage 2: CAMCOS – a new passenger rail service branching off the North Coast
Line at Beerwah and comprising a 40km spur-line.

North Coast Rail Line Upgrade – the Beerburrum to Nambour Rail Upgrade Project
includes a duplication of the North Coast rail line between Beerburrum and
Landsborough and a range of upgrades to the existing rail infrastructure between
Landsborough and Nambour. It aims to address conflicts on the North Coast rail line
between passenger and freight services north of Beerburrum however, it is a more
modest proposal than North Coast Connect and does not offer a fast commute from
Nambour to Brisbane.
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Business case for the Mooloolah River Interchange (MRI) – TMR is progressing
investigations for a range of major road upgrades in the area of Sunshine Motorway
including a new motorway standard arterial road from the MRI past the hospital to
Corbould Way, expanded lane connections, new river crossing and intersection
upgrades. It is expected that the MRI will improve safety on the Sunshine Motorway near
the Mooloolah River, improve network access to the SCUH precinct and Kawana Town
Centre, and improve travel time reliability. TMR has completed a PBC for the project and
is expected to complete a DBC by mid to late 2020.

5.4.

Alignment with Australian Government plans and policies

5.4.1

Australia Infrastructure Plan

5.4.2
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The Australian Infrastructure Plan (AIP) provides a positive reform and investment roadmap
for Australia. The plan sets out the infrastructure challenges and opportunities Australia
faces over the next 15 years and the solutions required to drive productivity growth, maintain
and enhance the nation’s standard of living, and ensure Australian cities remain world class.
The AIP identifies a strong need for Australia to upgrade its urban passenger transport
networks, so they are more integrated, have higher capacity and are able to meet the twin
demands of population growth and rising expectations for service levels. In particular, the
AIP identifies the Sunshine Coast as a key region of Australia, alongside the eight capital
cities and other key regions such as Newcastle, Wollongong, Geelong, and the Gold Coast.
A key recommendation from the AIP is that the Sunshine Coast should be supported by
governments, businesses and local communities to grow its population and economy.

Smart Cities Plan

5.4.3

OR

The Smart Cities Plan, developed by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet sets
out the Australian Government’s vision for cities and outlines three pillars of Smart
Investment, Smart Policy and Smart Technology. The Smart Cities Plan identifies that most
world-class cities have invested in fast, efficient PT systems to provide viable alternatives to
private passenger vehicles. A major investment in a mass transit system for the Sunshine
Coast can aim to achieve the Smart Cities Plan concept of a ’30-minute city’ for the
Sunshine Coast by delivering a high-frequency service connecting key education,
employment, residential and recreation centres.

State of Australian Cities

W

The State of Australian Cities 2014-2015 report, developed by the Department of
Infrastructure and Regional Development, analyses cities in relation to population,
settlement, economy, human capital and infrastructure and transport. The report states that
issues of space and the potential conflicts and usability of cities, long-term capacity of freight
hubs and the movement of goods and people are key concerns for the continued growth of
productive cities.
Australia’s cities are now increasingly characterised by the significant spatial divide between
areas of highly productive jobs and the areas of population-based services. The SCMT
Project seeks to encourage the desired urban growth strategy through facilitating sustainable
higher density development in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor by providing mass transit
as a viable alternative to car use in congested areas, featuring frequent and reliable services
with good network integration. This will enable the Sunshine Coast region to encourage the
development of a range of dwelling types. The Project will also seek to deliver easy and
accessible links to key economic activity areas within the southern corridor and the broader
city area.
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5.4.4

Urban Transport Strategy

The Urban Transport Strategy, prepared by Infrastructure Australia in
2013, identifies the following as key transport issues for
consideration in the context of city growth:


Integrating transport systems



Integrating long-term infrastructure and land use planning



The impact of urban transport systems on productivity



The importance of urban access and equity, coherent and
consistent funding and financing, consistent measurement and
reporting of results.
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The Australian Government has a strong interest in ensuring urban transport systems allow
for productive national outcomes and that systems are planned in conjunction with land-use
plans. The strategy states that, while large infrastructure projects are not the only urban
transport issue, they can be very influential on system performance and land use over time.
Finding the right balance between private car use and PT is a key issue which impacts not
only on travel but also on freight.
The Project objectives for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor closely align with the
objectives of the strategy by seeking a more efficient, resilient and integrated transport
system. The determination of the type of mass transit in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
is a key proposition in the PBC as part of a coordinated urban transformation vision that
matches the priorities of the Australian and Queensland Governments, and the Council.

5.4.5

Corridor Protection - Planning and investing for the long term

W

OR

This reform series report prepared by Infrastructure Australia identifies an opportunity for
Australian governments to deliver an enduring legacy to future generations by protecting
critical infrastructure corridors. At a time when Australia is undergoing a profound change, in
the form of an expanding population and significant growth, corridor protection efforts need
focused attention from governments. Failing to protect corridors can result in a preferred
alignment for a project being ‘built out’. The report provides an example of corridors that
should be considered for protection, including land that may be required to accommodate PT
improvements in and around existing centres (in the context of governments encouraging
greater use of PT). Reserving the preferred corridor limits development on the land required
for the Project that would otherwise add to project costs (subject to timing of construction).
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6.

Service Need

6.1.

Strategic context

Key aspects of the strategic framework and objectives relevant to the service needs are
summarised in this section to assist in framing subsequent discussion in this chapter.

6.1.1

Sustainable management of population growth

SEQ is expected to continue to experience strong population growth, creating pressures on
housing, transport, lifestyle and the environment.

6.1.2
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Both the Australian and Queensland Governments have recognised the challenges of
managing strong forecast growth in population in a manner which is sustainable and
promotes high quality lifestyles. This includes recognising and responding to a trend towards
increased urbanisation, and the social and environmental challenges this can create.

The challenge for the Sunshine Coast

The growth in population estimated for SEQ is approximately 1,749,000 between 2019 and
2041. Approximately 190,000 people or 11 per cent of this total growth is estimated to occur
in the Sunshine Coast, increasing the 2016 population of 303,400 by over 70 per cent to
approximately 518,000.
This population growth is forecast to require the provision of more than 87,000 new
residential dwellings across the city. Due to the existing urban settlement pattern and
geographic constraints, the Sunshine Coast is facing a major challenge in how it
accommodates the forecast growth in population and dwellings.
If the Sunshine Coast accommodates forecast population growth through urban expansion,
this would result in urban encroachment on the region’s natural resources including
environmentally significantly land, rural and agricultural areas. The expanded urban
environment will also require significant investment in provision of infrastructure and services
over a larger geographic area.

OR

The Council and Queensland Government recognise there must be a strong focus on
accommodating future population growth through urban consolidation. This is reflected in
ShapingSEQ, the Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy, the Sunshine Coast
Planning Scheme 2014 and the Sunshine Coast Environment and Liveability Strategy.

W

ShapingSEQ identifies that the forecast growth for the Sunshine Coast requires a target of
62 per cent of new dwelling growth through urban consolidation, similar to the average
region wide target of 60 per cent. This translates to at least an estimated 53,700 new
dwellings in the existing urban area of the Sunshine Coast over the next 25 years40.

6.1.3

The Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

Council has responded to the expected growth challenge and assessed the ability to
accommodate forecast population growth through urban consolidation.
Under the terms of ShapingSEQ, urban consolidation can be achieved through:


40

Development of some parcels of land that are presently not developed but that sit within
existing urban areas

Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120. Accessed at:
https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/shapingseq.pdf
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Redevelopment of existing vacant land or buildings in existing urban areas for a higher
intensity use that includes a significant proportion of residential accommodation



Development of new lots within the existing urban area, i.e. on the immediate urban
fringe.

When combined with mixed-use development to include local services and attractions, the
urban consolidation processes above could be termed ‘urban transformation’41.
The greatest opportunity to achieve sustained urban consolidation occurs within the 24 km
urban coastal corridor between Maroochydore and Caloundra, known as the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor.
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Consistent with recommendations of the relevant Queensland Government and Council
policies and plans, the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor holds the key to fostering more
sustainable travel patterns, catalysing substantial economic growth and providing greater
accessibility to all the lifestyle advantages the Sunshine Coast offers.
In recognition of this, and to support the strategic framework established by the growth
management policies and strategies of all three levels of government, the SBC identified
mass transit as an essential catalyst to deliver integrated land use, economic and transport
planning outcomes for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.

6.2.

Overview of challenges

This section outlines the challenges to be addressed by the PBC. These challenges are
aligned to those defined in the SBC but have been updated and reframed in accordance with
four key themes of:
1. An accelerating trend towards urban expansion

2. High dependency on private motor vehicle transport
3. Growing levels of road congestion

4. Economic, liveability and environmental sustainability challenges.
The challenges identified in this chapter are summarised in Table 6.

OR

Table 6: Problems to be addressed

Identified challenges

Problem statement

W

An accelerating trend towards urban expansion

41

Cost of urban expansion

Continued urban expansion will increase transport,
congestion, productivity, environmental, social and
infrastructure connection costs.

Reversing the current dominance
of low-density housing

The lack of affordable housing and choice of housing type in
the coastal corridor has led to a migration to urban expansion
development areas where greater housing stock and housing
affordability is available.

Sunshine Coast Council (2017). Urban Transformation – Directions Paper for the future of the Sunshine Coast, P 20. Accessed at:
https://d1j8a4bqwzee3.cloudfront.net/~/media/Corporate/Documents/Planning/Light%20Rail/SCC_UrbanTransformationDirectionsPaper_Web_
170131.pdf?la=en
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Identified challenges

Problem statement

High dependency on private motor vehicle transport
Existing problems identified with the PT system within
Sunshine Coast region will inhibit the achievement of strategic
urban and economic growth targets.

High dependency on private
motor vehicles and declining PT
use

The car dependency of current transport mode share trends in
the Sunshine Coast places high pressure on the existing road
network and will not support the liveability and economic
attractiveness of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
necessary to deliver urban consolidation and transformation
objectives. This lack of support would be exacerbated if
combined with urban expansion.
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PT system will hinder urban and
economic growth

Growing car parking demand

Plentiful supplies of free and low cost car parking will support
growth of car travel and reduce the need and incentive to
travel to locations within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
via PT.

Growling levels of road congestion
High level of road congestion on
key arterial roads in the Sunshine
Coast

Congestion is currently occurring in key areas on the
Sunshine Coast in peak times on key routes in the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor.

Effects of congestion on business
and industry

Road congestion will reduce the likelihood of the region
reaching its urban consolidation targets and delaying or
erasing urban transformation opportunities. In particular, the
coastal areas that are also tourist precincts will likely suffer
reduced attractiveness to visitors due to congestion. This will
result in decreased income for businesses and industry. It
would also result in decreased agglomeration benefits, which
occur when there is an increase in effective density due to
reductions in transport accessibility.

OR

Liveability and environmental sustainability challenges

W

Impacts of reduced levels of
employment self-containment

The present high level of employment self-containment in the
Sunshine Coast presents an opportunity to provide effective
PT and reduce negative environmental externalities
associated with long trips in private vehicles.
Failure to act may see people attracted to job growth in
metropolitan Brisbane.

Future jobs and productivity
growth

Lack of physical connectivity between the major activity
centres of the region, reduced business-to-business
interaction (reduced agglomeration and clustering
opportunities) and the lack of reliable access to local
workforce are affecting the attraction of new growth in
employment opportunities and development of a broader
industry base.

Impacts of growth on the natural
environment

Catering for population growth by urban expansion can
undermine the quality and extent of the natural environment

Increased environmental
externalities

Urban expansion and reduced levels of employment selfcontainment will sustain very high levels of car dependence,
increase the amount of travel, and the level of energy
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Identified challenges

Problem statement
consumption and emissions from transport activity. Energy
consumption is higher due to less efficient transport practices,
and there are increasing emissions which affect air and noise
quality, and emissions of Greenhouse gases.

Climate change resilience

6.3.

Increasing travel demands, made in more vehicles powered
by fossil fuels will hinder the region’s ability to respond to
climate change imperatives.

Problem 1 – An accelerating trend towards urban expansion
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The population of the Sunshine Coast is forecast to grow from 303,400 in 2016 to at least
495,000 people by 2041. Recent projections by the Queensland Government Statistician’s
Office (QGSO) suggest this could be higher, with the medium series population projected to
518,000 in 2041. It is anticipated the region will require a total of at least 212,877 dwellings,
an increase of at least 87,000 dwellings from 201642. The Sunshine Coast has experienced
significant increases in urban expansion which is impacting the region’s ability to sustainably
accommodate and facilitate this population growth. Intervention is required to maintain
Sunshine Coast’s attractive lifestyle and amenity. This problem can be better understood by
considering the effects of this trend towards urban expansion, including:


Less affordable living



Cost of urban expansion versus urban consolidation



Urban expansion is already well catered for



Dominance of low-density housing



Lack of mass transit network matched to the scale of growth and the size of the
Sunshine Coast



Lack of housing choice.

Less affordable living

OR

6.3.1

W

While the Sunshine Coast lifestyle remains one of the region’s strengths, community and
visitor surveys suggest that it is being increasingly perceived as having poor affordability and
a high cost of living43. In 2018 the Sunshine Coast was rated one of the least affordable
housing markets in Australia44. There is currently a lack of affordable housing in the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor for example, in major centres such as Maroochydore,
Mooloolaba and Caloundra, the median house prices are $640,000, $870,000 and
$530,00045 respectively. The exception is Kawana with a significantly lower median house
price of $300,000. The median house prices in the Sunshine Coast region’s economic
centres are considerably higher than the median house price of Queensland which is
$400,000.
The high property prices in cities such as Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne have increased
the rates of migration to areas such as the Sunshine Coast. A resurgence of the tourism
industry and a number of infrastructure projects, including the second stage of the SCUH,

42

Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120. Accessed at
https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/shapingseq.pdf
Sunshine Coast Council (2017). Urban Transformation – Directions Paper for the future of the Sunshine Coast, P 11.
44
Demographia (2019). 15th Annual Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey (2018: 3rd quarter).
45
Realestate.com.au. Neighbourhoods. Accessed at https://www.realestate.com.au/neighbourhoods
43
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and the Caboolture Hospital redevelopment is expected to maintain economic activity and
further drive migration and population growth. The associated increase in housing demand
has seen property prices rise in the region by 6.1 per cent in the 12 months to June 2018,
compared to 3.1 per cent in Brisbane. This trend is expected to continue, with Sunshine
Coast property prices predicted to cumulatively increase 9 per cent over the next three years
to June 202146.
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As of January 2019, median house prices on the Sunshine Coast were materially higher
than those in Brisbane for the first time since July 200847. There is a wide range of factors
that influence housing affordability, including aspects that are outside the jurisdiction of local
government. However, the way in which growth is managed plays a significant part. The
concept of ‘affordable living’ implies a more comprehensive response than simply providing
an ample supply of new land for development. It also requires thinking about the type of
housing available and where it is located in relation to employment, facilities and services.
While the initial purchase price of new housing may be less expensive in outer areas, the ongoing cost and time involved in travel to jobs, education and services can be significant48.
The higher median house price in the Sunshine Coast will potentially encourage
homebuyers to consider other areas outside the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. This further
delays the region from meeting the ShapingSEQ urban consolidation targets.

6.3.2

Cost of urban expansion versus urban consolidation

While urban expansion provides a solution to the projected population growth and housing
demand within the region, ongoing urban expansion threatens the achievement of a
sustainable form of urban development and protection of the high quality of life that presently
exists in the Sunshine Coast region. A continuing shift to urban expansion would:
Increase the separation between people and their destinations by dispersing the
settlement pattern, thereby increasing the amount and cost of travel, the energy
consumed and the emissions from vehicles



Reduce the effectiveness and therefore the level of service offered by PT, thereby
increasing car dependence



Increase the costs to government for the provision of infrastructure, facilities and
services



Provide little alternative but for people to drive to the major destinations in the region,
thereby increasing congestion and reducing the amenity of those destinations



Make it harder for local business and industry to connect with each other and their
workforces



Occupy areas of land valuable for habitat and/or agriculture.

W

OR



Comparatively, there is increased recognition of the net benefits that consolidated (infill)
housing provides for the community, as established by a growing evidence base as
discussed in the ‘Promoting informed debate around infill housing in Australian cities paper’
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QBE (2018). QBE Australian Housing Outlook 2018-2021. Accessed at: https://www.qbe.com/lmi/-/media/lenders-mortgageinsurance/housing%20outlook%202018/qbe%20australian%20housing%20outlook%202018-2021.pdf
https://accomproperties.com.au/news-info/article-display/property-market-sizzles-on-the-sunshine-coast,238
48
Sunshine Coast Council (2017). Urban Transformation – Directions Paper for the future of the Sunshine Coast, P 11. Accessed at:
https://d1j8a4bqwzee3.cloudfront.net/~/media/Corporate/Documents/Planning/Light%20Rail/SCC_UrbanTransformationDirectionsPaper_Web_
170131.pdf?la=en
47
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prepared by SGS Economics and Planning in 201549. For instance, the evidence base
suggests that the following costs are attributable to urban expansion:
Non-urban land consumption – with less non-urban land being available for productive
uses such as agriculture, recreational, environmental and aesthetic uses.



Infrastructure connection costs – particularly with respect to transport and utilities
infrastructure but also potentially in terms of social infrastructure service provision.



Transport congestion costs – as residents of new expansion communities are distantly
located from jobs and services, lengthy commuting times and distances result causing
significant social and environmental costs.



Labour force productivity costs – as agglomeration economies and human capital
benefits are thwarted by spatial dislocation and congestion.



Reduced housing choice – as constrained urban consolidation housing options fail to
match the latent demand for inner and middle ring suburban living, with prospective
residents prepared to trade-off private space with improved accessibility to jobs and
services.
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Additional analysis of the differences in costs and benefits of urban consolidation
development compared to urban expansion include:
The Property Council of Australia (2016) found that large-scale infill/brownfield dwellings
could be connected to infrastructure by government at a cost of around $56,000 per
dwelling, as opposed to around $151,000 per greenfield dwelling. This equates to an
extra cost to the community of $95 million for every 1,000 lots developed in greenfield
sites50.



SGS (2013) found that in a rural setting, the 30-year settlement cost of greenfield
developments was approximately $58,000 per site, compared to urban consolidation
developments of approximately $39,000 per site51.



Trubka (2010) found that the upfront costs of infrastructure were approximately $50.5
million per 1,000 dwellings for infill development and approximately $136 million per
1,000 dwellings for greenfield development. The study also concluded that the 15-year
net present value of transportation costs (calculated as functions of vehicle kilometres
travelled (VKT), covering all private, public and external costs) was around $169 million
per 1,000 dwellings for infill development, and $335 million per 1,000 dwellings for
greenfield development, resulting in extra $166 million transportation costs per 1,000 lots
of greenfield over 15 years52.
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Urban consolidation can also revitalise an area by:


Attracting new residents and businesses



Developing new or upgrading existing infrastructure



Fully utilising spare capacity of existing infrastructure.

49

SGC Planning and Economics (2015). Promoting informed debate around infill housing in Australian cities. Accessed at:
https://www.sgsep.com.au/
Property Council of Australia (2016). Infill Projects could save Perth billions. Accessed at:
https://www.propertycouncil.com.au/Web/News/Articles/News_listing/Web/Content/News/National/2016/Infill_could_save_Perth_billions.aspx
51
SGS Economics and Planning (2013). Financial costs of settlement patterns in rural Victoria: Final Report, p30. Accessed at:
https://www.sgsep.com.au/
52
R.Trubka, P.Newman, and D.Bilsborough (2010). The Costs of Urban Sprawl – Infrastructure and Transportation, p5.
50
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Urban consolidation also encourages active living, as neighbourhoods with a higher
population density, good land use mix, high connectivity and good provision of walking and
cycling facilities are more likely to encourage the use of active transport53.
However urban consolidation needs to be carefully planned and rely on consultation with the
entire regional community. Poor urban consolidation housing design can impart real costs on
individual properties, be it through overshadowing, loss of privacy, or increased noise. The
importance of the statutory planning system should not be underestimated as its purpose is
to:


Sufficiently enforce good design for consolidated housing



Provide supporting infrastructure and public realm improvements.

6.3.3
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Given the region’s urban consolidation target is significantly higher than expansion targets
(62 per cent urban consolidation versus 38 per cent urban expansion), there is a need to
invest in ways in which Council can achieve consolidation, such as by attracting residents
and businesses through better accessibility and connectivity via a mass transit system
throughout the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.

Urban expansion is well catered for

Three significant urban expansion areas are identified within the Sunshine Coast region –
Palmview, Caloundra South and Beerwah East. The already approved developing expansion
areas at Palmview and Caloundra South (Aura) contain sufficient supply to meet the majority
of expected demand up to 203154, subject to actual take-up rates and land availability.
Aura is projected to ultimately support 50,000 people in 20,000 dwellings while Palmview is
expected to support up to 16,000 people in a maximum of 6,397 dwellings. Take-up rates in
these two new communities are relatively strong, as shown in table 7 below.
Table 7: Population and dwellings in the three major expansion areas of the Sunshine Coast

Palmview
Beerwah
East
Total

Ultimate
population

OR

Caloundra
South (Aura)

Opening
year

Ultimate
dwellings

Average
dwellings
per annum

Estimated
current
dwellings
(May 2020)

2015

50,000

20,000

500

2,100

2017

16,000

6,397

312

1,100

202755

50,000

20,000

N/A

0

N/A

116,000

46,397

N/A

3,200

W

Urban
Expansion
Area

Source: ShapingSEQ and Sunshine Coast Council data

Future land for urban expansion has been identified through ShapingSEQ with a ‘Major
Development Area’ identified at Beerwah East. The forecast capacity of Beerwah East is at
least 50,000 people in 20,000 dwellings, with up to 7,000 dwellings being delivered by
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Healthy Spaces & Places (2009). Infill Development. Accessed at:
https://www.healthyplaces.org.au/userfiles/file/Infill_Development%20June09.pdf
Urban Transformation – Directions Paper for the Future of the Sunshine Coast, 2017, Sunshine Coast Council, p24
55
Estimated based on ShapingSEQ
54
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204156. Total planned supply of new expansion dwellings up to 2041 is therefore 46,397,
whereas ShapingSEQ’s 62/38 split for consolidation compared to expansion dwellings would
result in a need for only 33,060 expansion dwellings over the period from 2016 to 2041.
By the same token, if the 62/38 split of the total new dwellings of 87,000 is substantially
rebalanced in favour of urban expansion as is the current trend, these currently planned
urban expansion areas may not be sufficient, leading to pressures to develop more areas of
currently rural land. A 50/50 balance would see a need for at least 43,500 urban expansion
dwellings over the 25-year period from 2016 to 2041. This is approaching the total capacity
of the three approved expansion areas. It is apparent that if the balance between
consolidation and expansion dwellings turns out to be greater than 50/50 in favour of
expansion, pressures will begin to mount for additional urban expansion fronts to be opened.
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If the additional housing is delivered by 30 per cent consolidation and 70 per cent expansion,
61,000 expansion dwellings would be required, leaving 14,500 additional dwellings to be
located in new expansion areas outside of the currently approved areas noted above in
Table 7. This equivalent to another area about 70 per cent the size of Caloundra South.
In respect of longer term urban expansion in the northern sub-region, Shaping SEQ notes57:
The major area in the sub-region that may be suitable for future urban growth is Halls
Creek. The intent for this area is set out in Chapter 4. 6. No other Potential Future
Growth Areas are identified in the Northern sub-region. However, Sunshine Coast and
Noosa Shire councils will be encouraged to investigate the potential to identify limited
additional longer-term urban growth opportunities.
Having regard to the negative impact of ongoing urban expansion noted above, the PBC
rejects the proposition of ongoing urban expansion to Hall’s Creek and other areas, and
aims to achieve the 62 per cent urban consolidation benchmark established in shaping SEQ.

6.3.4

Reversing the current dominance of low-density housing

OR

ShapingSEQ set dwelling supply benchmarks for consolidation within Sunshine Coast LGA
in 2041 at approximately 62 per cent58 (centred on brownfield or urban consolidation
development) and the remaining 38 per cent to be expansion development (through new
greenfield dwellings)59. From a sustainability perspective, there is strong evidence linking
urban densification and sustainability from a budgetary standpoint, along with an
environmental one60.

W

As shown, sufficient land to meet the 38 per cent benchmark for urban expansion is
available in the region for the next three decades. However, there is a lack of suitably
designated lands for urban consolidation. ShapingSEQ identifies the geographic area similar
to the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor as being the location for the majority of future urban
consolidation development. But take-up analysis shows that under current projections and
without major intervention, the ShapingSEQ consolidation benchmark of 53,700
consolidation dwellings by 2041 will not be achieved, with forecasting suggesting only
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ShapingSEQ. 2017. p122.
Queensland Government. 2017. Shaping SEQ. p 123.
The dwelling supply benchmarks for the Sunshine Coast are 87,000, of which 53,700 are consolidation, being 61.72 per cent (i.e. 62 per cent)
of the benchmarks). A 63 per cent ratio is for the Northern Sub-Region that comprises both the Sunshine Coast and Noosa local government
areas.
59
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (2017). ShapingSEQ, p120. Accessed at:
https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/shapingseq.pdf
60
R.Trubka, P.Newman, and D.Bilsborough (2010). The Costs of Urban Sprawl – Infrastructure and Transportation, p1.
57
58
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22,450 new dwellings taken up within the mass transit catchment area61 located in the
Sunshine Coast urban Corridor.
This leaves a deficit of 31,250 dwellings, which means that much of the additional housing
requirements to support the forecast population growth will likely be provided by urban
expansion if there is no significant change to present trends.

6.3.5

Investment in mass transit can act as a catalyst for urban consolidation

Transport infrastructure directly shapes land use planning by signalling where new or
intensified urban development is feasible, and by supporting denser land uses, directly
generating opportunities for agglomeration economies.
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Without investment in an efficient and effective PT network for the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor:


Planned activity centres within the corridor would remain functionally separated and only
activated at certain times of the day, making people feel unsafe and reducing foot traffic
for businesses



Planned consolidation of housing and employment growth would not be achieved,
resulting in less travel destinations being contained within the study area and less
diverse interactions between businesses and people



There would be increased environmental, noise, visual, health and safety impacts as
commuters need to travel further to their chosen destinations



Active transport options would be less feasible due to longer trips being required.

OR

This has potentially severe long-term consequences in relation to the economic prosperity of
the region, as residents and workers
are required to travel further and on an
increasingly congested road network.
This could become a vicious circle
spiralling towards less sustainable
outcomes as demonstrated in Table
179.

W

Investing in mass transit can reverse
this spiral by encouraging more people
to live and work in its catchment,
resulting in less travel demand overall
and making PT and active transport
more viable options. This consequently
reduces traffic and improves urban
amenity.

Figure 19: Regional implications of urban expansion

61

JLL (2018). Sunshine Coast Light Rail Preliminary Market Assessment, p35.
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6.3.6

More housing choices are needed in urban consolidation areas

Table 8 provides a summary of the percentage of current housing densities (as at 2016)
within the Sunshine Coast, compared to the Gold Coast, Greater Brisbane and SEQ62.
Table 8: Comparison of housing types between Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast and SEQ

Housing type

Sunshine
Coast

Gold Coast

Greater
Brisbane

SEQ

Separate housing

69.8%

54.5%

74.4%

70.5%

Medium density housing

17.4%

24.6%

15.3%

17.2%

9.7%

19.1%

9.0%

10.8%

1.3%

1.5%

Other
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High density housing

3.1%

1.8%

Table 8 shows the Sunshine Coast is largely on par with SEQ in relation to the split of
housing types. However, when compared to the Gold Coast, there is significant difference in
the levels of high density and medium density housing. These differences can be attributable
to a range of factors (historical population growth, maturity of the Gold Coast apartment
property market, tourism demands etc.). However, the differences suggest that greater
intervention will likely be required to influence meaningful change in the split of housing
types within the region.
The lack of affordable housing and choice of housing type in the coastal corridor has
supported a migration to urban expansion development areas where greater housing stock
is available and affordability is perceived to be higher. Increasing the range of dwelling types
available in desirable and/or previously high-cost areas such as the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor will increase accessibility for average income households to these locations.
Expanding the choice of housing types within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor by
leveraging the lifestyle and amenity of a coastal setting that is also close to town centres and
jobs within the catchment of mass transit stations, will attract people and businesses to the
area, supporting population growth and further economic development of the area.

6.3.7

W
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Urban consolidation and the resulting increase in supply of housing in central areas is
particularly attractive to younger households, as it can assist them to find dwellings whose
location and tenure type might otherwise be unaffordable63.

Service needs of the Sunshine Coast region to reverse the trend towards
accelerating urban expansion

There is a need to fundamentally influence the current path of development that is occurring
on the Sunshine Coast. Urban consolidation and infill development needs to be supported,
not only to meet government policy requirements, but to support the needs of residents to
easily access their places of employment and leisure and ensure ongoing sustainability and
liveability in the region.

62
63

Profile.id (2019). Sunshine Coast – Dwelling type. Accessed at: https://profile.id.com.au/sunshine-coast/dwellings
Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute (2010). Planning reform, land release and the supply of housing, p 20. Accessed at:
https://www.ahuri.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/2876/AHURI_Positioning_Paper_No126_Planning-reform,-land-release-and-the-supplyof-housing.pdf
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A mass transit system will drive medium density housing development and urban
consolidation within the appropriate parts of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor and will be a
positive contribution to the urban amenity that increases attractiveness of the area.
Intervention in the form of an efficient transit system is required to affect the land use
changes desired by Council.
It is also clear that ShapingSEQ’s policy to utilise urban transformation to concentrate new
housing through urban consolidation and infill development in the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor is soundly based. The corridor needs to attract growth and housing development
through ensuring high levels of local amenity and sustainable transport solutions. Quality
mass transit systems are an important element of creating liveable and efficient urban
environments in cities that are experiencing high growth, or areas where high growth is
intended to be directed.
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However urban transformation must not be implemented in parts of the Sunshine coast
Urban Corridor that already offer high amenity. Instead, it will be focussed on existing
centres and to areas close to the mass transit stations that offer renewal potential.
Importantly, urban consolidation should focus on supporting the Maroochydore city centre as
the region’s central business district, Birtinya town centre and Caloundra. In other parts of
the corridor outside of the major centres, a carefully planned and progressive approach can
transform older development and “big box” commercial buildings into a modern, low key
coastal lifestyle precinct without excessive high-rise development which would be
inappropriate for the Sunshine Coast.
The service need in response to Problem 1 – Accelerating trend towards urban
expansion is to transform suitable parts of existing urban areas into lifestyle
communities clustered around mass transit, and closer to jobs and attractions.

6.4.

Problem 2 – High dependency on private motor vehicle
transport

There are high levels of car dependency in the region resulting from key factors such as:
Inadequate PT system



Car culture that does not see public or active transport as features of the regional
lifestyle



Ease of accessibility to free car parking.

W

OR



Without intervention, existing challenges identified with the public and active transport
system within the Sunshine Coast region will combine with car based urban expansion to
increase car dependency and inhibit the achievement of strategic urban and economic
growth targets.
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6.4.1

High dependency on private motor vehicles and declining PT use

The growth of car ownership on the Sunshine
Coast is amongst the highest in Australia. In
2016, 68 per cent of working residents in the
region drove themselves to work and a further
25 per cent as passengers in a car, as shown in
Figure 2064. The total mode share for PT on the
Sunshine Coast is currently around 4 per cent in
total and less than 4 per cent of journeys to work
are taken on PT65.

Public
transport,
4%

Walk, 2%

Cycle, 1%

Private
vehicle
(passenger),
25%
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This is lower than the journey to work shares for
the Gold Coast (4.2 per cent) and significantly
lower than Queensland as a whole (7.1 per
cent)66.

Private
vehicle
(driver),
68%

A Sunshine Coast community survey found:


87 per cent of people rarely or never use PT



Only 2 per cent use PT daily, 5 per cent weekly and 6 per cent once a month67.

Without intervention to support more sustainable transport modes and reduced car
dependency, SCC’s Integrated Transport Strategy forecasts an additional 830,000 daily
vehicle trips on the Sunshine Coast transport network by 2041, which represents a 70 per
cent increase from 201668. Lack of PT accessibility and congestion resulting from car
dependency has the potential to constrain growth, hamper productivity improvement and
lead to sub-optimal urban transformation outcomes.
Dispersed land use outcomes and inadequate PT provision within the region are key drivers
of this forecast increase. The abundance of parking in close proximity to key centres and the
lack of alternative travel options also influence high private vehicle use69.

OR

The current dispersed land use pattern within the region and lack of suitable alternative
transport options means that private motor vehicle travel is often the best choice for
commuters. However if sustained, high car dependency can have undesirable impacts
across a range of social, economic and environmental areas including:
Limited mobility for those too old, too young or otherwise unable to drive a motor vehicle



Encouraging urban sprawl and inhibiting achievement of urban consolidation
benchmarks



Reducing the use of more efficient modes of travel, like PT, increasing space required for
roads and car parking at residences and major centres



Increased environmental externalities e.g. air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions.

W



64

Department of Transport and Main Roads (2017), How Queensland Travels report. Accessed at: https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Community-andenvironment/Research-and-education/Queensland-Travel-Survey
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p24. Accessed at: https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy
66
Home.id (2019). Demographic Resources. Accessed at: https://home.id.com.au/demographic-resources/
67
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p22.
68
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p35.
69
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p27. Accessed at https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy
65
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6.4.2

Inadequate PT system will hinder urban consolidation and economic
growth

While some parts of the Sunshine Coast region are close to the North Coast Railway Line,
public transport to the major activity centres on the coast relies on a bus system.
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The bus network is relatively basic, with only one bus route (the 600 route) between
Caloundra and Maroochydore offering a high frequency service (with headways of 15
minutes in peak periods). The network includes several services with headways exceeding
one hour and some not operating on weekends. It also continues to be a challenge to
provide timely PT infrastructure and services to efficiently service emerging communities in
urban expansion areas70. Figure 21 provides a comparison of PT service and passenger
kilometres between the Sunshine Coast and SEQ, as well as average passenger load per
service for each region.

Figure 21: Comparison of PT service and passenger km71

W

OR

This shows the number of service kilometres on the Sunshine Coast per capita is similar to
the SEQ (excluding Sunshine Coast) average, equating to around 0.05 kilometres of PT
services per person per day. However, the number of passenger kilometres travelled on PT
is significantly lower on the Sunshine Coast. Around 0.25 passenger kilometres on PT are
taken per person per day on the Sunshine Coast, as opposed to 0.7 in SEQ more broadly. It
can be concluded from this analysis that the ‘average’ bus on the Sunshine Coast has
around five people travelling while the average bus in SEQ more broadly has approximately
14 people travelling.
This is most likely attributable to the bus network not meeting the needs of commuters
through lack of coverage and service frequency, as well as the fact bus transport is not
perceived as competitive with car travel for most trips.
Urban transformation that consolidates development over such a large geographic area such
as the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor must be supported by a sustainable urban form with
high levels of living amenity, while encouraging a diverse range of housing styles. These

70

71

Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p27. Accessed at https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy.
Service km refer to number of km travelled per annum by buses. Passenger km refer to the number of km travelled on buses by passengers.
The weighted average load per service is the average number of people on a bus at a given point of time based on these two figures (and is
equal to passenger km divided by service km).
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housing styles must recognise changing lifestyles, demographics and housing preferences
consistent with a vibrant modern coastal city, while remaining affordable.
High-frequency mass transit systems are recognised globally as agents of urban
transformation and catalysts for more compact, transit-oriented development in the walking
catchments of new stations, with key elements including:


Higher-density urban developments located around high-frequency mass transit stations



A diversity of land uses including jobs, housing, shopping, recreation and education



Precinct designs that encourage and prioritise walking, cycling and PT use.

6.4.3
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Quality mass transit systems are therefore an important element of creating liveable and
efficient urban environments in high growth cities such as the Sunshine Coast. If the current
level of car dependency within the region remains unchecked and greater use of PT is not
achieved, there is a high risk that chronic road network congestion will constrain planned
urban growth and economic development, and strategic targets for urban transformation and
employment growth will not be met.

Declining PT patronage

Sunshine Coast PT trips have been in decline since 2010. Council has set a goal for PT
mode share for the region to be 10 per cent by 2041. However, given the current rate of PT
usage has fallen by 2 per cent between 2013 and 201672, the 2041 PT mode share will only
be achieved if PT usage grows by a significant average of 6.6 per cent each year for 25
years.
The decline in PT mode share can possibly be attributed to a combination of factors
including improved data collection and more accurate patronage as well as fare increases.
There has also been limited service expansion and investment in PT to match the urban and
population growth. It is difficult to encourage people to elect to travel by PT if it is not an
attractive or available alternative73. Furthermore, comparative analysis on journey to work
between PT and private vehicle within the region shows that currently PT trips generally take
two to four times longer than car travel74.

Growing car parking demand

OR

6.4.4

W

In places with high car ownership, the availability and price of car parking at the destination
is a major driver of mode choice. This is because the majority of costs in making a car
journey are usually capitalised into the purchase and maintenance costs of the vehicle, so
once a car is owned, there is an incentive to use it. If car parking is scarce and/or expensive,
this can influence the marginal costs of the trip, and provide a reason to choose an
alternative mode.
Car parking demand is forecast to grow strongly on the Sunshine Coast in the medium term
(beyond the next five years), correlating with the forecast growth in car usage in the region.
For example, Council’s Local Area Parking Plans have identified there are requirements for
an additional 300 parking bays in Caloundra and 900 parking bays in Maroochydore over the
medium term. It is important to note that spaces dedicated to parking can have a significant
opportunity cost, and that this land may have a higher value use than as parking.

72
73
74

Calculated using Sunshine Coast total weekday boarding data received from TMR by Veitch Lister Consulting
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p28.
Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p28.
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6.4.5

Service needs of the Sunshine Coast region to address high dependency
on private vehicles

The Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy establishes a desired PT mode share of
10 per cent by 2041, rising from the current mode share of approximately 3 per cent.
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Using the base case for land use allocation and transport investment, the 2041 modelling for
a PT mode share of 10 per cent equates to approximately 205,000 trips taken by PT per day
on the Sunshine Coast each day. This analysis shows that a 400 per cent increase in daily
PT ridership will be required by 2041 to meet the 10 per cent mode share target,
representing an approximate required CAGR of 6.6 per cent to 2041. Compared to the
region’s current decline in PT trips (a drop of 2 per cent between 2013 and 2016)75, it can be
concluded that without intervention, the 2041 mode share targets will not be achieved, and
car dependency will continue to grow within the region.
Since the present PT network is inadequate for such a task in the future, there is a
demonstrated need to improve the capacity, service level, legibility, coverage and efficiency
of PT in the region to encourage travellers to choose PT over private vehicles. PT uses
scarce urban spaces much more efficiently, reduces the environmental impacts of car
usage, and provides an alternative transport mode for all travellers.
Investment in the Sunshine Coast’s PT must be considered in conjunction with the land use
aspirations discussed in Chapter 8: Land Use Analysis. Integration of land use and transport
outcomes is required in order to maximise the benefits of mass transit investment to the
region.
The service need in response to Problem 2 – High dependency on private motor
vehicle transport is to develop an efficient mass transit system that is accessible
and connected and offers a viable alternative to private vehicles.

6.5.

Problem 3 – Growing levels of road congestion

OR

The Sunshine Coast LGA region’s population is expected to grow by over 70 per cent (or a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 2.2 per cent) by 2041 to over 500,000 people.
Comparatively, Australia’s overall population is expected to grow annually at a rate of no
higher than 1.8 per cent per year76.

6.5.1

W

Sustained population growth has the potential to cause a significant increase in congestion,
compounded by the high use of private vehicles and low PT mode share.

Forecast high level of road congestion on key arterial roads in the
Sunshine Coast region

The Sunshine Coast already has a high level of car dependency and there is a low PT mode
share in the region. Congestion is currently occurring in key areas on the Sunshine Coast in
peak times, most notably on Nicklin Way, Sunshine Motorway, Caloundra Road, as well as
other key routes where future jobs and activity are to be focused along the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor.
Key tourism locations on the Sunshine Coast are already under significant pressure from
day trippers and overnight visitors during peak holiday seasons. On the weekends, day

75
76

Calculated using Sunshine Coast total weekday boarding data received from TMR by Veitch Lister Consulting.
ABS (2017). Population Projections, Australia, 2017 (base) – 2066. Accessed at: https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0
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trippers put particular strain on the road network including the Bruce Highway. The local road
network also experiences a higher proportion of trips (75 per cent) in the off-peak periods
compared to weekdays (58 per cent)77.
This congestion is forecast to increase significantly as increased numbers of residents and
tourists compete for road space in Caloundra, Mooloolaba and Maroochydore by 204178. As
the Sunshine Coast region grows, demand on the road network will continue to rise and
without intervention, runs the risk of escalating to a state that is not possible to manage.
Traffic congestion has a significant social cost to both:


Road users through lost time and extra vehicle operating costs



Society through environmental costs and lost productivity.
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Interventions to address forecast congestion should include road upgrades however, relying
solely on this approach would further support the region’s dependency on cars and
fundamentally change the urban layout of the Sunshine Coast region. Modelled congestion
levels
During development of the SBC, Veitch Lister Consulting (VLC) undertook preliminary
analysis of the traffic flows under a “do minimum” scenario79. The analysis demonstrates that
traffic flows across the road network are already restricted, with a peak hour volume to
capacity (VC) ratio of 0.7 – 0.85, which indicates a reasonably restricted level of flow. By
2041, forecast traffic volumes will result in considerable levels of traffic congestion, and
reveals a road network around Kawana which is heavily congested, particularly around the
hospital.
The projected levels of traffic congestion on the Sunshine Motorway and Kawana Way in
2041 (VC ratio greater than 1.3) would force more traffic onto an already congested Nicklin
Way. The main route between the Sunshine Motorway and Mooloolaba town centre
(Brisbane Road) is projected to see peak traffic congestion by 2041. Traffic congestion in
Maroochydore is projected to increase as population and jobs increase. There are also
bottlenecks projected to form at the Sunshine Motorway’s Mooloolah River interchange by
2041 without major intervention.

Effects of congestion on business and industry

OR

6.5.2

W

The Sunshine Coast industrial structure includes a number of industries to which road freight
is particularly important as shown in Figure 2280.

77

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Integrated Transport Strategy. Accessed at: https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy

78

Refer to chapter 9 of the PBC for more detail on congestion in 2016 and 2041.
This section is a summary of the modelled congestion levels as assessed at the time of the SBC. Since then, VLC has undertaken further
modelling with updated demographics and bus network, and with parking controls. The updated congestion level modelling, which supersedes
the SBC analysis, is presented in Chapter 9: Base Case.
80
Graph complied using data from ABS: Australia National Accounts: Input/Output tables
79
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Figure 22: Importance of road freight to key stakeholders on the Sunshine Coast

W
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This emphasises the potential future impacts of congestion on the region81. Congestion also
impacts the community through a loss in productivity or “lost hours”. Without intervention
there is forecast to be an increase in lost hours due to congestion in the core commercial
zone of the Sunshine Coast, in particular the Maroochydore City Centre. Figure 2382
summarises the forecast daily lost hours during peak periods in the Maroochydore City
Centre that result from the projected increase in traffic congestion, showing an increase of
330 per cent.

Figure 23: Daily time lost travelling to and from Maroochydore City Centre in the morning

81

82

Negative values indicate that the industry has a lower importance on the Sunshine Coast compared to the rest of SEQ. The y axis shows the
importance of road freight to that industry. The size of the bubbles represents the relative employment shares on the Sunshine Coast.
LCV refers to a light commercial vehicle and HCV refers to a heavy commercial vehicle.
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High levels of congestion will also impact the attractiveness of the Sunshine Coast as a
tourist destination. The Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy highlights that easy
travel is an integral part of a visitor’s experience during their stay on the Sunshine Coast83.
Various studies have confirmed the intuitive link between impacts on tourism behaviour and
road congestion84. One study in particular found that 29 per cent of tourists who had visited a
coastal tourism location that experiences high levels of congestion, would visit less often in
the future in response to congestion85. This level of impact would have significant
repercussions on the tourism industry on the Sunshine Coast, an important contributor to
economic activity and jobs. Direct congestion costs
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As part of the SBC, a preliminary economic analysis was undertaken on these projections to
quantify the impacts of the congested traffic flows for the region. Figure 24 provides a
summary of the comparable cost of congestion in 2016 and 2041 under current Queensland
government land use projections (without a mass transit project) for various areas of the
Sunshine Coast region. These costs were calculated using Australian Transport Assessment
and Planning (ATAP) parameters based on transport modelling completed for the SBC.

OR

Figure 24: 2016 to 2041 comparable cost (real) of congestion (annual) for the Sunshine Coast region without a
mass transit project86

The results of the preliminary economic analysis show that without major intervention87:
For the Sunshine Coast region, in real terms, the annual cost of congestion (real) is
projected to grow to $1.45 billion by 2041, an increase of 290 per cent over 25 years



The annual cost of congestion (real) for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor is projected
to grow to $1.0 billion by 2041, an increase of 250 per cent, over 25 years



More specifically, the annual cost of congestion (real) between Kawana and
Maroochydore is projected to grow to $500 million in 2041, an increase of 280 per cent
over 25 years.

W
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Sunshine Coast Council (2018). Integrated Transport Strategy, p31. Accessed at: https://www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Council-Strategies/Sunshine-Coast-Integrated-Transport-Strategy
See for example I.Albaladejo (2018). Congestion affecting the dynamic of tourism demand: evidence from the most popular destinations in
Spain.
85
J.Wiersma and R.Robertson (2003). Traffic Congestion and Tourism Displacement In The NH Route 1a/1b Corridor, p159.
86
Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case
87
An updated economic analysis has been undertaken for this PBC (refer to Chapter 19 – Economic Appraisal).
84
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Without major intervention by government, the annual cost of congestion in the Sunshine
Coast region and the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor could almost treble by 2041 in real
terms. In particular, the coastal centres that are also tourist precincts would likely suffer
reduced attractiveness to visitors due to congestion.
Congestion of this magnitude would have major impacts on liveability, restrict economic
activity and negatively affect the functioning of the Sunshine Coast region. In the absence of
a mass transit system, road congestion and/or loss of amenity due to high traffic volumes will
deter potential residents from moving to urban consolidation areas, and any changes to
planning scheme provisions to increase development yield would likely be ineffective. This
will undermine the ability of the region to reach its objective of containing sprawl, and delay
or reduce urban transformation opportunities.

Service needs of the Sunshine Coast region to address growing levels of
congestion
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6.5.3

Various industries within the region are experiencing growth, which will continue to place
pressure on the region’s existing transport networks. Without intervention, this will result in
longer and more variable travel times, significant peak period congestion on the arterial road
network and increased costs and lost productivity.
The region needs to facilitate positive economic growth by ensuring that industries and
businesses established in the region are not losing productivity due to worsening road
congestion within the region. Businesses in the region need to be accessible to consumers,
and the workforce needs to be accessible to the industries on the Sunshine Coast. Tourism
will also suffer if congestion deters visitors.
The service need in response to Problem 3 – Growing levels of road congestion is
to move more people in less vehicles through efficient mass transit.

6.6.

Problem 4 – Liveability and environmental sustainability
challenges

W
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Increased levels of urban expansion and reduced levels of employment self-containment
lead to an increase in long distance commuting and its associated economic, social and
environmental impacts. Council’s vision to be ‘Australia’s most sustainable region: Healthy.
Smart. Creative’ necessarily includes protecting the liveability of the region and its natural
environment. Key measures of the region’s liveability, economic sustainability and
environmental impacts include:


The growth of high-value industries and improved self-containment of the region



The amount of natural environment consumed by urban expansion



The amount of vehicle kilometres travelled which impacts on the need for roads and
parking



The level of energy consumed, and level of pollutants emitted from transport



The level of greenhouse gas emissions produced by its transport system users.

6.6.1

Future jobs and productivity growth

Transport systems shape cities, support lifestyles and build economies. The right type of
transport network can effectively bring businesses closer together by reducing travel times
between key activity centres and increasing the transport service level for potential
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employees. The closer businesses are to each other and to a deep pool of skilled labour, the
higher will their productivity be, with greater specialisation, more intensive knowledge
transfer, and employees who are better matched to their organisation88.
During the past 30 years, the Sunshine Coast has undergone extraordinary change. The
region has experienced significant employment and productivity growth and now has a
regional economy worth more than $17 billion. The region’s top industries by employment
are shown in Figure 25.
Transport, postal
and warehousing,
3%

Manufacturing, 5%
Professional,
scientific and
technical services,
6%
Accommodation
and food
services, 8%
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Administrative and
support services,
4%

Other industries,
27%

Health care and
social assistance,
15%

Education and
training, 9%

Construction, 12%

Retail trade, 11%

Figure 25: Sunshine Coast industries by employment - 201689

OR

Apart from health care and social assistance, the trend of employment and industries in the
Sunshine Coast region leans towards lower-value industries that are highly dependent on
economic cycles such as construction, retail trade and accommodation and food services.
There is a continuing need to broaden and deepen the economic base to:
Support population growth and employment self-containment



Reduce risk and volatility



Increase productivity and wages.

W



The region needs to create approximately 75,000 more jobs by 2041 and is focused on
growing seven high-value industries90:


Health and well-being



Education and research



Tourism, sport and leisure
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Infrastructure Australia (2013). National Infrastructure Plan, p30. Accessed at: https://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/
Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (2019). Queensland Regional Profiles. Accessed at: https://statistics.qgso.qld.gov.au/qld-regionalprofiles
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Knowledge industries and professional services



Agribusinesses



Aviation and aerospace



Clean technologies.

All of these industries have the potential to generate higher-paying enduring employment
opportunities and are supported by Council’s ‘region shaping’ projects including:
Mass transit solution



Development of the SCUH



Development of the Maroochydore City Centre



Expansion of the Sunshine Coast Airport



Expansion of the University of the Sunshine Coast



Delivery of the Sunshine Coast International Broadband Submarine Cable network.
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Currently, connectivity between key employment, tourism and health centres via PT is poor.
Lack of effective PT connectivity to these strategic precincts will affect Council’s ability to
achieve employment and growth targets. If planned activity centres within the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor remain functionally separated, there will be fewer, and less diverse,
interactions between businesses and people.
Typically people do not enjoy commuting, with the morning journey between home and work
rated by Queenslanders as the least desirable activity and the evening commute rated as
the third worst activity91. Longer commutes are associated with lower levels of job
satisfaction and increased turnover in workers. More reliable local connectivity will be an
essential feature in facilitating the growth and expansion of the regional economy and
ensuring greater worker retention.

OR

Transport connectivity is also important to attracting new employers and employees through
creating a more pleasant and efficient place to work and live. It also supports increased
productivity through agglomeration. Agglomeration is the basic process of city building
whereby people and businesses co-locate because they draw benefit from being in close
proximity to each other and thus they become more productive through collaboration,
competition and access to a larger number of employer and employee pools.

W

For regional economies, such as the Sunshine Coast, it is important to drive a critical mass
of high value employment. Once achieved this is enhanced by agglomeration which through
a self-reinforcing circle attracts further high value businesses to the region. Figure 26
provides an overview of this strategy.

91

Jachimowicz, J., Gino, F., Lee, J., Staats, B. & Menges, J. (2019). Between Home and Work: Commuting as an Opportunity for Role
Transitions.
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Figure 26: Creating a sustainable and productive industry base
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Without the development of the ‘region shaping’ projects and the other employment
attracting initiatives outlined in the Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development
Strategy, there is a risk that the Sunshine Coast will not achieve its economic goals and the
long-term sustainability of the local economy will be at risk.
This in turn will reduce self-containment, decrease local wage growth and reduce local
productivity and employment opportunities. It will create an increased demand for people to
either travel to different areas for employment (most likely Brisbane) or to move to those
areas (which will reduce demand for core industries and further reduce local employment
opportunities thus creating a negative, self-reinforcing cycle of economic downturn).
To address these vital economic development goals, a major improvement to the local PT
system in the region can provide reliable connectivity between major population and
employment centres in the corridor.

6.6.2

Employment self-containment

Employment self-containment is often determined by the relative level of local workers who
also reside in the region92. The current level of people who work and live within the Sunshine
Coast region is over 90 per cent.

W
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Another measure relates to where residents work. Of the region’s working residents93, 77.6
percent also work in the region. The Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor also has very high
levels of self-containment. Over 50 per cent of Maroochydore residents work within the
Maroochydore region, with a further 17 per cent travelling to Kawana for work, and 21 per
cent travelling to other areas within the Sunshine Coast region. Interestingly, only 3 per cent
of Maroochydore residents travel to Brisbane for work, 2 per cent travel to the Noosa LGA
and less than 1 per cent travel to Caboolture.
Caloundra offers a similar profile to Maroochydore for journey to work trends, with almost
two thirds of Caloundra residents being employed in locations within the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor. Rather more residents commute south to their jobs, including 11 per cent to
Brisbane, perhaps owing to Caloundra’s position on the southern end of the Sunshine Coast.
This high level of self-containment is positive for lifestyles and amenity since it:


Reduces the need to travel, saving people time and money



Reduces energy consumption and emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases

92

Typically, this is measured by “workers’ journey to work” data extracted from the ABS Census

93

Measured by “residents’ journey to work in the ABS census
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Increases the amount of time people have to spend with families and other worthwhile
activities outside of working and commuting.

This high level of local employment is a feature of the local lifestyle that Council wishes to
continue into the future. However, Brisbane is projected to dominate employment growth in
the SEQ region over the next three decades94. Major improvements are also mooted to the
SEQ region’s transport network to support the concept of a 45-minute region95. While
connectivity to the State’s capital is always an important objective, for the Sunshine Coast,
improved accessibility to the major employment growth centre of Brisbane runs the parallel
risk of reducing local economic productivity and hindering the growth of local business and
industry.

6.6.3
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To maintain its present high level of employment self-containment there must be a continued
strong focus on local transport solutions to connect local businesses and encourage
investment in high-value industries. This will deliver more enduring employment
opportunities which respond to market need and support a rapidly growing population. These
industries will also require excellent and reliable local connections to each other, and to their
potential labour force in the local catchments.

Service needs to support economic growth and employment selfcontainment

The travel patterns of residents on the Sunshine Coast demonstrate a clear need to continue
supporting the demand for local travel. Reflecting Council’s self-containment vision for the
region, living and working within the region will continue to be encouraged.
The Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy identifies the need to
support the development of:


Key economic centres including Maroochydore, Kawana, Caloundra and Sippy Downs



Key industries such as health, education, tourism



Region shaping projects such as the Maroochydore City Centre, expanding the new
Sunshine Coast Public Hospital and the Sunshine Coast International Broadband Cable
to help deliver at least 75,000 additional jobs over the next 25 years.

W
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Transport connectivity is also key to attracting new employers and employees through
creating a more pleasant and efficient place to work and live. Precedent transport projects
have also shown that the more permanent the infrastructure investment, the more
confidence businesses have to invest in the region. The benefits of urban agglomeration are
best achieved by investment in PT infrastructure to efficiently link workers with the
knowledge-intensive jobs that drive economic activity96.

6.6.4

The amount of natural environment consumed by urban expansion

Sunshine Coast Council is committed to protecting rural, landscape and natural areas which
underpin the character and lifestyle of the Sunshine Coast. These areas provide important
environmental, economic, tourism, recreational and landscape opportunities.
There are trade-offs to be made in managing growth. The more the urban area continues to
spread outwards, through the development of new greenfield land, additional pressure will
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ShapingSEQ. p54.
See for example Department of Infrastructure (2019). South East Queensland City Deal – Statement of Intent. Accessed at:
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/cities/city-deals/south-east-queensland/files/seq-statement-of-intent.pdf
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be placed on the rural, natural and landscape areas. There are few other areas remaining on
the Sunshine Coast which are physically unconstrained or without intrinsic value as
agricultural, landscape or ecological resources.
As indicated previously in Section 6.3, urban expansion is well catered for on the Sunshine
Coast, with a total planned supply of new expansion dwellings up to 2041 of 46,397.
ShapingSEQ’s 38 per cent benchmark for expansion dwellings would result in a need for
only 33,060 expansion dwellings out of the total of 87,000 new dwellings over the period
from 2016 to 2041.

6.6.5
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However if there is a further deterioration and decrease in the amount of urban consolidation
achieved this would result in a significant increase in land requirement. For example, if 70
per cent of new dwelling growth was urban expansion there would be a requirement to
source additional land to accommodate about 15,000 extra dwellings outside of the three
expansion areas approved. This would put considerable pressure on those natural
landscape lands which are not currently identified for urbanisation.

Total amount of vehicle kilometres travelled

Without major intervention, vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) within the Sunshine Coast
LGA is forecast to increase by 61 per cent between 2016 and 2041, an additional 6.1 million
kilometres on an average weekday (see Figure 27).

2016

10,041,000

2041

+6,102,300 (61%)

16,143,400

0

5,000,000

10,000,000

15,000,000

20,000,000

OR

Total vehicle kilometres travelled

Figure 27: Total vehicle kilometres travelled within the Sunshine Coast LGA

Energy and emissions

W

6.6.6

Transportation modes are currently powered by a number of various energy types,
predominantly petroleum and other liquid fuels. The consumption of these fuels has a
resultant impact on the environment through emissions which contribute to reduced air
quality as well as impacts to other parts of the environment such as water sources. The
impact of energy consumption and resultant emissions is based on emission factors for
different types of vehicles and transport modes. Freight and heavy vehicles generally have
higher emissions than private vehicles.
An efficient mass transit system powered through battery storage or via the electricity
network, such as light rail will result in substantial reductions in VKT and generally have far
reduced emissions per passenger or users than other modes.

6.6.7

Greenhouse gas emissions

Most scientists agree that global warming caused by human-generated greenhouse gas
emissions is one of the most serious environmental problems facing the world today.
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Notably, 13 per cent of Australian greenhouse gas emissions are generated from road
transport.
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Data provided by VLC has allowed for a preliminary comparison of transport-originated
greenhouse gas emissions attributed to journey to work trips for LGAs across the SEQ
region. These are based on emission factors for different types of motor vehicles and
different transport modes and have been quantified using ATAP parameters. Figure 28
provides a comparative summary of greenhouse gas emissions generated by journey to
work trips in comparable LGAs relative to the Sunshine Coast LGA.

Figure 28: LGA GHG emissions from journey to work trips relative to the Sunshine Coast

OR

Figure 28 shows there are significant environmental benefits resulting from the Sunshine
Coast’s self-containment, as shown by the relative differences in emissions compared to a
location such as Noosa, which has only 59 per cent self-containment and 62 per cent higher
emissions than the Sunshine Coast.

W

In contrast, the Gold Coast LGA’s high self-containment and high PT mode share has
resulted in the significant reduction in journey to work emissions of 35 per cent compared to
the Sunshine Coast. This difference is attributable to the carefully planned investments
made in alternative transport modes on the Gold Coast, including heavy and light rail,
thereby encouraging journeys to work to be taken by PT as opposed to car.
Given the comparable self-containment levels, this demonstrates a significant opportunity for
investment in PT on the Sunshine Coast to encourage intra-regional commuters away from
private motor vehicles and onto PT to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and deliver
significant long-term environmental benefits to the region.

6.6.8

Service needs to address environmental issues with urbanisation and
transport

The travel patterns of residents on the Sunshine Coast demonstrate a clear need to continue
meeting the demand for local travel. Reflecting Council’s self-containment vision for the
region, living and working within the region will continue to be encouraged.
The trend towards urbanisation is resulting in a decrease in the natural environment as
additional land is required to support dwelling growth as well as an overall increase in the
number of vehicle kilometres travelled on the transport network. If Council’s objective to be
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‘Australia’s most sustainable region’ is to be achieved there is a need to reverse the current
trend towards urban expansion. Growth orientated towards urban consolidation is likely to
result in lower use of private vehicles and shift to PT and active transport. This would reduce
the associated air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions associated with a significant
increase in private vehicle use. Additionally, increased urban consolidation reduces the
pressure on the natural environment as there is a reduced land requirement for new
development.
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While the Sunshine Coast is expected to continue its rapid growth, there is a requirement to
ensure sustainable growth which retains the liveability and environmental quality the region
is renowned for. Reducing the growth of urban sprawl through urban consolidation, and
development of a mature public transport network to connect people and places are
essential to achieving this goal.
The service need in response to Problem 4 – Liveability and environmental
sustainability challenges is to maintain and enhance the economic sustainability
and the liveability and environmental quality of the region as it continues to
experience rapid growth.

6.7.

Risks of not responding to these problems

The urgency for a mass transit system within the Sunshine Coast region, and in particular
the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, is driven by the current and forecast transport and land
use problems within the region. As demonstrated by the analysis presented in this chapter:
Congestion along key arterial routes within the region is currently costing over $500
million per annum. This is forecast to continue to grow and cost the regional economy $3
billion per annum (nominal) by 2041.



The economic productivity of the region will be impeded as time goes on without
intervention to address congestion. Lost hours in Maroochydore alone due to congestion
is forecast to reach 130,000 per annum in the peak period by 2041. Lost productivity will
have serious flow-on impacts, limiting any agglomeration opportunities and failing to
support the region’s forecast 75,000 additional jobs over the next 25 years.



Urban expansion within the Sunshine Coast region has been successful in supporting
population growth and the demand for housing. However, there is significant risk of
detrimental urban sprawl and higher costs to government if this urban expansion
development is not balanced with appropriate urban consolidation. Research suggests
that for every 1,000 additional urban expansion houses built, costs for supporting social
infrastructure total almost $95 million.



At least an additional 53,700 consolidation/infill dwellings by 2041 are required within the
region to achieve the overall ShapingSEQ consolidated housing benchmark of 62 per
cent by 2041. This equates to approximately 2,240 additional urban consolidation
dwellings in the existing urban area each year from 2017 to 2041. Based on current
forecasts, it is estimated only about 40 per cent of the required 53,700 dwellings will be
taken up without intervention in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor to encourage and
support urban consolidation development. Without this intervention, the ShapingSEQ
targets will not be achieved and the increased demand for housing will need to be met by
opening up new fronts for urban expansion development.



Without intervention to deliver more sustainable transport modes and reduced car
dependency, an additional 830,000 daily vehicle trips are forecast on the Sunshine
Coast transport network by 2041, which represents a 70 per cent increase from 2016.
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Dependency on private motor vehicles will continue within the region and given the
current rate of PT usage has fallen by 2 per cent between 2013 and 2016, the desired
2041 PT mode share target of 10 per cent for the region will not be achieved.



Continued expansion of urban areas in the region will consume natural landscape lands,
degrade the environment, increase car dependency, and create the need for longer trips
with more emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions.

Each year that passes without intervention to address these needs will continue to have
increased economic, social and environmental impacts, and put at risk the visions and
strategic objectives of approved key policy documents of all three tiers of government.

6.8.

Benefits sought

Table 9: Benefits sought

Challenges
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There are a range of regional benefits that can only be achieved through an integrated
approach to land use planning and economic development undertaken in conjunction with
the delivery of an efficient transport network. The benefits sought as a result of responding to
the challenges and service needs identified above are outlined in Table 9.

An accelerating trend towards
urban expansion

The region is experiencing
accelerating urban expansion in its
southern sector. Too much reliance
on urban expansion will lead to loss
of valuable natural areas, higher
servicing costs, and longer trips,
most likely in private cars.

High dependency on private motor
vehicle transport

Benefits sought

Transform suitable parts of
existing urban areas into
lifestyle communities
clustered around mass
transit, and closer to jobs
and attractions.

Improved land use
outcomes including a broad
range of housing
opportunities such as
affordable living, ‘missing
middle’ housing and mixeduse development in
established urban centres
on the Sunshine Coast.

Develop an efficient mass
transit system that is
accessible and connected
and offers a viable alternate
to private vehicles

Increased transport options
(both PT and active
transport) for people of
different ages and mobility
levels without reliance upon
private motor vehicles

Move more people in less
vehicles through efficient
mass transit that is easily
accessed by active
transport.

Increase PT mode share the
provision of high quality PT
and active transport options
resulting in a significant
reduction in motor vehicle
volumes and associated
reductions in congestion.
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The region has a high dependency
on private motor vehicles which is
inhibiting the achievement of
strategic urban and economic growth
targets and resulting in low PT mode
share and growing congestion.

Service need

Growing levels of road congestion
The region will continue to expand its
population and its economy
throughout the 21st century. Since
the transport system is heavily car
dependent, this expansion will lead
to spiralling congestion and reduce
the quality of life in the region.
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Challenges

Service need

Benefits sought

Liveability and environmental
sustainability challenges

Connect existing and
emerging strategic
employment centres to
each other and to their
labour catchments.

Support the economy by
linking primary economic
development between
(Maroochydore and
Kawana), to knowledgebased industry areas
(Kawana Health Precinct)
and tourist destinations
(Maroochydore to
Mooloolaba).

6.9.

Maintain and enhance the
economic sustainability and
the liveability and
environmental quality of the
region as it continues to
experience rapid growth.

Support the community with
reduced environmental
impact though cleaner air,
lower emissions of
greenhouse gas and
protection of natural areas.
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The region presently has a high level
of employment self-containment,
however improved accessibility to the
major employment growth centre of
Brisbane runs the risk of reducing
local economic productivity and
hindering the growth of local
business and industry. The region is
experiencing sustained growth which
can undermine quality of life,
compromise the natural environment
and increase vulnerability to climate
change impacts.

Summary

Analysis undertaken during development of the PBC has identified the region faces major
challenges in managing growth over the coming decades. There is a risk of a vicious circle
that degrades the qualities of the region that make it an attractive place to live and visit. Key
problems underpinning this risk are:
1. An accelerating trend towards urban expansion as the dominant form of new urban
development
2. High levels of dependency on private motor transport, with low use of public and active
transport
3. Predicted rise in congestion unless major intervention occurs, leading to demands for
major expansion of road and car parking infrastructure

OR

4. Combination of all these three factors to degrade the region’s liveability and
environment.

W

Responding to the service needs can deliver a range of regional benefits that may only be
achieved through an integrated approach to land use planning and economic and community
development undertaken in conjunction with the delivery of an efficient transport network.
The analysis for the PBC has therefore confirmed the need for a coordinated three-pronged
strategy addressing the problems of growth and urban expansion being experienced by the
Sunshine Coast region, as previously determined in the SBC97:


A major improvement to mass transit to provide an integrated network connecting the
major activity centres and housing areas and linking the region to Brisbane. The first
stage of this mass transit system should connect from Maroochydore city centre to
Sunshine Coast University Hospital.



A coordinated program to accelerate urban transformation, establishing high quality and
affordable housing choices on lands in existing centres and along the mass transit
alignment that currently host ageing and under-utilised development.

97

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case. p 19
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An ongoing program to boost and connect local employment opportunities by supporting
commercial and mixed-use development on lands in existing centres and along the mass
transit alignment that currently host ageing and under-utilised development.
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The region’s self-containment and local travel behaviours must continue to be supported by
encouraging a change in travel mode with a high capacity, legible, efficient and integrated
PT network. As shown in Figure 29, this will replace the risk of a vicious circle with a virtuous
circle.

Vicious circle

Virtuous circle

W

OR

Figure 29: Vicious and virtuous circles
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7.

Investment Program Priorities

Intervention to provide improved transport infrastructure and accelerate urban transformation
is resource intensive and needs to be rolled out in a series of prioritised stages. In order to
determine optimum areas in which to intervene, and their priorities, an analysis has been
performed addressing the most effective ways to address the challenges and achieve the
benefits identified in Chapter 6. This analysis commenced with a review of the SBC findings.

7.1.

Investment program from the SBC

7.1.1
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The service need analysis in the preceding chapter confirmed the need for a coordinated
three-pronged strategy addressing the problems of growth and urban expansion being
experienced by the Sunshine Coast region98. Through the SBC, the urban transformation
corridor between Maroochydore and Caloundra was designated as the ‘Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor’. This corridor has been identified as providing a significant opportunity to
accommodate and achieve the Queensland Government’s ShapingSEQ urban
consolidation development benchmark. It is approximately 24km in length, occupies an area
of approximately 4,670 hectares and currently accommodates over 80,000 people99. The
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor incorporates the major road corridors of Aerodrome Road,
Alexandra Parade, Brisbane Road, Kawana Way and Nicklin Way.

Mass transit master plan

The PBC has identified the need for a major improvement to mass transit to provide an
integrated network across the region. The SBC transport modelling confirmed that a mass
transit system on the Sunshine Coast will need to balance local accessibility, which supports
the local integration of transport and land use outcomes, with regional connectivity. It also
considered links to key locations within the Sunshine Coast and further afield100. A
combination of transport modes (regional rail, light rail, bus and active transport) could
provide complementary services across key travel corridors within the Sunshine Coast to
meet the service needs identified in Chapter 6 and support the objectives of the SCMT
Project.
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Figure 30 provides an overview of a potential long-term optimised mass transit network for
the Sunshine Coast region, reflective of the key corridors identified for the region. The mass
transit system consists of a comprehensive trunk network supported by an optimised bus
network feeding into key activity centres and transit nodes.

98

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case. p 19
Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case
100
VLC. (2018). Draft Sunshine Coast Concept Mass Transit Plan. Report, p 34
99
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Figure 30: Optimised mass transit master plan for the Sunshine Coast from the SBC

Figure 30 shows the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor serviced by a localised rapid transit
style service between Maroochydore and Caloundra. This system is supported by a heavy
rail corridor from Beerwah (connecting to the existing heavy rail network) to Caloundra West
before turning north through an inland route to the Sunshine Coast Airport via Birtinya and
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Maroochydore. The mass transit routes are also complemented with connecting trunk bus
routes to connect to secondary locations throughout the region.
To implement this master plan, the SBC evaluated a range of potential structural options for
mass transit improvement:
Option 1 – Passenger rail between Beerwah and Sunshine Coast Airport



Option 2 – Fast rail between Beerwah and Sunshine Coast Airport



Option 3 – Local mass transit between Maroochydore and Caloundra



Option 4 – Local mass transit between Beerwah and Maroochydore



Option 5 – Local mass transit between Maroochydore and Kawana, and passenger rail
to Beerwah



Option 6 – Passenger rail between Beerwah and Sunshine Coast Airport, and local mass
transit between Maroochydore and Caloundra.
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Option 6 (passenger rail between Beerwah and the Sunshine Coast Airport, and local mass
transit between Maroochydore and Caloundra) delivers on all project objectives as it is
considered to be an ultimate mass transit solution, with the exception of value for money,
having comparatively the largest capital and operating costs. However, out of all initiatives
assessed, this initiative delivers the highest accessibility outcomes given the network
coverage provided and induces a higher number of PT trips within the region.
Option 6 is most closely aligned with the Concept Mass Transit Network Strategic Plan101. It
represents a potential ultimate solution for the Sunshine Coast. While it will require
significant capital outlay to deliver the required infrastructure, delivery of a mass transit
network aligned to Option 6 offers numerous staging possibilities.

7.1.2

Staging plan for mass transit

OR

Investment in a region-wide mass transit solution is expensive and needs to be staged.
Therefore, the business case development process focuses on a preferred staging plan,
adopting a priority first stage for the business case investigation. On 25 July 2019, the SBC
was endorsed by Council and along with the recommendation:

W

“The scope of the business case is proposed to be focused on the Maroochydore to
Kawana corridor… with safeguarding for network extensions and/or connections to
potential future mass transit solutions in the southern coastal corridor between
Kawana to Caloundra, as well as the inland corridors between Beerwah and the
Sunshine Coast Airport102.”
The SBC recommended staged development of mass transit should proceed in the following
order of priority:
1.

101
102

The coastal northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor between
Maroochydore and Kawana. Investing here as a priority provides the strongest basis
for achieving key policy goals of supporting urban consolidation and employment
growth and managing congestion. Given this sector of the corridor contains the major
employment and business growth centres of the region, this area provides the greatest

VLC. (2018). Draft Sunshine Coast Concept Mass Transit Plan. Report, p 34
Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case. p 138.
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opportunity to build a connected, ‘lifestyle community’ with diverse housing and
employment choices, all linked by local mass transit.
The growth corridor between Kawana and Beerwah, which includes the inland
southern sector of the preserved mass transit corridor known as ‘CAMCOS’. This
southern sector of CAMCOS contains significant planned residential and employment
growth. Mass transit investment here will link this growth area to Kawana and
Maroochydore and also link to the North Coast Railway at Beerwah for service to
Brisbane. This southern sector of the CAMCOS corridor should represent a high
priority for mass transit investment once connectivity between Maroochydore and
Kawana is achieved.

3.

The coastal southern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor from Kawana
to Caloundra. This sector provides integrated land use and transport opportunities,
and connections from Caloundra to the regional rail services to Brisbane. This is an
important area for ongoing urban transformation that should be progressed as soon as
possible after completion of the priorities described in points (1) and (2) above.

4.

The northern sector of CAMCOS from Maroochydore to the North Coast Line.
This sector offers the opportunity to provide a direct rapid transit connection between
Maroochydore and the major urban growth communities on the southern perimeter of
the Sunshine Coast region, as well connecting the Maroochydore City Centre to
Brisbane. The option of this connection should therefore be kept open as a long-term
priority.

5.

The northern sector of CAMCOS from Maroochydore to the Sunshine Coast
Airport. Development of mass transit here would connect the growing Sunshine Coast
Airport to its local southern catchment, through the Maroochydore City Centre. This will
support interstate and overseas air connections to underpin the region’s ongoing
development success. Initially this connection can be provided by a dedicated ‘limited
stops’ bus service to Maroochydore similar to the TransLink 777 airport service that
operates on the Gold Coast. A dedicated fixed track mass transit connection would be
a long-term priority.
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2.

Having regard to the high priority attached to Priority Areas 1 and 3 (above), land use
planning for urban transformation has focused on the whole Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor,
from Maroochydore to Caloundra. This corridor would be connected by a major new
investment in local urban mass transit, adopting technology that is appropriate for safe
integration within the urban fabric.
The SBC further recommended103:


103

The concept for the mass transit system must be based on a technology that offers a
high-quality service capable of attracting a significant proportion of passengers out of
cars. The mass transit technology must also have a demonstrated capability to act as a
catalyst that will engage developers and the broader community in an urban

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case, p20.
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transformation process that results in a significant proportion of new quality housing
choices being located within the mass transit catchment.


Modern light rail operating in a segregated right of way is a technology with proven
capabilities, however, other more cost-effective options will need to be analysed in the
next phase of the business case process.

7.2.

Analysis of investment priorities for the PBC
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The SBC noted that by actively pursuing investment in a mass transit network for the region
in concert with a coordinated program to achieve consolidation of housing and employment
in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, the Sunshine Coast region can harness the types of
integrated economic, land use, transport and environmental sustainability benefits identified
in Chapter 6 of the PBC.
The following analysis assesses in more detail the mass transit and urban transformation
investment priorities identified in the SBC. This analysis presents updated transport
modelling to explore the identified priorities in more detail. It validates the relative priorities
against the problem and service needs. This analysis does not consider benefits relative to
cost as the specific mass transit technology interventions in each segment should be
determined through a full economic appraisal. Instead, the analysis focuses on core
performance metrics to determine which area offers the highest benefit in terms of the
Sunshine Coast’s service needs and benefits sought104.
The analysis compares the benefits of each Priority Area when measured against the SCMT
Project objectives. To verify this, modelling of each Priority Area has been undertaken to
determine relative benefits of building each stage as an independent section of a mass
transit system.

7.2.1

Mass transit technology assumed for the investment priority analysis
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In order to ensure a balanced appraisal of each Priority Area, it was decided to adopt one
mass transit technology across all areas. Heavy regional rail based on the present day
Queensland Rail technology cannot feasibly be installed in Priority Areas 1 and 3, due to
physical design requirements, which would entail full grade-separation. It would be feasible
in the CAMCOS Priority Areas 2, 4 and 5. However, for practical reasons, regional rail would
have to be staged outward from the present North Coast Line at Beerwah. Therefore,
regional rail must first be installed in Priority Area 2 and the other sectors of CAMCOS being
Priority Areas 4 and 5 could be staged later. This means that these Priority Areas could not
be considered as independent stages of a mass transit system. While regional rail, when
built in stages, is certainly a valid option for all three CAMCOS Priority Areas, it was
considered best to focus on one independent technology only for the analysis of investment
priorities.
A Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) solution has been mooted in the CAMCOS corridor in precedent
TMR investigations, as a forerunner to regional rail. However, that solution was not adopted
and the final CAMCOS conclusions supported regional rail105. BRT has potentially lower
vehicle ride quality than rail-based options which may make it unsuitable for longer haul
running required on the CAMCOS corridor west of Caloundra.

104
105

presents a complete analysis of the priority areas and staging approach.
Department of Transport and Main Roads (2019), CAMCOS: Caboolture to Maroochydore Corridor Study. Access at:
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Projects/Name/C/Caboolture-to-Maroochydore-Corridor-Study
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Accordingly, each Priority Area is modelled as an independent Light Rail Transit (LRT)
solution to provide a consistent basis for comparison.

7.2.2

Base transport network assumptions

The modelled road network used in this analysis is the base case 2041 network which
includes only committed and funded road projects. The supporting PT network (Figure 31)
was a ‘do-minimum’ approach consisting of existing bus routes with minor extensions that
provide PT to Caloundra South and Beerwah East. Demographics are based on QGSO’s
2018-edition projections for 2041.
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CAMCOS South (Priority Area 2), CAMCOS North (Priority Area 4) and the Airport
Connection (Priority Area 5) sections of the mass transit plan use the dedicated CAMCOS
corridor. In these areas, light rail routes have been added and integrated with the base PT
network. Maroochydore to Kawana (Priority Area 1) and Kawana to Caloundra (Priority Area
3), however, will be largely accommodated within the existing road reserve. For these areas,
the base bus network has been modified by truncating bus routes and replacing them with
light rail services.
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Figure 31: Base case bus network 2041

7.2.3

Evaluation criteria for the prioritisation analysis

To assess the relative benefits of each Priority Area against the service needs identified in
Chapter 6, the transport modelling results of each Priority Area was assessed against the
following criteria which were derived from the service needs analysis:


Urban growth/land use – Support urban consolidation: Support urban consolidation,
creating urban transformation in the coastal corridor
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Transport network – Improve accessibility: Improve accessibility for residents and
tourists



Economic development – Connect employment: Connect key employment, tourism
and health precincts within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



Liveability and environmental sustainability – Sustain environment: Support
liveability and protection of the natural environment.

7.3.

Summary

7.3.1

Transport analysis
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Transport analysis has confirmed the SBC conclusion that constructing the first stage of the
mass transit in Priority Area 1 would provide the most significant benefit by:


Serving the highest number of persons and jobs



Promoting urban consolidation development by serving growth within the Existing Urban
Area



Offering the highest potential to attract trips away from the private vehicle



Reducing congestion for much of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



Delivering the highest PT mode share



Attracting the most trips



Delivering the second most significant reduction in VKT.

7.3.2

Liveability and protection of the natural environment

The environmental analysis shows all three CAMCOS priority areas have a higher impact on
environmental values:
Priority Area 2 has been the subject of assessment under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), although there will be extra costs to
preserve habitat and address acid sulphate soils and improving resilience to tidal
inundation and creek flooding.



Priority Area 4 is a complex stage with many interfaces with vegetation protection, the
National Park, coastal habitat and flooding.



Priority Area 5 is less problematic as it runs through an existing road corridor with
disturbed environmental values, however flood mitigation may be an issue as the sector
crosses a floodplain (although this is already crossed by the Sunshine Motorway).



Priority Areas 1 and 3 are routed through existing urban areas and will require careful
management of disruption to residents and businesses during design and construction.
They present little concern from an environmental perspective. Liveability and
environmental issues can be managed with the normal precautionary measures. The
crossing of the Mooloolah River by Priority Area 1 will result in some disturbance of
marine habitat, however this river crossing is already the site of significant transport
infrastructure.
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7.3.3

Overall assessment of priorities for mass transit intervention

Table 10 shows a summary of the rankings against a subset of the metrics presented in this
chapter. The metrics included in this table have been selected to avoid the risk of double
counting as far as possible. Outputs from the transport modelling are scaled to have values
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between 0 and 5 and all criteria are weighted equally. For the liveability criterion, the best
performing option is assigned a value of 5, with the rankings that flow to a value of 1 for the
poorest performing candidate.
This summary analysis confirms Priority Area 1 as the highest priority for mass transit
investment.
Table 10: Summary of priority area rankings in investment program analysis
Challenges

Criterion

Support
consolidation

Transport
network

Improve
accessibility

Connect
employment

Sustain
environment

W

Liveability
and
environmental
sustainability

Priority
Area 2

Priority
Area 3

Priority
Area 4

Priority
Area 5

Infill growth served
by stations (Persons)

5.00

0.00

3.07

1.07

0.91

Infill growth served
by stations (Jobs)

5.00

0.16

1.66

1.94

0.00

Persons within 800m
of a station (2041)

5.00

2.26

3.03

0.51

0.00

Change in excessive
delay relative to the
base case in 2041

0.00

5.00

2.17

1.92

1.62

PT mode share
(2041)

5.00

2.50

1.65

1.19

0.00

Total number of trips
made within the
station catchment of
each priority area
(2041)

5.00

0.30

1.47

0.34

0.00

Journey to work PT
mode share

5.00

3.91

1.48

1.37

0.00

Change in kilometres
travelled by people in
cars

4.66

5.00

0.12

0.00

0.02

Change in kilometres
travelled by people
using PT

1.23

5.00

0.00

0.03

0.60

Liveability and
protection of the
natural environment*

4.00

2.00

5.00

1.00

3.00

39.89

26.13

19.65

9.37

6.15
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Economic
development

Priority
Area 1
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Urban growth
and land use

Metric

PBC confirmed ranking score: highest is best

The relativities between Priority Area 2 and Priority Area 3 relate to the importance placed
on the respective project objectives. If maximising trips and serving urban consolidation is
seen as the priority following delivery of Priority Area 1, then Priority Area 3 could offer the
greatest benefit. However, Priority Area 2 serves significant growth areas and connects to
the regional rail at Beerwah. It has significant benefits in terms of reducing VKT and
congestion. These benefits, in unison with the interregional connection it offers, makes
Priority Area 2 the likely candidate for the second stage of investment.
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Priority Area 4 and Priority Area 5 remain the lowest priority with limited benefit in terms of
reduced reliance on private vehicles and support for urban consolidation development. If
constructed in isolation, these two areas return the lowest PT patronage and mode share
and have no significant benefits in terms of reduced congestion. However, when connected
to a more complete network, and developed as a later stage of the mass transit network,
these priority areas still offer many potential benefits. Priority Area 4 has the highest
potential for disturbance of coastal habitat, which will add cost and complexity to this stage.
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One challenge for Priority Area 1 is the conflict between mass transit required to support
urban consolidation development and economic growth, versus the small increased delays
for car users as a result of reallocated road space occurring by 2041. This issue needs to be
approached in the context of the key service needs, which include support urban
transformation, and moving more people in less vehicles. Catering for unrestrained traffic
growth is not a service need in the PBC.
The proposed Mooloolah River Interchange project (MRI) extends the Sunshine Motorway to
meet Kawana Way, and does offer a way of addressing limited river crossings and capacity
for north-south movements crossing the Mooloolah River. A business case is currently being
prepared for the MRI and if delivered, this intervention before 2041 may resolve the negative
impacts of lane reductions to deliver mass transit in Priority Area 1.
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However, in the overall context of the vision for a sustainable region and meeting the service
needs articulated in the PBC, the development of mass transit in Priority Area 1 should not
await the completion of the MRI.
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8.

Land Use Analysis

This chapter identifies the land use opportunity that can be realised by the SCMT Project.
The land use opportunity is quantified as the potential to increase dwellings, population and
jobs in the immediate walking catchment of the proposed mass transit system.
Building on the analysis in Chapter 7 confirming the priority investment areas for mass
transit, the land use analysis is focused on Priority Area 1 for the SCMT Stage 1 Project. The
land use analysis was designed to determine the total quantum of urban transformation
(dwellings, population and jobs) that can be unlocked by intervention to build a mass transit
system in the corridor. Analysis involved the development of two future land use (FLU)
scenarios:
‘No-Intervention (trend)’ land use scenario



‘Intervention’ land use scenario that could be compared to quantify the urban
transformation opportunity enabled by the introduction of the mass transit project, in
terms of both development capacity unlocked and forecast take-up.
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This chapter represents the findings of land use and market assessments that defined and
compared a No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario with an Intervention land use
scenario:


The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario has been used to inform the base
case, while



the Intervention land use scenario has been used to inform the project case.

The land use analysis to determine land use opportunities was however informed by the
existing policy framework in the Planning Scheme Strategic Intent and the relevant Council
strategies. Under this approach urban transformation will be focussed on existing centres
and to areas close to the mass transit stations that offer renewal potential and not into
existing high quality residential areas. Instead, the focus will be on supporting the
Maroochydore city centre as the region’s central business district, Birtinya town centre and
Caloundra.
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It should be noted these are preliminary land use scenarios developed to test the
effectiveness of mass transit investment for the preliminary analysis only. They are not
rigorous town planning proposals which are underpinned by detailed planning and
consultation. This work will be required in future phases, should the project proceed. In
these future phases of planning, a carefully planned and progressive approach can
transform older development and “big box” commercial buildings into a modern, low key
coastal lifestyle precinct without excessive high-rise development which would be
inappropriate for the Sunshine Coast.
This chapter presents analysis of land use opportunities derived from two of the Reference
Projects described in Chapter 11 of the PBC:


Light Rail Transit (LRT)



Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

This land use analysis been used to inform the transport modelling and economic analysis
which are described later in the PBC.
Since the QBC Reference Project is based only on painted kerbside bus lanes and bus stop
upgrades which lack the permanence of a dedicated mass transit corridor offered by LRT
and BRT, it was judged to have no potential opportunity to increase land use capacity.
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8.1.

Staging the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

ShapingSEQ identifies the need for balanced and managed growth, including setting
benchmarks for urban consolidation (i.e. infill development) and urban expansion (i.e.
greenfield) development of 62 per cent and 38 per cent respectively for the Sunshine Coast
region.
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To cater for increased urban consolidation, ShapingSEQ identifies an urban corridor from
Maroochydore to Caloundra, supported by a high frequency passenger transport service.
According to ShapingSEQ, this would result in the urban corridor between Maroochydore
and Caloundra becoming a cohesive corridor of distinctive, high-quality urban environments
that are ‘typically Sunshine Coast’ in character and which optimise accessibility to future
passenger services. Mixed use development opportunities, housing choice and affordability,
would also be maximised.
The Strategic Business Case for SCMT labelled this corridor as the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor. Alongside its other objectives106, the SCMT Project aims to give direct effect to this
policy of urban consolidation within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, delivering a
coordinated agenda of:


Efficient high-quality mass transit that can offer a realistic alternative to car travel and
move more people in less vehicles



Urban transformation that increases housing choice and affordability and reduces the
need to travel



Economic development planning to support the growth of local businesses that are
connected to each other and their labour catchments by mass transit.
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As part of its input to ShapingSEQ, Council developed the Urban Transformations Directions
Paper which identifies the transformation of the Maroochydore to Caloundra corridor as a
key urban planning initiative. Council has also undertaken a range of detailed investigations
for mass transit dating back to 2012107. Following public consultation on route options in
2014, at its meeting on 23 April 2015 Council confirmed a recommended PT corridor
(nominally for light rail) as a basis for further feasibility and business case analysis. This
corridor extends from Maroochydore to Caloundra, providing the basis for a mass transit
spine to connect the major destinations within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor108.

106
107
108

Sunshine Coast Council (2019). Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case. pp 100 -101.
See https://haveyoursay.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/sunshine-coast-mass-transit-project for more details
See “Proposed Route for Further Investigation”. Accessed at: https://haveyoursay.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/sunshine-coast-mass-transitproject
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Figure 32: SCMT potential catchment area – Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. NOTE: The shaded area relates
to the extent of the 10 minute walk up catchment, and does not necessarily define the actual areas that could be
the subject of land use opportunities.
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8.2.

Methodology for the land use analysis

The land use methodology relies on:


Developing a No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario up to 2041



Developing the Intervention land use scenario capacity and forecast take-up for both
LRT and BRT up to 2041



Making a comparison of the No-Intervention (trend) and Intervention land use scenarios.

8.2.1

Development capacity and forecast take up scenarios

Each scenario involved the identification of the potential development capacity as well as
the likely take-up of that capacity up to 2041.
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The potential development capacity scenario is defined as the theoretical quantity of
development that could occur alongside the mass transit investment and under the planning
scheme, if all development opportunities were maximised. This capacity cannot however be
realised due to market demands and the difficulty intending developers would have in
assembling all candidate sites that are in fragmented ownership.
The likely take-up scenario is defined as the quantity of development capacity that is
forecast to actually be delivered by the market in the specified timeframe (2016 to 2041).
This is the key parameter utilised in the economic analysis of benefits of the project options.
The forecast take-up rate for growth under each Intervention land use scenario assumes that
market impacts would commence in 2025/26, that is, 12 months prior to the earliest possible
completion of construction of Stage 1 of SCMT in 2026/27.
Other considerations in developing the take-up scenario include:

All land use scenarios have been compared to the QGSO projections for the Sunshine
Coast, with the latest release being 2018. These QGSO projections incorporate advice
from SCC regarding the desired future settlement pattern. The QGSO projections also
assume a corridor with infrastructure upgrades, including a mass transit spine.



The QGSO projections have been maintained at 518,000 as control totals at the
Sunshine Coast LGA level, meaning:

8.2.2

Where an Intervention land use scenario forecasts additional growth in the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, this growth has been redistributed from the trend
scenario outside the mass transit corridor.
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Land use assessment methodology

A detailed nine-step assessment was used to define the land use scenarios, the
development capacities and forecast growth opportunities to 2041. The assessment
methodology is outlined in Table 11. It is a rigorous methodology based on comprehensive
evidence of market responses to mass transit from around Australia, as well as appraisal of
the development potential of suitable lands in the mass transit catchment. As noted above,
this appraisal considered the stated policy frameworks of Council and the Queensland
Government in respect of the scale and intensity of development contemplated in the urban
areas of the Sunshine Coast region. However it is not a town planning process, which would
require more detailed planning work.
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Table 11: Land use analysis nine step assessment

Overview

Step 1:
Determine
station locality
and catchment

The SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor has been defined according to the
walkable catchment. The catchments were formed by isochrones generated by
two walking catchments – five and 10 minutes (approximately 400m and 800m).
It was assumed that travel time, rather than distance, was a more accurate
measure of determining the accessibility of the mass transit, and a number of
additional assumptions were applied relating to walking speed, include
pathways, open spaces and traffic signal crossings.

Step 2:
Constraints
analysis

A combined constraints analysis was conducted within the catchment. The
constraints were mapped as hard or soft constraints. Soft constraints could be
addressed and overcome to enable future development, whereas hard
constraints generally could not be overcome. Soft constraints identified were
strata lots with less than six titles or lots with low level flooding risk. Hard
constraints identified included local or state heritage, open space, special uses,
lots with a landslide hazard or strata lots with six or more titles.
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Step

The outcome of this analysis identified all sites in the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor were considered unlikely to be redeveloped within the assessment
timeframe (2016–2041) i.e. there would be no future land use change on these
sites irrespective market movements or infrastructure interventions.
Step 3:
Existing
development

Constraints analysis enabled the identification of sites that could contribute to
the transformation of the locality in response to the SCMT Project (Stage 1),
also known as ‘opportunity sites’. This process was reviewed to identify existing
projects either proposed, planned or under construction.

Step 4: Base
case capacity

The base case capacity is determined by firstly identifying the No-Intervention
(trend) land use scenario (i.e. the likely future land use scenario that would
occur under current planning controls and without the introduction of the SCMT
Project (LRT or BRT only). Current development controls are defined as the
zoned land use entitlements enabled by the Sunshine Coast Council Planning
Scheme 2014.
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The base case capacity takes into account the existing development on each
opportunity site as well as the assessment of the unrealised development
potential under existing planning zoning and other controls. The land uses were
grouped into land use typology categories with Gross Floor Area (GFA)
assumptions attributed to each category. This calculated the maximum capacity
of dwellings and jobs permissible under existing planning controls.
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Step

Overview

Step 5: Urban
design
considerations

This step involved firstly understanding the vision and role of the precinct and
then developing an indicative plan for future land use typologies that meet the
policy criteria. This represents a possible land use response to the mass transit
system and a general indication of the potential development capacity that could
be unlocked by SCMT Stage 1.

Step 6:
Intervention
case indicative
future land use
scenario
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The indicative plan was developed on the premise that the appropriate changes
to planning controls are made to enable the forecast land market response.
However this was overlaid by the policy framework regarding the low key look
and feel of the urban design form as noted in key policy documents including
the Planning Scheme Strategic Intent. A future precinct vision and role were
established and assigned along the SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor, to
determine the land use typologies and intensity of uses in the Intervention land
use scenarios. The study drew from current planning controls, Council’s future
built form aspirations for key centres and the spatial formation of the locality and
its vicinity to local amenities and recreation facilities.
The indicative Future Land Use (FLU) scenarios were created to optimise the
potential capacity (while recognising the low key urban form overall) for each
precinct catchment given the Intervention land use scenario of a new mass
transit service. The additional capacity generated in the FLU scenarios is not
what is realisable by forecast years (2026, 2031 or 2041) but rather the ultimate
theoretical capacity which could be unlocked by the SCMT Stage 1 Project.
The FLU scenarios were designed using a set of principles (FLU principles) that
aim to capitalise the future land use opportunities instigated by a new station by
considering the station’s existing station character, constrained land uses, road
hierarchy and proximity to the station location. These principles also included
existing policies aimed at ensuring a low key urban form that is typically
Sunshine Coast in terms of scale and site cover.

A detailed market assessment was undertaken to provide forecasts of the likely
take-up of both the No-Intervention (trend) and Intervention land use scenarios.
The forecast take-up was identified for years including 2026, 2031 and 2041.
The market assessment was a comprehensive analysis of the corridor (and
wider Sunshine Coast) to assess conditions in the housing market and trends in
house prices and housing supply, and to identify the pipeline of future dwellings.
The commercial office and retail markets were also thoroughly examined. This
involved:

W

Step 8: Takeup

The theoretical additional capacity unlocked by the SCMT Project Stage 1 is the
difference between the capacity of the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario
and Intervention land use scenarios (i.e. Intervention minus No-Intervention
(trend)).

OR

Step 7: Identify
the additional
capacity
unlocked



Assessing historical and current performance of these sectors on the
Sunshine Coast



Identifying future development pipelines



Conducting a case study and benchmarking exercise which assessed key
attributes of successful office and retail precincts around Australia



Conducting a detailed demographic analysis.

A ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approach was utilised to forecast take-up rates for
population, dwellings, and employment within the SCMT Stage 1 land use
corridor. This approach involved:
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Step

Overview
‘Top-down’ projection including analysis of ABS, QGSO and ShapingSEQ
data to:


Provide an overview of potential population projections and new dwelling
numbers



Analyse historical market trends and market growth trends for the individual
precincts



Analyse comparable light rail and heavy rail and BRT benchmarks.

‘Bottom-up’ projection building on the ‘top-down’ dwelling projection. It is a
multi-faceted approach that involves making adjustments to reflect sub-market
(i.e. precinct-specific) characteristics and development opportunities.

8.3.

The final step involved a comparison of the forecast take-up of both the NoIntervention (trend) and Intervention indicative land use scenarios. The
comparison identified the quantum of dwellings, population and jobs that would
theoretically be generated over and above the No-Intervention (trend) forecast.
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Step 9: Total
take-up urban
renewal
unlocked by
SCMT

Land use forecasts for No-Intervention (trend)

The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario represents a business-as-usual approach to
land use planning and development, and transport infrastructure provision in the Sunshine
Coast region. The assessment has been completed by Council and its technical advisors
and identified the likely property market take-up of development entitlements under existing
planning controls. The assessment included a detailed analysis of historical residential and
commercial market supply and demand across the Sunshine Coast including the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor.

OR

The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario has been developed in response to a ‘dominimum’ transport network, which does not involve the introduction of SCMT Stage 1. It
takes note of the accelerating trend towards urban expansion, however having regard to
current planning policies, it still assumes a level of consolidation and avoids the introduction
of new urban expansions outside of the existing approved areas at Caloundra South,
Beerwah East and Palmview.

8.3.1

W

The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario is based on the Council’s existing planning
controls including the Sunshine Coast Council Planning Scheme 2014 and existing PDA
provisions.

Current planning framework

The lands zoned residential uses in the SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor include some
medium to high density provisions in the centres of Maroochydore, Mooloolaba and Birtinya.
There are also low to medium density residential precincts scattered across the corridor.
These are largely made up of townhouses and attached dwellings. The balance of lands
consist mostly of low-scale single detached dwellings.
There is a hierarchy of centres currently situated within the corridor which range from the
principal regional activity centre at Maroochydore to local and district activity centres
including Mooloolaba, Kawana and Birtinya. The majority of retail and commercial office
uses in the corridor are located within these precincts, with varying degrees of intensity
depending on the hierarchy of the centre.
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Other employment generating uses range from industrial uses, mixed use fringe business
precincts and neighbourhood centres. Employment generating precincts, made up of
industrial uses and urban services, are clustered in Buddina and Warana on the Nicklin Way
and Main Drive. The built form character of these uses is mostly low scale.
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Figure 33 presents the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario which is represented by the
existing planning controls applied only to the identified opportunity sites within the corridor
area.

Figure 33: No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario

8.3.1.1

No-Intervention (trend) – Base capacity

The No-Intervention (trend) land use capacity of the corridor is identified in Table 12. The
2016 dwelling, population and jobs reflect the ABS 2016 Census information.
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Table 12: SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor No-Intervention (trend) - base capacity109

Item

2016 (ABS/QGSO)

No-Intervention
Additional Capacity

No-Intervention
Total Capacity

Dwellings

11,209

10,324

21,533

Population

23,222

-

-

Jobs

30,973

30,210

61,183

This demonstrates that there is significant capacity in the current planning scheme for
additional dwellings within the corridor, however in many cases this is at a low-cost level of
development yield.
Forecast No-Intervention (trend) – base projected growth
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8.3.1.2

Table 13 identifies the forecast No-Intervention (trend) take-up of capacity by 2041 based on
historical trends, latent demand and a bottom-up assessment of the corridor.
Table 13: SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor forecast No-Intervention (trend) - base growth (2016-2041)110

2016
(ABS/QGSO)

2026 Total

2031 Total

2041 Total

Total Growth
2016–2041

Dwellings

11,209

14,248

15,634

17,436

6,227

Population

23,222

29,469

32,064

35,475

12,253

Jobs

30,973

39,664

43,004

49,334

18,361

This indicates the number of dwellings in the corridor is forecast to grow approximately 55
per cent and will reach approximately 81 per cent of the No-Intervention (trend) capacity of
21,533 dwellings by 2041.

8.4.

Intervention – LRT land use indicative scenario
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The Intervention land use scenario has been developed in response to a ‘with project’
transport network, which involves the introduction of SCMT Stage 1, as well as changes to
planning controls that unlock increased urban transformation capacity and land market
response as a result of the SCMT Stage 1 investment. Two Intervention land use scenarios
have been developed based on the LRT and BRT Reference project options. The detail of
these options is described in Chapter 11. The BRT land use is described in Section 8.7.

8.4.1

Future land use indicative scenario

An indicative FLU scenario was developed to inform the Intervention land use scenario for
the corridor. The scenario represents a possible land use response to the SCMT and
provides an indication of the potential urban transformation capacity that could be unlocked
by the SCMT Stage 1. It is for business case purposes only and does not represent a town
planning proposal. The scenario was developed on the premise that the appropriate
changes to planning controls would be considered in the future through formal consultation
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and planning scheme amendment process, resulting a range of variations to the indicative
FLU scenario.
The indicative FLU scenario is themed up around the development typologies suitable to the
Sunshine Coast’s lower key development theme, adopting the vision conveyed in
ShapingSEQ for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor of ‘a cohesive corridor of distinctive,
high quality urban environments that are typically ‘Sunshine Coast’ in character and optimise
access to future passenger services’.
The FLU scenario was developed to incorporate the following guiding principles:
Interface with sensitive uses and users (i.e. schools)



Transition between existing and retained built form i.e. heritage and strata (constraints
drawn from the constraints analysis in Step 2)



Adequate access to public open spaces and existing private open space



Calibration between the FLU and feasible development typologies



Consideration of areas to be retained and reinforced as they are attributes that contribute
to the existing and future character of the corridor



A gradual transition in building height and density reducing as the distance from the
mass transit increased



Opportunity sites must not be downzoned from the existing planning controls



Major road corridors were reinforced with ground floor retail activity to create mixed-use
medium density corridors that enable a better interface between habitable rooms and
busy roads.

8.4.2
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Precinct roles and corridor character

OR

Intervention of the SCMT has the potential to be a catalyst for urban transformation as well
as an opportunity to reinforce the role and character of centres and neighbourhoods along
the coastal corridor. This Intervention – LRT scenario involves a high-level assessment of
indicative SCMT station precincts highlighting a hierarchy of centres and identifying possible
character zones that respond to the local urban qualities and land uses of specific
destinations and neighbourhoods along the SCMT route.
Key opportunities offered by a focus on corridor and station character include:
Reinforce the hierarchy of centres along the corridor and ensure future urban design
outcomes facilitate the role and function of each stop



Inform future public realm and stop design outcomes to ensure seamless integration of
SCMT infrastructure with the existing environments and enhance and protect valued
local character elements



Inform future public realm and precinct design outcomes to create distinctive places and
support local placemaking strategies



Ensure the broader experience of commuting on the SCMT, particularly visitors and
tourists, enhances city image and delivers enjoyable and legible urban experiences.

W



8.4.3

Building height and coastal skyline character

An important aspect of the station visioning and the indicative FLU scenario process was the
careful consideration of building height and the corridor’s coastal skyline character. The
corridor is well recognised as having a low key urban form overall, with a limited number of
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areas allowing buildings over five-six storeys in the major centres. Retaining this skyline
character and avoiding the option for much higher building development found in other cities
was an important planning parameter for the indicative FLU scenarios.
The SCMT Stage 1 offers the opportunity to secure urban design outcomes that reinforce
the desired unique Sunshine Coast image and urban legibility outcomes. Specifically, the
Intervention land use scenario provides the opportunity to:
Create diversity and interest in the urban form and character of the corridor



Reinforce a legible structure of centres and neighbourhoods



Support the wider image of the Sunshine Coast as a low key lifestyle city/region in terms
of urban structure and skyline character.



Beachfront highrise was not considered for existing low density urban areas

8.4.4
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Intervention - LRT land use scenario capacity

The theoretical total capacity of the Intervention – LRT land use scenario is defined in Table
14. The Intervention land use scenario represents a significant capacity increase compared
to the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario. This theoretical capacity however cannot
be achieved for practical reasons relating to market demand and the difficulty developers
would experience in assembling all candidate sites. In practice, some land holders may not
sell for a profit despite there being opportunities to do so.
Table 14: SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor Intervention land use scenario capacity111

2016
(ABS/QGSO)

11,209

Population
Jobs

17,436

2041
Intervention
LRT
Capacity

Additional
Capacity
Unlocked

21,533

50,761

29,228

23,222

-

-

-

30,973

49,334

85,092

23,909

Forecast take-up for Intervention - LRT land use scenario growth

W

8.4.5

2041
NoIntervention
(trend)
Capacity

OR

Dwellings

2041 Base
case; No
intervention
(trend) take
up

The forecast take-up is lower than the theoretical capacity as it is reflective of historical
trends and future demands on a catchment-by-catchment basis. It still shows that the land
use changes, and the Project together unlock significant demand for housing and thus jobs
to largely service those new residents along the corridor. Forecast growth in the Intervention
- LRT land use scenario across the Stage 1 corridor is outlined in Table 15.
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Table 15: SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor Take-up forecast for LRT intervention land use scenario growth (20162041)

2016
(ABS/QGSO)

Item

2026 Total

2031 Total

2041 Total

Total Growth
2016– 2041

Dwellings

11,209

15,126

18,404

27,011

15,802

Population

23,222

31,288

37,778

55,072

31,850

Jobs

30,973

41,013

45,984

55,670

24,697

8.5.
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The LRT Intervention land use scenario forecasts that take –up dwellings growth in the
corridor will be approximately 140 per cent of current levels, and will reach approximately 53
per cent of the theoretical total Intervention - LRT land use scenario capacity of 50,761
dwellings by 2041.

Comparison of No-Intervention (trend) and Intervention – LRT
land use scenarios

This section provides a comparison of No-Intervention (trend) and Intervention land use
scenario:


Dwelling capacity and forecast growth for the corridor



Dwelling and population forecast growth for indicative station precincts.

A comparison of employment capacity and forecast growth is provided in Section 8.1.

8.5.1

Comparison of dwelling capacity and forecast growth: whole of corridor

Figure 34 compares the No-Intervention (trend) and LRT Intervention land use scenario
dwelling capacity and forecast 2041 growth.
60,000

30,000

23,750

W

Dwellings

40,000

OR

50,761

50,000

29,228

21,533

20,000

4,097

19,653
27,011

10,000

17,436
11,209

9,575

0
Existing (2016)

Base case (2041)

Dwellings (forecast take-up)

Intervention case (2041)

Additional dwellings
unlocked by intervention
case

Capacity for further dwelling growth

Figure 34: Stage 1 catchment: No-Intervention (trend) and LRT Intervention dwelling capacity and forecast
growth (2041)
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The Intervention - LRT land use scenario is designed to provide greater choice of dwelling
types and increased dwelling numbers within the corridor. By 2041 the Intervention - LRT
land use scenario is forecast to result in take-up of additional dwellings in the Stage 1 LRT
catchment by more than 9,500 by 2041
Figure 35 shows the forecast take-up growth projections for both dwellings and population
from 2016 to 2041.
30,000

27,011

20,000

18,404
15,126

15,000

11,209

10,000
5,000

2016

14,248

2021

2026

Intervention Case Growth

60,000

Population (no.)

55,000
50,000
45,000
40,000

2031

17,436

2036

2041

Base Case Growth

55,072

37,778

35,000

31,288

32,064

30,000
25,000
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Dwellings (no.)

25,000

29,469

23,222

20,000
2016

2021

2026

Intervention Case Growth

2031

35,475

2036

2041

Base Case Growth

8.5.2

OR

Figure 35: Comparison of No-Intervention (trend) and LRT Intervention dwelling and population forecasts112

Benchmarks – Rail Infrastructure projects in Australia

W

Since 2000, Australia has seen a variety of light rail infrastructure projects implemented,
aimed at improving accessibility between residential and employment hubs, reducing
congestion on major roads, or catalysing urban regeneration projects, often resulting in
increased population density within the areas serviced by the rail networks.
While each of the benchmark case studies demonstrate that urban regeneration has
occurred from introduction of the respective rail projects (despite significant barriers in many
cases) the case studies highlight the need for planning intervention in order to realise
maximum benefits from urban consolidation opportunities that are enabled in proximity to
transit stations and corridors. Analysis highlights that precinct catchments where changes to
planning controls (namely the use of the PDA for GCLR Stage 1) had been implemented
with sufficient time to enable market response to the light rail infrastructure had experienced
more significant take-up than catchments where no intervention had occurred.
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To provide context to the potential upper and lower take-up rates which may be achieved
within the corridor, a detailed assessment of the historic market performance of four
identified light and heavy rail corridors was undertaken to establish trends in demographic
profile, and take-up rates of residential urban consolidation product. Benchmarked rail
corridors included:
GCLR: Stages 1 & 2



Sydney Light Rail (SLR) Inner West: Stage 2



SLR Inner West: Stage 3



Canberra Metro: Stage 1



Glenelg Tram: Adelaide Entertainment Centre Extension.

OR
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W

Figure 36: Benchmark analysis – take up rates (CAGR – commencement to 2018)

Figure 36 provides an overview of the historical take-up rates of residential urban
consolidation product at benchmarked rail corridors and compares the forecast Intervention
dwelling growth rate to these benchmarked rail projects. The figure highlights those station
catchments where changes to planning controls (namely the use of the PDA for GCLR Stage
1) have been implemented with sufficient time to enable market response to the rail
infrastructure.
Each of the benchmark case studies demonstrate that significant land value uplift has
occurred from introduction of the respective light rail projects (despite significant barriers in
many cases), and each offer key insights relevant to the SCMT Stage 1 project. Critically,
there are many examples that demonstrate the need for planning intervention in order to
realise maximum benefits.
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8.5.3

Employment

8.5.3.1

Employment context

The Sunshine Coast commercial office market is characterised by a number of individual
commercial precincts spread across the LGA. These precincts are predominately
fragmented in nature and include standalone assets and strata-titled commercial office
suites, typically dispersed amongst other real estate asset classes and mixed-use
developments. Instances of pure commercial office precincts are scarce, and mostly
confined to the major Sunshine Coast centres within the SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor at
Maroochydore, Mooloolaba, Kawana and Birtinya. Outside of the Stage 1 corridor, major
employment clusters exist at Caloundra, with secondary precincts at Coolum, Sippy Downs,
and Nambour.
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Small businesses dominate the Sunshine Coast market, complemented by a selection of
larger corporations and government administrative functions. As the Sunshine Coast
population increases over the coming decades, there will be opportunities for existing
businesses to grow, supplementing emerging demand from new businesses and start-ups.
Increased economic activity will support demand for commercial offices (including
professional services), retail and residential development.
It is envisaged that both Maroochydore and Caloundra will continue to remain the focus of
the commercial market over the coming years, with the new Maroochydore city centre likely
to support the majority of new commercial office accommodation and professional jobs,
alongside significant supporting retail and leisure uses. The recent development of the
SCUH will continue to support the growth of the Kawana and Birtinya precincts, and the
continued development of the health sector on the Sunshine Coast more broadly.

8.5.3.2

Forecast employment growth – Intervention – LRT scenario

OR

The potential incremental employment impacts of SCMT Stage 1 are presented in Table 16
for the LRT scenario. Employment growth under the No-Intervention (trend) land use
scenario is forecast to grow by 18,361 to 49,334 between 2016 and 2041 while employment
growth under the Intervention - LRT is forecast to grow by 24,697 to 55,670 between 2016
and 2041. The LRT Intervention land use scenario contributes 6,336 additional jobs
compared to the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario by 2041.

W

Table 16: No-Intervention (trend) vs LRT Intervention employment growth to 2041

2016
(ABS/QGSO)

2026

2031

2041

Total
Growth
2016 - 2041

No-Intervention
(trend) Jobs

30,973

39,664

43,004

49,334

18,361

LRT Intervention
Jobs

30,973

41,013

45,984

55,670

24,697

Additional jobs
increase from
Intervention land
use scenario

-

1,349
(3.4%)

2,980
(6.9%)

6,336
(12.8%)

6,336
(34.5%)

The majority of additional jobs under the LRT Intervention would be required to service the
additional population of the Intervention land use scenario.
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8.5.3.3

Comparison of job capacity and forecast growth: whole of corridor

Figure 37 compares the No-Intervention (trend) and LRT Intervention land use scenario
employment capacities and forecast 2041 growth.
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Jobs

11,849
50,000

30,973
10,000
0

Existing (2016)

Base case (2041)

Jobs

23,909

55,670

49,334

20,000

Intervention case (2041)

17,573
6,336
Additional jobs unlocked by
intervention case

Capacity for further jobs growth

Figure 37: No-Intervention (trend) and LRT Intervention land use scenario job capacity and forecast take-up
growth (2041)

The LRT Intervention land use scenario is forecast to result in more than 6,300 jobs over
and above the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario taken up by 2041.

8.6.

Redistribution of Intervention – LRT growth within the
Sunshine Coast LGA

OR

The Intervention – LRT land use scenario results in greater dwelling, population and
employment growth in the corridor than would otherwise occur under the No-Intervention
(trend) land use scenario. This additional growth would otherwise have occurred in other
localities within the Sunshine Coast LGA.

W

The redistribution modelling approach redistributed the difference in population and broad
industry category of employment (i.e. retail, service, professional, industry and other) relative
to travel zone forecasts. The redistribution model is informed by two key factors – the
planning intent of the travel zone and the level of transport network constraint.


The location and quantity of population and jobs signifies the planning intent of the travel
zone, which is indicated by the travel zone population and employment growth. This
prevents population and employment from being allocated to areas where they are not
intended to exist in the future, or where they are assumed to not increase in the future.
This measure also ensures that locations with significant growth are prioritised in the
redistribution process over slow-growing locations.



The travel normalised ratio of employment accessibility (for work, shopping etc.) is the
zone’s ‘relative network impedance', which is the ratio of the effective job density of the
network generalised cost for access to employment, to the effective job density
measured with linear distance to represent unimpeded mobility. This limits the creation of
perverse transport outcomes that may arise from allocating substantial additional growth
to heavily transport constrained locations.
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The result is a weighting towards redistributing growth to (or from) locations that are forecast
to grow and that report relatively low levels of transport constraint, but the distributional
impacts are still generally broad without spatially discrete substitutional effects.
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Figure 38 identifies the locations where the additional Intervention land use scenario
population growth is moved from, to locate within proximity of the Project (travel zone area).
The colours demonstrate the change that has occurred within each area – red and yellow
colouring indicates that residents or jobs have been drawn from an area, and green colours
indicate the areas that these residents and jobs have been distributed to.

Figure 38: Redistribution of No-Intervention (trend) population (left) and employment (right) growth to SCMT
Stage 1 under Intervention LRT land use scenario (2016–2041)

BRT – Reference Project land use analysis

OR

8.7.

W

BRT is currently being considered an alternative technology option for the SCMT Project,
and a reference design has been developed for the PBC, reflecting a significant level of
capital investment. To ensure a robust options analysis, a land use analysis has also been
performed for the Reference Project – BRT. BRT is a bus-based PT system designed to
improve reliability, capacity, and frequency of service relative to conventional bus systems.
The detail of the BRT option for SCMT is described in Chapter 11.
This section presents a brief summary of the land use analysis for the BRT project,
including:


A summary of the methodology employed for the BRT project land use analysis



A summary of the take-up rate benchmarking process.

8.7.1

Methodology

The methodology utilised for the BRT land use analysis is consistent with the nine-step
assessment undertaken by the project team for the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor under
the LRT scenario with the following considerations:
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Step 6: Intervention FLU Scenario, the theoretical Intervention capacity for dwellings,
population and jobs is the same as the No-Intervention (trend) capacity.



Step 8: Take-up Analysis has again been informed by a comprehensive variety of
sources to establish evidence-based and realistic take-up rates for residential dwellings,
population and jobs in response to the improved accessibility benefits that a BRT
solution provides. Critically however, this benchmarking process identified no real
evidence in support for a planning scheme response to BRT, and as such a conservative
approach was adopted which assumed no change to the current planning scheme in the
BRT - Intervention land use scenario.

8.7.2

Benchmarking
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As in the LRT take-up rate analysis, to provide context to the potential upper and lower takeup rates which may be achieved within the corridor through intervention (i.e. introduction of
the BRT), an assessment of the historical market performance of five identified Australian
bus project corridors was undertaken to establish trends in demographic profile, and take-up
rates of residential urban consolidation product.
These five benchmarked projects seemed to provide the best available evidence for any
potential land market response to a BRT transport solution within the local market.
Benchmarked bus project corridors included:


Eastern Busway – Brisbane



Northern Busway – Brisbane



Liverpool T-way – Sydney



Rouse Hill T-way (North-West) Sydney



Northern Beach B-Line – Sydney.

Findings in regard to the six benchmarks were inconclusive as to whether or not the projects
resulted in changes being made to planning frameworks or unlocked significant urban
transformation.

Summary of BRT land use analysis

OR

8.7.3

W

The land use scenario capacities and forecast take-up in 2041 for both the No-Intervention
(trend) land use scenario and the Intervention - BRT land use scenario are detailed in Table
17. The 2016 dwelling, population and jobs reflect the ABS 2016 Census information. The
results demonstrate that the Intervention - BRT land use scenario unlocks a small amount of
urban transformation above the No-intervention (trend) land use scenario. Specifically, the
BRT intervention land use scenario unlocks 883 dwellings and 474 new jobs over and above
the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario, by 2041.
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Table 17: SCMT Stage 1 land use corridor No-Intervention (trend) versus Intervention (BRT) land use scenario
capacity and take-up
2016
(Abs /
QGSO)

item

2041 No
Intervention
Total
Capacity

2041
Intervention
Capacity

Additional
Capacity
Unlocked

2041 No
Intervention
Take-up

2041
Intervention
Take-up

Additional
Growth
Unlocked

Dwellings

11,209

21,533

21,533

0

17,436

18,319

883

Population

23,222

-

-

-

35,475

37,348

1,873

Jobs

30,937

61,183

61,183

0

49,334

49,808

474
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Figure 39 graphically compares the No-intervention (trend) and Intervention land use
scenario dwelling and job capacities and forecast 2041 growth for both BRT and LRT. The
LRT Intervention land use scenario is forecast to result in 8,692 additional dwellings and
5,862 jobs above the BRT Intervention land use scenario. LRT Intervention is also forecast
to increase capacity of 20,536 dwellings and 18,047 jobs above the No-Intervention (trend)
and BRT Intervention land use scenario.
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Figure 39: No-Intervention (trend) and Intervention (BRT & LRT) land use scenario dwelling and job capacity and
forecast growth (2041)

The variance between the potential for BRT and LRT to influence land and development
markets is the result of several factors including a lack of evidence supporting BRT’s ability
to integrate with surrounding land markets, and the public sentiment and perception towards
bus transit modes as compared with light rail or other competing modes.
It must be noted however, that the BRT solution for the SCMT Project contemplated within
this report represents a new standard of BRT offering within Australia. In particular the
reference vehicles are electric, not diesel. This presents some difficulties in benchmarking
applied take-up rates against local evidence, and so in reality the introduction of a BRT
solution of the standard contemplated for the SCMT may have significantly more
transformative impacts than the results in this section forecast. This issue could be further
investigated at a future stage of the SCMT Project, utilising updated BRT case studies and
perhaps stated preferences for hedonic pricing (willingness to pay) for development in the
BRT catchment.
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8.8.

Summary

The analysis presented in the chapter documents the SCMT Intervention land use scenarios
and demonstrates that the SCMT Project, when combined with complementary and
appropriate changes to planning controls, could result in positive urban regeneration in the
corridor. This evidence-based result is particularly strong for the Intervention – LRT land use
scenario:


9,575 additional dwellings in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention, as
a key contributor to the region meeting its 62 per cent urban consolidation target



19,597 additional people in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention



6,336 additional jobs in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention.
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Current analysis based on available evidence indicates the BRT Reference Project would
have a much more modest impact on the corridor with the Intervention – BRT land use
scenario forecast producing:


883 additional dwellings in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention



A population of 1,873 additional people in the corridor beyond forecast growth without
intervention



474 additional jobs in the corridor beyond forecast growth without intervention.

The SCMT Stage 1 Project would create benefits for landholders along the entire corridor. It
was also identified that the SCMT Stage 1 Project could potentially unlock greater dwelling,
population and employment growth through additional market interventions, however the
analysis has taken a conservative view to reflect historical residential and commercial
market demand along the corridor.

W

OR

There is limited evidence concerning the ability of BRT schemes to influence land use
capacity and take up within their corridors. However, the BRT Reference Project considered
in the PBC includes a dedicated busway and bus equipment that runs fully on batteries, so
there is no emission of noise and air pollutants at the source. This scheme is unprecedented
in terms of existing BRT schemes, with the possible exception of Nantes in France. Such a
scheme may have greater potential effects on land use than the evidence base would
suggest. At subsequent stages of the business case process, if BRT remains an option,
further investigation could be undertaken.
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9.

The Base Case with no mass transit intervention

This chapter describes the base case and details land use patterns and transport outcomes
on the Sunshine Coast in the absence of investment in a mass transit project.
The base case has been established and documented in accordance with IA guidelines and
includes the Do Nothing and Do Minimum planning and infrastructure works. The Do Nothing
scenario includes committed and funded projects, and the Do Minimum scenario includes
future works that would be delivered in a business-as-usual environment. The base case is
specified and modelled on a whole-of-life basis, including expected impacts, benefits and
expenditure. It is the benchmark against which the Reference Projects and associated
economic merits are assessed.

Base case land use and demographics
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9.1.

The base case adopted for land use was the No-Intervention (trend) scenario. This
represents a business-as-usual approach to land use planning and transport infrastructure
provision. This section provides a summary of the base demographics for the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) and the wider LGA.

W

OR

The No-Intervention (trend) land use against which the Reference Projects and associated
economic merits are assessed has been derived from a market-based trend and forecast
assessment, into market take-up of development under current planning controls. The
assessment included a detailed analysis of historic residential and commercial market
supply and demand across the Sunshine Coast and more specifically, within the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1). Details of the land use study which underpins the NoIntervention (trend) demographics are discussed in Chapter 8: Land Use Analysis. Figure 40
shows the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1).

Figure 40: Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1)
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9.1.1

Population Growth

Table 18 and Table 19 detail the No-Intervention (trend) and QGSO113 population forecasts
within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) and LGA respectively. The NoIntervention (trend) demographics and QGSO forecasts have the same population totals for
the Sunshine Coast LGA (as per Table 19). Under the No-Intervention (trend) scenario
however, there are 17,680 fewer people living within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
(Stage 1) by 2041.
Table 18: No-Intervention (trend) population in the Urban Corridor (Stage 1)

2016
2026
2036
2041

Urban Corridor (Stage 1) population
No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

52,866

52,866

64,146

% growth rate p.a.
No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

65,388

2.0%

2.1%

70,012

81,227

0.9%

2.2%

71,844

89,524

0.5%

2.0%
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Year

Table 19: No-Intervention (trend) population in the Sunshine Coast LGA

2016
2026
2036
2041

Total LGA mobile population114
No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

300,096

300,096

389,394

% growth rate p.a.

No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

389,394

2.6%

2.6%

469,166

469,166

1.9%

1.9%

507,621

507,621

1.6%

1.6%

OR

Year

W

Figure 41 shows the net increase in dwelling density relative to 2016 for each forecast
horizon for the No-Intervention (trend). It illustrates how growth is concentrated in the
approved urban expansion areas of Palmview, Beerwah East and Caloundra South.
However, as noted in Chapter 6 of the PBC, the existing expansion areas have a capacity
for only about 46,000 dwellings, and if the balance between consolidation and expansion
dwellings turns out to be worse than 50/50, pressures will begin to mount for additional
urban expansion fronts to be opened.
Within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) area, dwelling growth is clustered in
activity centres at Maroochydore, Mooloolaba and Kawana without a mass transit
intervention.

113

These projections have been derived (and issued by TMR) from QGSO 2018 edition population projections incorporating the latest available
small area resident population and Census 2016 variables. Source: Queensland Government population projections, 2018 edition
(unpublished); Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished); Census 2016; Department of Transport and Main Roads (unpublished).
114
Mobile Population in the transport model accounts for a number of stated residents who do not actually reside in the region region or who are
not mobile, e.g. residents of nursing homes and is lower than the estimated resident population number referenced by QGSO.
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Figure 41: Net increase in dwelling density under the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario
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9.1.2

Employment growth

Table 20 and Table 21 detail the No-Intervention (trend) and QGSO employment forecasts.
The No-Intervention (trend) and QGSO employment totals are only slightly different with 70
additional jobs in the LGA at 2041 in the No-Intervention (trend) demographics.
Table 20: No-Intervention (trend) employment in the Urban Corridor (Stage 1)

Year

Urban Corridor (Stage 1) employment
QGSO

2016

40,875

40,875

2026

52,795

2036
2041

No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

52,038

2.6%

2.4%

61,367

63,914

1.5%

2.1%

65,364

69,320

1.3%

1.6%
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No-Intervention
(trend)

% growth rate p.a.

Table 21: No-Intervention (trend) employment in the Sunshine Coast LGA

Year

2016
2026
2036
2041

LGA employment

No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

129,710

129,710

158,635

% growth rate p.a.

No-Intervention
(trend)

QGSO

158,561

2.0%

2.0%

189,575

189,521

1.8%

1.8%

205,289

205,219

1.6%

1.6%

W

OR

The distribution of employment in the No-Intervention (trend) is different to that assumed in
the QGSO forecasts. As population growth in the urban corridor diminishes, so too does
employment growth. As new communities in urban expansion areas emerge, more
employment (particularly local service and retail) is required in those areas to support them.
This pattern of growth is reflected in the No-Intervention (trend) demographics with lower
annual growth rates for employment within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1)
between 2026 and 2041.
Figure 42 shows the net increase in employment density relative to 2016 for each forecast
horizon. When considered in sequence, this series of images illustrates the pattern of
employment growth in the No-Intervention (trend) scenario.
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Figure 42: Net increase in job density under the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario
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9.2.

Base case infrastructure and policy

Transport infrastructure in the base case is comprised of the road and PT network that
existed in 2016 plus the Do Nothing and Do Minimum improvements projected to occur
within the 25-year modelled period. Road and PT network upgrades in the base case include
the Do Nothing (funded and committed works) and upgrades that represent the Do Minimum
intervention, including minor works and additional road networks in urban expansion growth
areas.

9.2.1

Parking policy

9.2.2
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Parking demand management in major centres is modelled to accord with the Sunshine
Coast Council Parking Management Plan (2017). The plan’s short and medium-long term
actions are assumed in place by 2026. These actions are represented in parts of
Maroochydore, Mooloolaba, Birtinya, and Sippy Downs Town Centre as a cost equivalent to
the existing measures in place in Caloundra. It is assumed that parking measures are the
same for all future years and scenarios.

Road network

Major road upgrades in the study area include:


Brisbane Road, Walan Street, Venning Street upgrade (widening to 4 traffic lanes)



Maud Street upgrade (widening to 4 traffic lanes)



Plaza Parade upgrade (widening to 4 traffic lanes)



Maroochy Collector Distributor Road (new two-lane link from Sugar Road to Dalton
Drive)



Maroochydore CBD PDA internal roads (new links).

The following tables provide a detailed breakdown of road upgrades included in the base
case:
Table 22 details state-controlled road projects identified in the Queensland Transport
and Roads Investment Program



Table 23 details road network improvements that will be delivered by council through the
Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP)Table 24 details road upgrades that support
major urban expansion areas. Specifically, Palmview, Caloundra South PDA and
Beerwah East.

W

OR



Table 22: Base case road network upgrades (State Projects)

ID

State Projects

Year

1

Bells Creek Arterial (Caloundra Road to Baringa)

2017

2

SCUH access improvements (Kawana Way upgrade)

2018

3

SCUH access improvements (Production Avenue link)

2019

4

Bruce Highway Upgrade - Caloundra Road to Sunshine Motorway

2021
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ID

State Projects

Year

5

Bruce Highway - Deception Bay Road Interchange upgrade115

2022

6

Bruce Highway Upgrade - Maroochydore Road and Mons Road Interchanges

2023

7

Bruce Highway Upgrade Project (Caboolture – Bribie Island Road to Steve Irwin
Way) upgrade to 6-Lanes116

2023

8

Beerburrum to Nambour Rail - road upgrades including level crossing removal

2024

9

Bells Creek Arterial - 2-lane at-grade intersections (full length Caloundra Road to
Bruce Highway at Roys Road)

2026

Local (LGIP) Projects
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Table 23: Base case road network upgrades (Local (LGIP) Projects)

LGIP ID

Year

R-20-005

2018

R-18-003

2019

R-26-004

2019

Queen Street - Stage 1A

R-19-003A

2021

Arthur Street

R-19-005

2021

Sippy Downs Drive - Motorway Interchange to
Siena

R-22-001

2021

Sippy Downs Drive - Stringybark Rd to Power Rd

R-22-004

2021

Power Road - Stage 1

R-22-006

2021

R-22-007

2021

R-22-008

2021

R-26-002

2021

Maroochy Boulevard - Dalton Drive Intersection
Upgrade

R-26-015

2021

Brisbane-Walan - Stage 1, 2, 3 (includes Naroo
Court extension) (staged up to 2023)

R-25-005A, R-25-005B, R-25-004

2023

Oval Avenue and Gosling Street

R-19-007

2026

Bunnings Link

R-19-014

2026

Gosling Street Extension

R-19-015

2026

Arthur Street Extension

R-19-015A

2026

Bellvista Boulevard

R-20-005

2026

Bellvista Boulevard
Burke Street
Plaza Parade Stage 1

Stringybark Road

OR

Goshawk Boulevard - new link

W

Parklands Boulevard

115
116

Project is in the Moreton Bay Local Government Area.
Project is in the Moreton Bay Local Government Area.
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LGIP ID

Year

Racecourse Road Extension

R-20-006

2026

Plaza Parade - Stage 2

R-26-005

2026

Maud Street - Stage 2 - Maud Street, Dalton Drive
and Sugar Road Intersection Upgrade

R-26-010

2026

Industrial Avenue Extension

R-19-015B

2031

Creekside Boulevard - Stage 3

R-20-001C

2031

Creekside Boulevard - Stage 3

R-20-001D

2031

Power Road - Stage 2

R-22-005

2031

R-22-010

2031

Maroochy Collector Distributor Road (Sugar Road
to Dalton Drive)

R-26-001

2031

Maud Street - Stage 4

R-26-007B

2031

R-02-005

2036

Arundell Avenue - Stage 3

R-11-001C

2036

Windsor Road

R-11-002A

2036

R-18-001B

2036

Pelican Waters Boulevard

R-18-006A

2036

Nicklin Way - Ramps to Queen Street and Sugar
Bag

R-19-001

2036

Queen Street - Stage 3

R-19-002

2036

Ulm Street Stage 1 - Queen Street - Bowman Rd
Connection

R-19-004

2036

West Terrace

R-19-006

2036

Creekside Boulevard - Stage 4

R-20-001D

2036

Maud Street - Stage 5

R-26-007C

2036

South Coolum Road Link

R-28-001

2036

Meads Road

Maleny Bridge

W
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Baldwin Street - Stage 2
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Local (LGIP) Projects

Table 24: Base case road network upgrades (Growth Area Projects)

Growth Area Projects

Year

Mon Terre Drive, Little Mountain

2017

Birtinya local roads (Hollows Lane, Fenner Street)

2017

Palmview roads (Peter Crosby Way, Tranquillity Way, Harmony Boulevard)

2018

Peregian Springs interchange (south facing ramps on Sunshine Motorway)

2018
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Year

Peregian Springs local roads (Ridges Boulevard, Ridgeview Drive)

2018

Sunshine Cove local roads (Claremont Drive)

2018

Caloundra South local roads (Aura Boulevard extension)

2018

Birtinya local roads (Station Road)

2019

Birtinya local roads (Central Boulevard)

2020

Maroochydore CBD roads

2020

Sippy Downs Town Centre access streets

2021
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Growth Area Projects

Pelican Waters local roads

2021

Maroochydore CBD roads

2021

Palmview roads

2026

Caloundra South local roads (including two lanes, Bells Creek Arterial to Bruce Highway)

2026

Maroochydore CBD roads

2026

Caloundra South local roads

2031

Beerwah East roads

2036

Palmview Southern Access duplication (upgrade to four lanes)

2036

W

OR

The location of road network upgrades identified in Table 22, Table 23 and are shown in
Figure 43. The map includes labels for state-controlled road infrastructure upgrades outlined
in Table 22.
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9.2.3

W

Figure 43: Base case road network upgrade

Mooloolah River Interchange Project

TMR is preparing a DBC for the planned upgrade of the Sunshine Motorway interchange
with Brisbane Road and Nicklin Way, at the Mooloolah River, Mountain Creek. According to
TMR117, preliminary planning has been completed and a preferred planning option has been
developed for the future upgrade. This includes:


Major upgrades to the MRI and connections to the Sunshine Motorway (east-west and
north-south links) and Nicklin Way



A new road connection across the Mooloolah River connecting the upgraded interchange
with Kawana Way at Parrearra

117

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Projects/Name/M/Mooloolah-River-Interchange-Upgrade. Accessed 10 June 2020.
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Upgrading the Sunshine Motorway from the Mooloolah River Interchange to Kawana
Way from 2 to 4 lanes



New local road links providing a direct connection for northbound traffic on Nicklin Way
to Brisbane Road in Mooloolaba, and a new link between Karawatha Drive in Mountain
Creek and Brisbane Road.

9.2.4
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The DBC is planned to be completed in 2020. In the longer term, it is understood the MRI
would be upgraded to provide further grade separation. An extension of the MRI to provide
an arterial connection through to Kawana Way Link road at Meridan Plains is also planned,
although no business case is currently being developed. This combination of the MRI and
the new arterial connection road would have a strong interface with the planned mass transit
route along the Nicklin Way, providing positive benefits including reduced through-traffic and
improved amenity in the mass transit corridor. However, the MRI is currently not a
‘committed project’ and accordingly based on advice from IA, has been excluded from the
base case road network.

PT network

The base case assumes a ‘Do minimum’ PT network by 2041 that adopts the PT network
operating in 2019 along with minor bus route extensions that provide PT services to urban
expansion development sites. PT within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) can
be summarised as follows:
Major bus stations/interchanges at Maroochydore (on Horton Parade), Kawana (Nicklin
Way at Kawana Shoppingworld), and SCUH (off Eccles Boulevard, Birtinya)



A high-frequency trunk route (600) connecting north–south between Maroochydore and
Wurtulla and on to Caloundra, outside the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1)



An existing trunk route (611) serving the corridor, from Maroochydore to SCUH via
Mooloolaba



East–west connections to centres outside the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1)
from Maroochydore to Nambour, Buderim, Landsborough, and Sippy Downs (University
of the Sunshine Coast), as well as from Buddina to Sippy Downs



North-south connections from Caloundra, and north to the Sunshine Coast Airport and
Noosa



Low frequency coverage services providing access to the activity centres of
Maroochydore, Kawana Shoppingworld precinct (Buddina), and Birtinya/SCUH,
operating at typically hourly frequencies



Buses are not given priority or dedicated lanes anywhere within the Sunshine Coast,
except for minor treatments at intersections near the SCUH at Birtinya



Routes that currently terminate on Horton Parade at Maroochydore have been diverted
to terminate at the planned transit centre within the developing Maroochydore CBD (the
former Horton Park Golf Course site).

W
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Table 25 lists base case bus routes that operate in the Sunshine Coast LGA in 2026, 2036
and 2041.
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Table 25: Base case bus routes (2026-2041)

Route Description

Peak period
frequency

Off peak
frequency

600

Caloundra – Maroochydore via Mooloolaba & Kawana

4

4

602

Caloundra – Maroochydore via Mountain Creek

1

1

603

Little Mountain to Caloundra

1

1

605

Caloundra to Landsborough*

1 / 1.5

0.86 / 0.71

606

Baringa to Caloundra**

1

1

607

Caloundra to University via SCUH & Kawana

2

2

609

Pelican Waters to Caloundra

1

1

610

Nambour to Maroochydore via Kunda Park

2

2

611

Maroochydore to SCUH via Mooloolaba & Kawana

2

2

612

Nambour to Maroochydore via Bli

1

1

615

Maroochydore to Landsborough via University***

2/1

0.75

616

Maroochydore to University via Alexandra Headland

2

2

617

Maroochydore to Sippy Downs via University

1

1

618

Sippy Downs to Kawana via University***

1

1

619

Kawana to Maroochydore via Alexandra Headland

1

1

620

Noosa Heads to Maroochydore via Peregian Beach

2

2

622

Maroochydore to Noosa Junction via Airport and
Coolum

1

1

636

Nambour to University via Buderim

1

1

OR
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Route

W

*Diverted from Steve Irwin Way to serve Beerwah East new development. **Extended through the future stages of Caloundra
South (Aura). ***Diverted/extended to serve Palmview.

There are three major urban expansion developments under construction in the Sunshine
Coast:


The Maroochydore CBD at the former Horton Park Golf Course site



The new urban centre of Aura located in the Caloundra South PDA



The Harmony development in the Palmview Declared Master Planned Area.

Conditions placed on these developments require proponents to construct PT infrastructure
such as bus stops and contribute to the cost of providing bus services. There is also a major
growth area called Beerwah East which is currently in early planning. Beerwah East is
currently a pine plantation which under the base case will be home to 19,558 people in
2041.
The base case PT network includes diversions and extensions to some existing 2019 bus
routes. These adjustments are included to provide PT access to the growth areas discussed
above, including Beerwah East. Frequencies and hours of operation of adjusted services
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remain as per the 2019 network. Changes to the 2019 network are listed in Table 26 and are
shown geographically in Figure 44. The base case bus network includes 850 additional
service km per day (when compared to the 2019 network).
Table 26: Bus network changes from 2019 to 2041 - base case

Routes affected

Comments

Maroochydore
CBD

600, 602, 610,
611, 612, 614,
615, 616, 617,
619, 620, 622

Extended/diverted all routes that currently start/end at
Maroochydore Station (Horton Parade) into the new CBD.
Nambour/Noosa routes still use old station on Horton Parade,
then continue into CBD. Other routes no longer use it, going
into the CBD instead.

Palmview

615, 618

Diverted 615 to run through Palmview between Sippy Downs
and Landsborough. Extended 618 to provide local coverage.

Caloundra
South (Aura)

606

Beerwah East

605
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Location

Extended 606 through Caloundra South future stages.
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Diverted 605 between Caloundra and Beerwah, to serve
Beerwah East.

Figure 44: Bus network changes from 2019 to 2041 - base case
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9.3.

Base case transport outcomes

This section outlines the transport outcomes expected under the base case in which
considerable urban expansion is expected under a business-as-usual approach to
infrastructure planning delivery. The base case transport outcomes demonstrate that
sustainably accommodating growth on the Sunshine Coast requires investment in a mass
transit system that reduces dependence on single-occupant cars and supports dense,
compact, and mixed-use development. Modelling shows that without an attractive,
convenient and competitive mass transit system, the urban footprint will expand and
transport costs will increase.

9.3.1

High levels of car dependence
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An estimated 523,900 additional trips will be made by car each day on the Sunshine Coast
in 2041, equating to an additional 6.3 million VKT when compared to 2016, outlined in Table
27. Forecasts under the base case show that the community’s reliance on private vehicles
will not change under a business-as-usual approach and car travel will continue to dominate
despite average travel speeds being 20 per cent lower across the LGA118.
Table 27: Base case car demand metrics

Car/light vehicle trips7
VKT

Vehicle hours travelled (VHT)

2016

2026

2036

2041

1,025,300

1,222,800

1,441,600

1,549,200

10,091,800

12,747,700

15,204,900

16,399,600

150,800

198,500

258,500

295,100

OR

PT mode share is forecast to stagnate in 2026 at just 1.2 per cent within the LGA and 1.4
per cent within the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1). In order to shift demand away
from private vehicles and avoid significant investment in road infrastructure over the longer
term, more attractive and competitive mass transit than assumed in the base case will be
required. Under the base case, the average number of car trips made per person drops as a
result of forecast reductions in vehicle ownership rates and the introduction of parking
controls. The average number of PT trips per person, however, remains very low as
demonstrated in Figure 45.

W

2041

2036

2026

2016
0

0.5

1

1.5
PT trips per person

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Car trips per person

Figure 45: Average number of trips per person (by mechanised mode)
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VKT/VHT in 2041.
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With an additional 523,900-person car trips each day, demand for road capacity on the
Sunshine Coast is forecast to increase significantly. Without an appropriate mass transit
solution, growth in urban expansion areas will contribute to significant demand on arterial
roads. A considerable number of trips from urban expansion areas are destined for the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) because it has the greatest concentration of
employment opportunities, community facilities and essential services. This demand means
links such as Kawana Arterial, Sunshine Motorway, Caloundra Road and Nicklin Way are
forecast to experience significant traffic growth. Figure 46 shows the forecast change in daily
traffic between 2016 and 2041.

Figure 46: Change in daily traffic volumes 2016 to 2041
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Daily traffic on Nicklin Way, south of the Mooloolah River crossing, is forecast to increase by
27 per cent over the next 20 years with an additional 13,600 vehicles using the road each
day. Similar levels of additional traffic are forecast on southern sections of Kawana Way
between Caloundra Road and Birtinya. Of all east-west arterials, Caloundra Road stands out
as the link with the highest degree of growth with between 24,000 and 39,000 additional
vehicles using this road every day. The additional traffic on Caloundra Road is the equivalent
to an additional four lanes of traffic119.

9.3.2

Increasing congestion

Additional hours travelled (free flow congested speeds)
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Congestion is forecast to become significantly worse by 2041 under the base case. Without
mass transit, urban expansion and accelerated growth in relatively low-density urban
expansion sites such as Aura and Beerwah East will require major road upgrades to deliver
acceptable levels of service. Across the LGA, time spent in traffic is forecast to increase by
341 per cent by 2041, shown in Figure 47.

2016

Sunshine Coast LGA

2041

Urban Corridor Stage 1

Enterprise Corridor

Figure 47: Total vehicle hours delay

OR

Figure 48 and Figure 49 show the 2016 and 2041 volume-to-capacity (VC) ratios for road
links within the Sunshine Coast. VC ratios are typically used to evaluate the likelihood and
duration of congestion on a section of road. A VC ratio above 1.0 indicates a high likelihood
of congestion during peak periods, and possibly even during off-peak periods.

W

Significant congestion is forecast on links in and around Beerwah East, Caloundra South
and Palmview. Vehicular trip demands will accumulate within the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor (Stage 1) and as a result, Nicklin Way and the east-west arterials that feed it will be
at or approaching capacity by 2041. Commuters are forecast to experience significant delays
on sections of the network during peak periods as demand approaches the capacity of key
links.

119

Sunshine Coast Council (2014). Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme, Page SC6-357, Table SC6.17B Urban transport corridors. Accessed at:
https://d1j8a4bqwzee3.cloudfront.net/~/media/Corporate/Documents/Planning/Planning%20scheme%20text/Schedule6/Schedule%206%20Se
ction%206_17.pdf?la=en
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Figure 48: 2016 VC ratio (AM peak)
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Figure 49: 2041 VC ratio (AM peak)
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9.3.3

Lack of realistic alternatives to private vehicle travel

Of all trips that start in the Sunshine Coast LGA in the 2041 base case, 94 per cent are
forecast to have destinations within the LGA. Of those 2.1 million trips that start and finish on
the Sunshine Coast, 26 per cent have destinations within the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor (Stage 1). However, only 1.4 per cent of these are forecast to be made by PT.
Table 28 shows how the average length of trips within the Sunshine Coast increases as a
result of decentralisation in the No-Intervention (trend) scenario. Trip lengths increase
slightly but remain quite low. Mass transit on the Sunshine Coast presents an opportunity to
facilitate mode share for shorter journeys through more competitive PT travel times.
Table 28: Average trip length (km) of trips within Sunshine Coast by mode and year under the base case

2016

2026

2036

2041

8.3

8.7

8.9

9.0

7.6

7.9

8.2

8.4

1.3

1.4

1.4

1.4
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Mode
Car
PT
Active transport

The Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (Stage 1) is book-ended by Maroochydore Town Centre
in the north and the SCUH in the south. These two centres are, and will continue to be,
major trip generators on the Sunshine Coast. Trips between these centres should be
relatively attractive PT journeys due to the relatively short distance. However, with infrequent
bus services that run circuitous routes in the same congestion as private vehicles, PT under
the base case is an unattractive option for most commuters.

9.3.4

Land use and urban form that supports alternatives to car transport

160
Peak travel time (min)

140

W

180

OR

Figure 50 indicates urban consolidation on the Sunshine Coast is limited by the
uncompetitive nature of the PT system. With Beerwah East and Aura accommodating a
large proportion of new residents, significant investment in roads will be required to maintain
reasonable levels of service. Under the base case, PT journey times from Caloundra South
and Beerwah East to Maroochydore are particularly uncompetitive. This is a major issue in
the base case where the combined population of these two areas reaches 72,000 by 2041.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
2016
Car to Caloundra South

2026
PT to Caloundra South

2036
Car to Beerwah East

2041
PT to Beerwah East

Figure 50: Journey time from Maroochydore to Caloundra South and Beerwah East under the base case
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10.

Options Assessment

This chapter describes the options assessment process used to determine the shortlist of
options taken forward to the detailed economic and financial analysis in the PBC. The
options assessment process was undertaken over multiple stages, leveraging the work
undertaken during the SBC phase, and previous transport planning undertaken by Council.

10.1.

Cost of the problem
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During the SBC phase of the Project, and to inform the completion of the IA Template for
Stage 1: Problem Identification and Prioritisation, transport and economic modelling was
undertaken to monetise and quantify the problems identified. Through this process it was
estimated the cost of the problem (nominal), relating to congestion (including externality
costs) was:


$500 million per annum for the entire Sunshine Coast LGA in 2016, rising to $3 billion
per annum in 2041



$350 million per annum for the urban corridor from Maroochydore to Caloundra, rising to
$2.2 billion in 2041



$160 million per annum for the urban corridor from Maroochydore to Kawana, rising to
$1 billion in 2041.

The cost of the problem establishes the rationale for the intervention and funding that could
be justifiable. Given its significance, this cost justifies a substantial intervention to resolve
and address the cost.

10.2.

The do-minimum transport investment option

The do-minimum transport investment option includes the roads and PT infrastructure and
services within the study area, as described in Chapter 9: Base Case. The future road and
PT network infrastructure upgrades include only those upgrades in the base case that are:
Funded and/or committed projects



Funded and planned projects, where upgrades are currently planned by the Council
and/or TMR and are expected to be funded through recurrent funding



Projects that represent do-minimum intervention including minor works and
maintenance.

W

OR



More detail on the base case infrastructure, population and transport outcomes are included
in Chapter 9.

10.3.

QGSO demographics adopted for options testing

The land use analysis in Chapter 8 demonstrated the level of investment in mass transit
infrastructure and services will potentially result in differing land use outcomes by 2041.
However, to enable a like-for-like analysis of options in the initial shortlisting phase a single
projected demographic scenario, as developed by the QGSO for the Sunshine Coast LGA in
2041, has been adopted for the options assessment. It should be noted however that the
QGSO have confirmed their 2041 distribution of population for the Sunshine Coast LGA is
based on inputs from Council that assume certain infrastructure upgrades including a major
investment to provide a mass transit spine in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.
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10.4.

Options identification and longlist – SCMT Stage 1

The options identification process for the PBC focussed on the Stage 1 corridor from
Maroochydore to SCUH to build on the findings and recommendations of the SBC (Priority
Area 1).

10.4.1

SBC options assessment and SCMT program

The SBC followed on from the Council’s ‘A Line in the Sand’ report (2012) which also
considered mass transit options for the region. The SBC was the first stage of the formal
business case assessment of the SCMT Project.
The SBC identified and assessed 17 current and potential initiatives that are, and could be
progressed, by Council or the Queensland Government. The initiatives included:
10 non-capital initiatives (covering reform and better use)



Seven capital investment initiatives to improve roads or mass transit.
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Table 29 describes the initiatives outlined in the SBC which were reconfirmed through the
confirmation of the service need undertaken in the PBC.
Table 29: SBC initiatives identified

Initiative

Description

Current Initiatives

Town planning at Maroochydore

This initiative involves planning, carrying out, promoting, coordinating
and controlling the development of land in the Maroochydore City
Centre.
This initiative will provide a mix of residential, commercial, retail, civic
and community uses in order to improve the business district and city
centre, complementing and enhancing Maroochydore’s existing
business offering.

W

OR

Town planning at Caloundra
South and Beerwah East

This initiative involves planning, carrying out, promoting, coordinating
and controlling the development of land in Caloundra South (Aura) and
the future major urban area of Beerwah East.
This initiative will include developing a compact community supported
by PT, housing choice and affordability, employment opportunities,
facilities and services in order to service the region’s growing
population.

Investigation of potential land
use responses

This initiative involves an investigation and potential update of the
Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme 2014 to provide an up-to-date land
use planning scheme for the Sunshine Coast region to regulate the
way land, buildings and structures are used and developed.

Development of road travel
demand management strategies

This initiative involves the implementation of travel demand
management strategies to encourage alternative transport mode usage
and reduce road network congestion and flow on impacts. Current
programs are focussed on voluntary travel behaviour change and
managing the supply of parking at the Kawana and Maroochydore
centres.

Development and
implementation of Integrated
Transport Strategy

This initiative involves the implementation of early initiatives identified
in the recently adopted Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy
to capture the opportunities and respond to the transport challenges
facing the Sunshine Coast region to achieve a connected, smart,
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Initiative

Description
integrated, safe and efficient transport system that contributes to the
region’s economic viability, sustainability and lifestyle.
The Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy 20132033 provides a vision and blueprint for sustainable economic growth.
It will help to ensure the region actively participates in the global
economy and deliver the lifestyle and opportunities for local residents
and businesses alike.

Bus network infrastructure
improvements

This initiative entails the progressive extension and increased service
levels for the existing bus network, together with the staged installation
of the CoastConnect QBC scheme to improve bus running times
between Maroochydore and Caloundra. CoastConnect is a ‘quality bus
corridor’ that proposes a staged development of infrastructure
improvements including widening of intersections and adding general
traffic lanes to assist bus travel, and bus stop upgrades.
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Development of Regional
Economic Development
Strategy

Investment in additional road
network capacity
Potential Initiatives

This initiative involves the progressive upgrading of existing road
infrastructure to address congestion issues and mitigate increased
road network demand.

Reform/Better use potential initiatives
Land use only solution

OR

Implementation of road travel
demand management strategies

This initiative involves additional land use reform on the Sunshine
Coast region, beyond land use focused activities covered under current
initiatives. This would involve extensive urban consolidation at higher
levels than currently envisaged in the Sunshine Coast Planning
Scheme 2014 and ShapingSEQ.
This initiative involves additional travel demand management
strategies on the Sunshine Coast region, beyond current voluntary
change initiatives. Options could include toll points, congestion charges
or further parking management strategies to restrain the growth and
supply, and increase the price of parking an activity centres.

Infrastructure-based potential initiatives

This initiative involves the delivery of major road infrastructure
upgrades beyond those already planned to ensure that performance of
the road network does not continue to degrade in the future.

Passenger Rail between
Beerwah and Sunshine Coast
Airport

This initiative involves delivering a new Queensland Rail passenger rail
line from the existing Queensland Rail passenger rail network from
Beerwah to the Sunshine Coast Airport via Maroochydore through the
CAMCOS corridor.

Fast rail between Beerwah and
Sunshine Coast Airport

This initiative involves delivering a new line from the existing
Queensland Rail passenger rail network from Beerwah to the Sunshine
Coast Airport via Maroochydore through the CAMCOS corridor. The
key difference between this initiative and the passenger rail initiative
above is the mode of rail is considerably faster than existing
Queensland Rail services and the number of stops would be
significantly reduced, similar to what has been proposed under the
North Coast Connect project.

W

Major upgrades to road network
to keep service levels consistent
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Description

Local mass transit- between
Maroochydore and Caloundra

This initiative involves delivering an on-street mass transit system
along a coastal corridor between Maroochydore, Kawana and
Caloundra.

Local mass transit between
Beerwah and Maroochydore

This initiative involves delivering an on-street mass transit system
along a coastal corridor between Maroochydore and Kawana. The
system then extends down to Beerwah through the CAMCOS corridor,
with an on-street spur line to Caloundra.

Local mass transit between
Maroochydore and Kawana, and
passenger rail to Beerwah

This initiative involves an on-street mass transit system between
Maroochydore and Kawana, and a passenger rail system from Kawana
to Beerwah through the CAMCOS corridor.

Passenger rail between
Beerwah and Sunshine Coast
Airport, and local mass transit
system between Maroochydore
and Caloundra

This initiative involves delivering Queensland Rail passenger rail from
Beerwah to the Sunshine Coast Airport via Caloundra, which integrates
with an on- street mass transit system from Maroochydore to
Caloundra. This initiative is a combination of infrastructure initiatives 1
and 4 above.

10.4.1.1
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Initiative

SBC assessment of non-capital initiatives



Eight initiatives are currently being implemented and are not sufficient in their own right
to address the challenges of growth management on the Sunshine Coast. They will form
the basis of the ‘base case’ or ‘without project case’ against which any future investment
could be measured.



An initiative based solely on land use reform will not adequately address challenges nor
fully realise desired benefits. However, in order to achieve urban transformation policy
goals, a land use strategy must accompany any preferred mass transit solution as the
integration of land use and transport planning is critical to achieving optimal economic
and social policy outcomes for the region.



Implementation of significant road travel demand management and restraint of car
parking supply would be insufficient to respond to the major growth in travel expected.
SBC assessment of capital initiatives

OR

10.4.1.2

Major road upgrade

W

The SBC dismissed the option of a major upgrade to the region’s road network as the
response to cater for future growth in travel demand120:
“The key concern with major upgrades to the road network is the high level of
mismatch with current stated policies relating to the future development of the region.
All three spheres of government are committed to a shift away from car dominated
cities in the future. A major upgrade of the road system would increase the dominance
of the private vehicle, create more emissions, use more energy and result in
diminished amenity in the future.
Providing a major upgrade to arterial roads would not meet key land use objectives, in
particular urban transformation outcomes in the urban corridor, and would undermine
the liveability of the region.

120

Sunshine Coast Council. 2019. Strategic Business Case – Sunshine Coast Mass Transit. P110.
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While a balanced, moderate program of major road investment will be obviously
needed in a growing region, it should not be the sole response, given the long-term
impacts of motor traffic and car dependency.”
Mass transit options
Six potential mass transit infrastructure initiatives were selected to undergo further analysis
to determine a shortlist to undergo detailed analysis in future project stages. This analysis
concluded that the infrastructure initiatives that performed best were those that provide:
Coverage along the coastal areas of the Sunshine Coast region from Maroochydore to
Caloundra



Inland connections through urban expansion developments connecting to the existing
regional passenger rail network.
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As described in Chapter 0: Investment Program Priorities, the SBC recommended a priority
staging for mass transit infrastructure interventions. The first stage of mass transit should be
delivered in the Priority Area 1 (the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor),
from Maroochydore to SCUH, as the best way to meet the Project objectives.

10.4.2

PBC options identification

The development of options for the PBC was undertaken by the project team, considering
the technologies and initiatives that could feasibly be delivered to realise the benefits sought
from the Project, with a focus on the identified Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. The options
considered in the PBC options assessment were:
1. Region-wide bus service enhancements (no infrastructure)

2. Region-wide bus network upgrades (with targeted bus infrastructure improvements)
3. Road network upgrades in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

4. Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor

OR

5. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT, bronze standard) in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

W

6. Light Rail Transit (LRT) in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor.
These options reflect a range of PT solutions, technology options and levels of capital
investment to understand the incremental benefit that could be realised from an increasing
level of investment and intervention in the corridor.
For the PBC, a comprehensive re-consideration of non-infrastructure options, other than bus
enhancement option 1, was not undertaken as it was considered the SBC undertook a
detailed and sufficiently comprehensive assessment. Given the 70 per cent increase in
population that is being forecast for the region, it was considered that non-infrastructure
solutions, as stand-alone initiatives, would not in their own right realise the benefits sought or
address the scale of the problem. These non-infrastructure options could however be
implemented alongside infrastructure as complementary solutions.

10.5.

Options scoping and development

The identified options were subsequently scoped by the project team. For each option,
sufficient design effort was undertaken to develop a strategic level cost estimate and enable
transport modelling to be undertaken. All options incorporate the route for Stage 1 from
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Maroochydore to the SCUH. To ensure a like-for-like comparison, for each of the options, an
updated region-wide PT network including bus service enhancements was used as the basis
for the strategic transport modelling.
The scoping of the options leveraged previous studies undertaken, particularly for the QBC
which was subject to previous detailed technical investigation and business cases by TMR
as part of the Coast Connect project. Previous investigations by the Council and the
Queensland Government have also considered LRT and BRT on the Sunshine Coast.

10.5.1

Option 1 – Region-wide bus service enhancements

10.5.2
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The bus service enhancements in a non-capital option is based on an expanded future bus
route network on the Sunshine Coast. This network was developed by TMR as part of the
Southern Sunshine Coast Public Transport Study. It consists of a trunk corridor extending
from Beerwah to the Sunshine Coast Airport (via Caloundra, Kawana, Mooloolaba,
Maroochydore) which is serviced by three high-frequency routes. Connections to other
activity centres (including new centres) and the North Coast Rail Line are provided by new
and existing connector routes with improved frequencies. Urban expansion growth areas are
provided with new coverage services, and frequencies and routing on some existing
coverage routes are improved. Services north of the airport and west of the North Coast Rail
line remain unchained. No changes to existing parking policy were assumed.

Option 2 – Region-wide bus network upgrades

The bus network upgrades option reflects a low capital solution, providing localised
treatments throughout the corridor to improve the current bus network service. It assumes
the bus service enhancements in Option 1 with some additional service enhancements and
supporting bus infrastructure and parking policy. Features include:
Improved service frequency based on having 2 routes on Nicklin Way with a combined
service frequency of 8 vehicles per hour (7.5-minute headways)



Vehicles will be standard TransLink branded vehicles



Bus stop locations as per TransLink future network planning



Queue jumps on Nicklin Way at:

OR



Jessica Boulevard



Port Cartwright Drive



Palkana Drive



Main Drive.

W





Bus priority measure at main drive to Kawana Way



Park n Ride at Sunshine Motorway



Parking charges will be applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba based on current
charges applied in Caloundra and Birtinya.

10.5.3

Option 3 – Road network upgrades in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor

The road upgrade option is more modest than the region-wide upgrade dismissed in the
SBC phase. It considers the ability to make amendments and investment in the road network
to alleviate congestion and improve the transport functionality within the Stage 1 corridor
only. This also incorporates the base bus service enhancements of Option 1. The level of
new road infrastructure is consistent with the QBC option below which provides a similar
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scale of investment but only for public transport. This road option will include road upgrades
to provide extra lanes along Aerodrome Road, Venning Street, Walan Street, Brisbane Road
and Nicklin Way

10.5.4

Option 4 – QBC – Maroochydore to SCUH

The QBC Reference Project reflects the development of a high-quality bus corridor, with high
frequency service provision. It represents a significant capital investment in bus technology
and corridor level treatments, as compared to the bus network upgrades, to attract
passengers and increase PT mode share. The design leverages previous detailed
investigations undertaken by TMR on the CoastConnect: Caloundra to Maroochydore
Quality Bus Corridor study undertaken in 2010-11. Key features of this option include:
Up to 20 improved vehicles - higher specification branded vehicles, articulated or double
decker buses



High frequency bus services as specified by TransLink in future network. Minimum of 2
overlapping services on Nicklin Way and deviating to SCUH with frequency of 8 services
per hour and headways of 7.5 minutes. These services will be pre-paid only (no cash
fares)



Journey time to be determined by Strategic Model. Speeds for buses likely to be
restricted to 10km/h greater than general traffic lanes.



Infrastructure as per drawings in Coast Connect reports



Dedicated bus lanes along Aerodrome Road - Rose Street to Horton Parade



Dedicated bus lanes along Main Drive and Nicklin Way (2 road lanes + 1 bus lane +
Active Transport)



Quality bus stops along corridor



Brisbane Road, Walan Street, Venning Street - upgraded to 4 lanes of General traffic.
Cost excluded from project as works being undertaken by Council in 2019 / 2020



Park n Ride at Sunshine Motorway



Parking charges will be applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba based on current
charges applied in Caloundra and Birtinya.

OR

Option 5 – Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) – Maroochydore to SCUH

W

10.5.5
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A BRT Reference Project was developed for the PBC and reflects a significant level of
capital investment to create a dedicated high quality bus-based PT spine in the corridor. The
solution includes high quality vehicles and stations with features as described by the Bus
Rapid Transit Standard121. Key features of the BRT option include:


Identical alignment to the LRT alignment (Option 6) across the corridor with aligned
station locations and function



14 Modern battery electric buses 24m long, based on the planned Brisbane Metro
vehicle currently being constructed in Europe



Cashless pre-paid boarding, tag on platform, all doors, no contact with driver



Dedicated right of way corridor but not grade separated

121

ITDP (2017). Bus Rapid Transit Standard. Accessed at: https://www.itdp.org/library/standards-and-guides/the-bus-rapid-transit-standard/
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8 services per hour, 7.5-minute headways



Priority at traffic signals



Journey time of 30 minutes from Maroochydore to Kawana



Park n Ride at Sunshine Motorway



Parking charges will be applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba based on current
charges applied in Caloundra and Birtinya.

10.5.6

Option 6 – Light Rail Transit – Maroochydore to SCUH
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The LRT Reference Project was developed for the PBC, and as for the BRT design
intention, represents a significant level of capital investment to create a dedicated highquality dedicated PT spine in the corridor. The LRT option reflects the highest specification,
largest infrastructure intervention and highest cost solution considered in the options
assessment. Features of the design include:


14 modern Light Rail Vehicles (LRV) similar to Gold Coast and Canberra light rail



Identical alignment to the BRT alignment across the corridor with aligned station
locations and function



Cashless pre-paid boarding, tag on platform, no contact with driver



Dedicated right of way corridor but not grade-separated



8 services per hour, 7.5-minute headways



Priority at traffic signals



Journey time of 30 minutes from Maroochydore to Kawana



Park n Ride at Sunshine Motorway



Parking charges will be applied in Maroochydore and Mooloolaba based on current
charges applied in Caloundra.

Trackless trams

OR

10.5.7

W

Trackless tram is an emerging technology solution that in many respects resembles the BRT
Reference Project in form and function. A trackless tram is an electric powered rubber tyred
vehicle that could in the future be autonomously guided via an optical or radio service
guidance system. The best known form of trackless tram is the Autonomous Rapid Transit
(ART) which is currently operating on a 17km line that has recently been opened for revenue
service in Yibin in the south-eastern part of Sichuan province.
The overarching approach for the SCMT Project has been to consider technologies and
solutions that have a level of proven service, thereby reducing the technological and
commissioning risks and enabling the Council (and any operators) the ability to leverage off
experience from similar systems globally during commissioning and operations. At this stage
trackless trams do not have significant proven service experience that can be relied upon to
reduce this risk for Council and its partners. Further, the ART solution is proprietary
technology, thus adding further risks for project owners when locked into a single supplier.
Based on the likely relative costs to other BRT (and LRT) solutions, the delivery of a mass
transit system through trackless trams was seen as a technology that needs further
development and some degree of proven service to be considered a solution in its own right.
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Its exclusion as an explicit option in the PBC phase does not however prevent its future
consideration in the DBC or procurement phases if the technology becomes more advanced
and a clear path to approval for its operation in Australia is established.

10.6.

Options assessment

10.6.1

Criteria

The six shortlisted options for Stage 1 were assessed against a range of criteria chosen to
link directly to the service need requirements and project objectives developed in the SBC as
conveyed in Chapter 1 of the PBC. This represents the best way to test their ability to deliver
the outcomes desired by the Council. The criteria used for the quantitative MCA are outlined
in Table 30.
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Table 30: MCA criteria

Core
Assessment
Weighting

Criteria

Description

Transport
Outcomes

Impacts of the option on mode share, travel times, congestion,
PT reliability, future transport network development. Focused on
PT impacts.

45%

Land Use
and CityShaping

How the option impacts on the land use outcomes in the
corridor and enables urban transformation and promotes urban
consolidation development. This criterion considered the
amount of development likely to be generated by each
respective mode and its ability to satisfy the urban consolidation
criteria of the SEQ Regional Plan and Council.

30%

Cost

Comparative whole of life costs including capital and operating
cost estimates over 30 years for each of the scoped options,
discounted at 7 per cent real (economic discount rate).

15%

The overall sustainability and environmental impact of the
option.

10%

10.7.

OR

Sustainability

Criteria scoring rationale

10.7.1

W

Outlined below is a summary of the approach to the scoring of each of the criteria to provide
an understanding of how each option as scored relative to each other.

Transport outcomes criterion

The transport outcomes criterion measures the relative impact of each option on the
transport network in the Sunshine Coast and its ability to deliver the required transport
outcomes, as defined by the Service Needs. The transport outcomes were quantified using
metrics produced chiefly from strategic transport modelling of each option. Table 31 outlines
the metrics used for the options assessment.
Table 31: Transport outcomes - modelling sub-criteria

Criteria

Description

Source

Maximise travel time
competitiveness of PT

The difference in minutes between PT and Private Car
door-to-door travel times between Sunshine Coast Hospital
and Maroochydore CBD in the AM and PM peaks.

Transport
Model
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Description

Source

Minimise PT travel
times between centres

SCU Hospital to Maroochydore Transit Centre in AM and
PM peaks

Transport
Model

Hours delayed by
congestion within the
Sunshine Coast

Hours of travel time in congested travel conditions, which is
the difference in hypothetical travel time at freeflow speed
and modelled travel time under congestion for people in
cars and PT

Transport
Model

Time spent in
excessive congestion

Hours of travel time in excessive congestion, defined as
links where travel speed < 70 per cent of posted speed
(consistent with TMR ‘excessive congestion’ definition)

Transport
Model

Maximise PT Mode
Share

Measures the total mode share for trips within the Sunshine
Coast LGA.

Transport
Model

Total in-vehicle PT passenger km within the Sunshine
Coast LGA.

Transport
Model

Percentage of JTW trips made by PT within the Sunshine
Coast LGA

Transport
Model

Level of dedicated PT running within the corridor.

Technical
Design

Number of PT
passenger hours and
VKT
Maximise the number
of people choosing PT
for travel to work
PT Reliability

10.7.2
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Criteria

Land use and city-shaping criterion

The land use criterion was assessed through quantification of the number of additional
dwellings activated in the corridor as a result of land use and market response to the option.
This was considered as a function of two core components of land use response to transit
infrastructure:
Capacity

2.

Take-up.

OR

1.

W

Each mode has a different capacity response and take up response that is reflected in the
range of additional expected dwellings in the corridor. An assessment was undertaken by
the Land Use advisors on the projected impact of each option on the capacity and take-up
rate in the corridor.
For the assessment, given the Service Need and objectives of the Project, the options were
assessed on a pro-rata basis against the option with the strongest land use response (LRT).

10.7.3

Cost

Comparative whole-of-life costs were developed for each of the options assessed. Costs
developed included:


Risk adjusted capital costs



Vehicle purchase costs for QBC, BRT and LRT



Operation costs for additional bus service km



Operational costs for BRT and LRT.
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A cash flow of costs for each option was developed and discounted at 7 per cent (real) to
develop a Net Present Cost for each option.

10.7.4

Sustainability

The impact on sustainability of each of the options was assessed by monetising the
environmental impacts of each of the options, based on the outputs of the transport
modelling for each option. The environmental and sustainability aspects monetised include:
Air pollution



Greenhouse gas emissions



Noise impacts



Water impacts



Nature and Landscape impacts



Urban separation



Upstream and Downstream costs.

10.7.5

Results
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Table 32 presents the outcomes of the MCA assessment, and the assessment of each
option against the sub-criteria. These scores were determined based off the quantitative
data described above.
Table 32: Quantitative MCA outcomes

Bus
service

Criteria

Road
network

QBC

BRT

LRT

8

8

7

9

10

10

Land use and city-shaping

0

0

0

1

6

10

Sustainability

3

5

2

10

10

10

10

7

6

4

2

2

$350

$450

$450

$600

$1,200

$1,450

5.2

5.0

4.1

5.8

7.5

8.7

4

5

6

3

2

1

Cost

OR

Transport outcomes

Bus
network

Results
Rank

W

Whole of life capital and
operating cost (Discounted at
7% real - $million)

Option 6, LRT was the strongest performing option in the MCA, scoring the highest in three
out of four criteria. Both LRT and Option 5, BRT provided the same transport outcomes as
well as the same impact on the sustainability criteria. LRT, however, has a stronger land use
response in terms of both take-up and capacity as compared to all other options (see
Appendix C). Option 4, the QBC was third due to its relatively strong transport and
sustainability outcomes. However, it has very limited or no potential to influence land use
and city-shaping outcomes.
To test the robustness of the results from the MCA, several sensitives were run using
alternative scenarios across these criteria, shown in Table 33. These sensitivities
considered:
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An equal weighting, to test the outcome if all criteria are considered to be equivalently
important



Cost criteria greater than land use, to test the outcome if cost and transport are
considered more important



Only the Transport Outcomes, Land Use and Cost criteria, as these act as a proxy for an
economic assessment.

LRT and BRT remained the highest performing options under all sensitivity tests undertaken.
The QBC option was third except under a scenario that excluded the sustainability criteria.
Table 33: Quantitative MCA results and sensitivities

Score

Rank

Rank

Equal
weightings on
all criteria
Cost
weighting >
Land Use
weighting

Rank
Score
Rank

Transport,
Land Use and
Cost criteria
only

Score
Rank

Road
network

QBC

BRT

LRT

5.2

5.0

4.1

5.8

7.5

8.7

4

5

6

3

2

1

5.1

5.1

4.0

6.2

7.1

7.9

5

4

6

3

2

1

6.7

6.2

5.4

6.7

7.1

7.6

4

5

6

3

2

1

5.8

5.1

4.7

5.0

6.1

7.4

3

4

6

5

2

1

Summary

OR

10.8.

Score

Bus
network
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Core result

Bus
service
enhance
ments

W

The quantitative MCA results presented in Table 32 and Table 33 demonstrate that an LRT
solution from Maroochydore to SCUH at Kawana Town Centre is the highest performing
option when assessed against a range of criteria and alternative transport infrastructure
investments. LRT performed the strongest in the Core scenario as well as across all
sensitivities. BRT ranks second, and this result is also consistent across all sensitivities.
Based on the results of the MCA, the following options were recommended for progression
in the PBC to economic analysis and more detailed assessment through development of a
CBA:


PBC Option 6 - LRT



PBC Option 5 - BRT



PBC Option 4 - QBC.

The options assessment process concluded that PBC Option 6 – LRT was considered to
have the most significant benefits in achieving the important land use criterion. Analysis
indicates the PBC Option 5 – BRT would have a more modest influence on land use and
city-shaping outcomes based on best available evidence. The QBC option performs well in
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terms of transport and cost, however, cannot achieve the full range of land use and cityshaping benefits sought for the SCMT Project in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.
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11.

Reference Projects

11.1.

Reference Project – LRT

This section outlines the process undertaken to develop the SCMT Reference Project – LRT.
It also documents the preferred option for the LRT and presents an overview of the technical
features that comprise the proposed solution.
The key components of the Reference Project – LRT are shown in Table 34.
Table 34: LRT components

Description

System

Stand-alone Light Rail system from Maroochydore to SCUH
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Component

1. Northern Terminus at Maroochydore CBD Transit Centre
2. Southern Terminus at SCUH bus station

Route length

13.6km

Stations

16 stops




9 central island stops
5 side platform stops
2 terminus stops

Cross section

Dual track, combination of centre running and verge running

Track type

Embedded steel rail track, with electrical isolation

Vehicles

14 light rail vehicles (LRVs), 8 services per hour in both directions, plus
spares

Vehicle specification




Standard gauge, low floor, accessible
Expected seated capacity of 80

OR



Maximum 45m long vehicles



Bridges and
structures

Total capacity of approximately 300

W



Expected standing capacity of 220

5 new bridge structures and one new pedestrian bridge

Key traffic
interactions

66 at grade intersections, including major intersections at Aerodrome
Road/Sixth Avenue, Walan Street/Brisbane Road, Nicklin Way/Jessica
Boulevard, Kawana Island Boulevard, Wyandra Drive, and Kawana Way

Active transport

Active transport consideration for the length of the corridor

Electric traction
Power

Overhead lines with pantograph collection on the vehicles (750 v DC). Nine
sub-stations at approximately 2km spacing. Battery power and flash
charging to be investigated in DBC

Bus network

Bus interchanges at Maroochydore CBD Transit Centre, SCUH, Main Drive
and MRI

Park n Ride

A Park n Ride near the MRI at the Bundilla station
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Component

Description

Running time

An expected journey time of approximately 30 minutes

Service hours

Weekday services


Peak and between peak service frequency: 7.5 minutes



Off peak service frequency: 15 minutes



Weekend service frequency: 15 minutes.
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The key objective of the Reference Project – LRT is to provide a high quality reliable
customer experience, ensuring travel time is maintained by providing a dedicated LRT right
of way with traffic signal priority at all intersections. This will enable it to attract and keep
passengers who would otherwise drive.
Figure 51 depicts an artist’s impression of possible LRT design outcome.

OR

Figure 51: LRT impression

Scope – Reference Project LRT

11.2.1

Alignment options

W

11.2.

The design process considered seven alternatives for the alignment within the corridor:
ranging from shared running (similar to the older Melbourne tram routes) to dedicated
trackways either centre or verge running. Three have been shortlisted for use in the
Reference Project – LRT as shown in Table 35.
Table 35: Alignment options considerations

Alignment
Option

Description

Shortlisted

Rationale

Dedicated
urban

Light rail tracks without any
road vehicle access and can
be combined with
pedestrianised access.

Yes

Adopted.
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Description

Shortlisted

Rationale

Median narrow

Light rail tracks located in a
dedicated median in close
proximity to adjacent road
lanes.

Yes

Adopted.

Verge

Light rail tracks located on
one side of the road.
Consideration of safe
clearances and use of soft
landscaping to manage
oncoming vehicle headlight
glare risk required.
Opportunities to minimise
traffic disruption.

Yes

Adopted.

Dedicated
corridor

Light rail tracks in a dedicated
corridor away from road
reserves.

No

There are no long sections of
dedicated corridor within the route,
therefore removing the dedicated
corridor as a viable option.

Median –
wide122

Light rail tracks in a dedicated
median with available space
for adjacent soft landscaping
treatments.

No

The Mass Transit Route does not
have wide median areas, generally
greater than 15m. Major acquisition of
freehold properties would be required.

Kerbside

Light rail tracks located on
kerbside. Allows for
integrated footpath and stops.

No

Kerbside operation has been
eliminated due to the impact that this
option has for access to both sides of
the corridor. Kerbside generally has
sections of shared running, to allow
for left hand turns and property
access. This does not support the
objective of safety and would not
provide reliable and efficient travel
times.

Shared
running

Light rail tracks located in
road lane with the LRV
operating in the lane with
road vehicles. Potential
impacts on journey time if the
road is congested.

No

Shared running of the Mass Transit
corridor with other road traffic has
been disregarded as a viable option
for any long segments of the proposed
route. This decision is based on the
impact that shared running has on
travel time and reliability of the
system. There may be isolated short
sections along this route where this
option may be viable however this
option would not be considered as a
desirable outcome for the alignment.
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Alignment
Option

122

This alignment option was used on Northborne Avenue, Canberra, where the road reserve had been planned to accommodate light rail in a
wide median.
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11.2.2

Technical parameters

The technical criteria prepared for the Reference Project – LRT have been based on
parameters used in recent Australian projects and standards prepared. The input documents
reviewed include:


Transport for NSW (TfNSW) Technical Note – TN 078:2016 Principles, standards and
high-level design parameters for the development of light rail systems



TMR Interim Guide to Development in a Transport Environment: Light Rail



Previous project experience including GCLR, Canberra Metro and SLR CBD



Local requirements.

Table 36: Rail criteria

Design Parameter
LRVs
Length
Static cross section
Track gauge
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The key aspects of the rail criteria are identified in Table 36.

Units

Value

vehicles

14

m

45.0m

m

2.65m

Standard

Design speed – close to adjacent road
(narrow median or verge running)

km per hour

Match posted road speed

Horizontal alignment radius (minimum)

m

Desirable 35m

Absolute minimum 25m

Vertical alignment (maximum)

per cent

3.5 per cent preferred

OR

7 per cent absolute (for short distances
only)

Criteria

Slab track with embedded rail

Trackform (long bridges)

Criteria

Exposed rail with discrete fastenings

Criteria

Match adjacent road

W

Trackform (excluding long bridges)

Flood immunity

Road criteria are based on TMR and Council requirements.

11.2.3

Provision for future extensions

Previous studies on the mass transit corridor identified future stages to extend the route
north from Maroochydore CBD and south from the SCUH. The alignment developed for the
Reference Design terminus stations allow for future extension.

11.2.4

Stations

Stations, along with the LRVs, are the key interface points between the travelling public and
the light rail system and need to provide facilities and information which make the user
experience as inviting and convenient as possible. It is intended that the stations will have a
consistent design across the network to improve legibility and will be designed to suit the
Sunshine Coast. Stations have been located where they:
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Will allow the convenient movement of people between the light rail system and
surrounding origins and destinations



Allow interchanges with other forms of transport to occur at convenient locations



Provide a safe and inviting environment



Can be made to safely and effectively fit with and integrate into the surrounding urban
landscape and traffic network



Meet geometric design standards including being located on a straight section of track
and flat grade at the station.

Station design elements

11.2.5.1

Facilities
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11.2.5

The facilities to be provided at each station include (at a minimum) are depicted in Figure 52.

OR

Figure 52: Station design elements

11.2.5.2

W

A standardised arrangement of these facilities will lead to customer familiarity and ease of
maintenance. However, each station platform needs to be designed in relation to its local
context. As an example, access points and pedestrian storage provisions on each platform
will vary.
Station layouts

Four physical station typologies have been identified. They are:


Island



Side



Terminus



Intermediate Intermodal.

All stations are located on straight track with minimum grades along the alignment for
passenger comfort and safety. The straight track extends beyond the station to allow for any
movement of the LRV sideways as it enters a curve.
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Island
Island platforms are located between the tracks with the track centres widened at each end
of the station to provide the clearance for the station between the tracks. Facilities are
centrally located on the station to provide safe access and movement paths to both platform
faces. Island platforms are generally preferred as they allow the shared locating of facilities
for the station when compared with a side stop.
Side
Side platforms require two platforms located outside the light rail tracks. They Side platforms
adjacent to roads with speeds over 50km per hour have not been identified in the design due
to the significant requirements for crash barrier protection along the back of the platform.
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This station configuration requires more width at the station location, but the impact is limited
to the station length along the corridor as the track centres are not widened.
There is the need to duplicate facilities on the station so that passengers do not need to
change platforms to reach help points, top up go cards, or use other facilities on the stations.
Terminus

Terminus stops are located at the end of the alignment when LRVs complete their journey in
one direction, the driver changes ends of the vehicle and returns the other direction. For the
benefit of passengers, it is desirable for terminus stops to be an island platform as the LRV
they are waiting to catch may depart from either platform. An island platform means they can
wait on the platform and move to either platforms face as needed. Side platforms generally
result in passengers waiting at the end of the platforms to see which platform they need to
use for the next service.
Driver facilities are required at terminus stops for comfort breaks and rest breaks. At
Maroochydore and SCUH, drivers’ facilities are proposed to be shared with other PT driver
facilities. This will require confirmation with TransLink as being suitable. If not suitable, driver
facilities should be located in close proximity to the station but not on the station due to
space impacts the facilities have on the operation of the platform.

OR

Terminus stops require additional facilities for passengers as there are normally more
passengers using these stops. The terminus platforms are proposed to have 100 per cent
shelter and additional top-up machines, touch on/off points, and seating.

W

Intermediate Intermodal

Intermediate intermodal stops are provided where passengers are able to transfer to or from
the bus network. These stops generally have more passengers using them so require
additional shelter and facilities. The intermediate intermodal stops are proposed to have 100
per cent shelter.
It is important for the passengers that the transfer between modes is as efficient as possible.
This is achieved by having the platforms located side by side or sharing platforms with buses
located on one side and LRVs on the other.
Intermediate Major
Particular stops are likely to experience occasional high passenger demands, principally
related to significant events. This is expected to be the case for the stop near the Sunshine
Coast Stadium and Mooloolaba stops.
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11.2.6

Urban design and landscape

The SCMT is envisioned as a world class, urban and landscape infrastructure PT system
that is designed as an alternative green mode of transport that will allow residents and
visitors to be more sustainable and better connected along its fast-growing urbanised
environment.
For the reference design the following key design principles have been adopted:
Build a strong design character to each of the station precincts through the use of
specifically chosen materials and planting species associated with the place and station
locations along the alignment.



Maximise shade and planting to areas associated with the public realm and immediate
interfaces of the new station nodes.



Ensure a clear hierarchy and legible approach to pedestrian connections are embedded
into the design of each station precincts.



Where the opportunity arises, design additional new open spaces that complement and
enhance the existing open spaces for the public to enjoy.

11.2.7
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Public bus operations

Three key bus/LRT transfer points have been identified along the corridor; Maroochydore
CBD Transit Centre, Bundilla station at MRI, and the SCUH bus station.
For passengers travelling to and through Maroochydore, the proposed Maroochydore CBD
Transit Centre will connect the light rail corridor with buses from the north and west using the
interchange. The design also provides for interchange with future regional rail services
proposed in the CAMCOS corridor. The light rail terminus has been integrated at ground
level with the bus stops to provide direct connectivity for passengers. The regional rail
station is proposed to be elevated and will have vertical transport to ground adjacent to the
light rail terminus. The transit centre will become a hub for passenger movements into and
through Maroochydore.

W

OR

To provide a benefit for passengers who are not directly located on the light rail corridor, the
Bundilla station will integrate bus services from the west with the light rail corridor. The
Bundilla station will allow direct interchange between buses and the light rail at a shared
platform. Buses from the west using the Sunshine Motorway will be able to access the stop
through a dedicated bus lane at the intersection of the Sunshine Motorway and Brisbane
Road. This will allow buses on routes using the Sunshine Motorway to complete their
journey at the interchange. Bus layover facilities and a driver’s amenity building are included
in this location.
The SCUH bus station currently has bus services operating from it to the south, west and
north. SCUH is the southern extent of the Reference Project – LRT (Stage 1). SCUH will
form an important interchange for passengers from bus services from the south and west to
the light rail corridor. The terminus of the light rail has replaced the eastern side of the bus
station, with direct interchange between buses and the light rail at the entrance to SCUH.

11.2.8

Active transport provisions

11.2.8.1

Pedestrian movements

The design has considered suitable active transport facilities either within or adjacent to the
light rail route. Pedestrian movements across the light rail corridor are facilitated through the
use of signalised crossings. Pedestrian crossings are provided at road intersections with the
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light rail and dedicated pedestrian crossing where there are long distances between
intersections and there is a desire for pedestrians to cross the light rail corridor midblock.
To provide access for pedestrians from the west of the road to the beach accesses and
facilities along Alexandra Parade additional signalised pedestrian crossings are proposed.
Urban design treatments are proposed to be introduced along Alexandra Parade to direct
pedestrians to designated crossing points.
To improve access to stops located in the median of the road, in addition to pedestrian
crossings at the adjacent road additional pedestrian crossing have been provided at the
opposite end of the stop. These signalised pedestrian crossings will be coordinated with the
adjacent traffic lights to minimise impact on road traffic flow.
Cycling facilities
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On-road cycle facilities have been included in the reference design cross section along all
existing cycle network routes. Along Alexandra Parade the light rail alignment has been
designed to consider the location of the future M2M separated cycleway although it is
possible that some localised sections of the M2M cycleway would require reconstruction as
part of the introduction of the light rail.
On Nicklin Way the Reference Design has included on-road cycle lanes and a high-level
feasibility investigation in to separated cycle lanes has been completed. The investigation
has found that one-way separated cycle lanes on each side of the road would be the
preferred option however the introduction of this treatment would require further design
investigation in subsequent phases of the Project.
Cycle boxes to allow cycle hook turns are proposed at all intersections that interface with the
light rail. The hook turn facility provides on-road cyclists turning right across the light rail
corridor with the opportunity to safely cross the tracks at 90 degrees. They consist of marked
cycle turning boxes on the left side of the road in front of the side traffic hold line.
An active transport path is proposed crossing Mooloolah River. This will extend the existing
Brisbane Road facility and connect to existing paths on the banks of the river.

11.2.9

Signalling

OR

The Reference Project – LRT is proposed to be operated as a line-of-sight system. Drivers
of the LRVs operate their vehicles in the same way as a road vehicle driver would by
responding to the environment in front of them.

W

All interactions between LRVs and road vehicles will be managed by traffic signals. The only
change from standard traffic signals is the replacement of the green indication for LRVs
replaced with a white ‘T’ light. Additional road intersection signals are required at a number
of additional intersections along the alignment.
Where there is the ability for LRVs to change tracks or routes the movement of the LRV will
be controlled through rail signalling. Rail signalling detects the location of the LRVs, provides
signals with guidance to confirm the route has been set and allow them to proceed. Rail
signalling is required for control of LRV movement at both termini and the depot entrance.
Rail signalling detection is also provided at emergency cross overs along the alignment.

11.2.10

Traction power

In the Reference Design – LRT, the LRV will be supplied power via a low voltage direct
current overhead wiring system. The LRV will be fitted with a pantograph to interface with
the single wire overhead system.
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Power to the 750-volt DC overhead system will be provided from dedicated feeder stations
positioned at approximately 2km intervals along the alignment.
The feeder station for the depot and stabling yard will provide traction power for the facility
and supply for the maintenance and operational functions of the facility.
Design features to eliminate the risk of Electromagnetic Radiation from the power supply
system affecting vital medical equipment in the SCUH medical precinct should be
incorporated in the detailed design phase.

11.2.11
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As the Project proceeds to the DBC and procurement phases, further evaluation of wireless
(battery powered) LRT power systems is recommended. These systems rely on onboard
storage of electricity through batteries and/or supercapacitors. Flash charging occurs at
stations in service, and deep charging in the depot overnight. Such a system is already in
operation in Newcastle, New South Wales, as well as other cities in Europe. The Newcastle
LRT is a relatively short line, meaning the application of on-board power supply in longer
lines such as the Reference Project will require further evaluation and evidence. Further
technological advances are expected to occur in respect of wireless power for LRT systems
over the next decade that, were the LRT Reference Project proceed to procurement, could
result in partial or full-length conversion to ‘wireless’ operations.

Public utilities

Identification of public utilities that may be affected by the Project are important for
determining cost and construction timeframes for the Project. Public utility investigation has
been desktop only for the PBC phase. Assessment of utilities within the corridor and
impacted area has been undertaken through dial before you dig searches along with
collating further information from utility owners.
Utilities in the corridor have been assessed into three groups:


Identify and retain



Protect



Relocate.

W
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Under the light rail corridor, the treatment is based on the depth of the top of the utility from
the surface level of the track slab. The closer to the surface the more likely the service will
need to be relocated. Any service crossing (overhead) over the track slab has been
identified to be placed underground for electrical safety.
Services running along the corridor have been assessed based on their location and if they
have been impacted by the Project. Services along the light rail corridor have been identified
for relocation outside the LRT right-of-way to allow safe access for maintenance. In areas
where the existing kerbs are being moved, services that are under new road are identified
for relocation into the new verge. Where there is a change in the use of a traffic lane to bring
the through traffic closer to power poles, they have been assessed for appropriate
clearances and relocated if needed.
Where relocation of a service has been identified, the cost allowed has been based on
relocation from pit to pit rather than a mid-section joint. This aligns with the expectation of
most utilities’ owners have for relocation of their service.
Experience in light rail projects currently in the procurement phase in Australia indicates
construction contractors are unlikely to accept risks associated with public utility relocations
and encountering of identified services. Physical identification of all utilities within the
corridor is recommended before releasing the Project to contract. High risk and high cost
utilities should be extensively investigated in the DBC phase. Detailed consultation with
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utility owners should occur in the DBC phase to coordinate with any proposed upgrade of
utilities to limit reworks occurring in the corridor. Third party agreements with public utility
owners should also be in place prior to releasing contracts to the market. Liaison with other
light rail projects, notably Gold Coast, Parramatta and Canberra, is also recommended to
include the latest best practices in relation to managing public utility risks.

11.3.

Construction phase considerations

A preliminary construction schedule was developed for the purpose of producing a realisable
cost estimate for the Reference Project – LRT.

11.4.

Operations
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Operation of the network will be controlled from the Operations Control Centre (OCC)
located within the depot precinct. The OCC will provide real-time management, centralised
control and monitoring of operations in the corridor including:


Position of each LRV to ensure journey time and spacing between vehicles



The status of traffic prioritisation and other network control systems



Security at all stops



Monitoring and updating of announcements and passenger information displays.

11.4.1

Service frequency

The proposed service frequency has been developed to support the operational assessment
of Reference Project – LRT. The frequency of services will be refined during future stages to
provide frequency of service that is improved from current bus routes along the alignment
and aligns capacity with demand. Table 37 provides the frequency based on the day of week
and time of day.
Table 37: LRT operations schedule

Period

Times

LRVs per hour

Headway
(minutes)

Monday
to Friday

Early

5:00 am to 7:00 am

4

15

7:00 am to 9:00 am

8

7.5

Interpeak

9:00 am to 4:00 pm

8

7.5

PM Peak

4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

8

7.5

Evening

6:00 pm to Midnight

4

15

Overnight

Midnight to 5:00 am

No LRT services

Early

5:00 am to 7:00 am

4

15

Daytime

7:00 am to 6:00 pm

4

15

Evening

6:00 pm to Midnight

4

15

OR

Day

W

AM Peak

Saturday
and
Sunday
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Day

11.4.2

Period

Times

LRVs per hour

Overnight

Midnight to 5:00 am

No LRT
services123

Headway
(minutes)

Traffic signal priority

11.4.3
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The interaction between the proposed light rail service and the traffic signal network will
have a significant impact on the journey time for the light rail and has the potential to disrupt
the road network. The light rail will require a high level of signal priority at traffic signals to
reduce the delay for the light rail and thereby improve the journey time, and ultimately the
patronage on the light rail.

Journey time

The journey time for LRT is estimated to be just under 30 minutes from the Maroochydore
terminus to the SCUH terminus.

11.4.4

Depot and stabling

A number of depot sites have been investigated during the development of the reference
design. The location needs to be determined through the DBC. Given a level of uncertainty
regarding the final depot location and design, appropriate contingency in the cost estimate
has been applied for this stage of planning. The depot will require the following facilities:
Stabling tracks for the reference design number of LRVs (14)



Train wash



Allowance for future expansion of the facility for increased service frequency or
expansion of the network



Storage of spare parts



Sheds and space for maintenance equipment and vehicles



Operational control centre



Staff facilities for the operation of the network and training



Car parking for operational and maintenance staff.

11.4.5

W

OR



Remote stabling

No requirement for remote stabling has been identified in the Reference Project – LRT. The
depot and stabling facility have sufficient stabling for the Stage 1 fleet requirements.

11.4.6

Special events

The Sunshine Coast holds many special events along the Reference Project – LRT corridor.
The light rail corridor has been developed to allow spectators and competitors to use the
light rail to access their events. The number of LRVs proposed for the reference design
would allow, with planning of fleet maintenance, to operate an approximate 5-minute
headways to cater for event demands.

123

This should be reviewed prior to commencement of operations to ascertain the value of all night running on Friday and Saturday
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To allow some events to operate efficiently there may be the need to not operate the full
length of the corridor. Mid-corridor turnbacks have been identified for incident response and
they can also be used for modified operations of the corridor for special events.

11.4.6.1

Mid-corridor turnbacks

Potential mid-corridor turnback locations have been identified. Mid-corridor turnback’s are
introduced into the network to allow the light rail corridor to minimize the impact on
operations of planned events, unplanned incidents, and maintenance activities. They allow
sections of the corridor to be closed while allowing operations to continue on the adjacent
sections.

11.4.7

Ticketing

11.5.
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It is expected that the Reference Project – LRT will be operated under the standard
TransLink SEQ Fare System.

Summary

The Reference Project – LRT has confirmed it is technically feasible to deliver a light rail
project from Maroochydore to the SCUH and has assessed the potential impacts and
benefits of the Project. There are areas for future investigation during development of the
DBC including:
Public utility plant (PUP) investigation



Refinement of corridor impacts, particularly the station locations



Refinement of the journey time and intersection performance using an advanced
simulation tool



Identify depot size and location



Incorporate measures to eliminate the risk of EMR on medical equipment



Refinement of the construction schedule.



Design refinement (such as lane widths) to optimise corridor width.



Confirmation of the preferred Nicklin Way cycle facility and completion of the design of
this facility



Confirm the preferred Main Drive cross section, having regard to the preferred cycle
facilities.

W

11.6.

OR



Reference Project – PBC Option 5 - Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

This section outlines the process undertaken to develop the SCMT Reference Project – BRT
to support the PBC for SCMT Stage 1 from Maroochydore to SCUH. It documents the
preferred option for the BRT and presents an overview of the technical features that
comprise the proposed solution.
The LRT Reference Project was used as the benchmark against which to develop the BRT
Reference Project. This approach was to ensure the BRT Reference Project was
commensurate to the LRT Reference Project in order to provide a suitable basis for
comparison between the technologies, and to ensure a bus solution had the ability to attract
and keep passengers who may otherwise have driven.
The key components of the Reference Project – BRT are shown in Table 38.
Table 38: BRT components
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Component

Description

System

Stand-alone ‘Bronze Standard’124 BRT system from Maroochydore to SCUH


Northern Terminus at Maroochydore CBD Transit Centre



Southern Terminus at SCUH bus station



Exclusive right of way for BRT vehicles only, not used by regular bus
services

Route length

13.6km

Stations

16 stops
14 side platform stops125



2 terminus stops
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Cross section



Two-way dedicated busway separated from general traffic, combination of centre
running and verge running.
Width varies from 8.2m to 11.2m.

Vehicles

14 Battery Electric BRT vehicles

Vehicle
size/length

Based on Brisbane Metro for reference. Approximate values


24m long bi-articulated vehicles



Static Width – 2.55m126



Passenger capacity – 60 seated, 70 - 90 standing127



Attractive modern appearance

66 at grade intersections, including major intersections at Aerodrome Road/Sixth
Avenue, Walan Street/Brisbane Road, Nicklin Way/Jessica Boulevard, Kawana
Island Boulevard, Wyadra Drive, and Kawana Way

Bridges and
structures

5 new bridge structures and one pedestrian overpass

Active transport

Active transport provisions for the length of the corridor

Bus network

Conductive energy supply type on 5 stations along the line, 600 kVA,
20k/370Veff Flash Charging capable with end of the line charging, and overnight
deep charging at the depot.

W

Power System

OR

Key traffic
interactions

Bus interchanges at Maroochydore CBD Transit Centre, SCUH and MRI

Park n Ride

A Park n ride adjacent the Bundilla Station at the MRI for 400 spaces

Running time

An expected journey time of 30 minutes

Service hours

Weekday services


Peak and between peak service frequency: 7.5 minutes

124

As defined in the Bus Rapid Transit Standard (Institute for Transport & Development Policy) https://www.itdp.org/library/standards-andguides/the-bus-rapid-transit-standard/
Unlike the LRT option, all BRT stations are side platforms due to the available BRT vehicles only having doors on one side of the vehicle.
126
2.55m is 50mm wider than standard width limit for vehicles under the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR). Specific approval for the BRT
vehicles under the NHVR will be required.
127
Brisbane City Council suggests 90 standing. The vehicles may be able to carry these in service however the ability of passengers to exit the
vehicle at their stop could constrain this “crush load”. At this time a more conservative figure has been applied.
125
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Component

Description


Off peak service frequency: 15 minutes

Weekend services


Service frequency: 15 minutes.

The key objective of the Reference Project – BRT is to provide reliable customer experience,
with excellent ride quality and ensuring travel time is maintained by providing a dedicated
busway right-of-way with traffic signal priority at all intersections. This will enable it to attract
and keep passengers who would otherwise drive. Improved ride quality is expected
(compared to a standard bus) owing to the absence of gear changes for electric vehicles,
better suspension system, and higher quality pavement finishes.

Review and refinement of the Reference Project – BRT
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11.6.1

The process for developing the Reference Project – BRT for the PBC was broken into three
distinct project phases. The phases and their key activities are described in the following
sub-sections.

11.6.1.1

Project initiation and review of previous information



Reviewed and analysed previous project information



Reviewed relevant recent and proposed projects along the corridor



Collected and collated other inputs including survey and utilities



Prepared a basis of design for project agreement.

11.6.1.2

Critical cross sections options assessment

Assessed the proposed stop locations identified by the Project team



Confirmed urban transformation objectives for the corridor



Assessed alternative alignment positions within the corridor based on existing property
access arrangements, urban strategy, road user requirements, active transport, and
parking



Confirmed alignment through a multi criteria analysis selection process



Assessed layout of stops to integrate with surrounding environment enhancing the
passenger experience.

11.6.1.3

W

OR



Preliminary Design



Developed design drawings



Identify key project risks



Prepared a preliminary cost estimate.
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Figure 53: BRT impression

11.7.
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Figure 53 depicts an impression of the BRT vehicle and station.

Scope – Reference Project BRT

As a general principle the Reference Project – BRT adopted for the PBC reference project is
analogous to the Reference Project – LRT in terms of Route and Alignment.

11.7.1

Alignment options

A detailed assessment of the alignment options was completed for the Reference Project –
LRT and is documented in earlier in Chapter 11. As a general principle the BRT alignment
options adopted for the Reference Project – BRT are analogous to the Reference Project –
LRT.

W

OR

Most BRT systems in Australia are fully segregated systems, or right-of-way (ROW)
Category A128, where buses operate in a dedicated corridor and do not integrate with general
traffic or other road users. In the case of the SCMT Project (Stage 1), a fully segregated
corridor is not feasible, nor would it meet the overall project objectives. Therefore, a potential
BRT system that operates like an LRT system, or right-of-way (ROW) Category B, has been
considered for the reference project.
There are several examples of this type BRT systems in Europe, China, South America and
the United States that have been successfully delivered that have been referenced during
the development of the design.
The options considered for the BRT alignment have been limited to:


Narrow Median



Verge.

Unlike the LRT option, an unprotected right-of-way is not considered feasible for the BRT
option on the basis that the BRT vehicles are not track guided and therefore vehicle tracking,

128

Right-of-Way (ROW) Category as defined by Vukan R. Vuchic in Transportation Engineering and Planning – Vol. 1 – Urban Public
Transportation Systems. Accessed at: https://www.eolss.net/Sample-Chapters/C05/E6-40-02-02.pdf
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and body swing are more variable, increasing the risk of collision with surrounding areas and
other road users. As a result, the BRT corridor design has adopted some form of separation
between the BRT running way and other road users. This separation varies depending on
the maximum operating speed of the buses, and will be subject to review in the future
detailed design phase.

11.7.2

BRT busway Configuration

The majority of the corridor is within existing road reserve excepting the southern side of the
canal within the Maroochydore CBD and at Birtinya between Kawana Way and Bragg Street
through open space.
The Reference Project – BRT includes four cross section configurations based on the speed
environment:
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1. Type 1 – narrow median, speed environment less than 50km/h

2. Type 2 – narrow median, speed environment less than 60 km/h

3. Type 3 – narrow median, speed environment 70km/h and greater
4. Type 4 – verge running.

Each of the configurations will consist of two dedicated BRT busway lanes to facilitate the
BRT vehicle movements in both directions. The busway lanes will be independent of road
traffic lanes except at intersections.

11.7.2.1

Type 1 Narrow median – Constrained locations with low operating speeds
(<50km/hr)

The Type 1 configuration has been adopted in constrained locations and requires the
operating speed to be restricted to less than 50km/h.
The BRT corridor is positioned between the road carriageways and is segregated from
adjacent road lanes through the use of standard line-marking or textural surface treatments
such as rumble strips or coloured asphalt.

W

OR

The overall width of the Type 1 configuration is 8.2m, with 2 x 3.5m wide BRT lanes, and a
narrow 1.2m median to provide separation between the two BRT vehicles travelling in
opposite direction as shown in Figure 54.
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Figure 54: BRT typical cross section type 1

This configuration is used when the BRT corridor is in the median and there is limited width
within the existing road reserve.

11.7.2.2

Type 2 Narrow median – Unconstrained locations with low operating speeds
(<60km/hr)

OR

The Type 2 configuration has been adopted in less constrained locations with a speed limit
of 60km/h or less. The BRT corridor is positioned between the road carriageways and is
segregated from adjacent road lanes with wide line marking (600mm), textural surface
treatments or by a narrow kerb separator.

W

The overall width of the Type 2 configuration is 10.2m, with 2 x 3.5m wide BRT lanes, and a
2.0m wide median to provide separation between the two BRT vehicles travelling in opposite
direction as shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: BRT typical cross section type 2

This configuration is used when the BRT corridor is in the median and there is enough width
in the existing road reserve to accommodate the BRT running way, median, separators plus
adjacent traffic lanes.

11.7.2.3

Type 3 Narrow median – Unconstrained locations with high operating speeds
(>70km/hr)

OR

The Type 3 configuration has been adopted in less constrained locations with a speed limit
of 70km/h or more. The BRT corridor is positioned between the road carriageways and is
segregated from adjacent road lanes through the use of a rumble strip or physical separator
such as a kerb or median.

W

The overall width of the Type 3 configuration is 11.2m with 2 x 3.5m wide BRT lanes with a
0.5m wide shoulder, 0.6m narrow median type physical separator between general traffic
and the BRT and a 2m median to provide separation between the two BRT vehicles
travelling in opposite direction and to allow for central placement of road lighting as shown in
Figure 56.
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Figure 56: Typical cross section type 3

This configuration is used when the BRT corridor is in the median and there is a wide road
reserve combined with a requirement for a high operating speed, 60 to 70km/h.

11.7.2.4

Type 4 Verge alignment

11.7.2.5

OR

In the Type 4 – verge running cross section, the BRT corridor is positioned to the side of the
road carriageway and is segregated from the adjacent road by a change in height and buffer
zone. Within the buffer zone, appropriate planting or other infrastructure should be provided
to limit the interaction of BRT vehicle headlights with road vehicle drivers. The buffer zone is
to be a minimum of 1m with desirable spacing greater than 2m.
BRT Running Way Locations

The locations of each typical cross section option are shown in Table 39.

W

Table 39: BRT running way locations

Typical Section

Location

BRT Typical Section 1 (8.2m wide)



Maroochydore CBD



Aerodrome Road



Alexandra Parade (Verge Running)



Venning Street



Walan Street



Brisbane Road



North Section of Nicklin Way



Main Drive

BRT Typical Section 2 (10.2m wide)

Kawana Way
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Typical Section

Location

BRT Typical Section 3

Nicklin Way (from Jessica Boulevard to Main Drive)

(11.2m wide)

11.7.2.6

Bridges

On bridges, the BRT Running Way will be a smooth high strength asphalt surfacing on top of
the bridge deck, similar to a general traffic lane pavement treatment. This will allow for the
surfacing layer to be maintained and replaced during the operational life of the BRT system
to ensure a high standard of ride quality for BRT passengers.

11.7.2.7
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Signage and other treatments to discourage erroneous access to the BRT running way
section of the bridge should be provided to limit the impact on operations of a road vehicle
using the BRT corridor at the bridge.
Running Way Pavement

Three main pavement types have been identified for the BRT Running Way depending on
the location within the route and potential vehicle loading requirements. These are all heavy
pavements due to the high axle loading of the BRT vehicles and are summarised in Table
40.
Table 40: BRT running way pavement

BRT Running Way Location

Pavement Type


Flexible pavement consisting of asphalt over
granular pavement

BRT Stations and Approach Lanes



Rigid concrete pavement consisting of plain concrete
pavement

BRT Running Way Lanes at
intersections



Rigid concrete pavement consisting of plain concrete
pavement

11.7.3

OR

BRT Running Way Lanes mid-block

Technical parameters

W

The technical criteria prepared for the Reference Project – BRT has been based on
parameters used for recent Australian projects and relevant Australian and international
standards. The input documents reviewed include:


Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 3: Geometric Design



The BRT Standard – Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP)



Review of available information for Brisbane Metro and Sydney BRT CBD



Local requirements.

Key aspects of the BRT design parameters are identified in Table 41.
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Table 41: BRT design parameters

Design Parameter

Value

BRT Standard Requirements



Achieve ‘Bronze Standard’



Category ‘B’ Right of Way129



Off-board ticketing (platform only)



Platform-level boarding

BRT vehicle - Light Metro Vehicle (LMV)
14

Length

24m

Static cross section
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Number

2.55m

Maximum height of the vehicle

3.5m

Boarding height

0.33m

Platform kerb height

0.3m (0.15m minimum)

Minimum clearance height

Not less than 4.5m

Vehicle doors

4 access doors at front, centre and rear with
accessibility provision

Tyres

12 tyres, in single and dual tyre configuration

Axles

4 no.

Maximum axle load
Alignment

12 tonnes on single axle with dual tyres

Match posted road speed

BRT Lane Width

3.5m minimum

OR

Design speed – close to adjacent road (narrow
median or side running)

W

Horizontal alignment radius (minimum)

Vertical Alignment (maximum)

Desirable 35m

Absolute minimum 25m

3.5 per cent preferred
10 per cent absolute (for passenger comfort)

Flood immunity

Match adjacent road requirements

Road criteria are based on TMR and SCC requirements.

129

As defined in the Bus Rapid Transit Standard (Institute for Transport & Development Policy). Accessed at:
https://www.itdp.org/library/standards-and-guides/the-bus-rapid-transit-standard/
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11.7.3.1

BRT Vehicle Example

To facilitate the development of the Reference Project – BRT an example of a high capacity
BRT vehicle has been used to inform the technical design parameters. The proposed Light
Metro Vehicle (LMV) for Brisbane Metro, by Hess, is a battery electric vehicle which is
23,820 mm in length and weighs 22.7 tonnes (empty weight) and has a capacity in the order
of 130 passengers (60 seated). The vehicle has a high standard of aesthetic appearance
and rider comfort features (see Figure 57130).
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This 24 metre long vehicle is close to the practical maximum length for safe operation of
public of buses under current technologies. For comparison, the maximum allowable length
of a B-double truck in Queensland is 25 metres.

11.7.4

OR

Figure 57: Example BRT vehicle – left hand drive version

Provision for future extensions

W

Previous studies on the mass transit corridor identified future stages to extend the route
north from Maroochydore CBD and south from the SCUH.
The route developed for the Reference Project terminus provide for future extension.

11.7.5

Stations

Stations, along with the vehicles, are the key interface points between the travelling public
and the BRT system and need to provide facilities and information which make the user
experience as inviting, legible and enjoyable as possible. It is intended that the stations will
have a consistent design across the network to improve legibility and will be designed to suit
the Sunshine Coast. Stations have been located where they:

130

Hess. lighTram. Accessed at https://www.hessag.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/Hess/Bus/lighTram/lighTram25/Flyer_lighTram25/Flyer_lighTram25DC_BERNMOBIL_EN_Web.pdf
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Will allow the convenient movement of people between the BRT system and surrounding
origins and destinations



Allow interchanges with other forms of transport to occur at convenient locations



Provide a safe and inviting environment



Can be made to safely and effectively fit with and integrate into the surrounding urban
landscape and traffic network



Meet geometric design standards including being located on a straight section of track
and flat grade at the station.
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Unlike LRT vehicles, the vehicle options that were examined for the Reference Project –
BRT had doors on only one side. This requires the use of side platforms only, as passengers
would not able to board at island platforms. The option of crossovers at any island platforms
was considered but was ruled out on safety and capacity grounds. Equally, BRT vehicles
with doors both sides are not common and would be a bespoke feature, adding considerable
cost and time for development and approval.

11.7.6

Station design elements

11.7.6.1

Facilities

W

OR

The facilities to be provided at each station are depicted in Figure 58.

Figure 58: Station design elements

A standardised arrangement of these facilities will lead to customer familiarity and ease of
maintenance. However, each station platform needs to be designed in relation to its local
context. As an example, access points and pedestrian storage provisions on each platform
will vary.
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11.7.6.2

Station layouts

Two physical station typologies have been identified:


Side



Terminus

All stations are located on straights with minimum grades along the alignment for passenger
comfort and safety.
Side
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Side platforms require two platforms located outside the busway. Side platforms adjacent to
roads with speeds over 50km per hour have requirements for concrete crash barrier
protection along the back of the platform.
This station configuration requires more width at the station location, but the impact is limited
to the station length along the corridor as the track centres are not widened.
There is the need to duplicate facilities on the station so that passengers do not need to
change platforms by crossing the busway to reach help points, top up go cards, or use other
facilities on the stations.
Terminus

Terminus stops are located at the end of the alignment. When LMVs complete their journey
in one direction, the vehicle turns around and returns in the other direction. Island platforms
are possible in these circumstances.
Driver facilities are required at terminus stops for comfort breaks and rest breaks. At
Maroochydore and SCUH, drivers’ facilities are proposed to be shared with other PT driver
facilities. This will require confirmation with TransLink as being suitable. If not suitable, driver
facilities should be located in close proximity to the station but not on the station due to
space impacts the facilities have on the operation of the platform.

OR

Terminus stops require additional facilities for passengers as there are normally more
passengers using these stops. The terminus platforms are proposed to have 100 per cent
shelter and additional top-up machines, touch on/off points, and seating.
Intermediate Intermodal

W

Intermediate intermodal stops are provided where passengers are able to transfer to or from
the bus network. These stops generally have more passengers using them so require
additional shelter and facilities. The intermediate intermodal stops are proposed to have 100
per cent shelter. One such stop at Bundilla is required in Stage 1.
It is important for the passengers that the transfer between modes is as efficient as possible.

11.7.7

Urban design and landscape

The SCMT Project is envisioned as a world class, urban and landscape infrastructure PT
system that is designed as an alternative green mode of transport that will allow residents
and visitors to be more sustainability and better connected along its fast-growing urbanised
environment.
For the Reference Project the following key design principles have been adopted:
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Build a strong design character to each of the station precincts through the use of
specifically chosen materials and planting species associated with the place and station
locations along the alignment.



Maximise shade and planting to areas associated with the public realm and immediate
interfaces of the new station nodes.



Ensure a clear hierarchy and legible approach to pedestrian connections are embedded
into the design of each station precincts.



Design additional new open spaces that complement and enhance the existing open
spaces for the public to enjoy.

11.7.8

Public bus operations
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A key assumption for the Reference Project – BRT is that the BRT right of way would only
be used by the BRT vehicles and would not be accessible for general public bus services.
This is necessary to maintain traffic signal priority for the mass transit system and reduce
delays at stations. Therefore, it is important to provide connectivity for passengers using the
public bus services to the BRT system.
Three key bus/BRT transfer points have been identified along the corridor; Maroochydore
CBD Transit Centre, Bundilla stop at MRI and SCUH bus station. For passengers travelling
to and through Maroochydore, the proposed Maroochydore CBD Transit Centre will connect
the BRT corridor with public buses from the north and west using the interchange and rail
services proposed in the CAMCOS corridor. The BRT terminus has been integrated at
ground level with the bus stops to provide direct connectivity for passengers. The current
design for the CAMCOS corridor is proposed to be elevated and will have vertical transport
to ground adjacent to the BRT terminus. The transit centre will become a hub for passenger
movements into and through Maroochydore.

OR

To provide a benefit for passengers who are not directly located on the busway corridor, the
Bundilla station will integrate bus services from the west with the BRT system. The Bundilla
station will allow direct interchange between buses and the BRT at a shared platform. Buses
from the west using the Sunshine Motorway will be able to access the stop through a
dedicated bus lane at the intersection of the Sunshine Motorway and Brisbane Road. This
will allow buses on routes using the Sunshine Motorway to complete their journey at the
interchange. Bus layover facilities and a driver’s amenity building are included in this
location.

W

The SCUH bus station currently has bus services operating from it to the south, west and
north. SCUH is the southern extent of the Reference Project – BRT. The SCUH will form an
important interchange for passengers from bus services from the south and west to the BRT
corridor. The terminus of the BRT has replaced the eastern side of the bus station, with
direct interchange between buses and the BRT at the entrance to the SCUH.

11.7.9

Active transport provisions

11.7.9.1

Pedestrian movements

The design has considered suitable active transport facilities either within or adjacent to the
mass transit route. Pedestrian movements across the busway corridor are facilitated through
the use of signalised crossings. Pedestrian crossings are provided at road intersections with
the busway and dedicated pedestrian crossing where there are long distances between
intersections and there is a desire for pedestrians to cross the corridor midblock.
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To provide access for pedestrians from the west of the road to the beach accesses and
facilities along Alexandra Parade additional signalised pedestrian crossings are provided.
Urban design treatments are proposed to be introduced along Alexandra Parade to direct
pedestrians to designated crossing points.
To improve access to stops located in the median of the road, in addition to pedestrian
crossings at the adjacent road additional pedestrian crossings have been provided at the
opposite end of the stop. These signalised pedestrian crossings will be coordinated with the
adjacent traffic lights to minimise impact on road traffic flow.

11.7.9.2

Cycle facilities
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On-road cycle facilities have been included in the Reference Project cross section along all
existing cycle network routes. Along Alexandra Parade the busway alignment has been
designed to consider the location of the future M2M separated cycleway although it is
possible that some localised sections of the M2M cycleway would require reconstruction as
part of the introduction of BRT.
On Nicklin Way the Reference Project has included on-road cycle lanes and a high-level
feasibility investigation into separated cycle lanes has been completed. The investigation
has found that one-way separated cycle lanes on each side of the road would be the
preferred option however the introduction of this treatment would require further design
investigation in subsequent phases of the Project.
Cycle boxes to allow cycle hook turns are proposed at all intersections that interface with the
BRT. The hook turn facility provides on-road cyclists turning right across the corridor with the
opportunity to safely cross the busway at 90 degrees. They consist of marked cycle turning
boxes on the left side of the road in front of the side traffic hold line.
An active transport path is proposed on the eastern side of the busway bridges crossing
Mooloolah River. This will extend the existing Brisbane Road facility and connect to existing
paths on the banks of the river.

11.7.10

Signalling

OR

The Reference Project – BRT is proposed to be operated as a line-of-sight system. Drivers
of the LMVs operate their vehicles in the same way as a road vehicle driver would by
responding to the environment in front of them.

W

All interactions between LMVs and road vehicles will be managed by traffic signals. The only
change from standard traffic signals is the replacement of the green indication for LMVs
replaced with a white “B” lantern131. Additional road intersection signals are required at a
number of intersections along the route. Priority will be given to LMVs over general motor
traffic.

11.7.11

Battery Electric Systems

For the Reference Project – BRT, the LMVs have been identified to be battery electric with
charging systems. The battery charging system including substations is summarised in
Table 42.

131

Only authorised vehicles including buses may proceed through a lit “B” lantern. https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/safety/rules/road/traffic-lights
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Table 42: BRT Battery charging systems

Charging System Type

Features

Terminal Feeding Stations



Power sub-station



One 150kW power cabinet



Two Depot charge boxes



Power sub-station



One 150kW power cabinets



Two Pantograph down charge units



Power sub-station

Flash Feeding Stations
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Depot Feeding Station



Five 150kW power cabinets



Fourteen Depot Charge Boxes

Battery electric technology and charging systems are a rapidly evolving technology. These
technical parameters should be revisited at each phase of the Project.

11.7.12

Public utilities

Public utilities considerations for the BRT Reference Project are the same as those outlined
in the LRT Reference Project section. Physical identification of all utilities within the corridor
is recommended before releasing the Project to contract. High risk and high cost utilities
should be investigated in the DBC phase. Detailed consultation with utility owners should
occur in the DBC phase to coordinate any proposed upgrade of utilities to limit reworks
occurring in the corridor.

11.8.

Construction activities

The key constructability issues to be addressed during the delivery phase of the BRT
Reference Project are consistent with those outlined in the LRT Reference Project section.

Early works

OR

11.8.1

11.9.

W

No early works have been identified as part of the PBC. Further investigation of potential
early works packages should be considered in future stages of the Project.

Operations

The operation of the network will be controlled from the Operations Control Centre (OCC)
located within the depot precinct. The OCC will provide real-time management, centralised
control and monitoring of operations in the corridor including:


The position of each BRT vehicle to ensure journey time and spacing between vehicles



The status of traffic prioritisation and other network control systems



Security at all stops



Monitoring and updating of announcements and passenger information displays.

11.9.1

Service frequency

The proposed service frequency has been developed to support the operational assessment
of Reference Project – BRT. The frequency of services will be refined during future stages to
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provide frequency of service that is improved from current bus routes along the alignment
and aligns capacity with demand. Table 43 provides the frequency based on the day of week
and time of day.
Table 43: Operations schedule

Monday to Friday

Saturday and Sunday

11.9.2

Period

Times

Services per
hour

Average
headway
(minutes)

Early

5:00 am to 7:00 am

4

15

AM Peak

7:00 am to 9:00 am

8

7.5

Interpeak

9:00 am to 4:00 pm

8

7.5
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Day

PM Peak

4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

8

7.5

Evening

6:00 pm to Midnight

4

15

Overnight

Midnight to 5:00 am

No BRT
services

Early

5:00 am to 7:00 am

4

15

Daytime

7:00 am to 6:00 pm

4

15

Evening

6:00 pm to Midnight

4

15

Overnight

Midnight to 5:00 am

No BRT
services132

Journey time

The journey time for BRT is estimated to be 30 minutes from the Maroochydore terminus to
the SCUH terminus.

Depot and stabling

OR

11.9.3

W

The proposed location and size for the LMV depot and stabling yard will be finalised in the
detailed design. An indicative depot size and cost has been developed for the preliminary
design.
The depot will have the following facilities:


Set down areas for the Reference Project number of BRT vehicles (14)



Vehicle charging stations (Depot Feeding Stations) for all vehicles



Wash facilities



Allowance for future expansion of the facility for increased service frequency or
expansion of the network



Maintenance facility catering for 28 BRT vehicles to allow for expansion requirement
without the need for a new facility

132

This should be reviewed prior to commencement of operations to ascertain the value of all night running on Friday and Saturday
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Storage of spare parts



Sheds and space for maintenance equipment and vehicles



Operational control centre



Staff facilities for the operation of the network and training



Car parking for operational and maintenance staff.

11.9.4

Remote stabling

No requirement for remote stabling has been identified in the Reference Project – BRT. The
depot and stabling facility have sufficient stabling for the Stage 1 fleet requirements.

Special events
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11.9.5

The Sunshine Coast hosts many special events along the Reference Project – BRT corridor.
The BRT corridor has been developed to allow spectators and competitors to use the BRT to
access their events. The number of Light Metro Vehicles proposed for the Reference Project
would allow, with planning of fleet maintenance, to operate an approximate 5-minute
timetable to cater for event demands.
To allow some events to operate efficiently there may be the need to not operate the full
length of the corridor. As the Light Metro Vehicles are rubber tyred there is flexibility in
catering for events by either rerouting or turning the BRT vehicles around in alternative
locations where suitable space is available along the corridor. This may require traffic
management to allow the BRT vehicles to complete the turn movements.

11.9.6

Ticketing

The Reference Project – BRT will be operated under the standard TransLink SEQ Fare
System with fare collection being off vehicle. Validators will be located on the platforms.
Revenue protection will be through on-board CSOs conducting random checks.

11.10.

Summary

OR

The Reference Project – BRT has confirmed it is technically feasible to deliver a BRT project
from Maroochydore to the SCUH and has assessed the potential impacts and benefits of the
Project. There are areas for future investigation during the DBC including:
Public Utility Plant (PUP) investigations



Refinement of corridor impacts, particularly the station locations



Identify and determine size of depot location



Refinement of the BRT vehicle specifications including emerging technology and
trackless trams



Refinement of the journey time and intersection performance using an advanced
simulation tool



Refinement of the construction schedule.

W



11.11.

Reference Project – PBC Option 4 - Quality Bus Corridor (QBC)

This section outlines the process undertaken to develop the SCMT Reference Project – QBC
to support the PBC. It documents the QBC project and presents an overview of the technical
features that comprise the proposed solution.
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11.12.

QBC general specifications

A QBC typically applies a range of bus upgrade elements in a high passenger demand
corridor operated by buses, with an emphasis on those measures that will attract choice
riders (i.e. people who may otherwise have driven). Effective elements in this regard are
those which boost the quality of service, which is the overall measured or perceived
performance of a transit service from the passenger’s point of view. These elements are
summarised in Table 44.
Table 44: Measures to improve the quality of bus services in a QBC

Performance improvement examples

Travel time and cost



Value for money fares



In-vehicle and wait and walk time vs car travel and parking



Lost time at bus stops (dwell time)



Transfer times between services



Priority right of way and at signals



Service coverage/ distance to stops



Frequency or waiting time



Span of hours



Priority right of way and at signals



Percentage of skipped services



Ease of understanding fares, routes and timetables



Passenger comfort



Waiting and in-vehicle environment



Crime rate



Security measures including cameras and staff



Accident rate

Service availability

Service reliability and
legibility

OR

Safety and security
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Category

11.13.

W

The QBC running way assumed for this PBC assumes a mix of kerbside bus lanes and
shared running with general traffic.

Limitations of kerbside bus lanes

Kerbside bus lanes are generally much cheaper to provide than a dedicated BRT or LRT
right-of-way, often fitting within the existing cross section of an arterial roadway with
widening required only at major road intersections. The lanes are painted with special line
marking and threshold pavement markings. If matched with improved services and waiting
environments, they potentially offer a considerable improvement in quality of service for bus
passengers.
However, they are not a substitute for a dedicated right-of-way, as they carry the following
limitations:


Bus lanes in Queensland can be lawfully used by taxis, limousines, bicycles and left
turning traffic, meaning there can be considerable volumes of authorised vehicles in the
bus lane.



Taxis can stop in a bus lane at any time to pick up and set down passengers.
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Violators are relatively easy to detect however, enforcement is always resource intensive
and the bus lanes typically carry additional high volumes of unauthorised traffic,
especially in times of congestion when the priority of the bus lane is most needed.



Any broken-down vehicle or on-street delivery vehicle is most likely to block the kerbside
lane.



Unlike BRT and LRT options, due to the kerbside bus lane and shared running
operations, pre-emptive priority at traffic signals is not feasible for kerbside bus lanes
due to the risk of both authorised and non-authorised vehicles occupying the lanes in
front of the buses and the high number of vehicles using the lane.

11.14.

Features of the QBC option
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The key transport objective of the Reference Project – QBC is to provide an increased level
of service by giving priority to buses in the Project corridor. This priority infrastructure
reflects, as closely as possible, the Coast Connect: Caloundra to Maroochydore Concept
Design and includes a mix of bus lanes and running in general traffic lanes.
The Reference Project – QBC has been developed using the most cost-effective of these
improvement measures as applied to the arterial road network in the Stage 1 corridor. As
such it constitutes a lower cost and lower quality of service option than the BRT and LRT
Reference Projects.
However, by improving the quality of service offered to passengers well above the present
standard route buses operating in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, it provides a costeffective option that could potentially meet some of the SCMT project objectives. In
particular, it would aim to attract and keep a significant number of passengers who may
otherwise drive.
The Reference Project – QBC leverages previous planning studies undertaken for the
CoastConnect Project for the route, alignment, and specifications, and also draws on the
more recent experience of the B-Line route that has been successfully implemented in
northern Sydney.

OR

The Reference Project – QBC is a corridor level solution that extends from Maroochydore to
the SCUH. The primary configuration of the Reference Project – QBC is to form a highly
legible PT spine within the corridor that is easy to understand and use based on key
elements adopted from Table 44, including:
About 20 uniquely branded buses would aim to match the legibility of the BRT and LRT
options



Kerbside bus lanes or bus queue jumps would improve the priority of the services over
general motor traffic and reduce travel times



All stops would be provided with quality shelters sized to match peak demands



Buses would stop in the bus lane, with no by-pass facility for other buses



Cashless (pre-paid) fares collection would eliminate interaction with driver to reduce
dwell times, although unlike the LRT and BRT Reference Projects, passengers would
still need to tag on when boarding the vehicle



Buses will stop on-demand only, not predetermined at all stops as per the BRT and LRT
options



Minimum service frequency of eight services per hour for most of the day (7.5-minute
headway), so there would be no need to consult a timetable

W
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Security cameras and patrols on vehicles and bus stops to improve personal security



Some limited route buses, operating as ‘rocket133’ bus services emanating from the more
remote urban areas, may also utilise the bus lanes in peak periods



A 400 space Park n Ride at the Bundilla location near the Sunshine Motorway at
Mooloolah River.

Unlike the BRT and LRT options, due to the kerbside bus lane and shared running
operations, pre-emptive priority at traffic signals is not feasible for the QBC. This is
attributable to the risk of both authorised and non-authorised vehicles occupying the lanes in
front of the buses. Instead, bus lane queue jump phases at lights could facilitate left turning
general motor traffic to clear, allowing the bus lane to remain relatively free of congestion.

Scope of the Reference Project – QBC
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11.15.

The route is from Maroochydore CBD to SCUH and is shown in Figure 59.

W

OR

The alignment for the Reference Project – QBC is different to the BRT and LRT options, as
the QBC uses kerb-side bus lanes in the outside travel lanes in place of the dedicated
median or side running of the BRT and LRT solutions.
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Figure 59: Reference Project – QBC route

11.15.1

Alignment and corridor configuration

The Reference Project – QBC utilises two alignment types, kerb-side bus lanes, and shared
running with general traffic lanes. The alignment options have been chosen to balance
transport outcomes and the potential impacts on adjacent properties and road users. The
alignment options used within the corridor are described in Table 45.
Table 45: Reference Project – QBC alignment types

Segment / Road

General Configuration

Traffic Lanes

Aerodrome Road



Kerb-side bus lanes





Bus stops adjacent to bus
lanes

2 general traffic lanes in each
direction



2 bus lanes.
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Segment / Road

General Configuration

Esplanade/Venning
Street, Walan Street,
Brisbane Road

MRI



Kerb line alterations.



Shared running with general
traffic



Bus queue jumps at most
intersections, mixed traffic
mid-block



Shared running with general
traffic

W

Nicklin Way – Lutana
Street to Minkara Street

Nicklin Way – Minkara
Street to Main Drive



2 general traffic lanes in each
direction



2 general traffic lanes in each
direction



Bus queue jumps at
selected intersections



Road upgrade being undertaken
by Council in 2020/2021.



Shared running with general
traffic



2 general traffic lanes
southbound



Northbound services required to
use Sunshine Motorway off
ramp



The Reference Project – QBC
does not include dedicated
bridges at the Mooloolah River.



Kerb-side bus lanes





Bus stops adjacent to bus
lanes

2 general traffic lanes in each
direction



2 bus lanes.



Median maintained where
space permits



Kerb line alterations
minimised.

OR

Nicklin Way – north of
Lutana Street

Median maintained where
space permits
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Alexandra Parade



Traffic Lanes



Kerb-side bus lanes





Bus stops adjacent to bus
lanes

2 general traffic lanes
southbound



Median maintained where
space permits

3 general traffic lanes
northbound



2 bus lanes.




Kerb line alterations
minimised.



Kerb-side bus lanes





Bus stops adjacent to bus
lanes

2 general traffic lanes in each
direction



2 bus lanes.



Median maintained where
space permits



Kerb line alterations and
property impacts minimised.
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Segment / Road

General Configuration

Traffic Lanes

Main Drive



Kerb-side bus lanes





Bus stops adjacent to bus
lanes

1 general traffic lane in each
direction



2 bus lanes.



2 general traffic lanes in each
direction.

Road widened to
accommodate bus lanes.



Shared running with general
traffic



Bus queue jumps at
selected intersections.
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Kawana Way



A summary of the design parameters that are applicable to the Reference Project – QBC is
provided in Table 46.
Table 46: Summary of SCMT PBC design parameters

Design requirements

Nicklin Way

Re-purposing of Nicklin Way as multi-modal transport corridor catering for
local traffic with origins and destinations within the corridor.

Horizontal and
vertical geometry

To allow for the mass transit system based on the current road levels and
adopting applicable design standards determined by passenger comfort,
travel time and maintenance.

Intersection layouts

Generally maintain existing traffic turning manoeuvrability where possible

Active transport
network

Provide active transport through the SCMT corridor and connection to and
from stations based on the TMR Principal Cycle Network Plan and other
‘trunk’ pathways.

Supporting PT
networks

Supporting PT bus km coincident with the mass transit route (e.g. the
existing 600 bus route) could be redeployed to feed the mass transit
system.
Optimise the SCMT corridor to limit property impacts to a minimum,
including impacts on existing property access.

W

Property impacts

OR

Design element

Bridge structures

Undertake sufficient design of impacted and new bridge structures to
enable risk allocation as per TMR PCEM.

PUP impacts

Optimise the SCMT corridor to limit PUP impacts to a minimum and ‘space
proof’ the SCMT corridor to allow for future PUP assets.

Streetscape

Make spatial provision for trees and other streetscape items in accordance
with Council and TMR infrastructure standards.

Flood mitigation and
drainage impacts

Ensure adequate flood immunity and mitigate flooding and drainage
impacts.

Bicycle parking

Make spatial provision for bicycle parking facilities at, or in the vicinity of
stations.
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11.15.2

Stations/Stops

Stations and stops, along with the bus vehicles, are the key interface points between the
travelling public and the PT system. The Reference Project – QBC will include premium
stops throughout the corridor, and significant interchanges with connecting services at the
Mooloolah River, the SCUH, and Maroochydore. It is intended that the stops will have a
consistent design across the network to improve legibility and will be designed to meet
TransLink standards.

11.15.3

Quality Bus Corridor Vehicles

OR
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The Reference Design – QBC includes provision for higher quality bus vehicles operating as
a trunk service within the Project corridor. These vehicles include either double decker buses
similar to the B-Line in Sydney or articulated buses commonly found in most major
Australian cities. Each of these vehicle types would provide an iconic uniquely branded
service within the corridor. Examples of the vehicle types are shown in Figure 60 and Figure
61.

W

Figure 60: Double decker bus - Sydney B-Line
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Figure 61: Articulated bus

11.16.

Construction activities

11.16.1

Constructability

The key constructability issues to be addressed during the delivery phase of the QBC
Reference Project are consistent with those outlined in the LRT Reference Project section.

11.16.2

Public utilities

Public utilities considerations for the QBC Reference Project are the same as those outlined
in the LRT Reference Project section. Physical identification of all utilities within the corridor
is recommended before releasing the Project to contract. High risk and high cost utilities
should be investigated in the DBC phase. Detailed consultation with utility owners should
occur in the DBC phase to coordinate any proposed upgrade of utilities to limit reworks
occurring in the corridor.

QBC operations

OR
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The Reference Project – QBC includes a higher frequency of bus services within the Project
corridor than the existing network as shown in Table 47.
Table 47: QBC PT services

Item

Description

QBC Vehicle



Approximately 20 Double Decker buses (12m long) or 20
Articulated buses (18m long) to be determined in future
studies

QBC service frequency



8 services per hour delivered as 2 overlapping services

QBC Effective headway in
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



7.5 minutes
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Item

Description

Fares



QBC services will be included in TransLink fare network



QBC services will be prepaid services with no cash sales



Next TransLink Smart Ticketing expected to be in place
by 2022, whereby passengers have the option to pay
with credit/debit card or phone app



Kerbside bus lanes with areas of shared running.



Bus queue jumps at signals where required



No traffic signal pre-emptive priority

Priority corridor
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In addition to the dedicated services within the corridor, the Reference Project – QBC
includes significant increases to the broader PT network on the Sunshine Coast including
new routes to growing suburbs and increased frequency of services. The changes to the PT
network are outlined in Chapter 12: Transport Outcomes.
The Reference Project – QBC could also operate differently than the BRT and LRT
Reference Projects with a limited number of peak hour express or ‘rocket’ bus services
within the corridor able to use the bus lanes and bus stops.
It would be possible for the uniquely branded QBC vehicles to be garaged and operated and
maintained by the existing PT service delivery partner on the Sunshine Coast under the
current or next generation of bus service contracts. Alternatively, the Government may
consider specific contracting provisions.

11.18.

Summary of Reference Project - QBC

The Reference Project – QBC has been developed and included in the PBC as a lower cost,
and consequently lower quality of service option than the BRT and LRT Reference Projects.
It is based on the CoastConnect project previously planned by Transport and Main Roads.

OR

The Reference Project - QBC is a corridor-level solution that extends from Maroochydore to
the SCUH. The primary configuration of the Reference Project – QBC is for kerbside bus
lanes and/or bus queue jumps where required, and higher quality uniquely branded buses to
form a PT spine within the corridor.

W

In addition to the dedicated services within the corridor, the Reference Project – QBC
includes significant increases to the broader PT network on the Sunshine Coast including
new routes to growing suburbs and increased frequency of services.
The QBC is aligned with the principles of the SIP as it seeks to make better use of the
existing assets including roads and existing bus operations rather than investing in a new
mode of transport for the Sunshine Coast.
If the Reference Project – QBC is taken forward, the areas for future investigation in the
DBC include:


Public Utility Plant (PUP) investigations



Refinement of corridor impacts, and the detailed location of bus lanes and intersection
treatments to reduce and/or mitigate the property impacts



Confirmation of the vehicle specifications including emerging technology



Detailed engineering design and costing to comprehensively review the 2010
CoastConnect designs
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Delivery model including whether existing service delivery partner or separate contract
required



Depot requirements including area required, location and size, if a free-standing depot is
necessitated by the delivery model



Refinement of the journey time and intersection performance using an advanced
simulation tool



Adoption of cashless boarding through the Smart Ticketing Project



Refinement of the construction schedule.
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12.

Transport Outcomes

This chapter details the transport outcomes based on modelling for the three shortlisted
mass transport options assessed as part of the PBC (see Chapter 10: Options Assessment).
The shortlisted options are:


Reference Project – Light Rail Transit Project Case



Reference Project – Bus Rapid Transit Project Case



Reference Project – Quality Bus Corridor Project Case.

Mass transit option assessment criteria

12.1.1

Meeting the service need
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12.1.

Assessment of mass transit options is required to be tested against the desired benefits of
the SCMT Project, which determine the service need. The benefits sought were identified in
Chapter 6, as outlined in Table 48.
Table 48: Benefits sought from addressing the service need

Benefits

Linking primary economic development between (Maroochydore
and Kawana), to knowledge-based industry areas (Kawana
Health Precinct) and tourist destinations (Maroochydore to
Mooloolaba).

Enhanced livability of the
Sunshine Coast region

Enhanced livability and greater accessibility for Sunshine Coast
residents to employment, schools, shopping, services and
recreational facilities within 30 minutes of their home.

Improved urban consolidation,
creating urban transformation in
the coastal corridor

Improved land use outcomes including a broad range of
housing opportunities such as affordable living, ‘missing middle’
housing and mixed-use development in established urban
centres on the Sunshine Coast.

OR

Connect key employment,
tourism and health precincts
within the Sunshine Coast
Urban Corridor

W

Better accessibility for residents
and tourists

12.1.2

Increased transport options (both PT and active transport) for
people of different ages and mobility levels without reliance
upon private motor vehicles and, subsequently, significant
reduction in motor traffic, car parking requirements and
environmental impacts.

Transport option assessment criteria – strategic transport drivers

The service needs in Table 48 were used to develop the five ‘strategic transport drivers’
listed below. These strategic transport drivers can be directly tested against output from the
transport model and form the basis for a quantified evaluation. These have been used for the
transport outcomes of the three shortlisted mass transit options.
1. Improved passenger transport options that increase public transport patronage
2. Increased accessibility to key destinations by public transport
3. A transport system that increases access to employment by public transport and
facilitates journey to work self-containment
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4. A mass transit system that reduces reliance on private vehicle and reduces transport
costs for users
5. Increased residential and employment densities within centres, and along high-frequency
public transport corridors.

12.2.

Strategic transport modelling

12.2.1

The strategic transport model
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The Sunshine Coast Zenith Model (SCZM) is a strategic transport model and has been used
to undertake transport forecasting for the PBC. The SCZM structure is depicted in Figure 62.

Figure 62: SCZM Model Structure

OR

The SCZM is a locally validated and calibrated version of VLC’s Zenith Model of SEQ.

W

Zenith is a predictive strategic model of travel within urban environments. The model is
sensitive to a great number of key factors which influence travel behaviour (i.e. the model’s
inputs) including:


Population and demographics – including workforce participation, age profiles and car
ownership levels



The distribution of land uses – including office blocks, factories, shops, schools, hospitals
and airports



The level of accessibility provided by the transportation network – including travel by car,
PT, walking and cycling



The cost of travel – including road tolls, PT fares, fuel costs and parking charges.

By comparing the outputs between modelled scenarios, the impact of changes to the travel
environment can be evaluated and understood, for example:


The effect of population growth, in terms of growth in travel demand and increased
congestion



The impact of adding or removing PT services
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The effect of building a new railway line or extending an existing one



The effect of changes to PT fares.

12.2.2

Modelling cases utilised

Four cases have been modelled to provide the analysis of performance of each option
against the assessment criteria. These are shown in Table 49.
Table 49: Modelling cases

Land use scenario134

PT scenario

Base case

No-Intervention (trend)

Do minimum bus upgrade

Light Rail Transit Project Case

Light rail transit intervention
land use scenario

Intervention by building Stage
1 of LRT135 with supporting bus
network upgrade

Bus Rapid Transit Project
Case

Bus Rapid Transit Intervention
land use scenario

Intervention by building Stage
1 of BRT system136 with
supporting bus network
upgrade

Quality Bus Corridor Project
Case

No-Intervention (trend)

Intervention by building the
QBC in Stage 1137 with
supporting bus network
upgrade

12.3.
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Case

Base case

The base case combines:


The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario



A ‘Do Minimum’ transport investment scenario.

OR

The Do Minimum transport investment scenario includes minor extensions to existing bus
routes to provide access in growth areas, as well as only committed road upgrades.

W

As described in Chapter 8 of this PBC the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario has
been developed in response to the base case transport network, which does not involve the
introduction of SCMT Stage 1. The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario represents a
market-based assessment of the future land use that would occur in the corridor if the SCMT
Project is not delivered. This assessment has been completed by the JLL, Cox and LUTI
team based on bottom-up analysis of the corridor, historic sales and growth, and forecast
future dwellings growth and sales.

12.4.

LRT project case

The LRT project case combines:


The LRT Intervention land use scenario

134

Refer to Chapter 8, Land Use Analysis
Refer to Chapter 11, Reference Project – LRT
Refer to Chapter 12, Reference Project – BRT
137
Refer to Chapter 13, Reference Project – QBC
135
136
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The Reference Project – LRT built in Stage 1 of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



A region-wide upgrade of the bus network as per Option 1 in the Options Assessment
chapter of the PBC.

At the core of the light rail project case is a light rail corridor running between the planned
transit centre at Maroochydore CBD and the SCUH. Figure 63 outlines the route and details
of the modelled light rail system.
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The light rail service operates in a dedicated right-of-way corridor with intersection priority
and high-quality station treatments. There are a maximum of eight services per hour at 7.5minute headways, and the journey time from beginning to end is estimated at 29 minutes
and 40 seconds138.

Figure 63: Light rail as modelled

138

Based on comparison with Gold Coast Light Rail and built up by analysing running conditions in each section of the route. Running times
should be reviewed in the DBC with more detailed simulation models.
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A 1,000 space Park n Ride facility is provided at Bundilla, near the Sunshine Coast
Motorway and there is also a bus/mass transit transfer facility adjacent to the LRT platform,
allowing the mass transit to intercept buses coming from the west of the region.
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A redesigned and upgraded Sunshine Coast bus network has been modelled in the LRT
scenario to ensure maximum access to the mass transit from the outside of its walk-up
catchment. Figure 64 illustrates this supporting bus network.

Figure 64: Light rail mass transit network

The light rail project case also includes several road network changes to facilitate the
delivery of light rail within the existing road corridors, and to minimise property acquisitions.
These changes include turn bans at some intersections and lane reduction on key arterials
including Nicklin Way, Alexandra Parade and Walan Street as shown in Figure 65.
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OR

Figure 65: Modelled road network changes to facilitate light rail mass transit

The Maroochydore to Mooloolaba road network changes include the following:



Lane changes

W





First Avenue: One lane removed,



Fourth Avenue: Intersection realigned to form a cross intersection with Wrigley
Street



Alexandra Parade: One lane removed



Mooloolaba Esplanade: One southbound lane removed



Venning Street: One southbound lane removed



Walan Street: One lane removed



Nicklin Way from Eden Street to Lutana St: One lane removed



Nicklin Way from Lutana Street to Kawana Island Boulevard: One southbound lane
removed

New turn restrictions
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Second Avenue/Aerodrome Road: Left in/left out only



May Street/Aerodrome Road: No right turn into May Street



Wirraway Street/Aerodrome Road: No right turn into Wirraway Street



Mooloolaba Esplanade/Venning Street: No southbound through movement for
Mooloolaba Esplanade



Walan Street/Naroo Court: No right turn into Naroo Court



Brisbane Road/Hancock Street: No right turn into Hancock Street.

12.4.1

Light rail daily patronage
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The following tables and charts detail daily boarding, alighting and total passenger load
statistics for light rail services. Figure 66 and Figure 67 detail the daily boarding and alighting
by station for all light rail services. In all years, Maroochydore station is the busiest in terms
of both boarding and alighting. This station is located at the entrance of the Maroochydore
centre and serves the greater Maroochydore area.

W

OR

Stop Name
SCUH
Birtinya South
Birtinya North
Bokarina North
Warana South
Warana North
Buddina
Minyama
Bundilla
Mooloolaba
Mooloolaba Foreshore
Alexandra Headland
Alexandra Beach
Cotton Tree
Maroochydore
Maroochydore Transit Centre
TOTAL

2026
1,531
771
716
720
532
647
1,142
977
2,133
1,815
1,742
952
763
1,845
3,532
2,281
22,100

2036
2,057
1,105
947
992
767
841
1,507
1,237
2,608
2,160
2,054
1,147
965
2,248
4,229
2,896
27,759

2041
2,308
1,214
1,053
1,146
954
998
1,845
1,432
2,850
2,392
2,235
1,263
1,092
2,449
4,618
3,226
31,076

Figure 66: Daily boarding by station - LRT
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2026
1,422 ‐
679 ‐
799 ‐
817 ‐
425 ‐
619 ‐
1,282 ‐
784 ‐
2,326 ‐
1,879 ‐
1,547 ‐
1,181 ‐
572 ‐
1,947 ‐
3,937 ‐
1,883 ‐
22,100 ‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

2036
1,915 ‐
989 ‐
1,066 ‐
1,122 ‐
661 ‐
783 ‐
1,739 ‐
975 ‐
2,827 ‐
2,243 ‐
1,803 ‐
1,427 ‐
726 ‐
2,354 ‐
4,628 ‐
2,500 ‐
27,759 ‐
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Stop Name
SCUH
Birtinya South
Birtinya North
Bokarina North
Warana South
Warana North
Buddina
Minyama
Bundilla
Mooloolaba
Mooloolaba Foreshore
Alexandra Headland
Alexandra Beach
Cotton Tree
Maroochydore
Maroochydore Transit Centre
Total

2041
2,130
1,072
1,169
1,278
834
899
2,076
1,097
3,234
2,508
1,959
1,581
825
2,598
5,033
2,781
31,076

Figure 67: Daily alighting by station - LRT
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Figure 68 and Figure 69 detail the south and north bound passenger load statistics for light
rail services respectively. After Maroochydore, the SCUH station is the southern terminus of
the light rail line and has the second-highest level of demand. The Park n Ride and bus
interchange at Bundillla Station results in the third-highest passenger demand each day.

2026

2036

2041

Figure 68: Daily passenger loads (northbound) - LRT
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0

2026

2036

2041

Figure 69: Daily passenger loads (southbound) - LRT

12.4.2

Strategic transport driver 1: Improved passenger transport options
increase PT patronage

With light rail, the total number of PT trips made each day on the Sunshine Coast is forecast
to increase significantly compared to the Base Case. As detailed in Figure 70, the 2041
forecasts indicate that approximately 25,000 new PT journeys are made each day from
origins within the Sunshine Coast LGA when compared to the Base Case.
70,000
60,000

61,813
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Figure 70: Number of PT trips from origins within the Sunshine Coast LGA (LRT vs Base Case)

In the base case, the proportion of all trips made by PT is forecast to reduce over time. This
is due to accelerated urban expansion development and a lack of competitive alternatives to
the private vehicle. However, LRT and a supporting PT network alter growth patterns and
see more growth concentrating in the existing urban area. As a result, the PT mode share in
the light rail project case increases over time.
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In all modelled years, PT mode share is forecast to be more than double the base case.
Figure 71 demonstrates the PT mode share for all trips within the Sunshine Coast LGA.
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Figure 71: PT mode share for all trips within the Sunshine Coast LGA
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Figure 72 shows daily PT loads across the network in 2041 under the LRT project case.
Daily loads per section of the light rail corridor range from 4,000 and 10,000 passengers a
day with the most heavily utilised segments of the corridor being north of the Mooloolah
River. Figure 72 highlights the vital roles that supporting bus routes play in facilitating
movements between the light rail corridor and growth areas and suburban rail networks to
the west.

Figure 72: Daily PT loads - LRT Project Case, 2041
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The forecast number of total PT boardings from within the Sunshine Coast is significantly
higher in all modelled years as a result of the LRT project case. Figure 73 outlines a
breakdown of total boardings by PT type.
Including transfers, there are approximately 76,000 boardings forecast each day within the
Sunshine Coast LGA and just over 40 per cent of these boardings are on light rail services.
In 2041, 31,000 passengers are forecast to board light rail every day.
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Figure 73: Daily boardings by service type (LRT Case vs Base Case) (from Sunshine Coast LGA)
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Figure 74 shows the patronage profile of northbound light rail services during the 2-hour AM
peak period (7am to 9am) in 2041. The chart shows boardings and alightings by mode and
the cumulative load on each segment of the corridor. In the AM peak, the highest number of
transfers from bus occurs at the SCUH (approximately 600 passengers) and the Bundilla
Interchange (approximately 250 passengers). Most light rail users in the AM peak access the
service by active transport modes, 13 per cent drive or get dropped off, with most of these
(36 per cent) occurring at the Bundilla Park n Ride.

W

Of the 12,400 boardings from active transport during the 2-hour AM peak, 33 per cent occur
at three stations, SCUH (12 per cent), Mooloolaba (11 per cent) and Kawana Shopping
World (10 per cent).
Only 7 per cent of all light rail boardings transfer from a bus. Wait times and the perceived
inconvenience of transferring generally make driving to light rail stations a more attractive
option than taking a connecting bus. Figure 74 indicates the first three light rail stations in the
northbound direction attract relatively high numbers of car access trips. Almost as many
passengers drive to, or get dropped off at, light rail in the three Birtinya139 stations as at the
Bundilla Park n Ride, where car access is explicitly encouraged. The majority of passengers
accessing services by car in Birtinya are coming from urban areas to the south and growth
areas such as Aura.

139

Refer to Priority Staging report for details relating to light rail in subsequent stages of the Project.
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This is of course a temporary situation that results from just the one stage of mass transit
being provided. As further stages progress, notably the stage to Beerwah, the situation will
be resolved.
However, although temporary, this is an undesirable result because it means significant
traffic is being attracted to the SCUH and town centre precincts which have no direct
business there. This should be further considered in the DBC to further enforce the need for
ongoing development of the mass transit by constructing further stages, notably the stage
from Birtinya to Beerwah, which is the second in order of priority
Most PT trips on the Sunshine Coast with LRT begin as walk trips. Daily boardings by
access mode across the region suggest the following travel patterns:
LRT is the busiest PT corridor on the Sunshine Coast



Landsborough Station is the busiest suburban rail station with the majority of passengers
driving to access its services



Caloundra South, the southern urban corridor and the University of the Sunshine Coast
campus at Sippy Downs form distinct clusters of PT trip origins and destinations



There are a significant number of bus to bus transfers occurring at Caloundra South as
passengers transfer to routes that connect to Beerwah Station.
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Figure 74: Northbound line loading, boarding and alighting in the 2041 AM Peak
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12.4.3

Strategic transport driver 2: Increased accessibility to key destinations by
PT
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Under the LRT project case, there are
significant improvements to PT accessibility
across the region. More people live closer to
key destinations, and the LRT system
provides far more frequent and reliable
connections to activity centres. Figure 77,
Figure 75 and Figure 76 show the percentage
change in generalised costs of travel by PT for
users accessing Birtinya and Maroochydore
town centre. Generalised cost includes all
elements of a PT journey including access to
PT, wait and transfer times, and the perceived
quality of services provided.
It is evident from these plots that the light rail
mass transit system significantly reduces the
cost of PT travel to key destinations. The PT
cost benefits extend far further than the light
rail corridor itself.
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Figure 75: Change in PT cost to access the SCUH
(LRT v Base 2041)
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12.4.4

Strategic transport driver 3: A transport system that increases access to
employment by PT and facilitates journey to work self-containment

The light rail corridor connects the Sunshine Coast’s CBD and the Maroochydore Regional
Economic Cluster with the major activity centre, knowledge and technology precinct at
Birtinya. LRT has a dedicated right of way for its entire route. This priority and travel time
competitiveness significantly increases PT mode share for work during peak times. The
proportion of journeys to work made by PT is three times higher with LRT than in the base
case.
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In 2041, journey to work mode share from within the priority area triples from 2.5 per cent in
the base case to 7.5 per cent LRT as demonstrated in Figure 78.
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Figure 78: Journey to work PT model from Priority Area 1

Journey to work self-containment marginally increases when compared to the base case. In
the LRT project case, there are 1,300 more trips to work being made to local destinations
within the LGA.

Strategic transport driver 4: A mass transit system that reduces reliance
on private vehicle and reduces transport costs for users.
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12.4.5

W

VKT within the LGA is lower in all years as a result of the light rail project case. This
reduction is due partly to the increased densities in and around the urban corridor, and partly
due to the travel time and cost benefits offered in the LRT project case.
In 2041, total VKT within the Sunshine Coast region LGA is reduced by approximately 2.7
per cent or 401,000 km each day, as demonstrated in Figure 79.
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Figure 79: VKT within the Sunshine Coast LGA (LRT v Base)

A significant benefit of the LRT as a mass transit system is the priority and legibility of a
dedicated corridor that has the right of way for its entire route. As a result, passengers have
more competitive and more reliable travel times, services are more attractive, and legibility is
dramatically improved. The downside is that dedicated corridors such as this require land for
infrastructure. In the LRT option, the area needed to facilitate the dedicated right of way is
acquired through utilising space within the existing road reserve, in some cases repurposing
this space from traffic lanes or car parking. Some increases to road corridor widths are also
required. Areas where traffic lane reductions occur are illustrated in Figure 65. Each of these
capacity reductions incurs costs for private vehicle users, and the highest costs occur on
Nicklin Way. However, there will be a high quality mass transit option for many of these
users if they choose to use it.
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With the LRT in place, the busiest sections of Nicklin Way may need to carry up to 75,000
vehicles per day by 2041. Forecast travel speeds are lower those in the base case.
However, the resultant total delay is 920 hours on a daily basis, which is a relatively small 55
seconds on a per car basis given the number of vehicles using the corridor.
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Congestion in the AM peak is illustrated by the VC ratio plots in Figure 80 and Figure 81,
which show the forecast VC ratios in 2041 LRT project case and the forecast VC ratio on
Nicklin Way, in the base case at 2041.

Figure 81: AM Peak VC ratio (2041 LRT)
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Figure 82 indicates that hours of delay for private vehicle users in 2041 is approximately 1.5
per cent lower with LRT.
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Figure 82: Daily person hours of delay LRT
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12.4.6

Strategic transport driver 5: Increased residential and employment density
within centres, and along high-frequency PT corridors

Forecasts indicate that an additional 21,500 people and 6,000 jobs will be located within the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor in 2041 when compared to the base case, outlined in Figure
83. Increases in residential and employment density as a result of light rail indicate that LRT
increases density around the light rail corridor and achieves urban consolidation
development and urban transformation outcomes.
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Figure 83: Population and employment within the Stage 1 Urban Corridor (2041 LRT)

12.5.

BRT project case

The BRT project case combines:

A BRT Intervention land use scenario



The Reference Project – BRT built in Stage 1 of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



A region-wide upgrade of the bus network as per Option 1 in the Options Assessment.

OR



W

The BRT project case is built around a dedicated corridor running between the proposed
transit centre at Maroochydore CBD and SCUH at Birtinya.
Models often use mode-specific constants and station access penalties to represent the
relative attractiveness of different standards of infrastructure. These parameters are the
same in both the LRT and BRT models. There are two critical differences between the two
project cases:
1. The run time for BRT is slightly longer
2. The distribution of demographics is different.
As with the LRT project case, the BRT route has a dedicated right of way corridor with
intersection priority and high-quality station treatments. The expected journey time from start
to end of the route is 50 seconds longer than in the LRT, with BRT taking roughly 30 minutes
and 30 seconds. The BRT project case’s supporting bus network, and road network changes
are identical to the LRT project case.
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12.5.1

BRT daily patronage

Figure 84, Figure 85, Figure 86 and Figure 87 detail daily boarding, alighting and total
passenger load statistics for the BRT services. As with LRT, Maroochydore, SCUH and
Bundilla are the three highest performing stations. The boarding and alighting patterns are
similar to LRT with the main difference being fewer boardings overall.
Stop Name
SCUH
Birtinya South
Birtinya North
Bokarina North
Warana South
Warana North
Buddina
Minyama
Bundilla
Mooloolaba
Mooloolaba Foreshore
Alexandra Headland
Alexandra Beach
Cotton Tree
Maroochydore
Maroochydore Transit Centre
TOTAL

2026

2036

2041
1,934
984
884
807
512
599
1,124
1,019
2,455
1,983
1,904
947
815
2,211
4,118
2,697
24,993
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1,515
721
705
716
485
598
1,072
952
2,080
1,806
1,741
875
740
1,867
3,527
2,197
21,597

2,084
1,089
961
847
536
619
1,169
1,050
2,627
2,076
1,986
985
863
2,325
4,387
2,939
26,541

Figure 84: Daily boardings by station – BRT

2026
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
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Stop Name
SCUH
Birtinya South
Birtinya North
Bokarina North
Warana South
Warana North
Buddina
Minyama
Bundilla
Mooloolaba
Mooloolaba Foreshore
Alexandra Headland
Alexandra Beach
Cotton Tree
Maroochydore
Maroochydore Transit Centre
TOTAL

1,414
612
794
813
375
593
1,181
787
2,267
1,856
1,548
1,079
594
2,025
3,940
1,718
21,597

2036
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

1,805
852
1,023
921
402
587
1,267
853
2,607
2,046
1,684
1,172
636
2,403
4,541
2,195
24,993

2041
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

1,918
945
1,104
962
414
580
1,285
856
2,917
2,147
1,758
1,228
666
2,556
4,814
2,391
26,541

Figure 85: Daily alightings by station – BRT
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Figure 86: Daily passenger loads (northbound) - BRT

2026

Figure 87: Daily passenger loads (southbound) – BRT
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12.5.2

Strategic transport driver 1: Improved passenger transport options that
increase PT patronage and reduce transport costs overall

With BRT, the total number of PT trips made each day on the Sunshine Coast is forecast to
increase significantly compared to the base case. The 2041 forecasts indicate that
approximately 22,500 new PT journeys are made each day from, and within the Sunshine
Coast LGA when compared to the base case, as detailed in Figure 88.
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Figure 88: Daily PT trips from origin within Sunshine Coast LGA (BRT v Base Case)

The BRT and supporting PT network alter growth patterns which sees more growth
concentrating in the existing urban areas. Although this effect is far less pronounced than in
the LRT project case, PT mode share in the BRT scenario is approximately one percentage
point higher than the base case in each modelled year, as reflected in Figure 89.
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Figure 89: PT mode share for all trips within Sunshine Coast LGA

Figure 90 shows daily PT loads across the network in 2041 under the BRT project case.
Daily loads on the BRT corridor range from 4,000 to 8,500 passengers a day with the most
heavily utilised segments of the corridor being north of the Mooloolah River. In the BRT
project case, the number of passengers using suburban rail to access destinations outside of
the Sunshine Coast LGA is higher than in the LRT project case. The number of passengers
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using suburban rail (south of Beerwah) is 5 per cent higher than in the LRT project case
because more people are living closer to the north coast rail corridor.

Figure 90: Daily PT loads (BRT, 2041)

The forecast number of boardings from within the Sunshine Coast is significantly higher in all
modelled years as a result of the BRT project case. Figure 91 gives a breakdown of total
boardings by mode. Including transfers, there are approximately 73,000 boardings forecast
each day within the Sunshine Coast LGA in 2041, 36 per cent of these boardings are on the
bus rapid vehicles for a total of 26,542 daily boardings on the BRT. However, the most
significant proportion (43 per cent) of boardings occur on the supporting bus routes.
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Figure 91: Daily boardings by mode (BRT v Base Case)

Figure 92 shows the patronage profile of BRT services during the 2-hour AM peak period in
2041, for northbound services. In the AM peak, the highest number of transfers from bus
occurs at the SCUH (approximately 530 passengers) and the Bundilla Interchange
(approximately 232 passengers). Most users in the AM peak access the service by active
transport modes, 15 per cent drive or get dropped off, with most of these (38 per cent)
occurring at the Bundilla Park n Ride.
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Peak boardings in the BRT project case are 15 per cent lower than LRT due to fewer people
living close to stations. As with the LRT project case, 7 per cent of all boardings are
transferring from a bus. Bundilla observes a slight increase in the number of Park n Ride
boardings due to the more dispersed settlement pattern in the BRT project case.
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Figure 92: Northbound BRT line loading, boardings and alightings in the 2041 AM Peak
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12.5.3

Strategic transport driver 2: Increased accessibility to key destinations by
PT
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Under the BRT project case, there are
significant improvements to PT accessibility
across the region. However, when compared
to the LRT project case, fewer people live
closer to key destinations. The BRT system
provides the same increases in frequency,
reliability and efficient connections to activity
centres. Figure 93, Figure 94 and Figure 95
show the percentage change in the cost for
PT users accessing the university, Birtinya
and Maroochydore CBD.
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BRT reduces the cost of PT travel to key
destinations on the Sunshine Coast, and the
benefits extend far further than the bus rapid
corridor itself. There is less benefit in western
growth corridors when compared to light rail.
The land use pattern in the BRT case leads to
comparatively more traffic on east-west
arterials slowing buses down and increasing
costs for users.
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12.5.4

Strategic transport driver 3: A transport system that increases access to
employment by PT and facilitates journey to work self-containment

As with LRT, the BRT transit corridor connects the Sunshine Coast’s CBD and the
Maroochydore Regional Economic Cluster with Birtinya. In 2041, journey to work mode
shares from origins within the urban area increase from 2.5 per cent in the base case to 6.8
per cent, as outlined in Figure 96.
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Figure 96: Journey to work mode share from origins within the urban area (stage 1) - BRT 2041

Journey to work self-containment marginally increases when compared to the base case. In
the BRT project case, 500 fewer work trips are made to external destinations each day.

12.5.5

Strategic transport driver 4: A mass transit system that reduces reliance
on private vehicle and reduces transport costs for users
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VKT within the LGA is lower in all years as a result of the BRT project case. The reduction is
not as pronounced as with LRT due to the lower residential and employment densities in the
urban corridor. Figure 97 shows that in 2041 total VKT within the LGA is reduced by
approximately 1.1 per cent or 173,000 km each day.
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Figure 97: VKT in Sunshine Coast LGA - BRT
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Congestion in the AM peak is illustrated by the VC ratio plots in Figure 99 showing the VC
ratio in 2041 and Figure 98 showing the VC ratio on Nicklin Way in the base case at 2041.

Figure 98: Base VC ratio - Nicklin Way

Figure 99: AM Peak VC ration (2041 BRT)

With the BRT in place, the busiest sections of Nicklin
Way would need to carry up to 66,500 vehicles per day, approximately 10,000 vehicles per
day fewer than LRT. In the BRT project case, there are approximately 20,000 fewer people
living in the Stage 1 corridor. With fewer people needing to use Nicklin Way, congestion on
this critical linkis lower.
Total hours of delay across the LGA is higher in all years as a result of the BRT project case,
as depicted in Figure 100.
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Figure 100: Daily person hours of delay (BRT)

12.5.6

Strategic transport driver 5: Increased residential and employment density
within centres, and along high-frequency PT corridors

Forecasts show that increased density in the urban corridor will be far less in the BRT case
than with LRT. In the BRT project case, there are only 1,500 additional people and 430
additional jobs within the urban corridor in 2041 when compared to the base case, as shown
in Figure 101. This equates to only 7 per cent of the urban consolidation achieved through
the LRT project case.
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Figure 101: Population within the Stage 1 Urban Corridor (2041 – BRT)

12.6.

QBC project case

The QBC project case combines:


140

A No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario140

Analysis for this PBC has confirmed the QBC option is unlikely to have any impact on land use and urban transformation.
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The Reference Project – QBC built in Stage 1 of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor



A region-wide upgrade of the bus network specifically tailored to make best use of the
bus priority infrastructure141.

The QBC project case includes infrastructure that gives priority to buses in the priority
corridor. This priority infrastructure reflects, as closely as possible, the Coast Connect:
Caloundra to Maroochydore Concept Design. The project case includes a mix of dedicated
and non-dedicated treatments and capacity reductions on Nicklin Way are still required. The
primary mechanism is the kerbside bus lanes as proposed in Coast Connect.
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Figure 102 illustrates sections of the corridor that have dedicated kerbside bus lanes and
Table 50 outlines the frequency and road capacity reductions. In these sections, buses do
not experience the full effects of congestion. All stops are high-quality premium stops, and
this is modelled through lower stop access penalties.
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Bus travel speeds in sections of the corridor with priority are modelled at 10km/h faster than
the travel speeds in adjacent general traffic lanes. Although buses have dedicated lanes, left
turners and those looking for kerbside car parks share the lanes. There are no physical
barriers, and the buses run alongside cycle lanes.

Figure 102: QBC as modelled
Table 50: QBC - frequency and stations

Frequency (services
per hour)

141

Road capacity reductions

Key points

The QBC project case is built around a different bus network to the other project cases, with all bus routes benefitting from the bus lanes used.
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AM Peak – 8 services
Inter Peak – 8 services
PM Peak – 8 services



Delete one general traffic
lane in each direction
between Eden Street and
Lutana Street
Delete one South bound
general traffic lane between
Lutana Street to Kawana
Island Boulevard



Mixed bus lanes and shared
corridors



Prepaid fares only



High quality station treatments



New parking charges at
Maroochydore, Mooloolaba and
Birtinya
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The QBC project case is built around a different bus network to the other project cases.
Figure 103 illustrates the QBC network with all bus routes benefitting from the bus lanes
used. Any passenger boarding in these locations benefits from improved station
infrastructure.

Figure 103: QBC transit network

12.6.1

Strategic transport driver 1: Improved passenger transport options that
increase PT patronage and reduce transport costs overall

Despite the redesign of the supporting bus network to make best use of the bus priority
infrastructure, and reducing the need to transfer between services, the QBC project case
sees only marginal increases in the total number of PT trips made each day on the Sunshine
Coast, as demonstrated in Figure 104. The 2041 forecasts indicate that only 5,000 new PT
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journeys are made each day from origins within the Sunshine Coast LGA when compared to
the base case.
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Figure 104: PT trips from and within the Sunshine Coast LGA (QBC v Base Case)

PT mode share in the QBC option remains quite low, reaching just 1.5 per cent in 2036 at
which point mode share stagnates, as shown in Figure 105.
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1.18%

Figure 105: PT mode share of all trips within the Sunshine Coast LGA (Base v QBC)

Figure 106 shows daily PT loads across the network in 2041 under the QBC project option.
The highest daily load in the urban area (stage 1) occurs at the entrance to Maroochydore
town centre with 5,700 total movements. However, unlike the other project cases, this
demand is spread across multiple routes.
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Figure 106: Daily PT loads (QBC 2041)

The forecast number of boardings from origins within the Sunshine Coast is only marginally
higher in all modelled years as a result of the QBC. Figure 107 showcases a breakdown of
total boardings by mode.
Including transfers, there are approximately 51,000 boardings forecast each day within the
Sunshine Coast LGA in 2041, an 18 per cent increase overall.
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Figure 107: Daily boardings by mode (QBC vs Base Case)

Under the QBC scenario, the 600 route forms the spine of the coastal PT network. The 600
route runs from Caloundra to Maroochydore CBD at 10 min headways. Figure 108 shows
the daily patronage profile of northbound 600 services under the QBC scenario.
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Modelling shows approximately 4100 boardings per day on the 600 service in 2041 under
the QBC scenario. 70 per cent of all boardings on the 600 service occur at stops between
the Sunshine Coast University Hospital and the Maroochydore CBD. 86 per cent of all
passengers board the service from active transport modes, 5 per cent drive and the rest
(approximately 8 per cent) transfer from other bus routes.
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Passengers by segment
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Bulcock St At Minchinton St

Bus

Bulcock St At Canberra Terrace

Moreton Pde At Ormonde Tce

Moreton Pde At Saltair Street

Edmund St At Caloundra Catholic Church

Light Rail

Edmund St At Russell Street

Rinaldi St At Moffat Beach

Buccleugh St At Bryce Street

Beerburrum St At Dicky Beach

Cooroy St Near Coochin St

Buderim St At Currimundi Hotel

Rail

Buderim St At Coryule Street

Nicklin Way At Coora Crescent

Nicklin Way At Currimundi

Nicklin Way At Ahern Bridge

Car

Nicklin Way At Wurtulla Shopping Village

Nicklin Way At Park Haven

Nicklin Way At Kawana Waters Bowls Club

Lake Kawana Blvd At The Decks
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Eccles Blvd At Sc Uni Hospital

Kawana Way At Central Boulevard

Kawana Way At Lake Kawana

Innovation Pkwy At Capital Place
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Nicklin Way At Minkara St (warana)
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Nicklin Way At Beachwood Hostel
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Nicklin Way At Kawana Shoppingworld (buddina)
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Mooloolaba Esp At Meta Street
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Alexandra Pde At Alexandra Headland

Alexandra Pde At Wilkes Family Park

Alexandra Pde At Mari St

Alexandra Pde At Okinja Road

Sixth Ave At Sea Breeze Caravan Park

Sixth Ave At Maroochy Library

Cotton Tree Pde At Cotton Tree Caravan Park

First Ave Near George St

Maroochydore Cbd Central

Maroochydore Cbd At Plaza Parade
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Walk
Passengers
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400
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Figure 108: Northbound 600 bus services line loading, boardings and alightings in the 2041 AM Peak
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12.6.2

Strategic transport driver 2: Increased accessibility to key destinations by
PT
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Under the QBC project case, there are
significant improvements to PT accessibility
across the region. Despite this, PT mode
shares remain low. This is partially as a result
of continued urban expansion developments
on the urban fringe where even with
significant improvements, PT travel costs are
still high. The change in PT generated costs to
areas of the region are depicted in Figure 109,
Figure 110 and Figure 111.
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12.6.3

Strategic transport driver 3: A transport system that increases access to
employment by PT and facilitates journey to work self-containment

Compared to the other project cases, journey to work mode share for PT remains quite low,
with less than a one percentage point increase in all years. Figure 112 shows journey to
work mode share increases from 2.5 per cent to just 3.4 per cent, less than half the shift
achieved as a result of the light rail and BRT project cases.
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7.00%

8.00%
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Figure 112: Journey to work PT mode share from priority area 1

Journey to work self-containment stays stagnant, although forecasts show slightly more
people leaving the LGA, the numbers are immaterial (54 trips). This increase is reflective of
improved access to the north coast rail line. Despite this, most journeys to work remain local.
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Figure 113 shows the change in the number of jobs accessible within 45 minutes by PT as a
result of the QBC.
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Figure 113: Change in the number of jobs that can be accessed within 45 minutes (QBC - Base Case)
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12.6.4

Strategic transport driver 4: A mass transit system that reduces reliance
on private vehicle and reduces transport costs for users.

VKT within the LGA is highest under the QBC project case when compared to the other
project case scenarios. The QBC has little benefit in terms of reducing reliance on the
private vehicle. Figure 114 shows that in 2041, total VKT travelled within the LGA is reduced
by less than half of one percent or 88,000 km each day as a result of the QBC project case.
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Figure 114: VKT for the Sunshine Coast LGA - QBC

Total person hours of delay are slightly higher in all years as a result of QBC, as reflected in
Figure 115.
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Figure 115: Daily person hours of delay (QBC)

12.6.5

Strategic transport driver 5: Increased residential and employment density
within centres, and along high-frequency PT corridors

The modelling utilised the No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario which assumes no
increase in density in the Project corridor under the QBC case. The distribution of growth
across the region under the QBC case is unchanged relative to the base case.
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12.7.

Summary

12.7.1

PT ridership

The BRT and LRT project cases deliver comparable outcomes in terms of PT ridership,
improved accessibility and consequent reduction in VKT. They both observe significant
increases to PT ridership with the most pronounced increase occurring from within the
immediate corridor catchment.
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Figure 116 demonstrates that in all years, the LRT project case delivers the highest number
of PT trips and the most significant shift in mode choice away from private vehicles. The LRT
project case observes a 49 per cent increase in PT trips when compared to the QBC project
case.

-

2041 BRT

Project case

Heavy Rail

LRT/BRT

Bus

Total

Figure 116: Daily boardings by mode (2041)
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From a travel time, accessibility and connectivity perspective, LRT and BRT offer the same
benefit. The key differentiator between these two project cases is the land-use outcomes
and the degree to which each option advances the land use aspirations of Council and the
SEQ Regional Plan. A bottom-up evaluation suggests an LRT investment would underpin
21,500 additional residents and 6,000 additional jobs migrating from urban expansion areas
to the urban corridor. Comparatively, the impact of BRT on the same metrics, is minor. A
summary of each option’s population growth within the stage 1 urban area is presented in
Figure 117.
In terms of residential urban consolidation development, BRT is projected to attract only
1,500 additional residents within the corridor. The sustained growth of urban expansion
development means development fronts such as Beerwah East are still required, and with
that comes an increased demand for infrastructure in the urban expansion areas. The QBC
observes no change in land use patterns relative to the Base Case, as the bus lane
infrastructure does not convey the sense of permanence that is required for city-building
transport infrastructure.
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Population Growth within Urban Area (Stage 1)
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Figure 117: Population growth within the Urban Area (Stage 1)

The LRT and BRT project cases lead to a step-change in the use of PT, particularly within
the urban area surrounding the infrastructure. However, due to the lack of urban
consolidation development, the daily share of PT journeys across the LGA is lower in the
BRT scenario. The QBC project case returns the least benefit in terms of PT mode shift.
The QBC project case is underpinned by a different bus network to the LRT and BRT
scenarios to improve efficiency and reduce transfers. However, the QBC case still results in
far fewer PT trips and only achieving a marginal reduction in VKT. Despite this, accessibility
to employment improves across a broader area under the QBC project case than in other
scenarios, and the cost of accessing major centres is comparable to LRT and BRT.
The advantage of the QBC project case is the comparatively large number of single-seat
journey opportunities. The need to transfer between modes in the LRT and BRT project
cases may discourage users. LRT and BRT passengers wishing to travel within the core
corridor would need to transfer at either Maroochydore, Bundilla or Birtinya, increasing their
overall travel time. This situation will improve as subsequent stages of the mass transit
network become operations (e.g. to Caloundra and Beerwah).

Traffic network impacts

OR

12.7.2

W

All of the project cases require capacity reductions in the existing road network. The LRT
and BRT project cases require capacity reductions on parts of Nicklin Way, Walan Street,
Venning Street, Mooloolah Esplanade, Alexandra Parade, Fourth Avenue and First Avenue.
Correspondingly and as expected, congestion on these links increases. The most noticeable
increase in travel times as a result of congestion occurs on Nicklin Way between Eden
Street and Lutana Street. In the case of this segment, there are very few alternative routes,
and congestion is unavoidable from several areas, assuming the MRI project is not provided.
The residential density of several impacted areas increases in response to LRT in 2041 and
up to 74,500 daily users experience travel time disbenefits on the northern sections of
Nicklin Way as a result. These users see their average speed decrease by up to 20km/h in
comparison to the base case in the local area, adding approximately one minute to in-vehicle
travel time on this section of Nicklin Way in the project case.
Figure 118 visualises the cumulative impacts of lane reductions, PT provision and
demographic distribution. For each link, the map shows which project case delivers the least
congestion. Orange links in this plot show where LRT delivers the lowest levels of
congestion, and the impacts of redistribution are clear. LRT reduces congestion on principal
east-west arterials and the Bruce Highway (relative to the other cases) due to the urban
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consolidation it unlocks. Within the urban corridor, however, BRT delivers the least
congestion overall. This outcome is a result of lower local travel demands relative to LRT
and increased PT patronage relative to QBC.

Figure 118: Lowest level of congestion by project case (2041 AM peak)

Even accounting for the delays from road capacity reductions in some urban areas, LRT
reduces the total hours of delay across the region, attributable to its higher patronage and
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reduction of urban expansion relative to the other two cases. QBC and BRT, on the other
hand, increase total hours of delay for car users.

12.7.3

Conclusions of the strategic transport assessment

When transport considerations alone are considered, this comprehensive analysis confirms
the best performing option against the service need is LRT. It outperforms the other two
options in all five criteria.
BRT follows, however, it is limited by the lack of residential and employment densification
within the urban consolidation growth area. BRT leads to an increase in the total hours of
delay experienced by private vehicle users across the region.
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The QBC project case provides some time savings for PT users but fails to deliver the stepchange in mode shift observed under the LRT project case. The QBC project case leads to
an increase in the total hours of delay experienced by car users and is the least valuable
project case from a transport outcomes perspective.

W
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Economic analysis in the following chapter provides a detailed breakdown of the economic
merit of each project case.
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13.

Social and Environmental Impacts

13.1.

Social Impact Assessment approach

The BQ Social Impact Assessment (SIE) Guide, released 2 December 2016, has been used
to guide the discussion of the existing social and economic environment in the Social
Assessment Area. The SIE Three Step Process, defined in the SIE Guide, has been used as
general reference for the discussion of the existing social environment, potential impacts and
mitigation measures.
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The SCMT Project SIE focuses on the potential social impacts for options for the Project,
relative to the social impact baseline (SIB). The perspectives of key stakeholders (e.g. those
with impacted land, residents in the study area, technical experts, local authorities) were
considered in the identification and assessment of social impacts.
In undertaking the SIE, regard has been given to the existing social environment and the
likely degree of change (positive or negative impact) in the study area during the
construction and operation phases of the Project. Key elements of the SIE include:


Identifying stakeholder groups and community values to confirm the key social elements
against which to assess potential project impacts



Identifying potential social impacts associated with project delivery and operation



Identifying appropriate measures to manage or mitigate potential impacts on the social
environment and maximise potential benefits



Undertaking a risk assessment of the potential impacts.

13.2.

Identification of social impacts



Community, quality of life and lifestyle – Transport

Personal and property rights




Social impact arising from transport, traffic and congestion in the Social
Assessment during operation and construction of the Project. These social impacts
involve community, quality of life and lifestyle.
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This section details the social impacts which may be expected to occur as a result of the
Project being implemented during construction and upon commencement of services. The
expected social impacts are perceived to be similar for the BRT and LRT Project options.
This includes benefits and costs that have been allocated into the following categories,
based on the BQ SIE Guide:

The effects of land acquisitions and personal impacts caused by the Project –
particularly where people are economically affected, or experience personal
disadvantage, which may include where their civil liberties are infringed. This could
also be perceived as positive impacts in the advantages gained from increased
property values.

Local community roads and infrastructure


Social impacts on the community derived from the changes to local roads and
supporting infrastructure for the Project.
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Community




Public health and amenity




The Project may impact the air, noise and vibration in the Social Assessment Area.

Lifestyle - Business and employment




The construction and operation phases of the Project will have an effect on the
community through the impact on services and accessibility to parts of the region.

Impacts on the way people behave and relate to family, friends and cohorts on a
day-to-day basis, particularly with a focus on the significant number of businesses
and employment centres that will be impacted throughout the construction and
operation phases of the Project. In particular, the lifestyle advantage and impacts
of improved access to high speed, legible PT for commuters.
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Quality of life and cultural impacts – Environmental and cultural heritage


13.3.

Impacts to the natural environment and cultural heritage land due to the
construction or operation of the Project.

SIE outcomes

The outcomes of the SIE are reflected in the Reference Project and design, environmental
assessment and sustainability assessment and should be considered alongside the
quantitative economic results presented in Chapter 15: Economic Appraisal.
Based on the assessment of the social impacts, a summary of the comparative expectations
between the different options has been outlined in Table 51.

LRT

BRT

QBC

High likelihood/consequence

9

9

1

Medium likelihood/ consequence

4

3

6

Low likelihood/consequence

-

1

6

Neutral social impacts

LRT

BRT

QBC

High likelihood/consequence

2

1

1

Medium likelihood /consequence

3

4

2

Low likelihood/consequence

3

3

7

Negative social impacts (costs)

LRT

BRT

QBC

High likelihood/consequence

8

8

5

Medium likelihood /consequence

4

4

6

Low likelihood/consequence

-

-

1

W

Positive Social impacts (benefits)

OR

Table 51: Comparative social impact assessment

The SIE has been used to identify the key social impacts of each project option and
categorise the evaluation approach for each impact. The Project team will continue to
monitor the social impacts and update the SIE for future stages of the business case. While
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this process has identified a number of social impacts, both positive and negative, it is not
anticipated that any of the impacts will prevent the Project from proceeding.

13.4.

Environmental Assessment approach

The Project area for the Environmental Assessment has been based on the Preliminary
Concept Designs for the LRT and BRT modes along the preferred route developed as part of
the Engineering Design Methodology for the PBC.
The assessment considered critical issues that may impact the viability of the SCMT Project.
Detailed consideration of environmental and heritage impacts will be undertaken during the
DBC development.
The purpose of the Environmental Assessment is to provide:
Review of previous documentation prepared for the Project



Desktop review of publicly available information relevant to environmental, heritage and
planning matters



Identification and preliminary assessment of potential environmental and heritage risks of
relevance to the proposed Project



A preliminary assessment of the likelihood of occurrence of Matters of National
Environmental Significance (MNES) under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act (EPBC), including a statement on the need to refer the Project to the
Australian Minister for the Environment for assessment under the EPBC Act



Nomination of potential mitigations for further design during the DBC to enable impacts
from key environmental and heritage risks to be avoided, minimised, mitigated or offset.

13.4.1
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Relationship between environmental impacts and approach

The relationship between the environmental impacts and approach for the economic
appraisal and SIE is outlined in Table 52.
Table 52: Relationship between environmental impacts and approach

Quantified

OR

Environmental impact

W

Legislation and permit
requirements

Planning and land use

Monetised




Approach

Include in CBA, benefits management
and risk register



Included in CBA, benefits management
and risk register

Land and soil
management



Included in CBA, benefits management
and risk register

Water quality and aquatic
ecology



Included in CBA, benefits management
and risk register

Hydrology and flooding





Include in CBA, benefits management
and risk register

Noise and vibration





Include in CBA, SIE, benefits
management and risk register

Landscape and visual
amenity





Include in SIE, benefits management and
risk register
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Environmental impact

Quantified

Monetised

Cultural heritage





Waste management



Approach
Include in CBA, SIE, benefits
management and risk register
Include in CBA, SIE, benefits
management and risk register





Listed threatened ecological communities (may occur within the Project area)



Listed threatened flora and fauna species (may occur within the Project area)



Ramsar declared wetland of international importance, Moreton Bay Ramsar
wetland (occurs adjacent to the Project area).

Impacts on Matters of State Environmental Significance (MSES) located either within, or
in proximity to the Project area, including:


Essential habitat for protected plants under the Nature Conservation Act 1992



High risk areas for protected plants under the Nature Conservation Act 1992



Moreton Bay Ramsar wetland of international importance (High ecological value
waters) under the Environmental Protection (Water and Wetland Biodiversity)
Policy 2019, Schedule 1 (In accordance with MSES definitions (e) and (f)).

Hydrology and flooding


Climate change impacts relating to rising sea levels and increased flood events



Impacts on the natural hydrology of creeks and wetlands (e.g. levels and flows)



Impact on the current hydrological regime of the creeks within and adjacent to the
Project area



Impacts on flow pathways and afflux (change flood levels) and flow velocities
resulting in scouring of waterways and inundation to the road corridor and adjacent
properties.

OR



Impacts on MNES located either within, or in proximity to the Project area, including:
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The Environmental Assessment provided a review of publicly available information relevant
to environmental, heritage and planning matters of interest and an assessment of potential
environmental and heritage risks associated with the SCMT Project and that may impact the
viability of the Project. Key environmental risks of the Project include:

The Environmental Assessment has identified further investigations and/or monitoring
recommended to refine the appreciation of potential environmental and/or heritage impacts
as the Project design progresses. The PBC Environmental Assessment also includes a
preliminary assessment of the likelihood of occurrence of MNES under the EPBC Act and
MSES under Queensland legislation. An assessment on the likelihood for significant impact
to MNES and MSES (if confirmed to be impacted) as a consequence of the Project will be
required. This will be informed by site investigations.
Potential mitigation measures have been identified for key environmental elements where
impacts are unable to be avoided and will be required to be refined in parallel with design
progression to enable impacts from key environmental and heritage risks to be appropriately
mitigated or offset where these options are available. Environmental offsets to mitigate
impacts will need to be investigated and informed by these future studies.
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14.

Cost and Risk Assessment

14.1.

Introduction

This chapter documents the whole of life risk adjusted cost estimates for the shortlisted
options for Stage 1 of the SCMT Project. The Project cost estimates consist of two key
categories:


Capital costs incurred during the development and construction phase



Operating costs based on a 30-year operating period.

14.1.1
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Note: The risk-adjusted cost estimates presented in the tables throughout this chapter may
not sum precisely due to rounding differences in source data. All dollar values in this chapter
are presented in February 2020 real terms unless noted otherwise.

Capital cost estimates

The risk adjusted capital cost estimate was developed in two steps:
1.

The development of the initial capital cost estimate for Stage 1 of the SCMT Project
based on the Reference Design, supporting technical reports and the expertise of the
project team.

2.

The quantitative risk assessment of the capital cost estimate to monetise the risk and
uncertainty associated with the various elements of the estimate.

14.1.1.1

Initial cost estimate for Stage 1 of the SCMT Project

The capital cost estimates were prepared using a base estimate date of February 2020 to
reflect the forecast cost of delivering the planned works for each of the Reference Project
options in Stage 1 of the SCMT Project.
In developing the cost estimates a number of different cost estimating techniques were used
to reflect the nature of the activity being estimated and the level of design information
available. The techniques used included:
A fully resource-based estimate of labour, plant and materials priced using local market
rates



Allowances for packages of work based on actual costs obtained from completed
comparable projects and adjusted to suit local market conditions.

W
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The cost estimates include allowances for all direct and indirect construction costs, principal
costs for all stages of project development, property acquisition costs, and appropriate
vehicle purchase costs.
Capital cost risk adjustment
The capital cost estimates have been risk adjusted using quantitative risk assessment
techniques to account for the risk and uncertainty associated with the various elements of
the estimate. The capital cost risk adjustment is shown in Table 53.
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Table 53: Capital cost risk adjustment

Delivery Phase Cost (2020 real $million)
Cost Item

BRT

LRT

Total Client Costs

146.17

536.47

579.43

Total Construction Costs

110.67

504.06

657.12

Total Base Cost

256.83

1,040.54

1,236.55

Total Risks P50

172.08

272.72

316.65

Total Project Cost (P50) ($2020)

428.91

1,313.25

1,553.21
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QBC

Source: Fission (2020). Including sunk costs pre-February 2020.

14.1.1.2

Pricing assumptions and cost escalation

The capital cost estimate has been prepared using a base estimate date of February 2020
for input to the Project financial and economic assessment. Escalation has been applied to
the cost estimate to determine the outturn cost based on the delivery timeframes shown in
Figure 119. The outturn costs are presented in the financial analysis.
Feasibility (PBC & DBC)

2019

Construction

2022

Figure 119: Project timing

14.1.1.3

Project delivery and
procurement

2024

Operations

2027

Operations cost estimates

OR

An Operations and Maintenance (O&M) cost estimate has also been prepared for each of
the Reference Projects. The O&M cost estimates for the BRT and the LRT use a first
principles approach and reflect the cost to establish and operate a standalone LRT or BRT
system on the Sunshine Coast. The BRT and LRT costs are estimated based on Australian
precedent projects including GCLR and Brisbane Metro.

W

The cost estimate for the QBC option reflects the cost to operate a new fleet of high-quality
buses as an expansion of the existing Queensland Government contracted bus services on
the Sunshine Coast. The key cost components of the O&M costs are shown in Table 54.
Table 54: Key elements of the O&M costs

Cost Category

QBC

BRT

LRT

Client costs







Operational staff and corporate staff











Electricity
Fuel



Routine maintenance







Vehicle lifecycle maintenance
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Cost Category

QBC


Depot costs

14.1.1.4

BRT

LRT




Operations cost

The operating phase cost estimate is shown in Table 55.
Table 55: Operating phase cost estimate

Operating Phase Cost (2020 $million)
Cost Item

QBC

BRT

LRT

-

29.9

32.5

28.3

29.7

29.7

-

897.36

990.83

850.00

890.80

890.80
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Average annual LRT/BRT Operating Phase Costs (Real)
Average annual Bus Net Operating Phase Costs (Real)
Sum of Operating Phase Costs over 30 years
(exc. Additional bus network costs)
Additional bus network costs
a Not

including mobilisation per annum
Source: SNC Lavalin (2020).

14.2.

Risk management and risk assessment

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the risk management approach that
has been applied during the development of the Reference Design and the PBC. The key
outputs from the risk assessment at this stage of the SCMT Project are risk registers for
strategic, process, and project risks, and risk adjustments to the capital and operating costs.
Overall, the risk assessment during the PBC phase serves several purposes including:
Developing risk adjusted cost estimates



Informing risk management plans for future phases of the Project



Informing the delivery model analysis for this PBC phase and the subsequent DBC
phase.

14.2.1

OR



Risk management process

W

Risk management has been embedded in every aspect of the development of the Reference
Project solutions for LRT, BRT and QBC, and is included in the PBC through formal and
informal processes. The formal approach to risk management has included establishing a
risk management process that complies with ISO31000:2009. This included risk
identification with the SCMT Project team and regular review of process and project risks.
Less formally, a risk management approach that relies on all team members continually and
actively managing risks as the Project proceeds has been incorporated in all project
management activities.

14.2.2

The context for risk management

Risk has been defined as “the effect of uncertainty on objectives”, in accordance with
ISO31000:2009 and therefore the Project objectives identified in the SBC stage are
fundamental to ongoing risk management. The Project also used the service requirements
and benefits identified in the SBC in conjunction with the Project objectives as the basis for
identifying risks, establishing risk severity ratings and developing mitigation strategies.
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Risk is inherent in any project; it creates the potential for a range of possible outcomes to
materialise over time. Identifying and quantifying project risks enables the potential overall
cost to government to deliver a project to be estimated. Ultimately, the risk assessment
informs the Project’s overall cost profile and helps guide the activities in subsequent project
phases.

14.2.3

Planned and unplanned risks

The assessment of project risks includes planned and unplanned risks. Planned risks are
those risks that have an impact on known elements of the Project. For example, the cost of a
raw material such as concrete, or the cost of an element of work such as cleaning. The
planned risks are translated to allowances being made to the quantity and the rate for the
various items within the cost estimate schedule prepared by the cost estimators.

14.3.
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Unplanned risks are generally unforeseen events that do not have a direct impact on a
specific element of the Project and may be quantified using a contingent sum or adjustments
to several prime cost items. Unplanned risks are events that may or may not happen and are
quantified using a likelihood and a financial outcome should the risk occur.

Key Project risks

The Project team has identified, assessed, and quantified the risks that may impact on the
successful delivery of the Project. This section provides an overview of the key unplanned
project risks and key project risks for consideration as the Project progresses from PBC to
the DBC phase.

14.3.1

Unplanned project risks

This section presents the key unplanned project risks that have greatest impact on the
quantum of the risk adjustment used in cost estimates. These risks were identified using the
sensitivity analysis in the risk modelling software. The sensitivity of the Project cost to
individual risks is a useful guide to the risks that require detailed management during the
DBC and subsequent delivery phases.

14.3.1.1

Key project risks – LRT and BRT

W

OR

Table 56 and Table 57 provide a summary of the key project risks for LRT and BRT,
respectively, which will require further investigation and management during the DBC and
subsequent delivery phases.
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Table 56: Key project risks for LRT

Additional property
impacts

This is the risk that the final
design has more impact on
properties than expected and
additional property acquisitions
are required.

Additional property acquisition
with additional time and cost.

The Reference Design and DBC
will make allowance for
construction and temporary works
property impacts.

Low

Delays to delivery
program

This is the risk that the Project
is delayed during construction
due to several factors
including:

Delays to project with associated
increased cost to Contractors and
Client.

Contracting model to allocate
D&C performance risk to
Contractor.

Moderate, though
mitigation measures
are in place



Weather



Industrial action



Handover of acquired
properties by the client



Access to PUP



Contractor performance.

Liquidated Damages for Client
costs.

Increased cost to deliver change
in scope, variations priced in a
non-competitive environment

This is the risk that there are
unforeseen changes to the
agreed scope of work.

Increased cost and delays to
project to implement new
changes.

OR

This is the risk that the State
varies the Project scope,
specifications or standards
after contract award.

W

Out of scope works
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Risk Description

Client initiated variations

Consequence

Indicative Risk
Rating

Risk Name

Delays to project delivery.

Define scope of works in the
Reference Design and DBC and
any variations to be subject to a
formal change process.

Low, with thorough
planning and good
governance

Define scope of works in the
Reference Design and DBC and
any variations to be subject to a
formal change process.

Low, with thorough
planning and good
governance
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Indicative Risk
Rating

Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Impact on existing
pavements

This is the risk that the final
design requires a greater
amount of pavement
modification than allowed in
the PBC and DBC including:

Increased cost

Include detailed assessment of
pavements in Reference Design
and DBC.

Low, with good
planning and design

Traffic management to be
considered in considered
Reference Design in staging and
constructability reviews.

Moderate, yet
temporary and can
be mitigated with
good planning and
design

Assess power services condition
and define any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process in the Reference Design
and DBC.

Major due to PUP
risk but risk can be
transferred to party
best able to manage
it through suitable
delivery model

Upgrades to inadequate
strength pavements within
the corridor



Local road upgrade
following diversions for
construction traffic



Extent of pavement works
in adjacent streets.

Increased disruption to motorists
during construction.

This is the risk that the
requirement for traffic
management during
construction is much greater
than anticipated including
temporary intersection
closures, temporary diversions,
lane closures, and traffic
control devices and systems.

Increased cost

This is the risk that service
alignments are unknown or do
not match surveys results, or
that a change to scope and/or
design and cost of treatments
occurs.

Increased cost to deliver change
in scope, design or cost of
treatments

W

Power services
treatment



OR

Traffic management and
temporary works during
construction
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Risk Name
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Delays to project to implement
traffic controls
Increased disruption to local
motorists causes community
angst.

Delays to project to implement
new treatments.
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Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Indicative Risk
Rating

Transport stations,
interchanges, buildings,
stations, stabling,
maintenance and
buildings design

This is the risk that more
details are required than
currently developed at the
concept level for transport
stations, interchanges,
buildings, stations, stabling and
maintenance buildings.

Additional costs as more detail
developed.

Define design detail development
in the Reference Design and
DBC and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

The uncertain depot
location is a planned
risk with contingency
provided in the cost
estimate

Tele-communications
services

This is the risk that service
alignments are unknown or do
not march surveys results or
that to scope, design and cost
of treatment occurs.

Increased cost to deliver change
in scope, design or cost of
treatments

Assess telecommunications
services condition and define any
variations to be subject to a
formal change process in the
Reference Design and DBC.

Major due to PUP
risk but risk can be
transferred to party
best able to manage
it through suitable
delivery model

Trackwork design

This is the risk that more
details are required than
currently developed at the
concept level for trackwork.

Additional costs as more detail
developed.

Define design detail development
in the Reference Design and
DBC and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with good
planning and design

Roadworks, landscaping
and fencing design

This is the risk that more
design development for
roadworks, landscaping and
fencing is required than
currently developed at the
concept level.

Additional costs as more detail
developed.

Define design detail development
in the Reference Design and
DBC and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with good
planning and design

Delays to project to implement
new treatments.

W

OR
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Risk Name
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Indicative Risk
Rating

Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Power supply and
distribution design

This is the risk that more
design development for power
supply and distribution is
required than currently
developed at the concept level.

Additional costs as more detail
developed.

Define design detail development
in the Reference Design and
DBC and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with good
planning and design.

Flooding Risk

The Project has the potential to
impact on the current level of
flood immunity by increasing
flood impacts to surrounding
properties and land use.

Flood immunity decreased as
some of the existing roads in
which SCMT is proposed is less
than current design standards.

Revise design standards to
accommodate for future client
change scenarios.

Low, with good
planning and design.

Coastal hazards

Some future climate scenarios
present indicate risks for
Alexandra Pde and Brisbane
Rd

W

OR
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Risk Name
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Discussions have
been held with
Energex, who
consider that
supplying electricity
to the system is well
within the capacity of
the existing system.
Supply to the
densified city is likely
to be within the
capacity of future
planned upgrades.

Low, with good
planning and design.

Table 57: Key project risks for BRT

Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Indicative Risk Rating

Safety accreditation of
the rollingstock

This is the risk that the
Project’s design vehicle,
Hess/Volgren, from the
Brisbane Metro project is not
accredited in Australia for use
on busways and the
proposed scenario with no
physical separation.

Project delays and increased
cost to deliver the Project.

Ensure accreditation criteria
during procurement and
delivery.

Moderate but can be
mitigated with appropriate
planning and procurement

Management of flash
charging

This is the risk that the flash
charging may require storage
in the sub-station to smooth
out demands on the Energex
network.

Increased cost to deliver
change in scope or design.

Contingency allowance in the
case of storage requirements.

Low, with good planning and
consultation with charging
providers

Power services
treatment

This is the risk that service
alignments are unknown or
do not match surveys results,
or that a change to scope
and/or design and cost of
treatments occurs.

Increased cost to deliver
change in scope, design or
cost of treatments

Assess power services
condition and define any
variations to be subject to a
formal change process in the
Reference Design and DBC.

Major due to PUP risk but risk
can be transferred to party
best able to manage it
through suitable delivery
model

Roadworks, landscaping
and fencing design

This is the risk that more
design development for
roadworks, landscaping and
fencing is required than
currently developed at the
concept level.

Additional costs as more
detail developed.

Define design detail
development in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with good planning and
design

Client initiated variations

This is the risk that the
Queensland Government
varies the Project scope
during construction.

Increased cost to deliver
change in scope, variations
priced in a non-competitive
environment

Define scope of works in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with thorough planning
and good governance
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Risk Name

W

OR

Delays to project to
implement new treatments.

Delays to project delivery
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Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Indicative Risk Rating

Tele-communications
services

This is the risk that service
alignments are unknown or
do not march surveys results
or that to scope, design and
cost of treatment occurs.

Increased cost to deliver
change in scope, design or
cost of treatments

Assess telecommunications
services condition and define
any variations to be subject to
a formal change process in
the Reference Design and
DBC.

Key Risk (PUP)

Out of scope works

This is the risk that there are
unforeseen changes to the
agreed scope of work.

Increased cost and delays to
project to implement new
changes.

Define scope of works in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with thorough planning
and good governance

Transport stations,
interchanges, buildings,
stations stabling,
maintenance, buildings
design

This is the risk that more
details are required than
currently developed at the
concept level for transport
stations, interchanges,
buildings, stations, stabling
and maintenance buildings.

Additional costs as more
detail developed.

Define design detail
development in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

The uncertain depot location
is a planned risk with
generous contingency
provided in the cost estimate

Standards change prior
to contract award

This is the risk that new
design upgrades are required
prior to construction.

Additional costs to upgrade
design to new standards prior
to construction

Define standards in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variation to be
subject to a formal change
process.
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Risk Name

Delays to project to
implement new treatments.

W

OR

Delays to project to
implement new upgrades.
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Risk Description

Consequence

Mitigation Strategies

Indicative Risk Rating

Power supply and
distribution design

This is the risk that more
design development for
power supply and distribution
is required than currently
developed at the concept
level.

Additional costs as more
detail developed.

Define design detail
development in the
Reference Design and DBC
and any variations to be
subject to a formal change
process.

Low, with good planning and
design.

This is the risk that service
alignments are unknown or
do not match surveys results,
or that a change to scope
and/or design and cost of
treatments occurs.

Increased cost to deliver
change in scope, design or
cost of treatments

Assess water services
condition and define any
variations to be subject to a
formal change process in the
Reference Design and DBC.

Moderate and can be
transferred to party best able
to manage risk with suitable
delivery model.

Delays to project to
implement new treatments.

W
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Water services
treatment
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Risk Name
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Discussions have been held
with Energex, who consider
that supplying electricity to
the system is well within the
capacity of the existing
system. Supply to the
densified city is likely to be
within the capacity of future
planned upgrades.

14.3.1.2

Key project risks – QBC

The preceding section outlined the key project risks for the Reference Project – LRT and
Reference Project – BRT that were determined through a quantitative risk assessment
process.
The cost estimate for the Reference Project – QBC was developed as a strategic estimate
and risk adjusted using a contingency approach in accordance with Annexure E of the TMR
PCEM. The key project risks relating to the QBC option are expected to include:
Project management issues



Scope definition and increased scope including dedicated infrastructure at Mooloolah
River



Traffic management during construction



PT network scheduling including changes to bus networks



The extent of pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction required



Increased property acquisition costs



Public utility and plant protection and relocation costs, particularly stormwater assets



Increased cost of stops and station infrastructure.
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A detailed risk assessment of the QBC will be undertaken during the DBC phase if it is
progressed for further analysis.

14.4.

Summary

OR

The cost estimates for each project option (and associated benefits and revenues) was
modelled in the economic and financial appraisals. The cost estimates for the LRT and BRT
options have been through a process of value engineering and peer review to provide
assurance to the cost components of subsequent economic, financial and commercial
analyses. Costs were presented in real, outturn (i.e. nominal) and present value costs and
represent the total funding requirement. All costs have been be presented at the P50
confidence level to reflect the level of risk and uncertainty at this stage of development.

W

The cost estimates were prepared in accordance with the requirements of the relevant
frameworks for a project at this stage of development and will be refined and tested in future
phases of development.
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15.

Economic Appraisal

15.1.

Purpose and overview

The purpose of this chapter is to present the economic analysis outcomes of the proposed
options of the SCMT Stage 1 Project.
The economic analysis uses a CBA framework that applies a discounted cashflow technique
to the benefits and costs of the Project. This CBA seeks to assess the impacts across the
Sunshine Coast LGA, including users of PT services, private vehicle users, government and
the broader community.

Methodology
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15.1.1

The economic appraisal framework has been designed to reflect the role SCMT has in
driving a wide range of economic and social outcomes for Sunshine Coast with flow on
effects for Queensland (see Figure 120). The framework aligns with Queensland and
national guidelines to capture a broad range of benefits attributable to SCMT.
Reflecting that mass transit in this corridor offers the potential to not only improve
accessibility, amenity, environmental and safety outcomes, but also offers a high capacity
PT corridor to support land use change, the economic appraisal framework has been
developed to assess two rounds of benefits:
The first round (benefits without land use change) isolates the transport and wider
economic benefits of the project that are independent of land use change



The second round (benefits with land use change) assess the benefits of the project
inclusive of land use changes that reflect changes in land use and relocation of
economic activity.

W

OR



Figure 120: Economic appraisal framework

15.1.2

Guidelines used in the economic analysis

The economic appraisal has been developed considering the following Queensland,
Australian and international guidelines:


TMR Cost-Benefit Analysis Manual (2011)



BQ Cost-benefit Analysis Guide (2016)



Transport and Infrastructure Council (2016) – The Australian Transport Assessment and
Planning Guidelines (ATAP Guidelines)


PV2 Road Transport
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Mode Specific Guidance (M1) – Public transport



Mode Specific Guidance (M4) – Active travel



T2 Cost-Benefit Analysis



T3 Wider Economic Benefits

IA (2018) Assessment Framework (IA Guidelines)



Australian Transport Council (2006) - National Guidelines for Transport System
Management in Australia, Part 1 – Public Transport Economic Appraisal Guidelines



Austroads (2012) – Guide to Project Evaluation Part 4: Project Evaluation Data



Austroads (2010) – Guide to Road Safety Part 7: Road Network Crash Risk Assessment
and Management



Transport for NSW:
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(2018) Principles and Guidelines for Economic Appraisal of Transport Investment
and Initiatives (TfNSW Guidelines)



(2019) Principles and Guidelines for Economic Appraisal of Transport Investment
and Initiatives – Economic Parameter Values

United Kingdom Department for Transport (2018) - Transport Analysis Guidance (TAG).

15.1.3

Key assumptions and parameters

The key appraisal assumptions and parameters presented in Table 58 are assumed for
economic appraisal considering the guidelines outlined above.
Table 58: Key assumptions and parameters

Assumption(s) proposed

Source(s) and comments

Real discount rate

7.0% (real)

Consistent with BQ guidelines and IA

Base price year

2019/20

Prices prior to the base price year
are inflated to 2019/20 dollars

OR

Item

2020/21 to 2026/27

Appraisal period

30-year appraisal period

TMR and IA’s CBA framework
recommends a maximum evaluation
period of 30 years for bus and light
rail initiatives

Annualisation
factors

285.6 PT annualisation factor is used
for both PT and road modes

As recommended in ATAP
Guidelines M1 – Public Transport





W

Preliminaries &
Construction period

Interpolation,
extrapolation of
transport demand

Interpolation between modelled
years is required in general
compound annual growth rates
have been applied. In minor
cases where there are negative
impacts, straight line
interpolation is used
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As per cost estimated developed for
the Project by Fission



ATAP T2 supports interpolation
and extrapolation based on
historic trends, or related factors
that may affect the growth in
benefits
Demand modelling indicates that
there is capacity following the
last modelled year to enable
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Item

Assumption(s) proposed



Extrapolation of demand beyond
the last modelled year based on
population growth rates assumed
in QGSO of 2.21%

Source(s) and comments
continued growth to the end of
the analysis period in 2057

Source: PwC analysis (2020) based on TMR (2011), IA (2018), ATAP (2016, 2018) and TfNSW (2018)

15.2.

Land use and transport network demand assumptions

15.2.1
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The land use and transport network projections form key inputs into the economic appraisal
and are significant drivers of the outcome of the assessment. An overview of these
assumptions is provided in this section. See Chapter 8 for a detailed summary of the Land
Use outcomes and Chapter 12 for the Transport Outcomes relating to the Reference Project
options.

Land use scenarios

Two future land use scenarios for 2026, 2036 and 2041 were developed for the PBC and
were applied in the economic assessment.
No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario

The No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario represents a business-as-usual approach to
planning and transport infrastructure provision in the Corridor. It identifies the likely property
market take-up of development entitlements under existing planning controls. Broadly, the
No-Intervention (trend) land use scenario has been developed in response to a “dominimum” transport network, which does not involve the introduction of SCMT Stage 1.
Intervention land use scenario

QGSO land use scenario 2018

W

15.2.2

OR

The LRT Intervention land use scenario and the BRT Intervention land use scenario have
been developed in response to a ‘with LRT project’ transport network and ‘with BRT project’
transport network, respectively. These scenarios which involves the introduction of mass
transit, as well as changes to planning controls that unlock existing land supply and
repurposing options in response to land market conditions as a result of the SCMT Stage 1
investment.

The official Queensland Government Statistician Office (QGSO) projections for population
the Sunshine coast Region have been translated by TMR into a transport zone level to be
used as a check against the land use scenarios developed above. The LRT Intervention
scenario and the QGSO scenario correlate quite closely for the Stage 1 mass transit
corridor. This is consistent with advice from QGSO to Sunshine Coast Council that the
estimates include advice on planned infrastructure upgrades as per the SEQ Regional Plan.

15.2.3

Transport network scenarios

The SCMT options are expected to change travel behaviour within the Sunshine Coast by
increasing PT accessibility and providing an alternative travel mode to private car. To
appraise the resulting economic outcomes, transport modelling is used to analyse the
impacts of changes in travel behaviour and these outputs are used within the economic
appraisal to monetise economic benefits associated with transport and the broader
community. The transport modelling framework used the Sunshine Coast Zenith Model
(SCZM) to estimate to estimate the level, composition and location of transport demand in
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the project case compared with the base case. Two core transport network scenarios were
applied in the economic appraisal:


Base case transport network: The base case transport network represents a ‘Do
Minimum’ scenario including the existing road and PT networks as well as planned and
funded upgrades (refer to Chapter 9: Base Case for details).



Project case transport networks: The project case transport network for each Reference
Project options, including revised bus operations and networks delivered under each
option.

Base case and project case scenarios

15.3.1

Base case
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15.3.

The economic appraisal compares the costs and benefits of the reference projects
incrementally to a base case. Specification of the base case is important to enable
estimation of incremental benefits and costs relative to the status quo with no project
intervention. The base case represents a ‘business as usual’ approach to planning and
transport infrastructure provision in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. The base case
includes the base case land use scenario as well as the base case transport network.

15.3.2

Reference Project options

The economic assessment considered the three shortlisted options out of the Options
Assessment. Table 59 outlines the key features of each option.
Table 59: Reference project options

BRT

LRT

Improved vehicles, higher
specification branded
vehicles, articulated or
double decker buses



Identical alignment to the
LRT alignment







Modern battery electric
buses

Alignment across the
corridor with aligned
station locations and
function

Dedicated bus lanes

Quality bus stops along
corridor

Pre-paid boarding, tag on
platform, all doors, no
contact with driver







Pre-paid boarding, tag on
platform, no contact with
driver



Priority at traffic signals





Dedicated right of way
corridor

Journey time of 30
minutes from
Maroochydore to SCUH.



Priority at traffic signals



Journey time of 30
minutes from
Maroochydore to SCUH.

W



OR

QBC

15.4.

Economic costs

15.4.1

Delivery phase costs

The delivery phase cost estimates represent risk adjusted costs for design and construction,
rollingstock/vehicle procurement, land acquisition, and client costs of the Project. These are
included in the economic assessment during construction of the Project. Prior to inclusion in
the economic appraisal, some adjustments were undertaken to align the cost estimates with
the real, discounted values of the economic benefits.
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The base cost estimates used in the economic analysis are presented in Table 60, including
the P50 risk adjustment. Sensitivity testing was also undertaken using P90 real costs.
Table 60: Delivery phases costs (FY2020, $million, real and discounted at 7%)

Delivery Phase Cost (2020 real $million)
Cost Item

QBC

BRT

LRT

146.17

536.47

579.43

Total Construction Costs

110.67

504.06

657.12

Total Base Cost

256.83

1,040.54

1,236.55

Total Risks P50
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Total Client Costs

172.08

272.72

316.65

Total Real Project Cost (P50)
($2020)

428.91

1,313.25

1,553.21

Total Discounted Project Cost (P50)
(discounted at 7% real)

298.52

935.89

1,087.23

15.4.2

Operating phase costs

An O&M cost estimate has also been prepared for each of the Reference Projects. The O&M
cost estimates for the BRT and the LRT use a first principles approach and reflect the cost to
establish and operate a standalone LRT or BRT system on the Sunshine Coast. The cost
estimate for the QBC option reflects the cost to operate a new fleet of high-quality buses as
an expansion of the existing Queensland Government contracted bus services on the
Sunshine Coast. The incremental change in bus service kilometres from the base case is
monetised using a per kilometre rate based on an indicative rate from South East
Queensland bus service contracts and includes the full cost of the required infrastructure to
operate bus services including the depot, standard O&M as well as purchase of the bus
fleet.
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The operating phase cost estimate is shown in Table 61, and includes the annual average
operating cost as well as the discounted cost of operations over the 30-year appraisal period
post start of operations.
Table 61: Operating phase cost estimate ($ million)

Operating Phase Cost ($million)
Cost Item
Average annual LRT/BRT Operating Phase Costs (Real)
Average annual Bus Net Operating Phase Costs (Real)
Discounted LRT/BRT Operating Phase Costs over 30 years
including capital replacement (Discounted at 7 per cent real)
Discounted Bus Network Operating Phase Costs over 30 years
including capital replacement (Discounted at 7 per cent real)
Total Operating Phase Costs over 30 years including
capital replacement (Discounted at 7 per cent real)
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QBC

BRT

LRT

-

29.9

32.5

28.3

29.7

29.7

-

234.0

246.4

205.91

223.4

223.4

205.9

457.4

469.8
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15.5.

Economic benefits
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The appraisal framework reflects a broad range of benefits that SCMT will generate through
influencing land use change, employment outcomes and travel behaviour in the Sunshine
Coast region. To quantify these impacts, the appraisal will quantify three broad categories of
benefits to cover the range of potential benefits summarised in Figure 121.

Figure 121: Benefits appraised in the SCMT PBC
Source: PwC analysis (2020)

15.5.1

Transport and community benefits

Through investment in SCMT, there are a range of transport-related benefits that could be
realised through impacts on:
PT users with benefits quantified including travel time savings for PT users, farebox
revenue resource cost correction, improved vehicle amenity and improved station/stop
amenity



Road network users with benefits quantified including car and freight user travel time
savings, and car and freight vehicle operating cost savings



The community with benefits including reduced environmental externalities, reduced
crash costs, health benefits from active travel, reduced road maintenance costs and the
residual value of assets.
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15.5.2

Urban development benefits

The mass transit options are anticipated to be city shaping, with urban regeneration being a
key strategic objective of the scheme. The benefits of urban transformation have therefore
been quantified for this appraisal and include land value uplift, infrastructure cost savings,
and environmental and sustainability benefits.
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15.5.3

Wider economic benefits

Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs) refer to the economic impacts achieved from the
concentration of economics over an area. Economic theory indicates that under perfect
competition a transport appraisal would estimate all welfare impacts arising from a project.
However, most markets are not perfectly competitive. If only direct user impacts are
appraised, some economic impacts would not be captured in the appraisal.
Research has shown that these WEBs can be significant and can arise in a number of ways.
These include productivity gains resulting from improvements in how well businesses are
connected to each other as well as potential employees, and benefits arising from structural
changes as businesses and households relocate.

15.6.

Results
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As a city-shaping project, SCMT is expected to improve the transport accessibility as well as
attract jobs and businesses to relocate into the corridor. The change in transport accessibility
and change in land use will generate different forms of WEBs, including agglomeration,
labour supply impacts and output change from imperfectly competitive markets.

The results of the economic appraisal are set out in terms of an NPV as well as a BCR and
are broken down by benefit type in Table 72.
For transparency, the results have been presented both in terms of first round results
‘without land use change’ and second round results ‘with land use change’ scenario for the
LRT and BRT scenarios reflecting the expected project outcome from delivery of these
options. It should be noted the results without land use change are not valid since the no
intervention – trend land use scenario has been specifically developed on the basis that no
investment in LRT or BRT has occurred. This land use scenario is of value only in
calculating the differential benefits of the intervention land use scenarios.
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Based on this, the LRT option delivers the highest benefits in relation to costs, with a BCR of
1.2 and an NPV of $292 million (real 2019/20, discounted).
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Table 62: Results of economic appraisal ($M, 2019/20, real, discounted at 7 per cent over a 30-year appraisal period)

BCR

1,087
234
12
223
1,557

PV (with land
use response)

BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

BRT option
BCR

QBC option

PV (with land
use response)

BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

BCR

1,087
234
12
223
1,557

936
222
12
223
1,393

936
222
12
223
1,393

299
206
504

95

93

93

124

161

158

159

141

140

140

141

67

17

16

16

-

3.1

2.8

2.8

-

(42)

(95)

(91)

(76)

0.7

(18)

0.7

1.1

(0.0)

(2.4)
107

7.0
207

(2.4)
108

(1.8)
118

(0.3)
68

94
160
140
16
2.8
(95)

OR

Costs
Capital expenditure (P50)
Operating expenditure
Capital replacement
Bus operator costs
Total economic costs
Transport benefits
Public Transport
PT travel time savings
(existing users)
PT travel time savings (new
users)
Fare revenue resource
correction
Improved stop/station
amenity
Improved vehicle amenity
Road user benefits
Car user travel time savings
(existing users)
Car user travel time savings
(new users)
Freight travel time savings
Reduced vehicle operating
costs - cars

PV
(without
land use
response)
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Appraisal outcomes
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LRT option
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LRT option

28
29
46
19
17
559
559

0.4

-

PV (with land
use response)

559

3.5
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BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

BCR
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BCR

OR

Reduced vehicle operating
costs - freight
Community and broader
benefits
Reduced environmental
externalities
Reduced crash costs
Health benefits from active
travel as part of a PT journey
Reduced road maintenance
costs
Residual value
Sub-total transport benefits
Cumulative benefits and
BCR
Urban development benefits
Land value uplift from zoning
and density
Infrastructure cost savings
Environment & sustainability
benefits
Sub-total urban
development benefits
Cumulative benefits and
BCR
Wider economic benefits
Agglomeration

PV
(without
land use
response)
(2.6)

W

Appraisal outcomes

BRT option

0.4

QBC option

PV (with land
use response)

BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

BCR

36

(2.1)

5.2

0.5

99

28

37

18

60
51

29
46

32
46

19
(26)

42

19

21

12

17
876
876

12
553
553

12
591
591

1.6
349
349

0.6

0.4

0.4

613

-

307

-

296
29

-

21
0.9

-

938

-

328

-

1,814

33

1.2

553

0.3

0.4

920

0.7

349

8.3

(9.2)
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0.7

0.7

LRT option
BCR

1.8
5.8
565

PV (with land
use response)

0.4

(998)
0.4
(992)
0.4

BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

BCR

QBC option

PV (with land
use response)

BCR

PV (without
land use
response)

0.4

0.4

0.4

1.8
35

1.8
2.6

1.8
11

0.5
(8.3)

1,849

1.2

556

0.4

930

0.7

341

257

(840)

(474)

(155)

1.2

0.4

0.7

0.7

292

(837)

(463)

(163)

1.2

0.4

0.7

0.7

W
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BCR

0.4
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Output change in imperfectly
competitive markets
Increased labour supply
Sub-total wider economic
benefits
Cumulative benefits and
BCR
NPV (excluding wider
economic benefits)
BCR (excluding wider
economic benefits)
NPV (including wider
economic benefits)
BCR (including wider
economic benefits)

PV
(without
land use
response)
0.4
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Appraisal outcomes

BRT option
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0.7

15.6.1

Alternative land use scenario

The demographic forecasts developed by QGSO include an assumption that mass transit
would be delivered along the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. Given this assumption, an
alternative land use scenario has been assessed based on the QGSO population, dwelling
and employment forecast and distribution. While the base case land use has remained as
per the core economic analysis, the alternative scenario assumes the QGSO forecast is
achieved under the land use response. The outcomes of this alternative scenario are
presented in Table 63. Urban renewal benefits and WEBs were not calculated for this
scenario, and so represent potential additional benefits beyond those presented.
Table 63: QGSO scenario test results ($M, 2019/20, real, discounted at 7% over a 30-year appraisal period)

Costs
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LRT option
Without land use
With land use response
response
PV
BCR
PV
BCR

1,087
234
12
223
1,557

1,087
234
12
223
1,557

413

491

8
138

477
324

OR

Capital expenditure (P50)
Operating expenditure
Capital replacement
Bus operator costs
Total costs
Benefits
Transport benefits
Public transport benefits
Road users benefits
Community and broader benefits
Total transport benefits
NPV transport benefits only
BCR transport benefits only

(998)
0.4

(266)
0.8

W

The outcomes of this analysis suggest that under the QGSO demographic scenario the
transport and community benefits only BCR of the LRT option is 0.8. This demonstrates that
the LRT option’s economic viability improves under the alternative QGSO land use
assumptions142.

15.6.2

Sensitivity testing

Sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to test the sensitivity of the appraisal results to the
identified risk factors, uncertainties, key assumptions and parameters. The outcomes of this
are shown in Table 64. These results show that without land use response all options have a
BCR below 1. However, when the benefits of the land use response are considered the LRT
option has a BCR above 1 under all considered sensitivities. The BRT scenario has a BCR
above 1 only under the most optimistic sensitivity tests and is always below that of LRT.

142

On a cautionary note, achieving the QGSO growth scenario may include additional transport network costs and upgrades which have not been
included in this scenario.
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Table 64: Sensitivity testing results, including wider economic benefits ($M, 2019/20, real, discounted at 7% over
a 30-year appraisal period)
LRT option
without land use
response
NPV
BCR
Unadjusted results
4% discount rate
10% discount rate

BRT option

with land use
response
NPV
BCR

without land use
response
NPV
BCR

QBC scenario

with land use
response
NPV
BCR

without land use
response
NPV
BCR

(992)

0.36

292

1.19

(837)

0.40

(463)

0.67

(163)

0.68

(1,022)

0.51

978

1.47

(834)

0.55

(358)

0.81

(71)

0.90
0.51

0.27

8

1.01

(780)

0.29

(468)

0.58

(189)

(1,062)

0.35

223

1.14

(892)

0.38

(518)

0.64

-

-

Cost -20%

(1,304)

0.30

(19)

0.99

(1,116)

0.33

(742)

0.56

(264)

0.56

Benefits +20%

(681)

0.45

603

1.48

(559)

0.50

(184)

0.83

(63)

0.84

Zero growth rate beyond
2041
SSEQ population growth
(3.02%) beyond 2041
SCMT base case land use
growth (0.76%) beyond
2041
SCMT LRT land use growth
(2.35%) beyond 2041
SCMT BRT land use growth
(0.88%) beyond 2041
Higher annualisation factor
of 324
Vehicle operating cost using
Brisbane specific
coefficients
Queensland vehicle
occupancy rates (1.6 for
non-business and 1.4 for
business vehicles)
SEQ land use assumption

(879)

0.44

662

1.43

(726)

0.48

(277)

0.80

(95)

0.81

LRT scenario with reduced
closure of lanes on Nicklin
Way

15.7.
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(907)

Cost +20%

(1,105)

0.29

(78)

0.95

(949)

0.32

(649)

0.53

(232)

0.54

(1,011)

0.35

227

1.15

(856)

0.38

(486)

0.65

(173)

0.65

(983)

0.37

323

1.21

(829)

0.41

(452)

0.68

(159)

0.69

(1,005)

0.35
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1.16

(850)

0.39

(478)

0.66

(170)

0.66

(990)

0.36

300

1.19

(835)

0.40

(460)

0.67

(162)

0.68

(1,004)

0.35

253

1.16

(849)

0.39

(477)

0.66

(169)

0.66

(948)

0.40

379

1.24

(794)

0.44

(414)

0.71

(144)

0.73

(974)

0.37

359

1.23

(819)

0.41

(438)

0.69

(147)

0.71

(1,009)

0.35

279

1.18

(854)

0.39

(479)

0.66

(177)

0.65

Summary
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To maintain the lifestyle and amenity attraction of the Sunshine Coast and support the
realisation of forecast population growth, investing in mass transit is required to encourage
and facilitate urban consolidation development. The economic appraisal considered a broad
range of economic costs and benefits. It demonstrates that LRT, with a BCR of 1.2, provides
an economically efficient option to support Council achieve its strategic objectives of
encouraging and supporting sustainable growth in the region. This is due to its ability to
realise urban transformation and development outcomes, and wider economic benefits, that
the BRT and QBC options do not achieve.
Based on these results, it is considered that there is sufficient justification for further
consideration of LRT, as the most viable option to deliver mass transit on the Sunshine
Coast and achieve the Council and State Government’s strategic objectives associated with
urban infill targets and maintaining the lifestyle and amenity attraction of the Sunshine Coast.
As identified in the land use analysis, there is a lack of clear evidence as to the potential
ability of BRT to increase land use capacity and take-up. This is reflected in the economic
analysis which reveals a lower BCR for the BRT option of 0.7. There are a range of
assumptions which impact the economic analysis and the BCR that will require reviewing
and confirming in the DBC including assumptions around land use, PT mode choice, car
parking, cost estimates and integration with other projects e.g. MRI.
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16.

Financial Analysis

The purpose of this chapter is to present the financial and affordability analysis outcomes of
the proposed options of the SCMT Stage 1 Project. This chapter includes two key
components:
1. Financial Analysis: Provides an overview of the whole-of-life cost and revenues of the
Project over the evaluation period and presents the financial analysis outcomes.
2. Affordability Analysis: Provides an overview of the net funding requirement,
affordability considerations and budgetary impacts.

16.1.

Methodology
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The financial analysis of the SCMT Project options has been undertaken in accordance with
the requirements of the PBC stage of BQ’s 2016 Business Case Development Framework
Release 2. The method applied in this analysis is the same as the revised Stage 2 Options
Analysis guidelines from BQ’s 2020 Business Case Development Framework Release 3.
Each of the Project cost and revenue elements are represented in nominal and present
value (PV) terms.
A financial model was developed to capture the construction, mobilisation and operating
period costs to present cash flows to the end of the analysis period for each option. Revenue
has been used to offset operating costs to present the net cash flows. This approach reflects
a typical discounted cash flow analysis methodology for the assessment of the infrastructure
projects.
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The analysis relies on inputs and assumptions provided by SNC-Lavalin, Fission and VLC.
The interpretation of the financial information and outcomes should be read in conjunction
with the respective reports and supporting information provided within and appended to in
the PBC. The financial analysis methodology and assumptions have been agreed with
Council and are illustrated in Figure 122.

Figure 122: Financial analysis methodology
The three options identified as the SCMT Stage 1 Reference Projects which are assessed in this financial
analysis are QBC, BRT and LRT.
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16.2.

General assumptions

Table 65 provides a summary of the general assumptions used in the development of the
financial model relating to timing, escalation, discounting and tax.
Table 65: General assumptions

Category

Assumption

Source/Comments

Assessment Period
30 years of operations

BRT

30 years of operations

LRT

30 years of operations

Periods by Stage
Preliminaries

Appraisal period is typical for
infrastructure projects of this size and
nature.
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QBC

Preliminaries & Construction

QBC

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2025

BRT

1 July 2020 – 31 July 2024

LRT

1 July 2020 – 31 March 2024

Construction period
QBC

1 July 2025 – 30 June 2027

BRT

1 August 2024 – 30 June 2027

LRT

1 April 2024 – 30 June 2027

Mobilisation period
QBC

N/A

BRT

1 July 2023 – 30 June 2027

LRT

1 July 2023 – 30 June 2027

Operations period

1 July 2027 – 30 June 2057

BRT

1 July 2027 – 30 June 2057

OR

QBC
LRT

Developed by Fission which has been
benchmarked where applicable against
the GCLR Stage 1.

Mobilisation & Operations
The operations period was developed by
SNC-Lavalin over a 30-year period.
Mobilisation is assumed to start four
years before operations commence on
LRT and BRT projects. For QBC,
mobilisation is not necessary.

1 July 2027 – 30 June 2057
Tax and GST exclusive

W

Taxation

Discount Rate

2.73%

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Preliminary Business Case

Financial assessment has been
performed on a tax and GST exclusive
basis.
Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC)
recommends projects deemed as social
infrastructure (investments where
revenue does not recoup the initial
investment) to adopt a discount rate that
is the average for QTC 10-year bonds for
the last 20 trading days. For such
projects delivered by government, a
recommended discount rate in nominal
terms is the average for QTC 10-year
bonds for the last 20 trading days, being
1.63%. A premium margin of 1.10% has
been added as an applicable rate. The
discount rate recommended is for use in
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Category

Assumption

Source/Comments
the Project’s financial analysis, not the
economic analysis.

NPV base period

FY2020

Reflects the Delivery, Mobilisation &
Operating Phase cost timing profile as
provided by Fission & SNC-Lavalin,
which commences FY20.

Rounding and
summation in
tables

The sum figures presented in each table
may not total due to differences in
rounding.

Table 66: Technical inputs

Input
Capital Escalation
Assumptions

Farebox Revenue

Operation Escalation
Assumptions
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Table 66 provides the technical inputs assumptions used in the financial model relating to
capital and operation escalation, farebox revenue and the risk assessment.

Detail

Escalation rates applied across
all capital expenditure during
the Delivery Phase.

Fission adopts escalation using
indices from DITRDC. See
Table 78 for the year by year
breakdown.

Patronage revenue multiplied
by uplift in PT users.

Refer to Chapter 15:
Economics Appraisal for detail.

1.88% p.a.

Operation Escalation applied to
the operational expenditure to
convert to nominal terms using
the 10-year average of
Brisbane historical Consumer
Price Index (CPI), retrieved
from QTC.

Total risk contingency to be
adopted is 67%.

The cost estimate for the QBC
Reference Project was
developed as a Strategic
Estimate and risk adjusted
using a contingency approach
in accordance with Annexure E
of the TMR Project Cost
Estimating Manual.

Capital expenditure has been
provided by Fission for BRT
and LRT at P50 and P90
levels. This analysis will
examine the risk at only the
P50 level.

Calculated using a Monte
Carlo simulation.
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Risk Assessment – QBC

Assumption

Risk Assessment – BRT & LRT

The escalation of costs has been determined by applying escalation indices using the
DITRDC Project Cost Breakdown template across the various years of project capital
expenditure. Table 67 summarises the rates used in the costings estimates. Note that for the
QBC option, a flat escalation rate of 2.75 per cent was used.
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Table 67: Escalation rates from DITRDC

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27+

2.85%

3.39%

3.43%

2.82%

2.29%

2.12%

2.81%

Escalation

Source: Fission (2020)143

16.3.

Financial assessment

This section outlines the financial assessment results of the Project. It presents the financial
outcomes according to the following structure:
Delivery phase - which includes the risk adjusted capital expenditure estimates.



Operating phase - which includes the mobilisation and the O&M costs and project
revenue.



Whole-of-project summary - which outlines the NPV of the whole project.



Sensitivity analysis - which tests the Project options’ NPV against various scenarios
based on changes to underlying assumptions.

16.3.1
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Delivery phase

The delivery phase costs include all direct and indirect costs associated with the Project
options. Table 68 outlines the delivery phase costs for each option in both nominal and PV
terms.

Table 68: Delivery phase costs - nominal and PV

Item

QBC ($’000)

Construction Costs

LRT ($’000)

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

493,070

426,701

1,524,897

1,322,882

1,816,668

1,574,456

OR

Source: Fission (2020)

BRT ($’000)

W

The risk estimates for BRT and LRT have been provided by Fission at P50 levels of
confidence for the capital expenditure costs applied over the relevant construction periods.
Given the preliminary nature of this analysis, only P50 risk adjustments will be used for the
financial examination. Risk costs were quantified by Fission and calculated using a MonteCarlo simulation using the @Risk software.
QBC risk cost was developed as a Strategic Estimate and risk was adjusted using a
contingency approach in accordance with the TMR Project Cost Estimating Manual.

16.3.1.1

Excluded Costs

This financial assessment is based on cash inflows and outflows from February 2020.
Expenditure incurred before this date or already incurred can be considered sunk costs and,
accordingly, it would not be appropriate to include in this financial assessment.

143
PwC has used different calculations for the BRT escalation numbers due to timing differences given by Fission. The difference is immaterial in
the context of the Project.
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16.3.2

Operating phase

The operating phase costs assume a 30-year operating period, with the Project assumed to
start operations on 1 July 2027.

16.3.2.1

Operating costs

The operating phase costs for LRT and BRT have been developed by SNC-Lavalin, with
costs, where possible benchmarked against similar LRT and BRT operations and then
adjusted accordingly to reflect the metrics of the proposed SCMT Project. The operating
costs for QBC are purely driven by additional bus kilometres.

Table 69: O&M costs
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Table 69 summarises the O&M costs in PV and nominal terms over the 30-year operating
analysis period.

QBC ($’000)

O&M Costs

LRT ($’000)

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

1,334,490

701,000

2,766,297

1,484,785

2,916,042

1,561,268

Source: SNC Lavalin (2020)

16.3.2.2

BRT ($’000)

Farebox Revenue

Farebox revenue is the revenue generated by the Project that is used to offset the operating
phase costs.
Table 70 shows the amount upon which the revenue of each individual project offsets the
costs to realise net project value.
Table 70: Total farebox revenue - nominal

Total Farebox Revenue – Nominal

LRT ($’000)

480,937

973,500

960,087

Net funding requirement summary

W

16.3.3

BRT ($’000)

OR

Farebox Revenue

QBC ($’000)

Table 71, Table 72 and Table 73 outline the whole-of-life summary of the total project costs
for each option, respectively. These costs determine and review the net project value given
all sources of revenue against all sources of costs over the Project’s appraisal period.
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Table 71: LRT net project value

LRT
Cost Item

Real ($000)

Nominal ($000)

PV ($000)

Construction Costs

(1,549,709)

(1,816,668)

(1,574,456)

Operating Costs

(1,881,629)

(2,916,042)

(1,561,269)

Farebox Revenue

605,426

960,087

496,872

Net Project Value

(2,825,912)

(3,772,624)

(2,638,853)
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Table 72: BRT net project value

BRT

Cost Item
Construction Costs
Operating Costs
Farebox Revenue
Net Project Value

Real ($000)

Nominal ($000)

PV ($000)

(1,309,754)

(1,524,897)

(1,322,882)

(1,788,158)

(2,766,297)

(1,484,785)

612,669

973,501

502,341

(2,485,242)

(3,317,693)

(2,305,325)

Real ($000)

Nominal ($000)

PV ($000)

(426,392)

(493,070)

(426,701)

(850,003)

(1,334,490)

(701,000)

300,611

480,937

245,639

(975,785)

(1,346,623)

(882,063)

Table 73: QBC net project value

QBC

Cost Item
Construction Costs
Operating Costs

OR

Farebox Revenue

Net Project Value

W

All options require an increasing level of funding after the delivery phase, however, QBC
requires significantly less operational expenditure funding after delivery due to the Project
being less capital intensive.

16.3.4

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivities have been conducted on the NPV for the different project options to consider
various incremental increases and decreases to cost, revenue and discount rates. The
sensitivity analysis is presented in Table 74. The results show that the BRT and LRT options
are most sensitive to changes in O&M and construction costs. The QBC option is more
sensitive to changes in O&M costs relative to BRT and LRT. Changes in revenue have
immaterial impact to all options.
Table 74: Sensitivity analysis - NPV
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Cost Item

QBC ($’000)

BRT ($’000)

LRT ($’000)

Base Case

(882,063)

(2,305,181)

(2,638,853)

Construction Cost increase 25%

(998,738)

(2,636,045)

(3,032,467)

Construction Cost decrease 25%

(775,387)

(1,974,605)

(2,245,239)

(1,057,312)

(2,676,521)

(3,029,170)

O&M Costs decrease 25%

(706,812)

(1,934,129)

(2,248,536)

Discount Rate up 1%

(773,608)

(2,062,812)

(2,363,361)

(1,017,942)

(2,603,617)

(2,976,923)

O&M Costs increase 25%

Revenue up 10%
Revenue down 10%

16.4.
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Discount Rate down 1%

(857,499)

(2,255,091)

(2,589,166)

(906,627)

(2,355,559)

(2,688,540)

Financial assessment summary

This financial assessment analysed the capital and operating expenditure required and
revenue acquired for the three SCMT Reference Projects – QBC, BRT and LRT. All three
Reference Projects will require significant funding during the delivery phase to accommodate
the infrastructure development required. The LRT option, as the most capital intensive,
requires the highest investment during project delivery and operational phase. None of the
Project options generate sufficient farebox revenue during the appraisal period to recover
capital or operating costs. A further detailed cost estimate will be required for the preferred
Reference Project(s) during the DBC stage.
A summary of the financial assessment results for each project is outlined below.

16.4.1

QBC summary

W

OR

The risk-adjusted (contingency approach) capital cost required for the QBC project option
equates to $493 million in nominal terms, and $426 million in PV terms. The risk-adjusted
O&M costs, excluding farebox revenue is $1.3 billion in nominal terms and $701 million in
PV terms. The farebox revenue is assumed to total $481 million in nominal terms, and $245
million in PV terms over the 30-year operating period assessed. Net risk-adjusted
(contingency approach) whole-of-life project costs over the assessment period (i.e. delivery
and operating phase costs, less farebox revenue) are estimated to be at $1.3 billion in
nominal terms, and $882 million in PV terms.
The NPV of the Project is most sensitive to changes in the O&M costs, discount rate and
construction costs.

16.4.2

BRT summary

The risk-adjusted (P50) capital cost required for the BRT Reference Project option equates
to $1.5 billion in nominal terms, and $1.3 billion in PV terms. The risk-adjusted O&M costs,
excluding farebox revenue is $2.7 billion in nominal terms and $1.4 billion in PV terms. The
farebox revenue is assumed to total $973 million in nominal terms, and $502 million in PV
terms over the 30-year operating period assessed. Net risk-adjusted (P50) whole-of-life
project costs over the assessment period are estimated to be at $3.3 billion in nominal
terms, and $2.3 billion in PV terms.
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The NPV of the Project is most sensitive to changes in the O&M costs, discount rate and
construction costs.

16.4.3

LRT summary

The risk-adjusted (P50) capital cost required for the LRT Reference Project equates to $1.8
billion in nominal terms, and $1.5 billion in PV terms. The risk-adjusted O&M costs, exclusive
of farebox revenue, is $2.9 billion in nominal terms and $1.5 billion in PV terms. The farebox
revenue is assumed to total $960 million in nominal terms, and $496 million in PV terms over
the 30-year operating period assessed. Net risk-adjusted (P50) whole-of-life project costs
over the assessment period are estimated to be at $3.7 billion in nominal terms, and $2.6
billion in PV terms.

16.5.
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The NPV of the Project is most sensitive to changes in the O&M costs, discount rate and
construction costs.

Funding strategy

W

OR

The SCMT Project will address future PT travel capacity constraints within the Sunshine
Coast corridor, resulting in increased value for the majority of stakeholders affected. There
will also be potential opportunities for the private sector involvement of funding for this
infrastructure, reducing costs for the government’s involved and simultaneously stimulating
private sector investment. Project funding will be achieved through a combination of farebox
revenue and government grants. To achieve an optimal funding allocation, further
investigation is needed on the merits of the proportions of funding sought from governments,
the private sector and their respective contributions. A high-level representation of a funding
strategy is demonstrated in Figure 123.

Figure 123: Affordability strategy

16.6.

Affordability analysis summary

The key findings of the affordability analysis of the SCMT Project options are as follows:


The whole-of-life net funding requirement for the three projects in present value terms
are:


QBC $882 million



BRT $2,305 million



LRT $2,639 million.
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Farebox revenue for all three projects recovers a limited amount of the required net
funding costs.



Both BRT and LRT options will require significant funding contributions from the
government, likely at all three levels. There is an opportunity to reduce this dependence
through private sector partnerships, however this avenue will need to be explored further
in the DBC. QBC as an option, on a relative scale requires approximately 30 per cent of
the funding proportionate to the BRT and LRT options. However as noted in Chapters 7
and 9, it is not able to meet the full range of project objectives as regards land use
change.



Value capture mechanisms may be applied, especially in the case of the LRT and BRT
options due to the intensive nature of the Project and should be investigated further as a
means of reducing net funding costs. While not a sole source of funding, these may offer
supplementary funding options.
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Matters that need to be further investigated and finalised during the DBC phase include the
ability to acquire property and the potential of surplus land sale value attributable to the
Project.

W

OR

The funding arrangements and strategy, once an option is chosen, will require a more
detailed analysis in the DBC phase.
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17.

Delivery Model Analysis

17.1.

Purpose

Analysing potential and appropriate delivery and procurement models is an important step of
the PBC process. The key objective of the delivery model assessment is to identify, assess
and select the most appropriate delivery model including the packaging and procurement
approach that is likely to provide the best value for money outcome, while meeting the
Project’s service requirements and objectives.

17.2.
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The purpose of this chapter is to develop the packaging, staging, procurement approach and
delivery model options available for the SCMT Project. Areas that may require further
analysis at future stages of the business case process are also considered. This assessment
is preliminary only and subject to detailed assessment and confirmation through the DBC,
including a detailed market sounding process.

Methodology

The methodology for assessing the preferred delivery model for the SCMT Project is based
on state and national guidelines, including:


Queensland Government’s PAF



BQ’s Business Case Development Framework



National PPP Policy and Guidelines.

17.3.

Procurement objectives

The objectives of the procurement of the Project are to:

Capture long term value for the Sunshine Coast economy



Procure services that will deliver assets and services with safer outcomes



Assist to deliver a single integrated transport network that is accessible to everyone



Optimise the value of new and existing assets in terms of net present capital costs and
lifecycle costs, while also meeting project objectives and service requirements



Adopt a risk profile that balances market ability to efficiently price risks with the
government’s preference to minimise its exposure to delivery risks



Adopt a delivery model that embeds sustainability into the planning, design and
construction so that environmental, social and economic outcomes are achieved for the
Council



Maximise opportunities to capture value through market innovation



Procure assets and services that will deliver a mass transit system that satisfies long
term operational, maintenance and capacity requirements of the region’s transit network,
particularly in relation to the targets and goals set out in ShapingSEQ and the Sunshine
Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy 2013 – 2033



Incorporate the requirements of the Queensland Government’s Ethical Procurement
Policy (2019).

W

OR
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17.4.

Procurement objectives

This section describes the scope of services to be delivered for each of the transport modes.
The services are presented in Table 75 for the different stages of the Project lifecycle, which
can be used as the basis for a packaging assessment.
Table 75: Scope of proposed works for each option

BRT

QBC

Overview

The light rail option will be
an integrated solution to
design, construct and
operate a PT system.
There is a high level of
integration between the
built asset and the
operating vehicles.

The BRT option will be an
integrated solution to
design, construct and
operate a PT system.
There is a high level of
integration between the
built asset and the
operating vehicles.

The bus option will
involve operating buses in
bus lanes or general
traffic lanes. There is little
integration between the
built asset and the
operating vehicles.

Operations

Operating an integrated
light rail system including
maintaining all assets and
systems required for light
rail operations including:

Operating an integrated
BRT system including
maintaining all assets and
systems including:

Operating a bus network
within the Sunshine Coast
region including:
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LRT



Operating BRT
vehicles

Recruiting, training,
managing drivers and
operational staff



Operating LRVs



Recruiting, training,
managing drivers and
operational staff



Light rail control
systems, and rail
signalling systems





Routine and lifecycle
maintenance of
vehicles, stations and
track assets





Maintaining and
operating ticketing and
client supplied
systems
Routine and lifecycle
maintenance of
vehicles, stations and
pavement assets
Maintaining relevant
operational
accreditation.

Operating a fleet of
buses including
higher specification
buses on trunk routes



Recruiting, training,
managing drivers and
operational staff



Maintaining and
operating ticketing
and client supplied
systems



Routine and lifecycle
maintenance of
vehicles



Maintaining relevant
operational
accreditation.

W



Maintaining and
operating ticketing
and client supplied
systems

OR







Delivery

Maintaining
accreditation to
operate a light rail
system.

D&C of all light rail assets
including:

D&C of all BRT assets
including:



PUP relocations and
protection



Earthworks and site
preparation



Track slab and
embedded rails



Traffic management







PUP relocations and
protection

D&C of bus lanes and
road infrastructure
including:


Earthworks and site
preparation

PUP relocations and
protection



Pavements and
running way

Earthworks and site
preparation



Pavements and
running way



Traffic management

Traffic management
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LRT

QBC



Road works including
interfaces with road
network



Road works including
interfaces with road
network



Road works including
interfaces with road
network



Rail systems and
signalling, traffic
signal integration



Traffic signal
integration



Traffic signal
integration





Depot, stabling, and
maintenance facility



Traction power
system including
substations

High quality bus
stops



BRT stations





Landscaping and
urban form

Landscaping and
urban form.



Interfaces with
ticketing systems and
other client supplied
systems at stations.



Depot, stabling, and
maintenance facility



Light rail stations



Landscaping and
urban form



Interfaces with
ticketing systems and
other client supplied
systems at stations.
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17.5.

BRT

Delivery model options

There are several delivery models that could be applied to meet the particular attributes of
delivering the SCMT Project. The distinguishing features between delivery models relate
primarily to how each model apportions risk between the client and the contracted party or
parties. Traditional delivery models involve the government retaining responsibility for
funding, demand risk, and asset ownership at the end of the construction. These models
differ primarily in their risk allocation throughout the Project lifecycle. Traditional delivery
model options include:
Construct only



Early Tenderer Involvement (ETI)

OR



Design and Construct


Collaborative D&C



Dual Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)

W





Design, Construct and Maintain (DCM)



Design, Construct, Maintain and Operate (DCMO)



Alliance



Managing Contractor



Operating contract (Bus operations).

A PPP model would involve private financing and transferring risks to the private sector as
they would be responsible for managing the design, construction, maintenance and
operation of the asset. PPP delivery model options can include a broad scope of assets and
services subject to the requirements of the Project sponsor.
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17.5.1

Delivery model components

There are four components of work that every project involves:
1.

Design, involving the concept and detailed design of the asset prior to construction

2.

Construction, including the contract for the build of the assets, with potential for early
works

3.

Maintenance, including ongoing major and minor upkeep of the asset over a specified
contract period

4.

Operations, including the ongoing operational responsibilities of the asset and
potentially including revenue generation/collection over contract period.

17.5.2
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All delivery model options include these four components in various combinations, with the
PPP options including the potential to involve private sector finance.

Traditional delivery model options

Each model considered in this analysis is described in Table 76.
Table 76: Delivery Model Options

Description

Construct
Only

A Construct Only model involves the State tendering for a construction contractor
and maintaining responsibility for separately outsourcing for the design and O&M.

ETI

ETI is a subset of the Construct Only model and is a procurement method applied
to standard construction contracts. ETI involves selecting two or three competing
contractors to participate. The focus of the ETI procurement is to improve the
design and constructability of the Project.

D&C

A D&C model involves the State preparing a design brief outlining the key functional
and service requirements, then requires tenderers to complete the detailed design
consistent with the brief and to construct the works.

Collaborative
D&C

A collaborative D&C model is a subset of the D&C model where the State and
private party actively collaborate to ensure the design is fit and designed for
purpose. A collaborative D&C is applied after the preferred tenderer is selected.

Dual ECI

The ECI model is best suited in a project where there are perceived scoping and
output benefits of early involvement of the contractor. The ECI delivery model
tender phase is generally followed by a two-step interactive process to negotiate a
D&C contract. An Expression of Interest (EOI) is developed and industry response
to non-price criteria is sought. A shortlisting process then occurs through a series of
interviews and workshops.

W

OR

Delivery
Model

It is a collaborative approach to contracting where contractors are engaged in the
early stages of the Project process to develop a tender for construction. It allows
two preferred contractors to be selected and work with the State to develop the
Project design, assess the risks within the Project and develop a risk adjusted
tender price.
DCM

A DCM contract involves an augmentation of a D&C contract to include ongoing
minor and major maintenance to the asset.
Maintenance is for a specified period of time over a set contracted period of usually
10 to 30 years.
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Description

DCMO

A DCMO contract is a DCM contract with a requirement to also operate asset for a
set period of time.

Alliance

In project alliancing, the Project owner collaborates with one or more non-owner
parties (e.g. a designer and constructor) to share the risks and responsibilities in
delivering the construction phase of a project. Non-owner parties are typically
guaranteed reimbursement of their direct project costs and payment of corporate
project overheads in an open-book arrangement. Targets for cost, schedule and
other key parameters are developed jointly during the pre-construction phase.

Managing
Contractor

A Managing Contractor involves the State contracting a single entity to manage the
entire DCMO process and the contractors involved. The contract generally involves
a fixed payment.

PPP – DBFO

A PPP is a long-term contract between the government and a private party (usually
a special purpose vehicle) to Design, Build, Finance and Operate (DBFO) an
infrastructure project and provide the specified services to the government. In a
PPP contract the private party takes on project and service delivery risk in return for
availability payments by the State. Under this model, the State will only pay for
services delivered.

PPP Build,
Own,
Operate and
Transfer
(BOOT)

Under a BOOT delivery model, the government would contract with a consortium to
carry out all Project activities, including financing the Project. The consortium would
receive the revenue that the Project generates (i.e. fare box and advertising
revenues). Where there is a short fall in relation to costs, the government may
provide capital or on-going contributions to improve the Project’s viability. This
delivery model allows for the highest level of risk transfer including all construction,
commissioning and whole of life asset risks, and importantly revenue risk, however,
is not common in Australian PT projects.

Operating
contract
(Bus
Operations)

The Queensland Government acting through TransLink has established bus service
contracts in SEQ. Private bus operators provide bus services including:
Privately owned buses and depots where operators are responsible for fleet
maintenance



Revenue risk retained by TransLink, operators paid for services provided

OR



Operators employ all drivers and operational staff.

W



17.6.
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Delivery
Model

Assessment of delivery models

Precedent projects have confirmed that stakeholder engagement is crucial to successful
delivery of a mass transit project. Learnings from these projects have shown for strong
contractor agreement the delivery model needs to have a high level of collaboration with the
contractor. Leveraging learnings from precedent projects this section outlines the
assessment of delivery models for the SCMT Project. Findings here are preliminary and will
be tested and confirmed through the DBC phase.

17.6.1

QBC

17.6.1.1

Operating bus services

Bus services are provided by operators in SEQ contracted by the Queensland Government,
with TransLink as the contracting party. TransLink has recently completed negotiation and
execution of the Fourth Generation (4G) contracts with bus operators, with the contracts
operational until June 2023 and an option to extend to June 2025. Through the 4G contract
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negotiation, the contracts were standardised across SEQ to improve consistency of service
standards, and to increase transparency of pricing and therefore, value for money to the
government.
Key features of the current (4G) bus service contracts include:
Bus operators are contracted on long term (five plus two year) contracts to provide bus
services



Bus routes and services are specified by TransLink and schedules and pricing is agreed
by the bus operators



The contracts are performance based and operators are only paid for services that run



Bus operators are responsible for providing vehicles and depots, the cost of these is
included in the service contract payments



TransLink retains demand and patronage risk and bus operators are responsible for fare
collection and using ticketing systems



New bus routes and services can be added to the contracts through an agreed change
mechanism.
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The options for the expansion of the bus services would either be undertaken using an
existing 4G contract, or by negotiating a new contract with an incoming operator for the QBC
component alone.

17.6.1.2

Design and construction of road infrastructure

D&C of road network changes is undertaken by the relevant state or council authority
including TMR, TransLink, and Council depending on the owner of the road in question. In
the QBC option, it is expected the proponent for any infrastructure works contracts would be
the Queensland Government (TMR or TransLink), and the works would be delivered using a
traditional delivery model because of the lower level of complexity involved. Bus operators
are not responsible for the D&C of road infrastructure assets including bus lanes, bus stops,
busway infrastructure, changes to traffic signals, and general road infrastructure, though
they may be consulted by the relevant authorities including TMR and councils.

LRT and BRT options

W

17.6.2

OR

The preferred delivery model for these works would be a Construct Only or ETI model with
the works being contracted to a locally based construction company.

The delivery model analysis has been structured to consider two types of contracting
strategies:


Disaggregated delivery using a number of separate contracts for the design,
construction, operations and maintenance of the infrastructure and services



Aggregated or bundled delivery models that provide integration between the delivery
phase and the operating phase.

One of the key differentiators between the delivery of LRT and BRT options is the acquisition
and O&M of the relevant rollingstock/vehicles.

17.6.2.1

Rollingstock

Rollingstock needs to consider the maintenance period in terms of whether it covers defects
and a nominal period after full delivery of all vehicles or to mid-life (approximately 15 years)
or for full life of frame. Components of the vehicles also need to be considered. For example,
on electric BRT vehicles it is likely the battery packs will expire before 10 years and
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consideration needs to be given to how such life expired componentry is handled and
costed.
The options for procuring and delivering rollingstock can be categorised into the following
options:
Design and Build which is effectively a supply only option



Design, Build and Maintain, applied for a specified maintenance period, taking into
account the aforementioned considerations



Design, Build, Operate and Maintain, which includes operations and systems, so the
Operator takes responsibility for the integration and technology. The public sector would
be required to pay for the assets upfront, however the Operator works with the OEMs to
procure a vehicle to their requirements and specifications. This would work well with an
early operator involvement contract.



Design, Build, Finance, Operate and Maintain, which may include finance of the
rollingstock and systems only, separately, or could be part of the operational setup and
commissioning.

17.6.2.2
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Disaggregated delivery models

W

OR

Table 77 presents a high-level delivery model analysis of disaggregated delivery models for
the BRT and LRT options.
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Table 77: High-level disaggregated delivery models for BRT and LRT options

Construct Only



Infrastructure Assets

Rollingstock

Risks

Advantages

This delivery model would
require separate contracts for
design, construction, supply of
vehicles, and operation of the
system. There is limited
opportunity for innovation in
design with separate
contracts. The public sector
would retain full control,
including stakeholder
interfaces and timing.

Construct only would require
the Principal to specify the
rollingstock.

The public sector is ultimately
exposed to significant
interface risk, particularly with
regard to:

Requires a well-defined
contract, thereby increasing
tenderer competition and
decreasing price.



PUP risks



Wheel to rail interface for
light rail



Rail systems integration
for light rail

While this model is not
suitable for complex works, it
may be applicable for smaller,
easily defined works
packages, such as an early
works package.



Traffic signal control risk
for journey time.
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Delivery model

This assessment is the same
conclusion for both LRT and
BRT options.



ETI promotes value
engineering and refinement of
the preliminary or concept
design through early
involvement. However, it
demands a longer process
with design being refined and
amended with two or three
contractors prior to the tender
of construction being finalised
and released to market.
Based on learnings from
precedent projects, while
contractors are hesitant to bid

ETI needs the rollingstock to
be known so the interface and
infrastructure can be designed
properly. For instance, on
BRT and LRT different floor
heights and axle loads and
turning radii will impact on the
design development.

W

OR

ETI

Given these risks and that the
construction contractor would
have little or no input into the
design, there is no market
precedent for this delivery
model.
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Delivery model

Infrastructure Assets

Rollingstock

Risks

Advantages

D&C
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on tenders with lengthy
procurement processes, the
opportunity to have a level of
insight and collaboration on
the proposed design is a
strong incentive for the private
sector. The assessment for
this delivery model is the
same conclusion for both LRT
and BRT options.
By bundling the
responsibilities for D&C with a
single entity, the associated
risks are transferred to one
party and greater
collaboration between the
D&C functions can be
achieved.

This delivery model may not
be appealing to the market
because of precedent projects
and level of bid costs
associated with estimating
design fees. This model will
reduce PUP and traffic signal
risks but will not adequately
address wheel to rail interface
and rail systems risks.

Allows potential for
contractors to add value and
innovation to the design
phase of the Project.

W
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There is a high level of market
precedence for this model,
however the market is
increasingly demanding a
level of risk sharing,
particularly around design and
PUP risks.

The rollingstock type needs to
be known for this, particularly
as the contractor is warranting
that design. Also need to
consider what maintenance
period needs to be included in
the D&C.
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Collaborative
D&C



Infrastructure Assets

Rollingstock

Risks

Advantages

May be more appealing to the
market than a traditional D&C
as contractors are given the
opportunity to further amend
and refine the design as
needed.

The rollingstock type needs to
be known for this, particularly
as the contractor is warranting
that design. Also need to
consider what maintenance
period needs to be included in
the D&C.

The contractor assumes risk
of design compliance and
construction works completed
to the brief, within timeframe
and cost. On the other hand,
the owner would retain the
risk of project scope, scope
change, unknown site
conditions and whole-of-life
asset ownership.

This model is suitable for
parts of the SCMT Project so
as long as adequate risk
sharing is achieved. The
public sector would need to
carefully consider which risks
it retains and which are
transferred to the tenderer.

Key aspects include:
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Delivery model



Despite high upfront
costs, a collaborative
D&C model allows
innovation and contractor
input.



Scope creep and risk of
design changes due to
unknown PUP
circumstance is a
significant risk.



More opportunity for
design innovation with a
collaborative D&C, driving
better solution and
feedback from engineers.

W
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This model will reduce PUP,
traffic signal and rail systems
risks, however it will not
impact wheel to rail interface
risk.
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Delivery model


Rollingstock

Risks

Advantages

Dual ECI offers an efficient,
competitive environment that
enables proponents to
develop an optimised value
for money stage two offer.

The rollingstock type needs to
be known for this, particularly
as the contractor is warranting
that design. Also need to
consider what maintenance
period needs to be included in
the D&C.

The contractor assumes risk
of design compliance and
construction works completed
to the brief, within timeframe
and cost.

Key advantages of this model
include:
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Dual ECI

Infrastructure Assets

This model may require
additional resources through
the two-stage process and
would need ongoing
consultation with each
proponent.

W

OR

Like a Collaborative D&C, this
model will reduce PUP, traffic
signal and rail systems risks,
but will not reduce wheel to
rail interface risk.
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Promoting innovation in
developing each stage,
including design,
programming and
management.



Encouraging delivery time
reduction and costeffective ways to meet
project objectives and
maximise value for
money.



Facilitating public sector
interaction with each
proponent throughout the
tender phase and stage
one phase, to
communicate the
Owner’s project
requirements.



Allowing interaction with
the contractor throughout
stage two to limit tensions
between State and
contractor and to resolve
issues on a mutually
satisfactory basis.
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Alliance



Infrastructure Assets

Rollingstock

Risks

Advantages

An alliance model is best
suited in high risk or complex
projects with unpredictable
outcomes. It also allows high
degree of collaboration. Key
market considerations include:

An alliance would work where
the rollingstock is yet
unknown and would allow that
to be separately procured as
well but built into the design
development phase.

The public sector would have
to accept a higher level of risk
as all project delivery risks are
shared by the alliance
participants.

An optimal solution that
protects the public sector from
risks while still providing the
market with access to and
collaboration with key delivery
partners.



Design needs to be
locked in with contractors
given incentives around
risk/reward.



All stakeholders,
especially TMR and
Council would have
vested interest in the
Project, thereby making
collaboration a smoother
process for contractors.

This model will reduce PUP
and traffic signal risks but will
not adequately address wheel
to rail interface and rail
systems risks.
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Delivery model

The public sector would be
expected to be flexible and
offer a high level of
collaboration with the
contractor.
While innovation would likely
be achieved, an alliance
model would expose the
public sector to high risk in
delivery outcomes.

W

OR

An alliance form of contract
could be used to deliver the
infrastructure assets for the
BRT and LRT options, which
could then be operated under
a separate contract.
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While it may be technically possible to separate the contracts for the design, construction
and O&M for the BRT or LRT project, a number of interface risks would be introduced if this
was the case. Due to the nature of the LRT project, and the high attention on wheel to rail
interface and O&M contracts, a disaggregated model would not be suitable for the LRT
project. Based on the analysis in Table 77, the use of a disaggregated delivery model is not
recommended for the delivery of either BRT or LRT primary due to the high level of
integration required between the infrastructure assets, vehicles, control systems, stations
and the broader network including the traffic signals. This high level of integration would
introduce significant interface risks between the Project team and the multi-party contractors,
which the State and Council would ultimately be responsible for managing.

17.6.2.3

Aggregated delivery models
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Table 78 presents a high-level analysis of aggregated delivery models for BRT and LRT.
Table 78: Assessment of Aggregated Delivery Models BRT and LRT

Delivery model
DCM

Applicability



A DCM model allows:


Single point of responsibility for the design, construction and
maintenance of the asset.



Transfer of greater lifecycle risk to the contractor leading to design
efficiency and construct quality. This increases upfront capital
expenditure costs in the interest of decreasing long term costs.



Strong incentives to reduce overall whole-of-life costs by driving
design, construction and maintenance innovation and efficiencies.

Best suited for projects with high maintenance costs relative to capital
costs, which may not be the case for the SCMT Project LRT or BRT
option given the significant capital cost expected at the outset. The
interface of having separate O&M providers on the same line may be
challenging.



Under this delivery model, the government would engage a consortium
to design, construct, maintain, and operate the infrastructure and
vehicles to provide the specified PT services. This delivery option is
commonly referred to as an aggregated or bundled delivery model as
there is primarily one overarching contract. In addition to the DCM
model, a DCMO contract provides further efficiencies and reductions in
whole-of-life costs which can be achieved by adding the operations
component to a DCM contract.
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DCMO

A single point of accountability is established in a DCMO contract. It
would be ideal for the O&M to be managed by the same party.
Under this delivery model, the government would finance the Project and
it would manage the draw down and payment process for D&C, and
make periodic payments to cover maintenance and operating costs.

The analysis in Table 78 indicates that it is preferable to use an aggregated delivery model
for the BRT and the LRT projects. A bundled contract ensures that the proponent manages
the high-level integration components of the scope of work and that the associated risk is
adequately transferred from State and Council. A bundled contract also offers great
opportunity for collaboration and innovation.
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17.7.

PPP Assessment

Under the PAF and BQ’s Business Case Development Framework, the PBC must assess
the potential for value for money to the procuring authority of the Project being procured as a
PPP. PPPs and their many contractual variations (Design-Build-Own-Finance-Maintain,
Build-Own-Operate-Transfer etc.) are arrangements that bundle the delivery phase of a
project with ongoing service provision and include private sector partnering with government
in:
Financing and funding all or part of the cost of the delivery of a project



Operating and/or maintaining the Project over an agreed concession period (generally in
excess of 15 years)



Being paid upon service delivery either by end users or through availability payments
from the procuring authority.
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A PPP is generally applied where there is a clear focus on service delivery and outcomes
that, when combined with the delivery discipline that comes of private sector financing, is
determined as providing value for money for government. It requires additional benefits,
including a risk transfer to the private sector that more than offsets the premium of private
sector debt and equity funding costs.
The procuring authority’s responsibilities for managing the Project are therefore different
from other delivery models. The government becomes a purchaser of asset-based services
that are paid for according to performance. The government allocates certain risks to the
private party, locks in whole-of-life budgets and quality standards and focuses on its core
business.
Table 79 details the appropriateness of a PPP model to the SCMT Project when compared
against the value drivers outlined in the PAF.
Table 79: PPP Assessment

Applicable

Comment

Risk
allocation



Given the scale and complexity of the likely build, there is a high level
of risk allocation benefit from a PPP over traditional delivery via a
D&C contract. The Principal is able to achieve a fully integrated
project solution and thereby allocate the delivery risk to the private
party. This applies to risks associated with the technical solution and
the whole of life operations, including the:

W
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Value Driver



In-ground and out of ground risks (track slab, wheel rail
interface)



Rail systems and power systems



Journey time and interface with the road network.

Whole-of-life
costing



The PPP model allows for a single entity to design, construct,
maintain and operate the Project and for the government to obtain
cost certainty through this model. O&M responsibilities are often
better bundled in the same contract to drive a whole of life approach
to the assets.

Innovation



The integration of the D&C and the O&M for the Project may increase
the level of innovation between the built form and the operating
assets, compared to a traditional disaggregated model. Precedent
projects have observed greater innovation with PPP contracts due to
the involvement of the Operator in the bidding process.
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Value Driver

Applicable

Comment
The greater scope for innovation on a PPP also arises from allowing
the government to focus on outcomes and the use of output/outcome
specifications.

Measurable
outputs



Asset
utilisation



Competitive
market
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17.8.

There is potential for a PPP availability payment model, however
premium financing costs may add to total costs i.e. the ability to offset
higher finance costs against value for money efficiencies is
considered limited. A PPP would offer some benefits through a
performance-based approach however the performance would need
to be managed against the expectations and contractual covenants
stipulated by the public sector. Under this model, payments may be
reduced in accordance with an agreed formula in the event that
passenger services are not provided to the required standards (for
example where services run late).
There is limited opportunity for a private party to generate additional
revenue from the assets apart from the core services intended.

There is a demonstrated market of proponents that would participate
in a PPP.

Summary

This chapter assesses the potential delivery model options for the SCMT Project. While it
may be technically applicable to separate the contracts for the design, construction and
O&M for the BRT or LRT project, a number of interface risks would be introduced if this was
the case. Due to the nature of the LRT project, and the high attention on wheel to rail
interface and O&M contracts, a disaggregated model is not considered suitable for the LRT
project. Instead, it is considered preferable to use an aggregated delivery model for the BRT
and the LRT projects, as a bundled contract ensures the proponent manages the high-level
integration components of the scope of work, and that the associated interface risks are
adequately transferred from State and Council.
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The chapter demonstrates there is a precedent for the use of a PPP contract to deliver the
Project and that a PPP contract may delivery value for money for the State and Council. The
DBC will involve market sounding including meetings with potential proponents and
contractors for the Project. The DBC will include detailed analysis of the potential delivery
models and will leverage learnings from current (2019-2020) projects including Sydney Light
Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Canberra Light Rail, and GCLR Stage 3.
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18.

Conclusions

This chapter summarises and presents the key findings of the SCMT PBC.

18.1.

Need for project

The PBC has established the need for the SCMT Project to address key challenges driven
by strong projected growth in population in the Sunshine Coast region over the next three
decades, characterised by:
An accelerating trend toward urban expansion



High dependency on private motor vehicle transport



Growing levels of road congestion



Liveability and environmental sustainability challenges.
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The Sunshine Coast is and should remain a lifestyle region with many attractions to
residents and visitors. However, this will be continually threatened by growing population
and transport demands. Only by aggressively addressing these challenges can the region
maintain its liveability, protect its natural environment and sustain its quality of life.
The service needs underpinning the Project are:


Transforming suitable parts of existing urban areas into lifestyle communities clustered
around mass transit and closer to jobs and attractions



Moving more people in less vehicles through efficient mass transit that is easily
accessed by active transport



Connecting existing and emerging strategic employment centres to each other and to
their labour catchments



Maintaining and enhancing the liveability and environmental quality of the region as it
continues to experience rapid growth.

OR

These are complex challenges which can only be addressed by a coordinated strategic
response covering land use and transport solutions based on:
1. A major improvement to mass transit to provide an integrated network connecting the
main activity centres and housing areas and linking the region to Brisbane.

W

2. A coordinated program to reduce urban sprawl and accelerate urban transformation,
establishing high quality and affordable housing choices on land in existing centres and
close to the mass transit alignment that is occupied by ageing and underperforming
development.
3. An ongoing program to boost and connect local employment opportunities by supporting
commercial and mixed use development in existing centres and other suitable areas
close to the mass transit alignment.
A coordinated response can also strongly support the Regional Economic Development
Strategy by ensuring the region’s economy continues to develop to attract investment to the
region in high-value industries and associated employment opportunities, with an accessible
and productive workforce.
The centrepiece of this coordinated land use and transport response should be a major new
mass transit system installed in stages across the region. The PBC has reviewed the
findings of the SBC in detail and has confirmed the first stage of the SCMT Project should
focus on the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, between the new
Maroochydore CBD and the major SCUH precinct at Kawana Town Centre.
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This should be followed as soon as possible by:


Stage 2: Connection from SCUH/ Kawana to Beerwah and the existing North Coast
Line



Stage 3: Extension south from SCUH/Kawana along the coast to Caloundra. The
urgency for a mass transit system within the Sunshine Coast region, and in particular
the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, is driven by the current and forecast transport
and land use problems within the region.

The analysis presented in this PBC demonstrates:
Congestion along key arterial routes within the region is currently costing over $500
million per annum. This is forecast to continue to grow and cost the regional economy
$1.4 billion per annum (in 2016 dollars) by 2041.



The economic productivity of the region will be impeded as time goes on without
intervention to address congestion, with for example, lost hours in Maroochydore alone
due to congestion forecast to reach 130,000 per annum in the peak period by 2041. Lost
productivity will have serious flow on impacts, limiting any agglomeration opportunities
and failing to support the region’s forecast 75,000 additional jobs over the next 25 years.



Urban expansion development within the Sunshine Coast region has been successful in
supporting population growth and the demand for housing. However, there is significant
risk of detrimental urban sprawl and costs to government if this urban expansion
development is not balanced with appropriate consolidated/infill development. Research
suggests that for every 1,000 additional urban expansion houses built, costs for
supporting social infrastructure total almost $95 million.



At least an additional 53,700 consolidation/infill dwellings by 2041 are required within the
region to achieve the overall ShapingSEQ consolidated housing benchmark of 62 per
cent by 2041. This equates to approximately 2,240 additional urban consolidation
dwellings in the existing urban area each year from 2017 to 2041. Based on current
forecasts, it is estimated only about 40 per cent of the required 53,700 dwellings will be
taken up without intervention in the land use planning arrangements for the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor to encourage and support urban consolidation development.
Without this intervention, the ShapingSEQ targets will not be achieved and the increased
demand for housing will need to be met by further urban expansion developments,
thereby failing to exploit any agglomeration opportunity.



Without intervention to deliver more sustainable transport modes and reduced car
dependency, an additional 830,000 daily vehicle trips are forecast on the Sunshine
Coast transport network by 2041, which represents a 70 per cent increase from 2016.



Dependency on private motor vehicles will continue within the region and given the
current rate of PT usage has fallen by 2 per cent between 2013 and 2016, the desired
2041 PT mode share target of 10 per cent for the region will not be achieved.
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Each year that passes without intervention to address these needs will continue to result in
increased economic, social and environmental impacts, and put at risk the visions and
strategic objectives of key policy documents such as ShapingSEQ, the Urban
Transformations Directions Paper, the Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development
Strategy and the Sunshine Coast Integrated Transport Strategy.

18.2.

Land use

The land use analysis undertaken for the Project has found the right type of mass transit can
act as a catalyst for the consolidation of new housing and business within its catchment. This
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will enable a high proportion of dwelling growth to occur within the established urban
footprint and support access to key destinations and employment nodes without having to
drive long distances in private motor vehicles. In particular:
The SCMT Project, if based on LRT or other technology with a similar influence on land
development take-up, will deliver a significant region-shaping opportunity when
combined with complementary and appropriate changes to planning controls.



Investment in the SCMT, if based on LRT or other technology with a similar influence on
transport accessibility and land use development, will help drive a stronger, more
competitive and sustainable economy and generate substantial and lasting economic,
social and environmental benefits.



Project benefits include a combination of the initial increased demand for dwellings
serviced by the new infrastructure and the benefits that come from changes in land use
zoning and increased development densities.



By 2041 the LRT Intervention land use scenario would result in:
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9,575 dwellings in the corridor beyond forecast No-Intervention (trend) growth, as a
contributor for the region to achieve its 62 per cent urban consolidation benchmark



An additional population of 19,597 accommodated in the corridor beyond forecast
No-intervention (trend) growth



6,336 new jobs accommodated in the corridor beyond forecast No-intervention
(trend) growth.

A permanent fixed track mass transit such as LRT would provide certainty for residential,
retail and commercial property investment. This is one vital factor leading to considerable
intensification of property development around fixed track mass transit stations. If carefully
planned and based on technology that has a real influence on land use development, a
major investment in the Stage 1 SCMT Project could potentially unlock greater dwelling,
population and employment growth through additional market interventions.

OR

The analysis has taken a conservative view to reflect historical residential and commercial
market demand along the corridor, and results could be higher than expected with the right
approach to urban transformation. However this will need to be tempered by the need to
maintain the low key character of the region.

W

The process of achieving a major swing to urban consolidation will be difficult and will
require the support of town planning amendments, and other measures envisaged in the
’Urban Transformation Facilitation Toolkit’ alongside the major investment in mass transit.

18.3.

Options assessment

Building on 17 options considered in the SBC, a quantitative MCA process was completed to
rank six transport investment options:
1. Region-wide bus service enhancements – no infrastructure
2. Region-wide bus network upgrades – targeted infrastructure
3. Road network upgrades in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
4. QBC in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
5. BRT in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
6. LRT in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.
The criteria used for the MCA were:
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Transport outcomes



Land use and city-shaping



Cost



Sustainability.
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Assessment was based on numeric values mostly generated from the VLC transport model.
The MCA demonstrated that an LRT solution from Maroochydore to Kawana was the highest
performing option when assessed against a range of criteria and transport infrastructure.
LRT performed the strongest in the Core MCA as well as across all sensitivities. BRT
performed second strongest, and this result is also consistent across all sensitives. Based
on these results of the MCA, the following options were recommended for progression to
economic analysis:
1. QBC in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
2. BRT in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor
3. LRT in Priority Area 1, the northern sector of the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.
Based on previous analysis in the land use capacity and take up in mass transit catchments,
only the LRT (Option 6) and potentially the BRT (Option 5) are considered to have significant
benefits in achieving the important land use criterion. The QBC (Option 4), although it
performs well in terms of transport and cost, cannot achieve the full range of benefits sought
for the SCMT Project in the Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.

18.4.

Reference projects

Three Reference Projects were developed to support the shortlisted options:


LRT based on Canberra and Gold Coast systems



BRT based on the bronze standard in the International BRT Standard



QBC using best practice and adopting the CoastConnect designs developed by TMR.

OR

The LRT and BRT Reference Projects have been analysed and designed based on the initial
operating assumptions shown in Table 80.

Item

W

Table 80: Operational assumptions

Alignment length

Assumption
13.6km

Number of stations

16

Number of traction power
substations

LRT – 9 at approximately 2km intervals, plus the depot

Structures – number of major
bridges

5 bridges

BRT – Assumed to be battery electric, with flash recharging at both
termini, at 5 intermediate stations and deep recharging in the depot

Canal within Maroochydore CBD
Creek on Brisbane Road
Tucker Creek on Brisbane Road
Mooloolah River North on Brisbane Road
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Item

Assumption
Mooloolah River South on Brisbane Road

Depot location

A preliminary layout for a for stabling and maintenance yard to
accommodate BRT or LRT has been prepared and costed, location
yet to be confirmed

System configuration

Shared driver amenities at both terminus locations

Journey time – BRT

Proposed to use standard 30-minute journey time with a 15-minute
change over at each terminus (flash recharging, driver amenity
break, driver change for driver break)

Journey time – LRT
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Priority at traffic signals.
Proposed to use standard 30-minute journey time with a 6-minute
change over at each terminus (driver amenity break, driver change
for driver break)

Priority at traffic signals.

Vehicle size / length – BRT

Based on Brisbane Metro Light Metro Vehicle (LMV). Approximate
values:
Length – 24 metres

Static width – 2.55 metres

Passenger capacity – 60 seated, 70 - 90 standing

Vehicle size / length – LRT

Based on GCLR. Approximate values:
Length – 45 metres

Static width – 2.65 metres

Passenger capacity – 80 seated, 220 standing

Platform height

300 to 350mm (100 per cent low floor)
300 to 350mm

OR

Vehicle floor height

W

Maximum gradient

Speed performance

Running way – BRT

8 per cent

To match adjacent road, posted speed limits up to 80km per hour

High strength asphalt pavements for running way, except for
concrete pavement at the following locations:


Stops including approach and departures



Intersections

Service pattern – length of
services

All services run full length

Power source – LRT

750V DC. Assumed 100 percent overhead power line with battery
power to be investigated in later phases.

Power source - BRT

Battery powered BRT vehicle with flash recharging at up to 5
stations and deep charging overnight
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The key features of the QBC option included:


Improved vehicles – about 20 higher specification branded vehicles, articulated or double
decker buses



High frequency bus services with frequency of at least eight services per hour and
headways of 7.5 minutes or less



Pre-paid services only with no cash fares, similar to Brisbane BUZ services



Dedicated bus lanes along Aerodrome Road, Rose Street to Horton Parade and Nicklin
Way (two road lanes, one bus lane and active transport)



No priority at traffic signals.

Transport outcomes
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18.5.

Transport modelling has been conducted to compare the transport outcomes of the NoIntervention (trend) base case against:


LRT Project Case



BRT Project Case



QBC Project Case.

The headline statistics from modelling the LRT project case against the base case include:
There are 390,500 fewer vehicle kilometres travelled within the Sunshine Coast in 2041.
This represents a reduction in VKT of approximately 2.4 per cent when compared to the
No-Intervention (trend) base case.



Within the Sunshine Coast LGA there are 49,400 PT trips each day in 2041, more than
double the number of PT in the No-Intervention (trend) base case.



Change in mode share is far more pronounced when considering trips within the Stage 1
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor. In this area, PT mode share increases from 1.3 per cent
to 4.5 per cent with the intervention of Stage 1 of the LRT.



The total number of PT trips that start and finish within the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor increases from 5,100 to 20,400 trips per day with the intervention of the LRT,
representing a 300 per cent increase.



8.8 per cent of journeys to work, within the Stage 1 Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, are
made by PT. This represents a step change in travel behaviour when compared to the
base scenario which observes a mere 1.5 per cent of internal journeys to work made by
PT.



31,100 trips per day are made on LRT in 2041.



There is significant demand for the Park n Ride around Mooloolaba with approximately
1,100 car fed PT trips per day. This is due to the location’s high car accessibility.



The highest number of transfers from bus to LRT occur at the SCUH (590), Mooloolah
River crossing (470) and the Maroochydore Transit Centre (330). This supports the case
for a bus-LRT interchange facility at the Mooloolah River crossing.



The pattern of development is far more concentrated around existing urban areas. As a
result, 85 per cent of all boardings on LRT services are walk-up trips.



23,000 fewer car trips start in the Sunshine Coast LGA each day when compared to the
base scenario. Of these, 19,800 are local trips that have moved completely to alternative

W
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modes due to more realistic alternatives and land use that support alternatives to carbased trips.


A light rail intervention is projected to increase the resident population in the Sunshine
Coast Urban Corridor by at least 19,597 people above trend by 2041.



An increase in population means there are more trips made by car each day within the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, but the number of car trips per person reduces by 8 per
cent with intervention of the LRT.



BRT performs comparatively well to LRT, however there is a lack of evidence as to the
ability of BRT schemes to influence land use change and urban transformation. It was
able to add only 1,873 people and 474 jobs to the Stage 1 corridor over the trend
scenario. The forecast patronage on the BRT option in 2041 is 26,000 trips per day.

18.6.
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The headline statistics from modelling the BRT project case against the base case are
similar, but forecast benefits are slightly lower given the lower population in the walk-up
catchments. The QBC modelling resulted in significantly lower mode shift resulting
principally from the lower degree of priority.

Social and environmental impacts

Potential social impacts were identified as urban growth/land use challenges, impacts to the
transport network and economic development impacts. Identification of social impacts is
ongoing and will continue to be identified and mitigated throughout the business case
process. Currently, there are no fatal flaws that affect the feasibility of the Project.

18.7.
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Council is working towards carbon neutrality, with key developments in sustainable
transport, biodiversity, land use and social planning initiatives for the region. The SCMT
Project is part of the objective to improve sustainable transport methods within the Sunshine
Coast region. The Project is expected to result in a reduction in local contributions to
regional greenhouse gas emissions. Even conventionally powered light rail uses 10 times
less energy than a car per passenger kilometre and there is a potential to offset electricity
generation requirements of the LRT and BRT options through solar farm generation. This
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions will assist in the transition to a lower carbon
economy and in mitigating contributions to climate change. However, it is anticipated there
may be short term impacts (i.e. increase in greenhouse gas emissions) associated with
construction activities of the Project. The PBC and subsequent DBC will assess the
environmental benefits of the Project including reducing carbon emissions through increased
PT mode share.

Cost estimates

The Project cost estimate consists of two key categories:


Capital costs incurred during the development and construction phase



Operating costs based on a 30-year operating period.

The cost estimating techniques applied are based on the nature of the activity being
estimated and the level of design information available. The techniques used range from:


A fully resource-based estimate of labour, plant and materials priced using local market
rates



Allowances for packages of work based on actual costs obtained from completed
comparable projects and adjusted to suit local market conditions.
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The capital cost estimates have been risk adjusted using quantitative risk assessment
techniques to account for the risk and uncertainty associated with the various elements of
the estimate. The capital cost risk adjustment is shown in Table 81.
Table 81: Capital cost risk adjustment

Delivery Phase Cost (2020 real $million)
Cost Item

BRT

LRT

Total Client Costs

146.17

536.47

579.43

Total Construction Costs

110.67

504.06

657.12

Total Base Cost

256.83

1,040.54

1,236.55

Total Risks P50
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QBC

Total Project Cost (P50) ($2020)

172.08

272.72

316.65

428.91

1,313.25

1,553.21

Table 83 outlines the delivery phase costs for each option in both nominal and PV terms.
Table 82: Delivery Phase Nominal and PV

QBC ($’000)

Construction Costs
Source: Fission (2020)

BRT ($’000)

LRT ($’000)

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

Nominal

PV

493,070

426,701

1,524,897

1,322,882

1,816,668

1,574,456

The operating phase cost estimate is shown in Table 83.
Table 83: Operating phase cost estimate

Operating Phase Cost (2020 $million)

OR

Cost Item

Average annual Operating Phase Costsa

BRT

LRT

9.20

29.47

32.54

276.04

897.36

990.83

W

Sum of Operating Phase Costs over 30 years
aNot

QBC

including mobilisation per annum

18.8.

Benefits

Figure 124 is a summary of the benefits that are expected to be quantified in the economic
assessment for the SCMT Project. All of the transport benefits and WEBs will be measured
across both the first round and second round estimation. However, it is only under the
second-round scenario that urban transformation benefits from land use change will be
realised.
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Figure 124: Economic benefits
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19.

Implementation Plan

The Queensland Government and Council have each committed $7.5 million in funding to
complete a DBC for the SCMT Project. The detailed budget allocation and timing will be
agreed between the government and Council following Council consideration of the PBC and
the Gate 1 Assurance Review.
The relevant parties will sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to document the
partnership between the Queensland Government and Council, their common goals and the
roles and responsibilities for the DBC.

19.1.
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The purpose of the DBC is to undertake further detailed analysis and stakeholder
consultation of the preferred project options and delivery models identified during the PBC
phase. It aims to identify the solution most likely to address the strategic project objectives
and provide the best value for money outcome. On current planning, it is estimated the DBC
can be delivered from October 2020 to February 2022.

Timeframes

An assumed development and delivery program for the SCMT Stage 1 Project is shown in
Figure 125.
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Figure 125: Project development timeline
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20.

Recommendations

The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the findings of the PBC and present its
recommendations.
As outlined in the PBC, the SBC considered the challenges facing the Sunshine Coast
region and the solutions required to address them. It focused on the challenges of managing
the expected growth in the region and the opportunity to use the Sunshine Coast Urban
Corridor to deliver efficient and sustainable growth outcomes.
On 25 July 2019, the SCMT SBC was approved and transmitted to the relevant Queensland
and Australian Government agencies. It recommended that:
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“The scope of the business case is proposed to be focused on the Maroochydore to Kawana
corridor… with safeguarding for network extensions and/or connections to potential future
mass transit solutions in the southern coastal corridor between Kawana to Caloundra, as
well as the inland corridors between Beerwah and the Sunshine Coast Airport.”144
This PBC confirms all the recommendations of the SBC. In particular, the PBC:


Identifies the major transport and urban development challenges facing the Sunshine
Coast region



Identifies the constraints and limitations of the current PT system and road network in the
Sunshine Coast region



Confirms the strategic need for the Project as identified in the SBC



Undertakes a comparative options analysis of initiatives that could address the service
need including non-infrastructure options and infrastructure options



Assesses the technical and economic feasibility of the Project by assessing a shortlist of
options.

Recommendations

W

20.1.
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In May 2019, the Queensland Government committed funds to help develop a DBC for stage
1 of the SCMT Project. The Council has also committed up to $7.5 million to the
development of the DBC. This should be developed in partnership with Council and the
Queensland Government as soon as possible. The DBC will include community consultation
on the detailed design of the SCMT Project.

The Preliminary Business Case and Options Analysis recommends:


Sunshine Coast Council (Council) supports the Queensland Government in the
development of a staged integrated mass transit system for the Sunshine Coast region.



Stage 1 of the mass transit system should be developed in the northern sector of the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor, extending 13.6 kilometres from Maroochydore to the
Sunshine Coast University Hospital (SCUH). Based on the PBC findings, the mass
transit technology options considered in this sector should be Light Rail Transit (LRT)
and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).



Due to the urgent need to reduce the accelerating trend towards urban expansion, the
new mass transit system should be delivered as soon as possible, with operations of

144

Sunshine Coast Mass Transit Strategic Business Case. p 138.
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Stage 1 accordingly targeted to commence in 2027. Stage 1 should be followed as soon
as possible by:
o Stage 2 - Connection from the Sunshine Coast University Hospital/ Birtinya Town
Centre to Beerwah (and the existing North Coast Line) as either regional rail or light
rail
o Stage 3 - Extension south from Sunshine Coast University Hospital along the urban
corridor to Caloundra as either Light Rail Transit or Bus Rapid Transit (consistent with
the technology chosen for Stage 1).
The Detailed Business Case (DBC) phase gives further consideration to both LRT and
BRT as the most viable options to deliver mass transit in the coastal sector of the region
(Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor). LRT and BRT would best support the strategic
objectives of both Council and the Queensland Government. The DBC should have a
specific focus on investigating:
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o Land use outcomes, specifically confirming the scale of the land use outcomes for No
intervention (trend) and BRT intervention
o Integration with the Mooloolah River Interchange project

o Development of a funding strategy and identification of funding opportunities.
Supporting Council actions should include:

Continuing the strong focus on achieving the outcomes envisaged in the Regional
Economic Development Strategy, focussed on supporting the Maroochydore city centre
project, and including boosting and connecting local employment opportunities in areas
close to the mass transit route to allow a greater number of residents to benefit from
more convenient access to their places of employment



Continuing consideration of the potential urban transformation outcomes for the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor (i.e. Corridor Urban Transformation and Economic
Strategy) to enable those potential outcomes to be subject to consultation when
developed to a suitable level of detail and fully assessed during the Detailed Business
Case process



Continuing to progress the implementation of the Parking Management Plan to help
reduce local traffic congestion, increase the attractiveness of urban areas and promote
behavioural change through improved travel choices and encouraging greater use of
public transport and more walking and cycling.



Council endorses the PBC for transmission to the Queensland Government for
progression to the DBC phase and further detailed technical, financial and economic
analyses focused on the options of LRT and BRT as the first stage of mass transit in the
Sunshine Coast Urban Corridor.
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